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Abstract

Probability plays an important role in many computer applications. A vast
number of algorithms, protocols and computation methods uses randomisation
to achieve their goals. A crucial question then becomes whether such probabilistic
systems work as intended. To investigate this, such systems are often subjected to
a large number of well-designed test cases, that compare the observed behaviour
to a requirements specification. These tests are often created manually, and
are thus prone to human errors. Another approach is to create these test cases
automatically. Model-based testing is an innovative testing technique rooted in
formal methods, that aims at automating this labour intense task. By providing
faster and more thorough testing methods at lower cost, it has gained rapid
popularity in industry and academia alike. Despite all, classic model-based
testing methods are insufficient when dealing with inherently stochastic systems.
This thesis introduces a rigorous model-based testing framework, that is
capable to automatically test such systems. We provide correctness verdicts
for functional properties, discrete probability choices, and hard and soft realtime constraints. First, the model-based testing landscape is laid out, and
related work is discussed. From there on out, the framework is constructed in
a clear step-by-step manner. We instantiate a model-based testing framework
from the literature to illustrate the interplay of its theoretical components like,
e.g., a conformance relation, test cases, and test verdicts. This framework is
then conservatively extended by introducing discrete probability choices to the
specification language. A last step further extends this probabilistic framework
by adding hard and soft real time constraints. Classic functional correctness
verdicts are thus extended with goodness of fit methods known from statistics.
Proofs of the framework’s correctness are presented before its capabilities are
exemplified by studying smaller scale case studies known from the literature.
The framework reconciles non-deterministic and probabilistic choices in a
fully-fledged way via the use of schedulers. Schedulers then become a subject
worth studying on their own. This is done in the second part of this thesis: We
introduce an equivalence relation based on schedulers for Markov automata, and
compare its distinguishing power to notions of trace distributions and bisimulation
relations. Lastly, the power of different scheduler classes for stochastic automata
is investigated: We compare reachability probabilities of schedulers belonging to
such different classes by altering the information available to them. This induces
a hierarchy of scheduler classes, which we illustrate alongside simple examples.
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CHAPTER

1
Introduction

On May 3rd in 1997 many of the world’s eyes were focussed on an unusual
competition. It was chess world grandmaster Garry Kasparov’s third match
versus IBM’s newest iteration of their dedicated chess computer Deep Blue. After
the grandmaster handily won the first two proposed matches in 1989, and 1996,
IBM improved the hardware of their computer alongside its routines [37], and
challenged the uncontested chess world champion again. At that time, the six
games long match was conceived as more than a mere chess competition – with
the most recent developments in computing and artificial intelligence, it was
considered as the representative match of human versus machine [81]. Throughout
history, chess was conceived as a measure of intelligence, as it combines complex
mathematical and combinatorial decisions, long term strategic planning, and
human creativity. Defeating the renowned chess champion solely using immense
computing power and refined programming routines thus represented the latest
advancements in information technology, and would let the world have a glimpse
at the true impending potential of computers.
The challenge consisted of six games to be played on consecutive days. Expert
analysts agreed that Kasparov started off the first game strong and decisive
[155]. However, towards the end of the game something unusual occurred in
the behaviour of Deep Blue’s chess moves. While both contestants were roughly
at eye level, Deep Blue decided to move one of its rooks to a position where
it effectively achieved nothing, neither offensively, defensively or in terms of
positional play, cf. Figure 1.1. Understandably, Kasparov was baffled by the loss
of posture by his machinery opponent [155]. Even though he was the uncontested
champion of chess, capable of thinking 10, or even 15 turns ahead, he then faced
simulated mental capabilities beyond his understanding.
Kasparov continued the game and drew a concession from Deep Blue in the
very next turn, but the latest move left an impression on the Russian chess
player [115]. The formidable 1:0 was quickly followed by Deep Blue equalising
to 1:1, after a premature concession by Kasparov. Hindsight analysis showed,
had Kasparov played the rest of the game perfectly, he would have been able
to force a draw [155]. Games three, four and five ended in draws, before the
1

2
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Figure 1.1: Deep Blue’s (black) perplexing rook move from D5 to D1 as a result
of a fail safe to exit an infinite loop, yielding a randomly chosen legal move [37].
The move results in Deep Blue’s concession in the subsequent turn.
surprising result of game six ended in the match win in favour of Deep Blue.
IBM engineers later found that the baffling rook move performed by Deep
Blue in game one, was the outcome of a fail-safe built into its programming
routines. Deep Blue was stuck in an infinite computation loop – the fail-safe was
to perform a random legal move to exit. Evidently, there is no assurance whether
the overall match win resulted from the strength of Deep Blue’s play, the mental
strains on Kasparov’s side as 6 games were played in only few consecutive days,
or the overall confusion and perhaps intimidation of facing a superior opponent.
“I’m a human being. When I see something that is well beyond my
understanding, I’m afraid.”– Garry Kasparov [193]
The 1997 chess match showed the latest advancements in artificial intelligence,
and there is no doubt today, that chess programs rival even the best of their
human opponents. While chess allows for seemingly endless possible placements
of its pieces on the board, in 2016 AlphaGo [78] for the first time beats South
Korean champion Lee Sedol 4:1 in a match of Go [26] – a game of even greater
complexity, where pieces are placed on a 32×32 square grid with almost no
restrictions. As seen by the fail safe performed by Deep Blue, the immense
increase of computing power comes at a price: Who is to ensure the correctness
of a program capable of beating humans in their own game?
Evidently, the problem at hand becomes vastly more grave, if we turn away
from games to more worldly matters: We live in a world that is almost entirely
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percolated by computers, and artificial intelligence aids us in our everyday lives.
Consider a simple trip to the airport: Semi-automatic security scanners check the
cabin luggage of every passenger, autonomously controlled monorails transport a
substantial amount of people to their respective gates, before they enter an aircraft
almost exclusively operated by fly-by-wire technology. Autonomous vehicles are
not limited to railway systems anymore – the most recent advances suggest that
self-driven cars are a widespread realistic mode of transportation of the near
future [104]. Even modern healthcare relies on the usage of computer aided
methods like the semi-automatic Da Vinci robotic surgical systems for minimally
invasive surgeries [192], or dedicated sleep tracking smartphone applications that
promise to increase the users well-being [14].
Unfortunately, akin to Deep Blue’s “indifference” for committing a losing
move to the chess board, these dedicated algorithms may cause catastrophic losses
of lives and aircraft [108], unaccounted for and dangerous behaviour of vehicles
in road traffic [80], as well as over-dosage of patients with mortal results [127].
This is to illustrate, that a world, in which nuclear power plants are operated by
computer networks demand a pendent of the ingenuity in information technology
to study their performance, safety, and reliability.
This thesis develops rigorous techniques rooted in mathematics and formal
methods, that provide confidence of a system’s correctness. A heavy focus lies
on probabilistic systems – systems using algorithms that intrinsically rely on
the outcome of probabilistic choices to achieve their goals. In particular, a
model-based testing framework for such systems is developed and studied.

1.1

The Formal Methods Approach

To counteract uncertainty in the ever-growing advances in information technology, the field of formal methods [44] seeks to develop mathematically rigorous
techniques to ensure their safety and reliability. The application of formal
methods relies on studying, designing and analysing complex systems based on
mathematically profound and unambiguous models. This both aids in rationally
quantifying the results and findings one encounters upon studying a system,
and to go about it in a rigorously structured manner. A model gives engineers
the advantage of working in a unifying framework in which inaccuracies can
be quickly pointed out, and in which the engineering team shares a common
language.
The ingredients of formal methods are presented in Figure 1.2. At their core,
formal methods comprise:
• A design/idea as the origin of a system to be developed, or maintained,
• an unambiguous model describing the behaviour of the system in a mathematically rigorous way,
• a set of requirements explicitly describing desired behaviour, and
• a physical implementation in the real world.
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Design/Idea
Modelling

Formalisation
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Verification
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(desired)
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the formal methods approach after [90]. The interplay
of an implementation to its requirements model, i.e. testing, comprises the focus
of this thesis.
While the nodes in Figure 1.2 illustrate the components of the formal methods
approach, the labelled arcs represent various disciplines used therein.
Formalisation entails the design step of transforming informal requirements
given in a natural language, to an unambiguous description. Upon the
development of a system, engineers frequently face ambiguous informal
description of stakeholders, e.g. “fast response time is desired for small
files”. The formalisation of requirements translate these into explicit
statements, such as “A response time of less than 500ms for files smaller
than 1MB”. Studies suggest that formalisation in itself prevents propagation
of misconceptions early on in the design phase [130, 129], resulting in far
less expensive mistakes to be resolved later on [112, 20].
Modelling describes the translation of conceptual behaviour phrased in human
language, to a mathematical model, e.g. finite state machines (FSM) [25].
The choice of the modelling formalisms depends on the properties of interest
(e.g. time, workload etc.), as well as the desired level of abstraction.
The process of structurally modelling a system design has been shown
to be of equal advantage as formalisation with respect to early error
prevention [27, 129, 130]
Verification comprises techniques to study if a model adheres to a given set of
formal requirements. Both the requirements and the model are given on a
mathematical level, making verification a problem of algorithmic nature.
Depending on the modelling formalism, a model checker (e.g. LTSmin [109],
PRISM [118], MODEST [22]) receives queries, and continues to explore the
state space of a model, to answer if the query is a true statement. Other
techniques involve static verification [19], or theorem proving [144].
Testing encompasses the validation of an implementation with respect to a
model. It is the interface between real world artefacts and mathematical
models. Testing therefore aids in gaining confidence that an actual implementation is correctly reflected by a formal model. It is thus utilized to
ensure certain behaviour is realised or avoided in the implementation.
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While the formalisation of requirements, and modelling are crucial to the formal
methods approach, they ultimately are a means for verification and validation.
Therefore, the most prevalent advances in research can be observed in verification
and testing, due to their direct impact and relevance for today’s society.
This thesis focusses on testing of probabilistic and stochastic systems.

1.2

Verification and Validation

Verification and validation describe independent techniques in system development, but are frequently used in tandem. The purpose of their application is to
gain confidence that a physical system comprises the behaviour encompassed in
its original design concept.
Verification ensures, that a model adheres to given constraints and requirements. Although tool support for theorem proving exists, key steps in the
procedure remain a manual task requiring human expertise. Hence, tools are
frequently referred to as proof assistants [12]. In contrast, model checking [9]
follows a more streamlined push-button approach in that tools are often fully
automated. A model checker is provided with a query, i.e. a property of interest,
and proceeds to check whether or not the property holds. Those include, but are
not limited to, 1. liveness properties of concurrent systems, e.g. ensuring that a
deadlock can never be reached, 2. reachability properties, stating that a certain
set of goal states is always reachable, and 3. safety properties, ensuring that a
set of undesirable states can never be reached. All properties may be augmented
with aspects like time or probability, e.g. reaching a set of goal states within
a certain time, with a minimal probability. A large proportion of research in
verification is dedicated towards the avoidance of a state space explosion via
increasingly more sophisticated algorithms and techniques. That is, a desirable
goal is the avoidance to exhaustively search all possible system configurations
to ensure a property of interest does, or does not hold. As an illustration one
may think back to the initial example of a chess board, where the total number
of combinations of chess pieces on a board is larger than the number of atoms
in the universe. Certainly, checking all of them cannot be considered a feasible
goal, and sophisticated state space exploration algorithms are needed.
Validation is the most commonly applied approach in practice to evaluate
and certify systems outside of a limited area of highly safety-critical applications. In contrast to verification, validation provides a direct link between an
actual implementation and its model. Even medium-sized software development
companies deploy testing in a routinely manner, larger-sized companies have a
dedicated team of test engineers, and companies that focus only on testing offer
their services. However, testing is a time- and money intense task often taking up
to 50% of a project’s budget [140]. Even though dedicated test companies exist,
testing is frequently done manually hinting at the susceptibility and proneness
for human errors. Both of these facts demand advances of testing techniques
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making 1. structured testing feasible for further widespread application, and
2. testing more effective, implying that the same budget and time investment,
yields more beneficial results for practitioners.
Model-Based Testing is an innovative validation technique rooted in formal
methods [149, 157], that is developed to both make testing more structured and
more efficient. It comprises techniques to automatically generate, execute, and
evaluate test cases. This three step approach in combination with the use of
a formal model ensures that a real physical implementation can be tested in
a mathematically rigorous way. The model encompasses the unambiguously
specified behaviour that a system is desired to exhibit. A test generation tool (or
model-based testing tool) then derives concrete test cases from this specification
model, executes them on the real implementation, and evaluates them by comparing the outcome to the required behaviour. In this way, the error-proneness
is transferred from the creation of concrete test cases, to the generation of a
formal model. Testing based on a model thus becomes much more streamlined,
and incarnates the same push button approach exhibited by model-checking. By
providing faster and more thorough testing at lower cost, model-based testing
has gained rapid popularity in industry [188, 86, 102].
To avoid susceptibility to imprecision, and to enable automation, the work
contained in this thesis is concerned with developing novel techniques in the field
of model-based testing. In particular, the focus of the developed methods lies in
probabilistic systems. A formal introduction to the field is given in Chapter 2.

1.3

Testing and Properties of Interest

At their very core, every formal method technique relies on models – abstractions
from superfluous details, that allow practitioners to focus on, understand and
study properties of interest. The wide variety of properties of interest, hence
requires a pendent in the field of formal methods. To illustrate some: An
automated teller system is considered infeasible, if it provides banknotes without
prior credential checks, online trading systems that do not realise transactions
in certain time constraints are impractical, medical equipment that cannot
guarantee a patient’s safety is rightfully regarded as perilous, and a smart phone
that empties its battery within an hour of usage is of no use to clients.
Probability. To that end, probability plays an increasingly important role in
many computer applications, and naturally adds to the properties of interest.
A vast number of randomized algorithms, protocols and computation methods
use randomization to achieve their goals. Routing in sensor networks, for
instance, can be done via random walks [4]; speech recognition is based on
hidden Markov models [154]; population genetics use Bayesian computation [13],
security protocols use random bits in their encryption methods [41]; control
policies in robotics, leading to the emerging field of probabilistic robotics [168], are
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concerned with perception and control in the face of uncertainty, and networking
algorithms assign bandwidth in a random fashion. More abstractly, service
level agreements are formulated in a stochastic fashion, stating that the average
uptime should be at least 99%, or that the punctuality of train services should be
95%. The key question whether such systems are correct remains; Is bandwidth
distributed fairly among all parties? Is the up-time, packet delay and jitter
according to specification? Do the trains on a certain day run punctual enough?
Related Work. To investigate the vast variety of properties, model-based
testing has matured from its roots in process theory [56] to a wide-ranging
research field: functional behaviour of an implementation can automatically be
tested by modelling interactions with the system via inputs and outputs, for
example with finite state machines [124, 179]. Labelled transition systems [173]
additionally cater for today’s highly concurrent and cyberphysical systems, by
allowing non-determinism and underspecification. To test timing requirements,
such as deadlines, a number of timed model-based testing frameworks have been
developed [120, 29].
However, a surprisingly small amount of research is dedicated to the testing of
probabilistic systems, i.e. systems relying on algorithms that inherently make use
of probabilities to achieve their goals. While verification of such systems is a wellstudied field, putting forth models like probabilistic automata [158], interactive
Markov chains [93], or (generalized) stochastic Petri nets [132], and tool support
provided by stochastic model checkers like PRISM [118] or Storm [58], only a
handful of applicable model-based testing frameworks using probabilities exist.
Probabilistic finite state machines are studied in [96, 133], and come with the
benefits and caveats of the finite state machine formalism. A black-box approach
to analyse systems against specifications based on statistics is given in [159].
The approach assumes no interaction with the system is possible – A critical
feature, considering that real implementations are frequently exposed to uncertain
environments or human agents. Notable work is given by Hierons et al. [98],
modelling systems that have physically distributed interfaces, thus causing nondeterminism. However, non-determinism is instantiated probabilistically, rather
than probabilistic choices being the quantities of interest in the first place. The
work by [138, 97] is concerned with stochastic finite state machines that specify
soft real-time constraints. Another line of work that uses probabilities is given
in model-based statistical testing [150, 190]. Here, the behaviour of the tester
is modelled, and input sequences are assigned probabilities to maximise the
likelihood to achieve certain goals.
All presented frameworks are highly specialised in their respective applications. However, where probabilistic decisions of systems are studied, interaction
with their environment is assumed to be minimal, or even non-existent. In
particular, the interplay of non-determinism and probabilistic choices seems to
be a challenging one. The work presented in this thesis seeks to take on this
challenge, and to establish a unifying framework for non-determinism, discrete
probability choices, and stochastic time delays. Specifically:
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Non-determinism represents the unquantified choice between two or more
alternative behaviours. A non-deterministic choice is absent of any information about the frequency associated to certain behaviour, as well as the
precise influences that determine its outcome. It is utilized 1. to model the
unknown influence of a system’s environment, 2. to allow implementation
freedom, 3. to model choices by human agents, or simply 4. as the true
absence of knowledge on behalf of the modeller regarding the outcome
of choices. Non-determinism is the crucial feature of labelled transition
systems (LTS), the fundamental model on which the conceptual framework
of this thesis builds upon.
Functional behaviour describes precisely the actions and allowed sequences
of such actions a system can perform. These may, or may not be visible
to an external observer and are frequently referred to as a system’s language. The description of functional behaviour is used to 1. allow/enable,
or disallow/disable certain behaviour of a system, or 2. enable interaction of multiple modelled components via their parallel composition by
characterising certain actions they share.
Probability is used to quantify the frequency of choices made by the system.
Probabilistic choices explicitly describe the outcome of a choice by assigning probabilities to the various alternatives. It is utilized 1. to model
the uncontrollable actions of a system, or the quantified influence of its
environment, or 2. to model the deliberate use of probabilities in various
algorithms, e.g. leader election protocols [165]. Probability can be modelled discretely, where the outcome of a probabilistic choice is akin to the
tossing of a coin, or the roll of a die, or continuously where the outcome of
a probabilistic choice may for instance be any real number in the interval
[0, 1]. For the remainder of this thesis, we refer to discrete probability
choices as probabilistic, and to continuous probability choices as stochastic.
Time describes time constraints in which certain behaviour is expected or allowed. Time constraints are for instance utilized when 1. time is of critical
nature, and needs to be accounted for, e.g. extending the wheels of an
aircraft and initiate breaking manoeuvres prior to landing, 2. communication with other components may be delayed, and allowed waiting time
needs to be quantified, or 3. when studying performance and response
rates within a network. Like probability, time can be modelled discretely
via countable clock ticks, each representing the passage of a singular time
unit, or continuously via a mechanism akin to a stopwatch.

1.4

Modelling Formalisms and Contributions

To provide the reader with a rough overview, we shortly introduce the modelling
formalisms used to construct our framework. A formal treatment of the models,
as well as individually related work follows in subsequent chapters. We provide a
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Figure 1.3: Automata modelling-formalisms used in this thesis.
brief overview over the capabilities of the various models to show their coverage
of the properties of interest.
Labelled transition systems [174] encompass non-deterministic choices and
communication among multiple (sub-)systems. States model the configuration of the entire system, while transitions identified by source and
target states alongside a label represent the transfer of one system state to
another. System events, or actions a user can perform are modelled via a
separation of the action alphabet into inputs and outputs.
Probabilistic Automata [158] extend labelled transition systems by modifying the target of a transition. Instead of a single target, a transition
may have multiple targets. The probability to reach a certain state is
then quantified by a discrete probability distribution over all its targets.
Unlike discrete-time Markov chains, a probabilistic automaton is additionally capable of performing non-deterministic choices. Hence, instead of
non-deterministic choices between transitions, a probabilistic automaton
has the potential of non-deterministic choices between distributions.
Markov Automata [67] extend probabilistic automata by adding another
type of transition between states. A transition is either probabilistic, or
Markovian. While the first is equivalent to the transitions possible in
probabilistic automata, the latter now models stochastic time delay when
going from one state to another. The delay of a Markovian transition is
associated to a positive real-valued number, representing the parameter of
an exponential distribution.
Stochastic automata [50] extend Markov automata, by allowing general distributions of time, as opposed to being limited to exponential distributions
only. Additionally, transition may now be guarded by clock constraints,
indicating the passage of time before they become enabled.
These models are by no means novel, but already see wide spread application
in academia and industry. Labelled transition systems [169, 174] present a solid
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choice of models for concurrent programs, due to their use of non-determinism.
Underspecification and implementation freedom makes them ideal for testing,
and they have successfully been applied in e.g. testing a Dutch storm surge
barrier [177], or electronic passports [136]. Probabilistic automata [158] are a
foundational model for stochastic verification, and have seen application in the
verification of networking- [165], or security protocols [163]. Markov automata
form the semantic foundation of fault- and attack trees [152] and the standardised
modelling language AADL [28] analysis. Their exponential delays are an accurate
approximation of the true unknown delay, if only the average of an activity is
known. Lastly, stochastic automata allow for verification of real-time systems in
which the time constraints are of purely random nature [90, 51, 50].
The work presented in this thesis follows the hierarchical structure presented
in Figure 1.3. First, we recall testing theory for labelled transition systems –
The work that this thesis is fundamentally rooted in, and motivate our choice.
We then extend the framework by allowing discrete probability choices in the
specification model. Lastly, stochastically delayed time is added, and an intermediate step towards Markov automata is made. The testing framework for
stochastic automata formally supersedes the previous ones, but rather than
presenting the final result up front, the work is presented in a step-by-step
approach. This is done in an attempt to gradually familiarise the reader with
individual components. Hence, a similar structure for these chapters is to be
expected.
Main Results
The main results of this thesis can be summarised as follows
• A mathematically rigorous model-based testing framework based on probabilistic automata is established in Chapter 4. Conformance, test cases,
test executions and test verdicts are formally defined, and the framework
is proven to be correct, i.e. sound and complete. Small case studies known
from the literature are performed.
• The framework is enhanced by allowing exponentially distributed time
delays in specification models in Chapter 5. A case study is performed on
the Bluetooth device discovery protocol [161].
• Trace distribution semantics for Markov automata are developed in Chapter 6, that in particular equip schedulers with the power to wait before
scheduling. The power of the semantics is compared with respect to similar
approaches and bisimulation.
• General stochastic time delays are added to the model-based testing framework in Chapter 7. We present how practical application shifts from
frequency analysis, to additional statistical hypothesis tests to account for
time delays.
• A hierarchy for scheduler classes of stochastic automata is established
with respect to reachability probabilities. This includes the classic full
information view schedulers [30], as well as non-prophetic schedulers [91].
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Structure and Synopsis of this Thesis

The nine chapters of the thesis are meant to be read sequentially with each
chapter building on its predecessor. For the convenience of the reader, each
chapter makes prerequisite knowledge explicit by providing references to earlier
occurrences of the material, thus providing an alternative reading approach.
While the central theme of the thesis is to establish a unifying model-based
testing framework, Chapters 6 and 8 may be read individually. Figure 1.4
provides an overview for a suggested reading flow.
We point out that much of the technical background necessary to understand
the work is provided within each chapter, and the thesis seeks to be self-sufficient.
However, to maintain overall readability, we provide appendices covering general
mathematical preliminaries, probability theory, and statistical hypothesis testing.
These are by no means proper introductions to their respective fields, but rather
a refresher for the dear reader. Further references to external reading material
are given whenever appropriate. In an effort to maintain readability of the
text, the mathematical proofs of our theorems are appended to the end of each
respective chapter. They may be skipped depending on the scrutiny and interest
of the reader.
We briefly summarize the contribution of each chapter:
Chapter 2 serves as a starting point, and provides a brief overview of (modelbased) testing, and the model-based testing (MBT) landscape. Core concepts
of MBT are introduced, and a schematic is presented that each established
framework in later chapters can fall back on. The taxonomy of MBT by [182]
aids us in placing the presented thesis in the context of related work. This
chapter is limited to results known from the literature and secondary sources.
Chapter 3 provides an exemplary MBT framework in the testing theory for
labelled transition systems with ioco [174], filling in the previously introduced
schematic of Chapter 2. Moreover, the presented framework serves as foundation
of our own work. This chapter is loosely based on secondary sources [169, 174].
Chapter 4 introduces the MBT framework for systems specifying probabilities.
We recall probabilistic automata, which are used as underlying specification
formalism. We present a notion of conformance tailored for probabilistic automata, and show how it conservatively extends the existing theory of Chapter 3.
A formal definition of test cases is given, alongside two algorithms that derive
them in batch or on-the-fly, before the framework is proven to be correct. The
framework is tested on three small-scale case studies.
This chapters’ contribution is based on the publications
• Marcus Gerhold and Mariëlle Stoelinga. ioco theory for probabilistic
automata. In Proceedings of the 10th Workshop on Model Based Testing,
MBT, pages 23–40, 2015,
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• Marcus Gerhold and Mariëlle Stoelinga. Model-based testing of probabilistic systems. In Proceedings of the 19th International Conference on
Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering, FASE, pages 251–268,
2016,
• Marcus Gerhold and Mariëlle Stoelinga. Model-based testing of probabilistic systems. Formal Aspects of Computing, 30(1):77–106, 2018.

Chapter 5 extends the MBT framework of Chapter 4 by incorporating stochastic time delays in the form of exponentially delayed transitions. Markov automata
are used as underlying formalism to show how tests are generated and executed.
We discuss the quiescence observation in the presence of stochastic time delays,
and illustrate the framework on a small-scale case study.
This chapters’ contribution is based on the publications
• Marcus Gerhold and Mariëlle Stoelinga. Model-based testing of stochastic
systems with ioco theory. In Proceedings of the 7th International Workshop
on Automating Test Case Design, Selection, and Evaluation, A-TEST,
pages 45–51, 2016,
• Marcus Gerhold and Mariëlle Stoelinga. Model-based testing of probabilistic systems with stochastic time. In Proceedings of the 11th International
Conference on Tests and Proofs, TAP, pages 77–97, 2017.
Chapter 6 establishes trace semantics for Markov automata, incorporating
the new notion of waiting schedulers. The newly introduced trace semantics are
compared to existing ones in the literature, and to several notions of bisimulation
relations. We illustrate our findings in a hierarchical overview summarising all
considered equivalences, and show implications and strictness.
This chapters’ contribution is based on work performed between May 2015
and October 2017 in collaboration with Dennis Guck, Holger Hermanns, Jan
Krčál and Mariëlle Stoelinga.
Chapter 7 culminates the MBT frameworks’ capabilities by extending the
previously established methods with general stochastic time delays on transitions.
Stochastic automata are used as underlying formalism, and benefits and caveats
are discussed when our methods are applied in continuous real-time.
This chapters’ contribution is based on the publication
• Marcus Gerhold, Arnd Hartmanns, and Mariëlle Stoelinga. Model-based
testing for general stochastic time. In Proceedings of the 10th International
Symposium on NASA Formal Methods, NFM, pages 203–219, 2018.
Chapter 8 studies schedulers of stochastic automata in their own rights. In
particular, a hierarchy of classes of schedulers is established. This is done for
classical notions of schedulers, as well as non-prophetic ones. The metric of
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choice are unbounded reachability probabilities. The hierarchy is proven via
intuitive examples and easy-to-follow proofs. The power of scheduler classes is
illustrated via lightweight scheduler sampling.
This chapters’ contribution is based on the publication
• Pedro R. D’Argenio, Marcus Gerhold, Arnd Hartmanns, and Sean Sedwards.
A hierarchy of scheduler classes for stochastic automata. In Proceedings of
the 21st International Conference on Foundations of Software Science and
Computation Structures, FOSSACS, pages 384–402, 2018.
Chapter 9 summarizes the thesis, presents overall conclusions, and provides
a discussion on our work. Additionally, we present some ideas for future work.
Chapter 1:
Introduction
Model-based testing
Chapter 2
MBT Landscape

Chapter 3
MBT with LTS

Chapter 4:
MBT with PA
Trace semantics
Chapter 5:
MBT with MA

Chapter 6:
Trace Semantics for MA

Chapter 7:
MBT with SA

Chapter 8:
Hierarchy of Schedulers

Chapter 9:
Conclusions
Appendices

Figure 1.4: Chapter roadmap for suggested reading flow.

CHAPTER

2
The Model-Based Testing Landscape

Testing aims at showing that intended and exhibited behaviour of a system differ,
or at gaining confidence, that they do not [194, 53]. Among its main purposes is
the detection of failures, i.e. noticeable differences between system requirements
and actual observed behaviour. The detection of failures may support future
endeavours of developers and programmers in debugging or fault localisation,
but it is also used as metric for quality.
It is applicable in various phases of the software development life cycle. A
prominent approach is given by the V-model, cf. Figure 2.1. Each phase of the
software design step has a mirroring component in a parallel testing step. The Vmodel adds an additional layer of quality assurance to the software development
life cycle, thus gaining an edge in comparison to the waterfall-model. It prevents
the propagation of errors to the lower design levels, where problem solving is
more costly and more difficult, via the early use of requirements specifications.
Model-based testing (MBT) is one variant of testing, that aims at automating
this otherwise labour intense, and often error prone validation technique. Its
origins can be traced back to the seventies [42], but it has gained rapid popularity
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Figure 2.1: The V-model used in the software development life cycle. Contrary
to the waterfall -model comprising a top-to-bottom approach, each phase in the
V-model has a corresponding test phase, resulting in the eponymous shape.
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in recent years with industry deploying MBT techniques [188, 86, 102]. The
benefits of automation are evident for both producers and consumers: Higher
quality products are delivered more cost efficiently, and effectively.
Given the increasing use and popularity of MBT, it is a natural consequence
that the topic was picked up by academic research and teaching alike. The goal
is to develop more sophisticated, powerful and efficient algorithms, tools and
theory. Research in MBT techniques has brought forth a plethora of different
frameworks, modelling mechanisms (each supporting various system properties),
underlying theory, or tools to practically generate and execute tests. We refer
to [182] for a formal taxonomy, and [181] for recent advances in the field.
However numerous the frameworks may be, all of them have the same
conceptual ingredients, which this section aims to introduce. In later chapters
we shall refer back to these ingredients, and compare how they are instantiated.

2.1

Overview

The fundamental approach of MBT is depicted in Figure 2.2. It bridges the gaps
between the physical world, comprising real artefacts and real systems, and the
formal world, where mathematical reasoning is possible, and vice versa.
The first encompasses an actual black-box implementation, e.g. inaccessible
code of a programme, or an embedded system, together with its requirements.
The intention of formal reasoning is to establish conformance. Certain behaviour
is desired and expected, while it is preferable that the system does not exhibit
other behaviour. This could mean that we eventually expect an ATM to dispense
banknotes after credentials were provided, but not before.
However, to avoid ambiguities of what precisely is desired, the underlying
hypothesis, henceforth referred to as MBT hypothesis, is that the behaviour of the
black-box implementation can be represented by a particular modelling formalism.
To be more specific: We assume that every possible concrete implementation
has a unique corresponding object/model in the formal world. This enables
Formal World

Physical World
Models

Specification
Requirements
Model

Specification
Model
Satisfies

Desired
conformance

Implementation
Blackbox

Formal conTesting

formance

Test Hypothesis

Implementation
Model

Figure 2.2: The model-based testing (MBT) approach.
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us to relate the implementation model to the formal object corresponding to
the requirements specification in a purely mathematical demeanour, e.g. via
graph isomorphisms, (bi-)simulation, testing pre-orders, etc. Conformance of a
black-box is thus unambiguously established its their formal counterpart.
It is here where the purpose of testing comes into play; very much like the
content of the black-box is hidden from an external observer, the implementation
model is not available to the tester. The only means of exploring its behaviour is
by executing experiments, i.e. testing it, and consequently observe its reactions.
The goal of any testing method is to give a verdict about the correctness of
the observed system. Thus, the specification model formally prescribes correct
behaviour, and is used as an oracle to generate executable experiments also
called test cases. The observed behaviour of the system under test (SUT) is then
compared to the expected behaviour of the specification, and evaluated.

2.2

Components of Model-Based Testing

Even though there exist numerous MBT frameworks, each with their inherent
advantages and restrictions, all follow the same basic pattern and have comparable
components. The outlaid scheme depicted in Figure 2.2 necessitates each of
those cogs in order for the MBT methodology to work as a whole.
In addition to both physical and formal components, all frameworks operate
under the MBT hypothesis: It is assumed that each physical implementation
has a corresponding model/object in the formal world. Naturally, each MBT
methodology strives for correctness of its techniques. Table 2.1 summarizes the
ingredients, while we scrutinize its contents below. A schematic overview of the
interplay of components can be found in Figure 2.3.
Physical Ingredients:

Formal Ingredients:

• Informal requirements

• Specification model

• Black-box implementation

• Conformance relation

• Test observations

• Test verdicts

Tooling:

Objectives:

• MBT tool

• Soundness

• Test adapter

• Completeness/Exhaustiveness

• Test generation method
Assumptions:
• Every physical implementation has a corresponding formal model
Table 2.1: Ingredients of a model-based testing framework after [15].
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pass/fail
Figure 2.3: Schematic overview of model-based testing components.

Physical ingredients. Testing is carried out on real implementations. A
trivial requirement to apply the MBT approach is the access to such systems.
This includes the capability to interact with them in one way or another in order to
perform experiments on them. Occasionally, this requires a test adapter mapping
generic inputs to concrete implementation inputs, and concrete implementation
outputs to more abstract outputs.
Moreover, every testing methodology requires a specification, i.e. a notion of
desired behaviour. Without it, obviously neither MBT, nor any other test process
is capable of establishing a verdict about correctness without the addition of a
human oracle.
Formal ingredients. The MBT approach dictates, that conformance of the
implementation to its requirements is established on a formal level. In order to
talk about formal conformance, it is first necessary to translate the requirements
into a formal model. This translation serves two purposes: 1. common oversights
and ambiguities are detected early on in the model design process. This prevents
errors in design to accumulate towards deeper levels of the V-model, cf. Figure
2.1, where they are far more costly to resolve, and 2. it is possible to argue about
equivalence or conformance of models on a purely formal level, e.g. via graph
isomorphisms, (bi-)simulation or testing pre-orders.
The latter, henceforth simply referred to as conformance relation, originates
in the purpose of the framework: Does the focus strictly lie on correct functional
behaviour? Are we solely interested in timed correctness? Or is the intent to
stress test the system, and expose it to a high workload?
Given such a relation and two formal models, it is then a problem of algorithmic nature to check conformance. However, we only have a limited view of the
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underlying system model, since its complete behaviour is hidden, i.e. MBT is a
black-box method. Thus, it becomes evident that the decision of conformance
is limited to parts of the system, that were revealed by executing experiments
on them. This necessitates test verdicts, i.e. decision functions on conformance
based on the limited view of the system that is accessible, and highlights the
inherent incompleteness of testing methodologies.
Tooling. Testing, as opposed to formal verification, is a discipline that is
carried out on real implementations. Under the assumption that we do not have
access to the inner workings of these implementations, i.e. the systems under
test are black-boxes. The only way of interacting with them is stimulating them
via inputs, and to observe their potential output. The intent to automate this
process therefore requires a tool to connect to physical systems. Its objective in
conjunction with the implementation is to automatically generate, execute and
evaluate experiments. Since the verdict whether an implementation is correct or
not is rooted in the underlying formal methods techniques, it is desirable that
an MBT tool generates test cases that comply with the same theory.
Another inherent concept of modelling is given by abstraction. Different
levels of abstraction require different modelling complexity, e.g. if we intend
to model continuous real-time, a discrete model might not suffice. To realize
abstraction, the connection of an MBT tool and an implementation is often
intercepted by an adapter, cf. Figure 2.3. Its role is twofold: 1. it provides an
interface that connects MBT tool to the implementation, and 2. it abstracts, or
refines inputs to, or outputs from the system under test.
Objectives. The intrinsic goal of the MBT approach is to establish a correct
framework. Formal correctness comprises soundness and completeness, also
sometimes referred to as exhaustiveness. These two properties in tandem necessitate that physical implementations pass a test suite if and only if their
underlying model is deemed as conforming.
Specifically, soundness requires that a conforming implementation does indeed pass a test (suite). This logical condition is desirable in every framework,
since its absence would invalidate the entire MBT approach. On the contrary,
completeness is inherently a theoretical property. Formally, we demand that
every non-conforming implementation is detectable by at least one test of a given
test suite, or test generation method. However, programmes of infinite size, for
instance caused by loops, naturally entail the need for an infinitely sized test
suite. While practical completeness, i.e. the detection of every fault, is virtually
impossible to achieve, it is frequently left as a theoretical result. It is commonly
sufficient to show, that a test generation method is capable of generating a
test that can reveal every possible misbehaviour. Another approach to provide
complete test theories lies in the restriction of assumed implementation behaviour
via e.g. fault models and fault domains [63, 100, 147]. The number of tests in a
complete test suite can then be reduced to acceptable sizes [101]
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Subject

Environment
SUT

Redundancy

Shared test & dev. model
Separate test model

Characteristics

Deterministic / Non-det.
Timed / Untimed
Discrete / Hybdrid / Continuous

Paradigm

Pre-Post
Transition-based
History-based
Functional
Operational

Test Selection
Criteria

Structural Model Coverage
Data Coverage
Requirements Coverage
Test Case Specifications
Random & Stochastic
Fault-Based

Technology

Manual
Random generation
Graph search algorithms
Model-checking
Symbolic execution
Theorem proving

On/Offline

On/Offline

Model

Test Generation

Test Execution

Figure 2.4: Taxonomy of model-based testing frameworks as presented in [182].

2.3

A Taxonomy of Model-Based Testing

The idea to perform testing based on a model can be dated back to the late
seventies [42]. The flexibility that model-based engineering grants, allows for an
equally flexible application domain. It is then no surprise that the usage of modelbased testing comes in various shapes and sizes, and entails a vastly heterogeneous
landscape. We present a formal classification given in the literature:
In their work, Pretschner et al. [182] establish a modern taxonomy of these
different approaches. To capture a broad majority of the multitude of frameworks,
the authors define the used terminology in a highly abstract manner. This allows,
for instance, to classify typical graphically based approaches, like finite state
machines or control flow charts, as well as pre- and postcondition centred
approaches, that model a system as a snapshot of its internal variables.
The classification is achieved via seven orthogonal dimensions of model-based
testing, as presented in Figure 2.4. Although being orthogonal, Pretschner et al.
point out their existing influence among each other. A continuous model, for
example, dictates the choice of test selection and test generation criteria.
We paraphrase the seven dimensions, and shortly discuss their implication
with respect to a general MBT framework. However, for a complete discussion
on the topic, we refer the avid reader to the original [182].
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Subject. The first dimension is displayed as a continuous choice denoted by
the arrows in Figure 2.4, rather than singular items. The general opposing
axis are the modelled system behaviour, and the modelled environment
behaviour. It is generally more beneficial to provide a mixture of both.
To illustrate, assume a model has full knowledge about the environment
of the SUT, but has no indication about expected outputs or desired
behaviour. Then, evidently usage behaviour is incorporated perfectly,
while no verdict about the behaviour of the SUT is possible without the
addition of a human oracle.
Redundancy. This dimension comprises the intended use of the model, i.e. the
purpose of a model is its use for testing versus its simultaneous use for code
generation. A prominent example for the latter is given by MATLAB’s
Simulink [141], allowing for automated code generation. However, models
need to be very detailed to enable code generation. This might not be
ideal for testing, as this is best done with some layers of abstraction.
Characteristics. This criterion encompasses the presence of non-determinism,
timing constraints, and the continuous or discrete nature of the model.
The particular choice of each of these three properties is naturally mutually
exclusive, e.g. a model is either timed or untimed.
Note that this dimension is highly influential with respect to the others.
For instance, the choice of a non-deterministic model with continuous
real-time necessitates tests to be tree-shaped, rather than single traces, to
account for various outcomes of non-deterministic choices of the system
caused by jitter, or concurrency.
Paradigm. This dimension comprises the paradigm and notation used to model
the system. Evidently, the used paradigm directly influences the power of
the test generation methods.
The authors adapt the classification of van Lamsweerde [186], which includes 1. state-based notations (e.g. JML), 2. transition-based notations
(e.g. FSMs, or I/O automata), 3. history-based notations (e.g. sequence
diagrams), 4. functional notations (e.g. first, or higher order logic), 5. operational notations (e.g. Petri-nets or process algebras), 6. stochastic
notations (e.g. Markov chains), and lastly 7. data-flow notations (e.g.
MATLAB’s Simulink [141]).
Test Selection Criteria. This dimension contains commonly used test selection criteria. It should be pointed out here, that no “best” criterion exists.
It is widely acknowledged that an optimal test suite, and methods to
generate one, are considered the “holy grail” in the MBT community [146].
The authors mention: 1. structural model coverage, which highly depends on
the chosen paradigm. For instance, state, or transition coverage in graphical
approaches like FSMs are commonly used. 2. data coverage criteria,
describing how test values are selected from a large data space. Equivalence
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partitioning and boundary analysis are two instances. 3. requirementsbased coverage, in which requirements and tests are directly linked, which
thus enable custom coverage criteria. This is frequently referred to as test
purposes. 4. Ad-hoc test case specifications, which directly describe the
pattern in which tests are to be selected, 5. random and stochastic criteria
are applicable if the environment is modelled, and describe usage patterns
of the system. Usage probabilities are modelled, and tests are generated
accordingly. And lastly 6. fault-based criteria, which directly link system
models and system faults. The assumption is the existence of a correlation
between faults in the model and the SUT, and between mutations and real
world faults. A prominent example is given by mutation testing [107].

Technology. The most appealing aspect of MBT is its potential for automation.
This dimension encompasses the plethora of dedicated computer aided
methods to automatically generate tests. Note that this dimension is
heavily influenced by the chosen paradigm and its characteristics.
While manual generation is an option, MBT enables the generation of
random tests, or utilize sophisticated graph search algorithms. In turn,
these may strive to generate tests covering each edge or node. Complementary, model-checking can be adapted to generate test cases based on a
reachability property, e.g. “eventually, a certain state is reached”. On the
same note, the authors mention symbolic executions and theorem proving,
checking the satisfiability of guards of transitions.
On/Offline. The criterion describes the relative timing of test generation and
test execution. Generally, there are two approaches to generate, or execute
test cases: on-the-fly (online), or in batch (offline).
On-the-fly testing allows the test generation algorithm to react to system
outputs in real-time. This is of immense value in the face of a nondeterministic specification; the test generator sees, which path the system
chose, and can thus react appropriately.
Offline testing refers to tests being generated strictly before their execution.
Once generated, tests are stored and consequently executed. This allows
for high reproducibility, and is of advantage in regression testing.
Tool support. The existence and development of tools is a necessity for every
MBT framework. Its purpose is the automation of testing, and tools are natural
means to achieve this goal. Nonetheless, tools are not listed in Figure 2.4,
because they arise as a result of the interplay of the 7 orthogonal items. That is,
their capabilities result from a priori design choices of the development team,
and they are a means to achieve these goals rather than a goal in themselves.
The short summary of the taxonomy by Pretschner et al. [182] hints at the
variety of existing frameworks, and there is no “best” MBT tool, as its purpose
vastly differs with its application domain. We provide a brief collection of
existing MBT tools in Table 2.2 alongside their underlying modelling formalisms
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and a note on their availability as academic-, commercial-, or open source tool.
This list is far from complete, but provides a broad overview of the variety and
heterogeneity of the field. For a recent survey of MBT tools and their application
in various case studies, we refer to [87].
Tool
Conformiq
GraphWalker
JTorX†
MaTeLo
Mathworks MBT
ModelJUnit
SpecExplorer†
TestCast
TGV†
UPPAAL TRON†
...

Modelling Formalism
UML, QML
FSM
LTS
Markov Chains
Simulink Model
EFSM
Model programs in C#
Custom
LOTOS/IOLTS
Timed Automata
...

Availability
Commercial
Open Source
Academic
Commercial
Commercial
Open Source
Commercial
Commercial
Academic
Academic
...

Reference
[102]
[110]
[15]
[65]
[141]
[180]
[188]
[68]
[105]
[121]
...

Table 2.2: Small selection of existing MBT tools. Centralised development of
tools with the “†” mark has stopped.

Benefits and drawbacks. Among others, the model-based approach has
three striking benefits: 1. Creating a model necessitates a firm definition of
requirement descriptions. This supports the discovery of design flaws early in
the development cycle, and serves as a unifying point of reference for a team of
engineers, and potentially non-technical staff. 2. An existing model is reusable
as part of the requirements specification. Evidently, this is largely beneficial
upon the conduction of regression testing. 3. the direct application of the model
to generate test cases.
Naturally, there are drawbacks to MBT, and practitioners should be aware
of the caveats attached to it: 1. MBT is not an ad-hoc activity, and substantial
training of staff is required to make use of its upsides. Obviously, this marks an
initial one-time investment that is possibly extended with successional trainings.
2. Modelling costs time and effort. This is not limited to MBT only, but inherited
from formal methods. Again, this is a one-time investment with the requirement
of occasional model-maintenance. 3. It is not clear when to stop testing. This
property is inherited from the natural incompleteness of testing in general.
Test selection- and coverage criteria aid in quantifying the confidence of tested
behaviour, but complete confidence in the correctness of an implementation is
impossible to achieve outside of trivial examples. Apart from incompleteness,
the drawbacks are characterised by being temporary – Medium sized to larger
long-time projects thus generally warrant the initial time investment of training
and modelling, as the relative cost decreases over the long haul.
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The core idea of model-based testing is to use some form of abstractions
of both the environment and system under test. Different layers and ways
of abstracting, make the employment of MBT possible in various application
domains. The increasing maturity of MBT frameworks in both the industrial
and academic sector led to a plethora of publications. Due to the considerate
amount of existing literature and the lack of an overarching unifying framework,
it becomes a challenging endeavour to classify the vast majority of frameworks
via one taxonomy. However, Pretschner et al. [182] provide an excellent and
recent overview over the topic. Therefore, we deem their classification highly
appropriate to provide the reader an outlook to techniques that go beyond the
scope of this thesis. Other surveys may be found in [62, 87, 160]

2.4

Classification of the Probabilistic Framework

The recent years saw a proliferation of probabilistic programming languages [82]
like Figaro [148] or probabilistic C [142]. Network algorithms make use of coin
flips to establish a connection [106, 165], and routing algorithms based on random
exploration see application in everyday household items like robotic lawn mowers
or vacuum cleaners [168]. Online banking and security protocols use encryption
methods that utilize random bits [41]. While the taxonomy provided in the
previous section covers the vast majority of testing frameworks, these items
indicate the lack of procedures to test specified use of probabilities, i.e. the
dedicated use of probabilities in algorithms to achieve certain goals.
The purpose of this thesis is to cover this gap, by providing an MBT framework, capable of testing inherently probabilistic systems. We establish a sound
overarching framework in a step-by-step manner, covering non-determinism,
discrete probabilities, and stochastic time delay. Starting point of our journey is
to recall the ioco framework [174], which lays the foundations we build upon.
We are naturally drawn to it, because it supports non-determinism, thus enabling underspecification, and the composition of various subcomponents. The
methodology of ioco ensures that functional behaviour is implemented correctly.
In a first step we conservatively extend this framework, by equipping specifications with discrete probability choices. Requirements may then dictate the
quantified choice an implementation has, e.g. a coin shows heads 50% of the
time. In addition to classic test generation and execution, the test evaluation
then necessitates a large sample of test observations. This is to establish that
probabilistic behaviour was implemented correctly, e.g. the fairness of the coin.
Here, we make use of statistical hypothesis tests performed on the sample.
The next step enriches the framework with stochastic time delays on the
specification side. That is, a specification may then additionally require delays
between visible actions. This is evidently important in the realm of network
connection algorithms, where waiting times dictate the behaviour of various
components [106, 165]. We point out the difference to real-time testing [29],
where time intervals are specified, in which events occur. Our framework dictates
time distributions, e.g. the probability to establish connection after 5 seconds is
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90%. Rather then checking the occurrence of a single event in a time interval,
we thus need to check if all time values gathered in a sample follow a concrete
probability distribution. This requires additional statistical hypothesis tests.
The previous section formally established a taxonomy of the model-based
testing frameworks. To provide the reader with a detailed overview of the content
of this thesis, we locate its position in the MBT landscape,
Subject. The behaviour of the system under test is modelled foremost. Environmental influences can be taken into account on the modelling level, e.g.
parallel composition, or on the level of test selection and generation.
Redundancy. Models are primarily used for test generation. This is underlined
by case studies [57, 177] for classic ioco theory. As of the time of writing,
we are not aware of instances, that use the models in the ioco framework
or its extensions for pure development purposes.
Characteristics. The classic framework entails non-deterministic, untimed and
discrete models. We add discrete probabilities and stochastic time delay
on the specification level. This item is not yet captured in Figure 2.4.
Paradigm. The methodology utilizes extensions of labelled transition systems,
adds distinct input/output label sets, and accounts for quiescence. We
refer to Figure 1.3 for an overview of modelling formalisms used.
Test Selection Criteria. Test selection criteria are based on state space exploration of the specification model. This is achievable via random test
selection, or guided tests a.k.a. test purposes. Test selection criteria are
mentioned, but not discussed in detail in this thesis.
Technology. Test generation in the framework is automatable. The technology
is based on state exploration techniques and statistical hypothesis tests.
On/Offline. On- and an offline test generation/execution algorithms are provided.
The methodologies described within this thesis add another item to the characteristics established by Pretschner et al.[182], i.e. Probabilistic versus Nonprobabilistic. Note, that this characteristic concerns inherent probabilistic choices
of the system, e.g. coin flips, random number generators, or stochastic delay. It
is not to be confused with random test generation/selection, or random environment models like Markov chains modelling usage behaviour. The latter is
an entire research field of its own called model-based statistical testing (MBST).
In contrast to our work, MBST studies test selection with respect to achieve
certain goals, e.g. see [24, 16, 190].

CHAPTER

3

Model-Based Testing in the ioco Framework

We instantiate the model-based testing framework by the input/output conformance (ioco) framework and locate it in the MBT landscape established
in the previous chapter. Alongside establishing the various components of an
MBT framework summarized in Table 2.1, this framework forms the baseline
for the remainder of this thesis. The ioco framework [174] lends itself as the
de rigueur methodology for composable, and concurrent systems, dealing with
interleaving, non-determinism and quiescent systems. It originated to test
functional correctness of embedded systems, but rapidly caught the interest of
other testing disciplines, e.g. timed properties [29], or hybrid frameworks [187].
We first define the very fundamental model, that is used for this MBT
approach and add fine nuances to capture additional behaviour like quiescence.
The underlying models for ioco are slight extensions of labelled transition systems
(LTSs). LTSs are utilized to formally model the requirements specification, as
well as test cases. Moreover, the MBT hypothesis assumes that the behaviour
of the black-box implementation is representable by an LTS. In this way, it is
possible to compare the black-box LTS to its specification LTS.
To that end, we define the required conformance relation ioco (input/output
conformance), capturing precisely what conformance of models means. Further,
we provide algorithms to derive test cases on-the-fly, or in batch, and show that
their verdict corresponds to the conformance relations. Lastly, we show how
tests are executed on an implementation and reference their proven correctness.
The framework established in this chapter lays the foundation for later
chapters in the thesis. In particular, we extend LTSs with discrete probability
distributions to get a probabilistic automaton (PA). They serve as underlying
model for Chapter 4. As a next step, PA are extended with stochastic time
delay in the form of exponential distributions in Chapter 5. This yields Markov
automata (MA), which are an intermediate step towards the usage of general
time distributions. A last step encompasses said general distributions and brings
us to stochastic automata (SA) in Chapter 7.
27
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The final modelling formalism thus
SA
incorporates non-determinism, discrete probabilities and stochastic time
MA
delay in the sense of general (continuous) probability distributions. Each
chapter on MBT roughly exhibits the
PA
IMC
same structure that we will see in
the current one, in that 1. the modDTMC
LTS
CTMC
elling formalism and its language are
disc. prob. non-determ. exp. delay
introduced, 2. the test theory of MBT
with the formalism is established, and
3. applicable methods to use the MBT Figure 3.1: Traversing the automata
framework in practice are presented. formalism hierarchy shown in Figure 1.3.
At the end of each chapter, we will
find a table that shows how the MBT ingredients were instantiated with respect
to Table 2.1.

3.1

Model and Language-Theoretic Concepts

The starting point to establish the framework is the underlying model. The
baseline of our modelling language are labelled transition systems (LTSs). They
graphically represent the behaviour of a system by defining the various states it
can be in, and the eponymous labelled transitions it takes to go from one state
to another. Note that the initial state of a system is uniquely determined.
Definition 3.1 (Labelled transition system). A labelled transition system (LTS)
is a 4-tuple comprising hS, Act, →, s0 i, where S is a countable, non-empty set
of states, Act is a countable set of labelled actions, → ⊆ S × Act × S is the
transition relation, and s0 ∈ S is the unique initial state.
The set S models the various states that a system can be in. The unique
starting state is marked by s0 , and represents the initial configuration of a system.
The set Act is used to model possible actions it can perform via action labels.
Throughout the thesis, we use actions and labels interchangeably Every triple
(s, a, s0 ) ∈→ is interpreted as moving the state of the system from s to s0 via the
action a. We refer to Figure 3.2 for an example.
In order to make the model comply with our intentions to model observable
input/output behaviour, the action alphabet of LTSs is split into three disjoint
sets. We write Act = Act I t Act O t Act H , to denote the disjoint union of input
actions, output actions and internal/hidden actions of a system, respectively. An
LTS exhibiting this split is commonly referred to as an input/output transition
system (IOTS).
Note that the ioco framework does account for the absence of outputs,
commonly referred to as quiescence. If an implementation provides no response
at all, it is a non-negligible task of the tester to judge the behaviour correct, or
incorrect. To illustrate, an ATM should provide no output, if it is not interacted
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δ
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s3

(a) Coffee machine LTS.

tea!

s2

cof!

s3

(b) Coffee machine IOTS.

Figure 3.2: Distinguishing example for LTS and IOTS. While both have the
same structure, the label set of IOTSs is split into inputs (suffixed by “?”),
outputs (suffixed by “!”) and internal actions (ranged over by τ ). IOTS B has a
δ-labelled self-loop in state s0 that denotes the absence of outputs.
with, while no disbursement of banknotes is considered incorrect, after credit card
credentials are provided. Quiescence is commonly denoted with the δ-label [166],
and is considered part of the output label set. Therefore, we always assume
Act O to contain this unique δ-label, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Definition 3.2 (Input/Output transition system). An input/output transition
system (IOTS) hS, Act I , Act O , Act H , →, s0 i is an LTS, whose set of action labels
is the disjoint union of input actions Act I , output actions Act O (incl. δ), and
internal/hidden actions Act H .
The set of inputs and outputs, i.e. Act I and Act O , are referred to as the
visible actions. They represent the behaviour, that is visible to an external
observer and comprise stimuli applied to the system (Act I ), or responses of
it (Act O ). The tuple (Act I , Act O ) is called the action signature. Intuitively,
it provides the interface, that enables communication with the system. On
the contrary, the set of internal/hidden actions marks the internal, and thus
invisible, progress that a system can make. Throughout this thesis, we let τ be
a representative of the set Act H .
In a testing scenario, a tester should be able to provide any input at any
time to the implementation. Formally, this is captured by input-enabledness,
i.e. every state of an input-enabled system has an outgoing transition for every
input action in Act I . This notion of input-enabledness is known as strong
input-enabledness [131], and used here over its weak counterpart [173].
Example 3.3. Figure 3.2 shows a toy illustration of a coffee machine represented
in both LTS and IOTS formalism. Both systems encompass four different states,
i.e. s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 , with their respective unique initial state s0 .
While their action label set Act = {but, cof , tea, τ } looks almost identical
(barring δ), there is a distinction of inputs, outputs and internal labels in the
IOTS Figure 3.2b. As commonly done in the literature, input actions are suffixed
with a “?” , and output actions are suffixed with a “!”. These distinct sets
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provide the interface that enables communication among different components,
or with their environment. The label τ is a representative of the internal actions
throughout this thesis.
Note that the IOTS in Figure 3.2b, has a newly added self-loop in s0 marked
with the δ label. This label represents quiescence, or absence of outputs, i.e. “no
output” in the initial state is considered correct in a testing scenario.
While Figure 3.2 shows the models visually, the formal notation is given by:
A =

h{s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 } , {but, cof , tea, τ } ,
{(s0 , but, s1 ), (s1 , tea, s2 )(s1 , cof , s3 ), (s2 , τ, s0 )(s3 , τ, s0 )} , s0 i

B

= h{s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 } , {but} , {cof , tea, δ} , {τ } ,
{(s0 , δ, s0 ), (s0 , but, s1 ), (s1 , tea, s2 )(s1 , cof , s3 ), (s2 , τ, s0 )(s3 , τ, s0 )} , s0 i

We point out that both “?” and “!” are not part of the label, but aid the reader in
understanding the visual representation, which is arguably easier to comprehend
compared to the set notation.
Remark 3.4 (A note on quiescence.). Since its first occurrence in [173] the ioco
framework underwent various overhauls and restructurings, e.g. [174] and [169].
While the treatment of quiescent behaviour has traditionally been a focal point,
it is Stokkink et al. [166] that first treat the δ-label as a “first class citizen”, by
imposing four rules of well-formedness to models.
These four rules account for correct treatment of quiescent, as well as divergent
behaviour. Both formally treat the absence of system responses, though originate
from different causes. While the first treats the sheer absence of output or internal
actions in the states of a model ( quiescent states, cf. state s0 in Figure 3.2b),
the latter encompasses infinite internal progress ( divergent states). Recall that
internal actions are deemed invisible for an external observer: Even though a
system may (infinitely) progress, an external observer can mistake the absence
of visible system responses as quiescent.
The formal treatment of divergence is beyond the scope of this chapter, and
we focus on non-divergent systems here. Regardless, we deem it important to
mention the rules imposed by Stokkink et al. [166]. We paraphrase their rules:
R1
R2
R3
R4

Quiescence should be observable,
the state after a quiescence observation is quiescent,
there is no new behaviour after the observation of quiescence, and lastly
continued quiescence preserves behaviour.

A model obeying these rules is called a well-formed divergent quiescent transition
system (DQTS). For the sake of simplicity, we adopt their rules, but simply call
the resulting model a well-formed IOTS.
Parallel composition. The popularization of component based design necessitates an equivalent in the modelling world. Individual components are designed
separately and integrated later on. This greatly simplifies the modelling step
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Figure 3.3: Schematic overview of parallel composition. Outputs of unit A are
regarded as inputs of unit B and vice versa. Note that this approach enables
further composition with more systems.
of larger scale systems, and adds an additional layer of quality control upon
traversing the V-model as can be seen in Figure 2.1.
To that end, IOTSs are naturally equipped to mirror this design step in
the formal world: Models of individual components are designed and factored
together via parallel composition. The readiness and ease of this operator are
two of the big advantages of IOTSs over other modelling formalisms like finite
state machines or Petri-nets. The key idea comprises the individual development
of system behaviour, and enforcement of synchronizing actions where it is desired.
We formally define the parallel composition operator of IOTSs based on the
common approach given in the literature, e.g. [9, 169].
However, before any synchronization can take place, we ensure that the
systems to be composed, are indeed compatible. That is, we ensure that there is
no undesired overlap in action label sets of participating components.
Definition 3.5 (Compatibility). Two IOTSs
A
A
A A
A = hS A , Act A
I , Act O , Act H , → , s0 i, and

B

B
B
B B
= hS B , Act B
I , Act O , Act H , → , s0 i

A
B
A
B
are compatible, if Act A ∩ Act B
H = Act H ∩ Act = ∅ and Act O ∩ Act O = {δ}.

As usual in the literature, we require internal and output actions of two
components not to overlap. Output actions of one model are present as inputs
in the respective other and vice versa. It is this overlap, that is synchronised
upon. For an illustration, we refer to Figure 3.3.
Definition 3.6 (Parallel composition). Given two compatible IOTSs
A

A
A
A A
= hS A , Act A
I , Act O , Act H , → , s0 i, and

B

B
B
B B
= hS B , Act B
I , Act O , Act H , → , s0 i, their

parallel composition is the IOTS A k B = hS, Act I , Act O , Act H , →, s0 i, where
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• S = SA × SB,
B
• s0 = (sA
0 , s0 ),
B
A
B
• Act I = (Act A
I ∪ Act I )\(Act O ∪ Act O ),
B
• Act O = Act A
O ∪ Act O ,
B
• Act H = Act A
H ∪ Act H , and lastly

• → given by the set


0
A
((s, t), a, (s0 , t0 ))
∧ (t, a, t0 ) ∈→B ∧ a ∈ Act A ∩ Act B
 | (s, a, s ) ∈→
0
∪
| (s, a, s0 ) ∈→A ∧ a ∈ Act A \Act B
((s, t), a, (s , t))
0
∪
((s, t), a, (s, t )) | (t, a, t0 ) ∈→B ∧ a ∈ Act B \Act A .

The use of parallel composition within the ioco framework is twofold: While
it still supports the component based design approach, it also facilitates the
theoretic foundation for the execution of test cases on an implementation. Tests
are designed to be IOTSs, too. In this way, an implementation is composed with
a test case, yielding the model of a system under test (SUT).
Language-theoretic concepts. We shortly introduce the notations induced
by IOTSs. The semantics of an IOTS A are given by its set of traces, i.e. the
behaviour visible to an external observer. Conversely, behaviour not associated
with A cannot be found in its set of traces. This lays the foundations of the
conformance relation ioco.
Let A = hS, Act I , Act O , Act H , →, s0 i be an IOTS. A path π in A is a (possibly) infinite sequence of alternating elements of S and Act, e.g.
π = s0 a1 s1 a2 s2 . . . ,
such that for all i = 1, 2, . . ., we have (si−1 , ai , si ) ∈→. That is, we allow only
paths traversing the IOTS via its set of transitions. If π is finite, we require it
to end in a state. In that case, we associate the number of visible actions in π
with its length and denote it as |π| (∞ if π is infinite). Further, let first(π) and
last(π) denote the first and the last states of π, respectively. We summarize all
finite paths of A in the set paths fin (A), and all paths in the set paths(A).
The trace of the path π represents the behaviour, that is visible to an external
observer. It is a (possibly) infinite sequence of input and output actions, e.g.
tr (π) = ai1 ai2 ai3 ai4 . . . ,
where aij ∈ Act I ∪ Act O for j = 1, 2, . . .. The trace arises, if we omit all states
and internal actions from the underlying path. The length of a trace is the
number of its actions. Note that its length thus coincides with the length of
its paths. We summarize all finite traces of A in traces fin (A), and all traces in
traces(A), respectively. Moreover, we summarize all complete traces, i.e. traces
that either have an infinite underlying path, or a path ending in a deadlock
state, by the set traces com (A). For two IOTSs A and B, we write A vtr B, if
traces(A) ⊆ traces(B). We then say there is a trace inclusion of A in B.
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Let σ, σ 0 ∈ (Act I ∪ Act O )∗ be a sequence of actions and s, s0 ∈ S be states
in A. We denote the concatenation of two traces via σ · σ 0 . Trace prefixes are
denoted with v, e.g. σ v σ · σ 0 . In case (s, a, s0 ) ∈→ we call action a enabled in
σ
state s. The set enabled (s) comprises all enabled actions of s. We write s =⇒ s0 ,
if there is a path π with first(π) = s, last(π) = s0 and tr (π) = σ. That is, s0 is
σ
σ
reachable from s via the sequence σ. We write s =⇒, if s =⇒ s0 for some s0 ∈ S.
Further, we denote with after A (s) the set of visible actions, that is enabled from
state s of the IOTS A, i.e.
n
o
a
after A (s) def
= a ∈ (Act I ∪ Act O ) | s =⇒ .
Note that this incorporates actions, which may only be reachable via intermediate
internal actions. Formally, we overload after A for traces, i.e. for a trace σ the
set after A (σ) contains all input and output actions, that are enabled in states
reachable from the initial state s0 via σ. Finally, we define the set of output
actions enabled after a trace σ as
out A (σ) def
= after A (σ) ∩ Act O
This set is the focal point of the conformance relation ioco.

3.2

The Conformance Relation vioco

A binary conformance relation pins down mathematically, which implementation
model is deemed correct with respect to a given specification model. The
input/output conformance (ioco) relation has established itself as one of the core
testing relations in the literature. It is rooted in the theory of testing equivalences
and pre-orders [55, 56], and is highly flexible as it allows implementation freedom,
as well as underspecification. Additionally, it is tailored to deal with quiescent,
or divergent system behaviour, cf. Remark 3.4.
It originates in [173]. Since then, the ioco relation was the starting point of
various MBT frameworks capable of testing more than just functional behaviour,
e.g. timed behaviour [29], or hybrid systems [187]. It has received various
overhauls, e.g. [169, 174], and is still the focus of ongoing research [183, 143].
Definition 3.7 (ioco relation). Let S and I be two IOTSs with the same action
signature, and let I be input enabled. We say I conforms to S with respect to
ioco, denoted I vioco S, if and only if
∀σ ∈ traces fin (S) : out I (σ) ⊆ out S (σ).
The intuition behind the relation is straightforward: If system I produces
an output after executing an experiment derived from S, then S should account
for this output. Conversely, unwarranted output is regarded as non-conforming.
Note that ioco is not a pre-order, as it is neither reflexive nor transitive per se –
the symbol vioco indicates the embedding of the sets out I (σ) and out S (σ).
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Spec.
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vioco
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δ
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v0
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Figure 3.4: Illustrating example of the implementation freedom gained via the
ioco relation, in comparison to trace inclusion.
At first glance ioco seems indistinguishable from trace inclusion vtr . However,
upon closer inspection, ioco grants more freedom to the implementation. It
allows behaviour, which is not formally prescribed by the specification. This is
the formal mirror of the property, that correctness verdicts can only be given,
if the behaviour is accounted for by a requirements specification. Figure 3.4
alongside Example 3.8 show why this is less restrictive than trace inclusion.
Example 3.8. Figure 3.4 shows two pairs of an implementation and a specification, respectively. These pairs exemplify the freedom given by the ioco relation,
as opposed to mere trace inclusion.
The specification on the left hand side prescribes a non-deterministic choice
between two outgoing a! output actions followed by repeated c! or b! actions, and
an outgoing b! output followed by repeated b! actions. An implementation is now
free to realize any, or all of the prescribed transitions. The shown implementation
on the left has an outgoing a! followed by the repeated b! actions.
Obviously, all traces contained in the implementation model can be found in
the corresponding specification model. This establishes trace inclusion. According
to Definition 3.7, no matter which trace of the requirements we apply on the
implementation, the set of outputs is subsumed by the set of outputs of the
specification, i.e. disregarding the infinite b! loops, it is easily verified that:
out Impl. (ε ) = {a!} ⊆ {a!, b!}
out Impl. (a!) =

{b!} ⊆ {b!, c!}

out Impl. (b!) =

∅ ⊆ {b!}

= out Spec. (ε)
= out Spec. (a!), and
= out Spec. (b!).

The pair on the right hand side distinguishes trace inclusion and the ioco relation.
Note, that the implementation is input-enabled, i.e. all inputs are accounted
for in the implementation in every state. The requirements specification only
prescribes the output c! after the input a? was received. If no input is supplied,
the system should do nothing, denoted by the self-loop with label δ.
Clearly, the mentioned behaviour is present in the implementation. The trace
b? d!, however, is not present in the specification model. Hence, there is no trace
inclusion of the implementation model in the specification. However, since b?
is an unspecified input in the initial state of the specification, the trace σ = b?
is not a valid competitor for traces to check, cf. Definition 3.7. Therefore, the
implementation is formally conforming with respect to ioco.
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Remark 3.9. We point out that Definition 3.7 requires both models to be defined
over the same action signature. Throughout the thesis, we usually represent
models visually, like in Figure 3.4. If an action is not visually represented
via a transition, we implicitly assume it to be in the action set regardless. To
illustrate: even though the specification model on the right hand side does not
have a transition with the b? label, we implicitly assume b? to be in Act I .

3.3

Testing and Test Verdicts

We phrase the notion of offline test cases over an action signature (Act I , Act O ).
Since the test continuation may depend on the history or outcome of earlier
exhibited non-determinism, test cases are formalized as IOTSs in tree shapes.
The action signature describes potential interaction of a test case, or tester, with
the implementation. During each step of the test process, the test case/tester
may decide to supply a stimulus, wait to observe the behaviour of the system,
or stop the testing altogether.
In order for an observer to know in which state precisely a test case is, we
define them as internally deterministic, i.e. there is a bijection between paths
and traces of the test IOTS. In that way, no two paths yield the same trace.
Definition 3.10 (Test case). A test case over an action signature (Act I , Act O )
is an IOTS t, such that t is a finite internally deterministic, and connected tree.
In addition we require for every state s ∈ S either:
• enabled (s) = ∅, or

(stop)

• enabled (s) = Act O , or

(observe)

• enabled (s) = {a}, a ∈ Act I .

(stimulate)

A test suite over an action signature (Act I , Act O ) is a set of test cases over
(Act I , Act O ). A test case (suite resp.) for an IOTS S is a test case (suite resp.)
over the action signature of S.
Test cases model the behaviour of a tester. At each moment during the test
process, a tester may stop testing, observe system output, or provide stimuli. This
is represented by the three items in the list of Definition 3.10. The fundamental
interactions are thus categorized by input and output labels, respectively. Hence,
test cases are formalized as IOTS models. Moreover, the three mutually exclusive
items make it impossible to combine a test suite to a single test case – every
state either stops, provides input, or waits for output.
Since test cases are the formal representation of potential testing behaviour,
they describe conscious choices made by a tester. Therefore it is essential that
every observable action trace, can be uniquely identified within the test model.
We guarantee this by requiring test cases to be internally deterministic; Given
an action trace, we can follow precisely how the tree IOTS was traversed.
We require each test procedure to stop eventually. Hence, we have some
constraints concerning the finiteness of the test model, i.e. acyclicity and no
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infinite path. However, recall that the action alphabet consists of countably
many actions. There is no restriction on the branching of a test case, and thus
Definition 3.10 allows infinite branching in item 2.
Remark 3.11 (A note on test cases.). The test cases defined in Definition 3.10
originate in [173]. Note that a newer notion of test cases exist in the ioco framework based on more recent work [174]. The new test cases account for priority in
practical testing. More specifically, if, upon test execution, a test case attempts
to supply input to the implementation, there is a chance that the implementation
overwrites this by providing an output beforehand. Tretmans’ new test cases,
therefore change the third item of tests to enabled (s) = {a?} ∪ (Act O \{δ}). This
ensures that all outputs are accounted for at any stage in a test case. However,
it does not incorporate the quiescence label δ. Intuitively, quiescence denotes
the absence of responses for an indefinite time; This contradicts the attempt of
supplying input eventually, and is therefore not included.
We chose the ’old’ test cases, because traces can be uniquely identified in
the test tree IOTS. The introduction of internal non-determinism has delicate
implications in a test environment for probabilistic systems, which we will study
in Chapter 4. In particular, internally deterministic test cases play a crucial role
to prove the MBT framework correct.
Annotations. Before a test is executed on an implementation, it is crucial
to formally define which outcome is deemed correct. Hence, we introduce test
annotations; Test annotations are labels attached to each complete trace of the
test tree IOTS. These traces are represented as the leaves of the tree. The two
labels are pass and fail respectively. The intuition is straightforward: Desired
behaviour is labelled pass, while undesired behaviour is labelled fail.
Definition 3.12 (Test annotation). Let t be a test case. A test annotation is a
function ann : traces com (t) −→ {pass, fail }. The pair t̂ def
= (t, ann) is called an
annotated test case, and a set of such pairs T̂ is called an annotated test suite.
Note that Definition 3.12 formally defines annotations as a function onto the
binary set pass and fail. It does, however, not yet describe how these labels are
chosen. The precise choice of verdict labels per trace depends on the conformance
relation. An annotation function assigning pass and fail verdicts according to
the ioco relation with respect to a specification S is given, if for all complete
traces σ ∈ traces com (t), we have
(
fail ,
if ∃% ∈ traces fin (S), a ∈ Act O : % a v σ ∧ % a ∈
/ traces(S)
S
ann ioco (σ) =
pass, otherwise.
We see that ann Sioco only assigns the fail label for unforeseen output actions,
which precisely mirrors the ioco relation. The encounter of a trace with fail
label upon test execution gives enough evidence that an implementation is
non-conforming with respect to ioco, and should consequently not pass the test.
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(c) Mirrored test m(t̂2 ).

Figure 3.5: Annotated test cases derived from the IOTS in Figure 3.2b.
Example 3.13. Figure 3.5 shows two annotated test cases t̂1 and t̂2 , together
with the mirroring of t̂2 . Note that a mirrored IOTS has swapped input and output
labels in order to allow for synchronisation with respect to parallel composition,
cf. Definition 3.6. Mirroring is formally defined in Definition 3.14.
Test cases t̂1 and t̂2 are test cases for the specification of the toy coffee
machine of Figure 3.2b. While t̂1 validates the initial state to be quiescent, by
only giving the state after δ-transition the pass label, test t̂2 checks the behaviour
after the button input but? is received. If an implementation provides either of
the two hot beverages, the annotation yields the pass label. However, observing
no outputs, i.e. observing quiescence δ, yields the fail label.
Test execution. Executing a test case on an implementation is formally
represented by the parallel composition operator. The outputs that a test
case provides are regarded as input to the system and vice versa. We refer
to Figure 3.3 for an illustration. However, test cases are defined on the same
action signature as the specification. To achieve synchronization between models,
we introduce mirroring.
Definition 3.14 (Mirroring of IOTSs). Given an input/output transition system
A = hS, Act I , Act O , Act H , →, s0 i, we define its mirroring as
m(A) def
= hS, Act O \{δ}, Act I ∪ {δ} , Act H , →, s0 i.
The mirror operator for IOTSs is straightforward: It switches the input and
output label sets, and thus enables synchronisation. For the remainder of this
section, parallel composition only takes place between an implementation and a
test model. Therefore, whenever we write t̂, we refer to the mirrored test case
m(t̂) implicitly, unless stated otherwise.
Parallel composition enables the interaction of an implementation I and an
annotated test case t̂. The resulting system is referred to as implementation
under test (IUT). We summarize the set of traces of an IUT in the set exec t (I).
Definition 3.15 (Test executions). Let I = hS, Act I , Act O , Act H , →, s0 i be an
input enabled IOTS, and t be a test over the action signature (Act I , Act O ). Then
the set of observable traces of I under t is defined as
exec t (I) def
= traces com (I k t).
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Implementation I

Annotated test t̂

IUT I k t̂

Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of implementation, annotated test and
implementation under test. The shaded set on the left entails the complete, but
unknown behaviour of the implementation. Hollow leaves of t̂ represent states
labelled with fail, while filled ones represent pass states. Upon test execution,
the marked behaviour in I k t is revealed and summarized in exec t (I).
The set of observable traces of an implementation under test summarizes the
behaviour, that an executed test potentially reveals. Figure 3.6 illustrates this.
In practice, this may require repeated executions of the same test case due to
non-deterministic behaviour and branching. In case no fairness restrictions are
made for the implementation, i.e. all executable behaviour is eventually realized,
it is possible that some traces are never observed in a practical setting. This
shows the inherent incompleteness of testing in practice.
Note that Definition 3.15 crucially depends on the use of complete traces.
By construction of annotated test cases, those are the only traces that reach
states labelled with pass or fail, respectively.
Test verdicts. We assign a verdict to an implementation under test based
on the test annotations. Intuitively, the implementation passes the test, if all
encountered traces have the pass label according to their annotation. This
means, we did not find evidence that the implementation is non-conforming to
the specification with respect to ioco.
Definition 3.16 (Test verdict). Let S = hS, Act I , Act O , Act H , →, s0 i be an
IOTS, and t̂ = (t, ann Sioco ) be an annotated test case for S. The verdict function
is then given as v : IOTS × IOTS −→ {pass, fail }, such that
(
pass if ∀σ ∈ exec t (I) : ann Sioco (σ) = pass,
def
v(I, t̂) =
fail
otherwise.
For a given test suite T̂ for S, we set v(I, T̂ ) def
= pass, iff for all t̂ ∈ T̂ it holds
that v(I, t̂) = pass.
In practice, we only have a partial view of the set exec t (I). This reflects
that testing is inherently incomplete; Even though no failure was discovered, the
system might be faulty regardless. However, the verdict in Definition 3.16 gives
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the benefit of the doubt: The implementation is assumed to be conforming, until
we gathered sufficient evidence, that it is not.
Example 3.17. We refer to Figure 3.6 for an illustration. The hollow leaves of
the annotated test tree t̂ visually represent the label fail, while filled leaves have
the pass label. An implementation passes the test if no trace in exec t̂ (I) ends
in a state that is labelled with fail. However, we can see that I k t̂ contains two
traces ending in a failing state. Hence, the implementation fails the test case.
Note, that in a practical test scenario, these two traces need to be encountered,
in order to give the fail verdict according to Definition 3.16.

3.4

Correctness of the Framework

Correctness comprises soundness and completeness (a.k.a. exhaustiveness), and
constitutes the solid core of any MBT framework. These two properties in
tandem necessitate that an implementation passes a test suite if and only if its
underlying model is deemed conforming with respect to the conformance relation.
It is evident that missing either one is indispensable, and every MBT approach
needs to ensure its intrinsic correctness.
Soundness guarantees that conforming implementations indeed pass test
cases and test suites. Conversely, completeness assures that the faults of every
non-conforming system are detectable by at least one test of a test suite.
Definition 3.18 (Soundness and completeness). Let S be an IOTS over the
action signature (Act I , Act O ), T̂ be an annotated test suite for S, and R be a
conformance relation. Then we say
• T̂ is sound for S with respect to R, iff for all input enabled IOTS I over
(Act I , Act O ), it holds that (I, S) ∈ R =⇒ v(I, T̂ ) = pass.
• T̂ is complete for S with respect to R, iff for all input enabled IOTS I
over (Act I , Act O ), it holds that (I, S) ∈
/ R =⇒ v(I, T̂ ) = fail .
The use of a general conformance relation R in Definition 3.18 is replaced
by the ioco relation of Definition 3.7 for the purpose of our framework. The
framework is correct for these choices. We refer the reader to [169] for the proofs.
Proposition 3.19 (Soundness). Let S be an IOTS and t̂ = (t, ann Sioco ) be an
annotated test case for S. Then t̂ is sound for S with respect to vioco .
Completeness, on the other hand, is an inherently theoretical result. Loops
in programs, for instance, may result in infinite implementation behaviour,
consequently necessitating a test suite of infinite size.
Proposition 3.20 (Completeness). Let S be an IOTS and T̂ be the set of all
annotated test cases for S. Then T̂ is complete for S with respect to vioco .
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We reiterate that Proposition 3.20 is a theoretical result. Due to inherent
non-deterministic behaviour and no fairness assumptions, it is not guaranteed to
eventually see the entire implementation behaviour, regardless of the test suite.
Even though this result sounds trivial at first glance, it shows the interplay of
the conformance relation, test cases and their annotations and test verdicts,
which is by no means self-evident.
Remark 3.21. We point out that [169] provide an additional criterion, that
reduces the size of complete test suites. They show that it is sufficient to include
test cases for all canonical traces of the specification, i.e. traces comprising
multiple consecutive δ-actions are reduced to traces only containing one such
δ-action. For instance, the canonical form of a? δ δ δ b! is given by a? δ b!.
While the size of test suites might still be infinite, this reduces the number of
test cases to be executed significantly. Note that this results from the carefully
designed well-formedness rules of our systems mentioned in Remark 3.4.

3.5

Algorithms and Algorithmic Correctness

With the theoretical foundation of the test framework in place, we provide two
test generation/execution algorithms: the offline batch generation algorithm and
the online on-the-fly execution algorithm. While the first one generates test
cases according to Definition 3.10, the latter generates and executes test cases
on-the-fly. We present both algorithms taken from [169], discuss their advantages
and drawbacks, and provide results guaranteeing their correctness.
Batch generation. Algorithm 3.1 presents the recursive procedure batchGen,
that continuously assembles a test case. It requires a specification IOTS S, a
history σ, which is initially the empty history ε, and a maximal length of traces
in the test n ∈ N. The procedure then adds one or multiple branches to the
current history. Every execution of the procedure makes a non-deterministic
choice to return an empty trace and thus terminating a branch (line 3), to
observe output of the system (line 5), or to provide a stimulus (line 14). Note
that the decision is often implemented via a probabilistic choice in practice,
e.g.[15]. The three choices reflect the behaviour a manual tester may exhibit
upon interacting with the SUT.
While termination is straightforward (line 2) once a maximal test length
is reached, lines 5-13 describe the step of observing the system: A branch is
instantiated for every output action in Act O (line 7). If an output is foreseen by
the specification, it is added to the current branch, and the procedure batchGen is
called again (lines 8 and 9). In case the output is not present in the specification,
it is simply added to the branch (line 11) and is to be labelled fail in a consequent
annotation sequence not present in the algorithm. Note, that batchGen is not
called again in this circumstance, as erroneous behaviour is already accounted
for. Upon reaching the maximal test length, each branch eventually terminates,
and a (sub-)tree is added to the current state.
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Algorithm 3.1: Batch test generation for ioco.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Input: IOTS S, history σ ∈ traces(S), and maximal length n ∈ N.
Output: A test case t for S.
Procedure batchGen(S, σ, n)
if |σ| < n :
[true]→
return {ε}
[true]→
i := 1
forall b! ∈ Act O do:
if σb! ∈ traces(S) :
result[i] := {b!σ 0 | σ 0 ∈ batchGen (S, σb!, n)}
else:
result[i] := {b!}
i := i + 1
return result[1],. . ., result[ |Act O | ]
[Choose a? ∈ Act I such that σa? ∈ traces(S)]→
result := {a?σ 0 | σ 0 ∈ batchGen (S, σa?, n)}
return result

Conversely, lines 14 and 16 corresponds to system stimulation. An input a?
is chosen at random if it is present in the specification, and its branch is added
to the tree, before calling batchGen again (line 15).
The procedure batchGen starts with the empty history ε and branches out in
lines 9 and 11, thus ensuring the overall tree structure of test cases according to
Definition 3.10. It should be pointed out, that no annotation takes place during
the assembly of the test. This requires an additional, consequent step once
batchGen terminates. Since no implementation is expected to run the procedure,
its outcomes can be stored for later use. This guarantees the re-usability of the
generated test cases.
Remark 3.22. It is infeasible to store any non-trivial test case for a specification
over an infinite number of outputs. A single observation for such systems already
leads to an infinitely large test case. In this case, Algorithm 3.1 should be
considered a pseudo-algorithm, and the next algorithm should be considered.

On-the-fly execution. Algorithm 3.2 presents a sound procedure to execute,
and evaluate tests on-the-fly. It requires a specification S, an implementation
I and an upper limit on test length n ∈ N. Initially, the execution history is
empty. The history gets appended in every step of the iteration, until it stops
when a total length of n is reached (line 2). Intuitively, the algorithm explores
the behaviour of the implementation, while consulting the specification model
for permission of the observed behaviour at every step. The algorithm makes a
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Algorithm 3.2: On-the-fly test derivation for ioco.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input: IOTS S, implementation I and maximal test length n ∈ N.
Output: Verdict: pass if I was conforming in the first n steps wrt. ioco and
fail if not.
σ := ε
while |σ| < n do:
[true]→
observe next output b! (possibly δ) of I
σ := σb!
if σ ∈
/ traces (S) : return fail
[Choose a? ∈ Act I such that σa? ∈ traces fin (S)]→
stimulate I with a?
σ := σa?
return pass

non-deterministic choice whether to observe the system (line 3), or to provide a
stimulus (line 7) at every iteration.
Observing the system for outputs, or potential quiescence, is reflected in
lines 3-6. It adds the observation to the history, in case it is allowed and proceeds
to the next step (line 5). In case the output is not foreseen by the specification,
the algorithm found sufficient evidence to conclude the implementation to be
non-conforming with respect to ioco (line 6).
System stimulation is given in lines 7-9. An input available in the requirements
model is chosen and applied to the system. The precise method on how an input
is chosen is left vague, but a uniform distribution over all available inputs is
common practice [15].
The algorithm returns a verdict of whether or not the implementation was
found to be conforming with respect to ioco in the first n steps. In case erroneous
output is detected, the verdict is fail, and pass otherwise. Note that the outcome
reflects the inherent incompleteness of testing: the sole reason the pass verdict
is given, is based on the lack of encountered faults.
Proposition 3.23 (Algorithmic correctness). Algorithm 3.1 generates test cases
according to Definition 3.10. All test cases generated by Algorithm 3.2 are sound.
Remark 3.24. Quiescence denotes the indefinite absence of outputs. Clearly,
this is infeasible in a practical testing scenario, and an alternate solution needs
to take care of judging an implementation quiescent. Frequently, a global time
out value is chosen in line 4 for the on-the-fly algorithm [15]. The authors of
[29] provide the necessary theory by establishing timed-ioco. We encounter the
dilemma of judging quiescence in Chapter 5, where a specification may require
stochastic time delay between two actions. The challenge then becomes when to
declare an implementation quiescent without confusing it with the desired delay
exhibited by the implementation.
Algorithm 3.1 and 3.2 incorporate a non-deterministic choice between stop-
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Physical Ingredients:

Formal Ingredients:

• Informal requirements

• Model: Def. 3.2, IOTS

• Black-box implementation

• Conformance: Def. 3.7, vioco

• Observations:
exec t (I)

• Test verdicts: Def. 3.16

Def.

3.15,

Tooling:
• MBT tool:
JTorX [15],
TorX [176], TorXakis [175],
TGV [105], STG [43]

Objectives:
• Soundness: Prop. 3.19
• Completeness: Prop. 3.20

• Test adapter: Implementable
• Test generation method: Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2, Random
testing
Assumptions:
• Every physical implementation has an underlying IOTS model
Table 3.1: The MBT ingredients instantiated by the ioco framework.

ping, stimulating and observing. In practice this choice is frequently implemented
probabilistically [15]. Thus, the algorithms are categorized as random testing
according to the taxonomy by Pretschner et al. [182] presented in Figure 2.4.
In addition, experimental research presented in [69] suggests better results, if
stimuli are provided in a ratio of 67% versus observing the system in 33% of the
time. While, there is no underlying theory supporting these findings, this might
provide a reasonable starting point for future research.

3.6

Summary and Discussion

Recall that Table 2.1 roughly scaffolds both the formal and physical ingredients
needed for an MBT framework. In this chapter, we instantiated the ingredients
for the ioco framework. We refer to Table 3.1 for an overview of the individual
components. While some of the instances in the physical realm, such as informal
requirements and an artefact implementation, are always assumed to be given,
we formally defined test observations as the test executions. These represent
the (partially) observed behaviour of the implementation upon test execution,
and serve as a baseline to form a conformance verdict. The underlying models
are labelled transition system with input- and output labels, i.e. IOTSs. These
models render it possible to define the conformance relation ioco, which is
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slightly coarser than trace inclusion. Test verdicts are defined in conjunction
with test observations given by the set exec t (I).
Being one of the de rigueur methodologies for functional testing, it is natural
that several MBT tools are based on ioco theory. While TorX [176] was
developed closely in parallel to the underlying theory, JTorX [15] is its successor
with heavy focus on academic teaching. Similar tools include STG [43] and
TGV [105]. While the test adapter is individual per application, we provide
two test generation algorithms in Section 3.5. These encompass offline batch
generation, and on-the-fly test methods. Lastly, we provided evidence for the
formal correctness of the framework, comprising soundness and completeness.

CHAPTER

4

Model-Based Testing with Probabilistic
Automata

Many systems are inherently probabilistic: they interact with unpredictable
environments, or use randomised algorithms. A rather naı̈ve example is given by
randomised games like roulette, or one-armed bandit slot machines: the outcome
of these games is consciously chosen to be of probabilistic nature. Naturally, the
use of probabilistic algorithms is not solely limited to game environments. With
the growing popularity of probabilistic programming languages like probabilistic
C [142] or Figaro [148] comes their application in various fields. Voice recognition
is based on hidden Markov models [154], security protocols rely on random bits
in their encryption methods [41], networking algorithms assign bandwidth or
priority in a random fashion [106, 165], and the emerging field of probabilistic
robotics is concerned with probabilistic routing methods [168].
Evidently, the classical model-based testing techniques described in Chapter 3 are insufficiently equipped to deal with probabilistic aspects. While the
theory established therein, is capable of judging functional correctness of an
implementation, it is not able to judge probabilistic correctness.
Recall the underlying hypothesis for model-based testing: every physical
implementation has an underlying model. In a formal setting, this model can
be compared to a specification model on a purely mathematical level. However,
since we assume an implementation to be a black-box, an external observer does
not have access to this underlying model. The only way for them to infer about
the inner workings of the black-box, is to execute experiments, i.e. test cases.
Figure 4.1 illustrates this alongside the example of a fair coin. The implementation is given as a simple trace machine, together with a reset button, an
action button a, and an observation window. The latter lets an external observer
witness the currently executed action of the implementation. Upon pressing the
button a, the system makes a probabilistic choice over b or c.
Evidently, the theory we established up to now judges whether the output
b or c is correctly observed, but does not account for the observed frequency.
Suppose a requirements specification demands the implementation of a fair coin,
i.e. 50% observed b actions and 50% observed c actions. When repeating this
45
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(a) Implementation with reset button.
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(b) Model of fair coin.

t4

(c) Model of unfair coin.

Figure 4.1: Black-box implementation and two possible underlying automaton
models. Dashed arcs represent discrete probability choices.

push button experiment 100 times, what precisely is deemed acceptable, and
how can we effectively tell the difference between both presented models?
The situation becomes even more interesting in the presence of both nondeterministic and probabilistic choices. We refer to Figure 4.2 for an illustration. First an a transition (or distribution, to be more precise) is chosen
non-deterministically, and then the outcome is chosen probabilistically. We point
out, that the given probabilities of both distributions differ.
s0

1

a2
a
s1

b
s5

s2

1 1
2 3

2
3

s3

c
s6

a

a
s4

c

b
s7

s8

Figure 4.2: Model of non-deterministic coin.
Upon running the implementation of Figure 4.2 multiple times, we can neither
guarantee that the observed trace frequencies are fair, nor can we guarantee that
they are unfair. Thus, undoubtedly, judging the equivalence of two probabilistic
automata becomes significantly more challenging.
In this chapter, we seek to establish a model-based testing (MBT) framework
capable of handling both nondeterminism, and probabilistic choices. This entails
all necessary ingredients of Table 2.1: 1. An automaton model capturing both
of those properties, 2. a mathematical conformance relation, 3. the notion of
test cases and algorithms to automatically generate them, 4. mathematical, and
practical methods to give verdicts about correctness, and lastly 5. the proofs of
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soundness and completeness of the framework.
Our underlying model of choice are probabilistic input/output transition
systems (pIOTSs) - a conservative extension of both labelled transition systems
and discrete time Markov chains, alongside a separation of the action alphabet
into inputs and outputs. We refer to Figure 4.3 for an overview of the model
hierarchy traversed in this thesis. Very much like pIOTSs arise naturally from
LTSs, we extend ioco theory with probabilistic aspects to establish conformance
of probabilistic models. Test cases and their annotations are defined similarly
as for LTSs. Moreover, we define mathematical verdict functions, thus relating
test observations to the requirements specification, and show how these verdicts
are given in a practical scenario. The latter requires statistical analysis in the
form of hypothesis testing. The application of the framework is illustrated on
classical examples known from the literature.
We summarize the main contributions of this chapter:
• probabilistic input output transition systems, comprising discrete probability distributions and non-determinism,
• their behavioural description in form of trace distribution semantics,
• the probabilistic conformance relation pioco,
• definitions of test cases, test annotations, test executions and test verdicts,
• proofs for the correctness of the framework,
• test generation algorithms and applicable methods for probabilistic correctness in the Pearson’s χ2 -test, and
• three smaller size case studies known from the literature.
Related Work. Probabilistic testing pre-orders and equivalences are wellstudied [45, 60, 158]. Distinguished work by [122] introduces the concept of
probabilistic bisimulation via hypothesis testing. Largely influential work is
given by [40], presenting how to observe trace frequencies during a sampling
process. Executable probabilistic test frameworks are suggested for probabilistic
finite state machines in [96, 103] and Petri nets [23].
Origins of the chapter. The work underlying this chapter was performed in
collaboration with Mariëlle Stoelinga, and appeared in
• Marcus Gerhold and Mariëlle Stoelinga. ioco theory for probabilistic
automata. In Proceedings of the 10th Workshop on Model Based Testing,
MBT, pages 23–40, 2015,
• Marcus Gerhold and Mariëlle Stoelinga. Model-based testing of probabilistic systems. In Proceedings of the 19th International Conference on
Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering, FASE, pages 251–268,
2016,
• Marcus Gerhold and Mariëlle Stoelinga. Model-based testing of probabilistic systems. Formal Aspects of Computing, 30(1):77–106, 2018.
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Organisation of the chapter. The remainder of this chapter is structured
as follows: Section 4.1 introduces the underlying automaton model in pIOTS
and their language theoretic concepts. Section 4.2 establishes test cases, the
conformance relation and test verdicts, and proves the framework to be correct.
We provide applicable methods to apply model based testing according to the
framework in practice in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 we illustrate the frameworks’
applicability on small case studies known from the literature. Lastly, Section 4.5
concludes the chapter with final remarks.

4.1

Model and Language-Theoretic Concepts

We introduce the underlying automaton model for the remainder of this chapter
in probabilistic input/output transition systems. We illustrate the formalism
with easy examples and introduce language theoretic concepts, i.e. paths, traces,
and parallel composition. Lastly, we introduce trace distribution semantics by
means of schedulers.

4.1.1

Probabilistic Input Output Transition Systems

We introduce probabilistic input/output transition systems (pIOTSs) as an
extension to labelled transition systems (LTSs). LTSs where studied in Chapter 3,
and are mathematical structures that model the behaviour of a system, consisting
of states and labelled edges between them. The first represent the status that a
system can be in, while the latter models the actions it can perform.
We extend this formalism by allowing edges to be discrete probability
SA
distributions1 ; Instead of having one
single target, edges may now have mulMA
tiple target states alongside a discrete
distribution describing the probability
to reach them. This gives rise to probaPA
IMC
bilistic automata [158]. As such, probabilistic automata may also be seen as
DTMC
LTS
CTMC
an extension to discrete-time Markov
disc. prob. non-determ. exp. delay
chains (not discussed in this thesis),
with the addition of non-deterministic
Figure 4.3: Traversing the automata
choices.
Similar to the step from LTSs formalism hierarchy shown in Figure 1.3.
to input/output transition systems
(IOTSs), we separate the label alphabet in distinct input and output sets.
This captures possible communication of a system with its environment, e.g. a
tester or other components. Note that the set of outputs contains the distinct
label δ, explicitly requiring the absence of outputs. Like before, we allow internal
1 We refer the reader to Appendix A.1 for a formal introduction to the basics of probability
theory used in this chapter.
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Figure 4.4: Example models to illustrate input-reactive and output-generative
distributions in pIOTSs. We use “?” to denote labels of the set of inputs, and
“!” to denote labels of the set of outputs. The symbol τ denotes an action from
the set of internal labels.
(invisible) actions, to be part of the label set. Those labels describe internal
progress of a system, that is not visible to an external observer.
In order for our class of models to be larger than regular PA, we follow [185]
in defining pIOTSs to be input-reactive and output-generative. These are two
properties associated with the nature of the discrete distributions. Upon receiving
an input action, the pIOTS decides probabilistically which next state to move
to. However, upon producing an output, the pIOTS decides both the output
and the state probabilistically. Formally, this means that each transition either
involves one input action, or possibly several outputs, quiescence or internal
actions. A state may enable input and output transitions, albeit not in the same
distribution. A simple example for illustration purposes of input-reactive and
output generative distributions is presented in Figure 4.4.
Definition 4.1. A probabilistic input/output transition system (pIOTS) is a
sixtuple S = hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , ∆i, where
• S is a finite set of states, with s0 as the unique starting state,
• Act I , Act O , and Act H are disjoint finite sets of input, output and internal/hidden labels respectively, containing the distinct quiescence label
δ ∈ Act O . We write Act = Act I t Act O t Act H for the set of all labels.
• ∆ ⊆ S × Distr (Act × S) is a finite transition relation such that for all
input actions a ∈ Act I and distributions µ ∈ Distr (Act × S): µ (a, s0 ) > 0
implies µ (b, s00 ) = 0 for all b 6= a and states s0 , s00 ∈ S.
Example 4.2. Figure 4.4 presents two valid example pIOTSs and an invalid
one. As by common convention we use “?” to suffix input and “!” to suffix
output actions. By default, we let τ be an internal action. The target distribution
of a transition is represented by a densely dotted arc between the edges belonging
to it. Throughout this chapter, we commonly use µ or ν to denote distributions.
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In Figure 4.4a there is a non-deterministic choice between the two inputs a?
and b? modelling the choice that a user has in this state. If a? is chosen, the
automaton moves to state s1 . In case the user chooses input b?, there is a 50%
chance that the automaton moves to state s2 and a 50% chance it moves to s3 .
Note that the latter distribution is an example of an input-reactive distribution
according to the last item in Definition 4.1.
On the contrary, state t0 of Figure 4.4b illustrates output-generative distributions. Output actions are not under the control of a user or the environment.
Hence, in t0 the system itself makes two choices: 1. it chooses one of the two
outgoing distributions non-deterministically and 2. it chooses an output or internal action and the target state according to the chosen distribution. Note that
both distributions are examples of output-generative distributions according to
the last item in Definition 4.1.
Lastly, the model in Figure 4.4c is not a valid pIOTS according to Definition
4.1 for two reasons: 1. There are two distinct input actions in one distribution
and 2. input and output actions may not share one distribution, as this would
violate the last item in Definition 4.1.
Notation.

By convention, we use the following notations and concepts:

• Elements of the set of input actions are suffixed by “?”, and elements of the
set of output actions are suffixed by “!”. By convention, we let τ represent
an element of the set of internal actions, and δ is the distinct output label
to denote quiescence. Throughout this chapter we let µ and ν be discrete
probability distributions.
µ,a

• We write s −−→ s0 , if (s, µ) ∈ ∆ and µ (a, s0 ) > 0,
• We write s → a if there are µ ∈ Distr (Act × S) and s0 ∈ S such that
µ,a
s −−→ s0 , and s 6→ a if not.
• An action a is called enabled in a state s ∈ S, if s → a. The set of all
enabled actions in a state s ∈ S is denoted enabled (s).
µ,a

• We write s −−→S s0 , etc. to clarify that a transition belongs to a pIOTS S
if ambiguities arise.
• We call a pIOTS A input enabled, if all input actions are enabled in all
states, i.e. for all a ∈ Act I we have s → a for all s ∈ S.
Example 4.3. Figure 4.5 shows four models of a simple shuffle music player
with two songs. The pIOTS in 4.5a models the requirements: pressing the
shuffle button enables the two songs with probability 0.5 each. The self-loop in s1
indicates that after a song is chosen, both are enabled with probability 0.5 each
again. Pressing the stop button returns the automaton to the initial state. Note
that the system is required to be quiescent in the initial state until the shuffle
button is pressed. This is denoted by the δ self-loop in state s0 .
• The pIOTS of Figure 4.5b is subject to a small probabilistic deviation in the
distribution over songs. Contrary to the requirements, this implementation
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Figure 4.5: Specification and three possible implementation pIOTSs of a shuffle
music player. Some actions are separated by commas for readability, indicating
that two transitions with different labels are enabled from the same source to
the same target states.

chooses song1 with a probability of 40% and gives a higher probability to
song2.
• In the pIOTS of Figure 4.5c the same song cannot be played twice in a row
without interference of the user. After the shuffle button is pressed, the
implementation plays one song and moves to state s2 , or s3 respectively.
In these states only the respective other song is available. Contrary to
the requirements, this pIOTS models the simplified creation of an entire
play list upon pressing the shuffle button, that remains unchanged without
intervention.
• The last pIOTS in Figure 4.5d correctly chooses either song with 50%
probability, but stops after one song was played. This is illustrated by the
δ-labelled self-loop in v2 , denoting quiescence, or silence of the system.
Assuming that all incorrect models are hidden in a black box, the MBT framework
presented in this chapter is capable of detecting all flaws.
Parallel Composition. Parallel composition is defined in the standard fashion
[9] by synchronizing on shared actions, and evolving independently on others.
Since transitions in the component pIOTSs are assumed to be stochastically
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independent, we multiply the probabilities when taking shared actions, denoted
by µ ⊗ ν. To avoid name clashes, we only compose compatible pIOTSs.
Definition 4.4. Two pIOTSs
S

= hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , ∆i, and

S0

= hS 0 , s00 , Act 0I , Act 0O , Act 0H , ∆0 i,

are compatible if Act O ∩ Act 0O = {δ}, Act H ∩ Act 0 = ∅ and Act ∩ Act 0H = ∅.
Definition 4.5. Let S = hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , ∆i and S 0 = hS 0 , s00 , Act 0I ,
Act 0O , Act 0H , ∆0 i be two compatible pIOTSs. Their parallel composition is the
tuple
S k S 0 = hS 00 , (s0 , s00 ) , Act 00I , Act 00O , Act 00H , ∆00 i, where
• S 00 = S × S 0 ,
• Act 00I = (Act I ∪ Act 0I )\(Act O ∪ Act 0O ),
• Act 00O = Act O ∪ Act 0O ,
• Act 00H = Act H ∪ Act 0H , and finally the transition relation

• ∆00 = {((s, t) , µ) ∈ S 00 × Distr Act 00 × S 00 |

0

ν1 ⊗ ν2 , if ∃a ∈ Act ∩ Act such that s → a ∧ t → a
µ ≡ ν1 ⊗ 1, if ∀a ∈ Act with s → a we have t 6→ a
},


1 ⊗ ν2 , if ∀a ∈ Act 0 with t → a we have s 6→ a
where (s, ν1 ) ∈ ∆, and (t, ν2 ) ∈ ∆0 . Here ν1 ⊗ ν2 ((s0 , t0 ), a) = ν1 (s0 , a) · ν2 (t0 , a),
ν1 ⊗ 1 ((s0 , t0 ) , a) = ν1 (s0 , a) · 1 and 1 ⊗ ν2 ((s0 , t0 ) , a) = 1 · ν2 (t0 , a).
The reader is referred to [158] for an interesting discussion on the intricacies
for parallel composition of general probabilistic automata. The main problems
are: when should two distributions synchronise, and how should synchronisation
occur. We avoid the pitfalls discussed there by the structure of pIOTSs, and
which pIOTSs is synchronised upon. In particular, we compose test cases and
implementations to get the set of observable traces akin to the set exec t (I) as
seen in Chapter 3. Like before it is sensible to assume implementations to always
be input-enabled. Moreover, input-reactive and output-generative distributions
ensure that the handling of discrete probabilities is carried out correctly.

4.1.2

Paths and Traces

We recall the usual language concepts for LTSs and adapt them to our needs for
pIOTSs. Let S = (S, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , ∆) be a pIOTS.
A path π of S is a (possibly) infinite sequence of the form
π = s0 µ1 a1 s1 µ2 a2 s2 µ3 a3 s3 . . . ,
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where si ∈ S, ai ∈ Act and µi ∈ Distr (Act × S), such that each finite path ends
µi+1 ,ai+1
in a state, and si −−−−−−→ si+1 for each non-final i. We use last (π) to denote
the last state of a finite path. We write π 0 v π to denote π 0 as a prefix of π,
i.e. π 0 is finite, ends in a state, and coincides with π on the first finitely many
symbols of the sequence. The set of all finite paths of S is denoted as paths fin (S)
and all paths by paths(S). The set of complete paths, paths com (S), contains
every infinite path, or paths that end in a state that does not enable further
actions.
The associated trace of a path π is the (possibly infinite) sequence obtained
by omitting states, distributions and internal actions from π. Formally, it is a
ω
mapping tr : paths(S) → (Act I ∪ Act O ) . We overload the mapping, such that
∗
it accounts for finite paths, too, i.e. tr : paths fin (S) → (Act I ∪ Act O ) , with
tr (π) = ai1 ai2 ai3 . . . , where aij ∈ Act I t Act O for j = 1, 2, . . . .
tr −1 (σ) gives the set of all paths, which have trace σ. The length of a path
is the number of actions on its trace. All finite traces of S are summarized in
traces fin (S), and all traces in traces(S). The set of complete traces, traces com (S),
contains every trace based on complete paths.
Note that an IOTS is a pIOTS, in which every element of ∆ is the Dirac
distribution, i.e. the distribution with a single target. It is straightforward
to extend the definitions of the operators after , and out used for IOTSs in
Section 3.1. Recall that the first describes the available actions in a set of states,
whereas the latter characterises the available output actions after a trace.

4.1.3

Schedulers and Trace Distributions

Probabilistic input/output transition systems comprise non-deterministic, as
well as probabilistic choices. As such, it is not possible to assign probabilities to
finite paths, or traces directly. Paths embody the resolution of non-deterministic
choices of the states it contains. Since a state may be visited multiple times,
and choices may vary, the resolution becomes history dependent. That is, the
resolution of non-determinism depends both on the current state and its prefix.
Lifting the resolution of non-deterministic choices of paths to an entire pIOTSs
introduces the concept of schedulers [9]. The resolution of the non-determinism
via a scheduler leads to a purely probabilistic system, in which probability is
assigned to each finite path.
Following the standard theory for probabilistic automata [158], we define
the behaviour of a pIOTS via schedulers (a.k.a. policies, adversaries, or strategies) to resolve the non-deterministic choices; in each state of the pIOTS, the
scheduler may choose which transition to take, or it may also halt the execution
entirely. Given any finite history leading to a state, a scheduler returns a discrete
probability distribution over the set of next transitions (or distributions to be
precise). In order to model termination, we define schedulers such that they
can continue paths with a halting extension ⊥, after which only quiescence is
observed.
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Definition 4.6. A scheduler A of a pIOTS S = (S, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , ∆) is
a function
A : paths fin (S) −→ Distr (Distr (Act × S) ∪ {⊥}),
such that for each finite path π, if A (π) (µ) > 0, then (last (π) , µ) ∈ ∆ or µ ≡⊥.
The value A (π) (⊥) is considered as interruption/halting. A scheduler A halts
on a path π, if A (π) (⊥) = 1. We say that a scheduler halts after k ∈ N steps,
if it halts for every path of length greater or equal to k and for every complete
path smaller than k. We denote all such finite schedulers by Sched (S, k). The
set of all finite schedulers of S is denoted Sched (S).
Note that, to account for input-reactive and output-generative distributions
instead of scheduling actions a scheduler chooses distributions. The first clause
of Definition 4.6 points out, that only distributions may be scheduled, which are
available in the current state.
Moreover, the class of schedulers we consider are history dependent and
randomized. We study the hierarchy of scheduler classes of stochastic automata
(SA) in Chapter 8, and point out that PA are a subclass of SA.
Probability Spaces associated to Schedulers. A scheduler enables the
quantification of probability of single paths, since all non-deterministic choices
are resolved. To that end, we require the notion of paths of a scheduler, i.e.
paths with a non-zero probability.
Definition 4.7. A path π of a scheduler A is a finite or infinite path
π = s0 µ1 a1 s1 µ2 a2 s2 µ3 a3 s3 . . .
such that A(s0 µ1 a1 s1 . . . si )(µi , ai ) > 0 for each i = 1, 2 . . .. The maximal
paths of a scheduler A are the infinite paths of A and the finite paths π, such
that A(π)(⊥) > 0. We set paths max (A) as the set of maximal paths of A.
Intuitively, a scheduler rolls a multi-faced and biased die at every step of the
computation, telling the system how to proceed. Consecutive scheduler decisions
thus induce a path probability distribution on a pIOTS. Hence, the resulting
system is a purely probabilistic computation tree.
To construct a proper probability distribution over all finite paths, the
probability assigned to a single path π is obtained by the probability of its cone
Cπ = {π 0 ∈ paths max (A) | π v π 0 }, cf. Figure 4.6. This construction is standard
and thus left undiscussed here. Instead we refer to [158, 164] for more details.
Definition 4.8. A scheduler A of a pIOTS S induces a path probability function
inductively defined by QA (s0 ) = 1 and
QA (πµas) = QA (π) · A(π)(µ) · µ(a, s).
The probability of A generating exactly π equals QA (π) · A(π)(⊥).
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Figure 4.6: Abstract illustration of the cone of a path. The outermost curve
describes all possible behaviour of a pIOTS, and lines in it point out possible
developments of the system over time. The red curve highlights a specific path
π, which is appended by its cone Cπ , i.e. all possible paths that have π as prefix.
A scheduler A thus defines a unique probability distribution PA on the set
of (finite) paths. Therefore, the probability of π is PA [Cπ ] def
= QA (π). Hence,
the path probability function enables us to define a unique probability space2
(ΩA , FA , PA ) associated to a scheduler A.
Definition 4.9. The probability space associated to a scheduler A of a pIOTS
S, is the probability space given by (ΩA , FA , PA ), where
1. ΩA = paths max (A),
2. FA is the smallest σ-field generated by the set {Cπ | π ∈ paths fin (S)},
where Cπ = {π 0 ∈ ΩA | π v π 0 }, and
3. PA is the unique measure on FA such that PA [Cπ ] = QA (π) for all
π ∈ paths fin (S).
Note that ΩA and FA do only indirectly depend on S, and are fully determined
by QA . The fact that the triple (ΩA , FA , PA ) constitutes a probability space
follows from standard measure theory arguments, see e.g. [46, 164].
Example 4.10. Recall the requirements specification of a shuffle music player
in Figure 4.5a. Assume there is a scheduler A that chooses the distribution
containing shuf? in state s0 with probability 1, and from there on schedules the
distribution containing song1 and song2 with probability 1 finitely many times.
Asking for the probability of hearing song1 after the shuffle button is pressed
is then answered by considering the cone of the path
π = s0 , µ1 , shuf ?s1 , µ2 , song1 !, s1 .
The cone Cπ consists of all paths starting with π, that are appended in all possible
2 We

refer to Appendix A.1 for a summary of the parts of probability theory needed here.
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ways. Thus, the probability to observe exactly π becomes
PA [Cπ ]

=

QA (π) = QA (s0 ) · A (s0 ) (µ1 ) · µ1 (shuffle?, s1 ) ·
A (s0 , µ1 , shuffle?, s1 ) (µ2 ) · µ2 (song1 , s1 )

=

1 · 1 · 1 · 1 · 0.5

=

0.5.

We point out that the usage of cones is essential here as A does not stop after
scheduling the first song.
Trace Distributions. Very much like traces are obtained by first selecting
a path and by then removing all information that is invisible to an external
observer, we do the same in the probabilistic case. First, we resolve all nondeterministic choices in the pIOTS via a scheduler, and then remove all state
information to get its trace distribution. This allows us to quantify the probability
associated to traces in a pIOTS.
A trace distribution is obtained from (the probability space of) a scheduler
by removing all states. Thus, the probability assigned to a set of traces X is the
probability of all paths whose trace is an element of X.
Definition 4.11. The trace distribution D of a scheduler A ∈ Sched (S), denoted
D = trd (A) is the probability space (ΩD , FD , PD ), where
• ΩD = Act ∗ ∪ Act ω ,
• FD is the smallest σ-field generated by the set {C% | % ∈ Act ∗ }, where the
cone is C% = {%0 ∈ ΩD | % v %0 },
• PD is the unique probability measure on FD such that

PD (X) = PA tr −1 (X) for X ∈ FD .
The fact that (ΩD , FD , PD ) defines probability spaces is completely standard,
and not discussed further here. Additional material and discussions on the topic
can be found in [158, 40].
Trace Distribution Equivalence. Trace distributions quantify the probability to observe traces in the presence of non-determinism. They are thus a
fundamental perspective to relate two automata , i.e. we equate two pIOTSs
iff they comprise the same trace distributions. To be more specific: A trace
distribution of a pIOTS I is said to be contained in the set of trace distributions
of a pIOTS S, if there exists a scheduler of S such that all traces of S get
assigned the same probability as in I.
We formally overload trd (I, k) to denote the set of trace distributions that are
based on a scheduler of length k ∈ N. We write trd (I) for the set of all finite trace
distributions of the pIOTS I. Lastly, we write I vkTD S, if trd (I, k) ⊆ trd (S, k)
k
for k ∈ N and I vfin
TD S if I vTD S for some k ∈ N.
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(a) Irregular coin.

s6

(b) Irregular coin alongside a scheduler.

Figure 4.7: The model of an irregular coin toss. The left-hand side shows the
model without any augmentation. Note, that there is a non-deterministic choice
between the two outgoing toss? actions in s0 . The outcome of this choice results
in either tossing a fair coin, or a non-deterministic one. The right-hand side
augments the model with an adversary that resolves non-determinism, thus
resulting in a purely probabilistic structure.
Example 4.12. Consider the example shown in Figure 4.7. The left side shows
the model S of a coin toss. There is a non-deterministic choice between the
outgoing toss? actions in s0 , resulting in either tossing a fair coin, or a nondeterministic coin. Due to the presence of non-determinism in the model, it is
not possible to directly assign probabilities to traces.
The right side augments the model with a scheduler A ∈ Sched (S, 2). The
probabilistic choices of the scheduler are illustrated in red. In particular we have
A (s0 , µ1 , toss?, s1 ) = 0.9

A(s0 , µ1 , toss?, s1 , µ3 , heads!, s5 ) = 0.6

A (s0 , µ2 , toss?, s2 ) = 0.1

A(s0 , µ1 , toss?, s1 , µ4 , tails!, s6 ) = 0.4,

where µi with i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the unique distributions of S. Thus, the scheduler
chooses to toss the fair coin in 90% of the cases, and the non-deterministic coin
is chosen in 10% of the cases. If the non-deterministic coin is chosen, it resolves
the toss with an outcome of 60% heads and 40% tails.
This construction enables us to assign probabilities to traces. Let
π1

=

s0 , µ1 , toss?, s1 , ν, heads!, s3 , and

π2

=

s0 , µ2 , toss?, s2 , µ3 , heads!s5 .

Then, obviously PA [Cπ1 ] = 0.5 · 0.9 = 0.45 and PA [Cπ2 ] = 0.1 · 0.6 = 0.06.
Moreover, σ = tr (π1 ) = tr (π2 ), and consequently, for the trace distribution of
the scheduler A, i.e. D = trd (A), we see PD (σ) = PA [Cπ1 ] + PA [Cπ2 ] = 0.51.
Thus, the pIOTS S alongside scheduler A defines a slightly biased coin.
Remark 4.13 (Compositionality). Working in a model-based testing environment naturally requires our models to be open. That is, we distinguish actions
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based on their corresponding label set of inputs, and outputs. This, as opposed to
closed systems, enables various modelled components to interact with each other
or their environment. Defining schedulers for open systems is inherently more
complex over their closed counterparts. The schedulers of Definition 4.6 choose
to schedule inputs, as well as outputs. The authors of [39] regard this notion as
too powerful and choose to define schedulers for open systems as the combination
of an input scheduler, an output scheduler and an arbiter scheduler assigning
precedence to one or the other.
The reasoning is as follows; Our trace distribution semantics are not compositional [164], i.e. it generally does not hold that trd (A) ⊆ trd (B) implies
trd (A k C) ⊆ trd (B k C). Thus, instead of the compose-and-schedule approach
used in this thesis, the authors of [39] present a schedule-and-compose formalism.
This circumvents the arising hurdles of non-compositionality.
While their framework offers a cleaner, and perhaps more intuitive solution,
it comes at the price of increased complexity. In the remainder of this chapter,
we shall see that non-compositionality of trace distribution semantics does not
impose additional difficulties to deploy our techniques. In particular, we compare
the model of a system under test I k t to a specification model S, as opposed to
the model of S k t. Moreover, we shall see that the structure of test cases, and the
input enabledness of implementations prevents non-compositionality to become a
problem. We thus opt for the simpler definition of schedulers in Definition 4.6
to establish an MBT framework for probabilistic systems.

4.2

Probabilistic Testing Theory

Model-based testing entails the automatic test case generation, execution and
evaluation based on a requirements model. Its ulterior goal is to judge the
correctness, or conformance, of an implementation to its requirements automatically. Recall that the MBT approach operates under the assumption that
every physical implementation has an underlying formal model. Conformance
is then established on a purely mathematical level via testing relations of the
implementation model with respect to the specification model. Hence, one of
the fundamental concepts to develop an MBT framework is the formal notion of
conformance. We do so by conservatively extending ioco theory from Chapter 3
to account for probabilistic systems.
With the conformance relation in place, we proceed to develop methods
to infer the inner workings of black-box implementations via experiments, or
test cases. We define test cases to be pIOTSs, that only make use of Dirac
distributions, i.e. test cases are IOTSs. Further, we proceed by showing how
test cases are formally executed on an implementation.
Working in a probabilistic setting requires the test evaluation to be twofold:
Functional aspects are evaluated as in the IOTS setting: Observed output is
compared to expected output. Probabilistic aspects require a sampling process to
take place on which further statistical analysis of trace frequencies is performed.
Here, hypothesis testing in the form of Pearson’s χ2 test is utilized. Lastly, we
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present the verdicts used to judge correctness of a system, before we prove the
framework to be correct.

4.2.1

The Conformance Relation vpioco

The pioco conformance relation is built on the theoretical foundations of ioco
theory, cf. Section 3.2, which has established itself as one of the core pillars of
testing relations. By conservatively extending upon this established relation,
we are guaranteed to keep desirable features like implementation freedom and
underspecification. The classical ioco relation (Definition 3.7) states that an
implementation conforms to the requirements, if it never provides any unspecified
output or quiescence. Thus, the set of output actions after a trace of an
implementation should be contained in the set of output actions after the same
trace of the specification. However, instead of checking for all possible traces,
the ioco-relation only checks traces that were specified in the requirements.
Formally, let out I (σ) be the set of output actions of an IOTS I enabled in
the states after trace σ. Then, for two IOTSs I and S, with I input-enabled,
we write I vioco S, if and only if
∀σ ∈ traces fin (S) : out I (σ) ⊆ out S (σ).

(4.1)

Our intention is to generalize this relation to probabilistic systems. Intuitively,
we replace the set of finite traces in (4.1) with the set of finite trace distributions
of S, and the operator out by a trace distribution equivalent. Precisely, we
require two auxiliary concepts:
1. The prefix relation for trace distributions D vk D0 is the analogue of trace
prefixes, i.e. D vk D0 iff ∀σ ∈ Act ≤k : PD (σ) = PD0 (σ).
2. The output continuation trace distributions; these are the probabilistic
counterpart of the set out S (σ). For a pIOTS S and a trace distribution D of
length k, the output continuation of D in S contains all trace distributions
D0 of length k + 1, such that D vk D0 , that assign every trace of length
k + 1 ending in input probability 0. We set
n
o
outcont S (D) def
= D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) | D vk D0 ∧ ∀σ ∈ Act k Act I : PD0 (σ) = 0 .
Intuitively, an implementation should conform to a specification, if the probability
of every trace in I specified in S, can be matched. Just like in ioco, we neglect
unspecified traces ending in input actions. However, if there is unspecified
output in the implementation, there is at least one scheduler that assigns positive
probability to this continuation, thus violating the subset relation.
Definition 4.14. Let I and S be two pIOTSs over the same action signature.
Furthermore let I be input-enabled, then we say I vpioco S, if for all k ∈ N
∀D ∈ trd (S, k) : outcont I (D) ⊆ outcont S (D).
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Example 4.15. In Figure 4.8 we present six toy examples to illustrate the pioco
relation. Note that the three upper examples do not utilize a probabilistic transition
other than the Dirac distribution over the target state. They can therefore
be considered as regular IOTSs. The three lower models utilize probabilistic
transitions, e.g., there is a probabilistic choice between song1! and song2! with
probability 0.5 each in S4 . For the sake of readability in the figure, if an input
is not enabled in a state of the implementation, assume that we make it inputenabled by adding a self-loop.
The original ioco relation checks whether the output of an implementation,
after a specified trace, was expected. To illustrate, S1 is ioco to both S2 and S3 .
The input shuf? yields the output song1!, which is a subset of what was specified
by the latter two, i.e. {song1 !, song2 !}. In particular, note that it is irrelevant
if the non-deterministic choice is over the shuf? actions, or the output actions,
cf. Figures 4.8b and 4.8c.
shuf ?

song1 !

shuf ?

shuf ?

song1 !

(a) S1

shuf ?

song2 !

shuf ?

song1 !

(b) S2

song2 !

(c) S3
shuf ?

shuf ?

shuf ?
1
2

song1 !

1
2

1
2

song2 !

(d) S4

song1 !

2
3

1
3

song2 !

(e) S5

1
2

song1 !

song2 !

(f) S6

Figure 4.8: Yardstick examples of a simplified shuffle player illustrating pioco.
The three upper models represent regular IOTSs, while the three lower examples
are pIOTSs. See Example 4.15 for more details.
The pioco relation combines probabilistic and non-deterministic choices. S4
and S5 are not pioco for using different probabilities attached to the output
actions. However, it is S4 vpioco S3 . The requirements specification indicates
a choice over song1! and song2!. If a system implements this choice with a
0.5 choice over the action, there is a scheduler in the specification that assigns
exactly those probabilities to the actions song1! and song2!. Note that the
opposite direction does not hold, because any implementation would need to
assign probabilities 0.5 to each action, while the non-determinism indicates a
free choice of probabilities according to our assumptions.
An intricate example is given in the relation of S4 and S6 . In particular,
it is S4 vpioco S6 , but S6 6vpioco S4 . Even though, on a surface level, it looks
like all traces can get assigned the same probability under a scheduler, it is the
probability of halting that the mismatch stems from. Before scheduling either
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pIOTS
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

S1
vpioco
-

S2
vpioco
vpioco
vpioco
vpioco
vpioco
vpioco

S3
vpioco
vpioco
vpioco
vpioco
vpioco
vpioco

S4
vpioco
-

S5
vpioco
-

S6
vpioco
vpioco

Table 4.1: Complete table of the pioco relation with respect to Figure 4.8. Note
that pIOTSs on the left-hand side of the relation are assumed to be input enabled
by adding self-loops in their corresponding models.
song in S6 , a scheduler may assign different probabilities to halt in both states. A
scheduler in S4 must now mimic this behaviour in a single state, while scheduling
the same probabilities as the other scheduler to both song1 and song2. Obviously,
there are combinations of probabilities for which this is impossible.
For a complete list of the conformances in Figure 4.8 we refer to Table 4.1.
The pioco relation conservatively extends the ioco relation, i.e. both relations
coincide for IOTSs. Recall that a pIOTS essentially is an input output transition
system with transitions having distributions over states as target. Conversely, an
IOTS can be treated as pIOTS where every distribution is the Dirac distribution,
i.e. a distribution with a unique target.
Theorem 4.16. Let A and B be two IOTSs and A be input-enabled, then
A vioco B ⇐⇒ A vpioco B .
Proof sketch. Conformance of pIOTSs is defined via probabilities of traces, where
the probabilities are a result of schedulers and the inherent discrete probability
distributions of pIOTSs. The proof follows from the fact that an IOTS does not
have inherent probabilities – A scheduler can thus assign the same probabilities
to all traces of both A and B provided they are present in both systems. The
conformance relation vioco ensures that relevant traces are indeed present in
both A and B.
A tester must be able to apply every input at any given state of the SUT.
This is reflected in classic ioco-theory by always assuming the implementation to
be input enabled (Definition 3.7). If the specification is input-enabled too, then
ioco coincides with finite trace inclusion. We show that pioco coincides with
finite trace distribution inclusion in the pIOTS case. Note that input-enabledness
of the specification is crucial here. Moreover, our results show that pioco is
transitive, just like ioco.
Theorem 4.17. Let A, B and C be pIOTSs and let A and B be input-enabled,
then
(i) A vpioco B if and only if A vfin
TD B.
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(ii) A vpioco B and B vpioco C, then A vpioco C.
Proof sketch. (i) The fact that finite trace distribution inclusion implies vpioco
is straightforward, since vpioco is defined via finite trace distributions. The other
direction follows immediately, if we consider that vpioco ensures all traces ending
in output can get assigned the same probability in both A and B, as well as
both systems being input enabled. Since distributions containing inputs are
input-reactive, there cannot be mismatches in probabilities here.
(ii) arises as a consequence of (i).

4.2.2

Test Cases and Test Annotations

We formalize the notion of test cases over an interface (a.k.a. action signature,
or alphabet) (Act I , Act O ). Formally, a test case is a collection of traces that
represent possible behaviour of a tester. These are summarized as a pIOTS in
tree structure. The action signature describes the potential interaction of the
test case with the implementation. In each state of a test, the tester can either
provide some stimulus, wait for a response of the system, or stop the overall
testing process. When a test is waiting for a system response, it has to take into
account all potential outputs including the situation that the system provides
no response at all, modelled by δ 3 .
Definition 4.18. A test or test case over an alphabet (Act I , Act O ) is a pIOTS
t = hS, s0 , Act tI , Act tO , ∅, ∆i
that has the alphabet’s outputs as inputs and vice-versa, i.e. Act tI = Act O ∪ {δ}
and Act tO = Act I \{δ}, and that is a finite, internally deterministic and connected
tree. In addition, for all µ ∈ ∆ we have µ ≡ Dirac, and for every state s ∈ S we
require:
• enabled (s) = ∅,
• enabled (s) = Act tI , or
• enabled (s) ∈ Act tO .
A test suite T is a set of test cases. A test case (suite resp.) for a pIOTS
S = hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , ∆i, is a test case (suite resp.) over its alphabet
(Act I , Act O ), and if item 2 additionally requires, that
• µ(a, s0 ) > 0 with a ∈ Act tO implies the existence of σ ∈ traces fin (S), such
that σ a ∈ traces fin (S).
For technical reasons, we swap the input and output label sets of a test case.
This is to allow for synchronization in the context of parallel composition. In
the IOTS case of Chapter 3, this was resolved with the mirroring operator , i.e.
3 Note that in more recent version of ioco theory [174], test cases are input-enabled. This
enables them to catch possible outputs of the implementation before the test supplied the
input. We consciously chose not to incorporate this into our framework for technical reasons.
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for an IOTS I the IOTS mirror (I) switches all its inputs to outputs, and vice
versa. However, mirroring an output-generative distribution does not yield an
input-reactive distribution, and thus produces an invalid pIOTS. We refer to
Figure 4.4 to illustrate this. Since we are only interested in the mirroring of test
cases, which only allow the Dirac distribution (i.e. single target), we chose to
incorporate mirroring in their definition directly here.
Lastly, we give an intuitive understanding of test cases for specifications. In
addition to being defined over the same action signature, we require that only
inputs are given, which are presents in the specification model. This is referred
to as input-minimal in the literature [169]. Giving unavailable inputs would
leave us in a position, in which we are unable to give a verdict according to ioco.
That is, we may only judge the correctness of specified behaviour, as is inherent
in testing.
Remark 4.19. Informally, we define test cases as IOTSs, as opposed to pIOTSs.
Our earlier work used discrete probability choices in test cases [73, 76], thus
paving the way for probabilistic test cases. This fills a gap in that MBT tools
frequently use random number generators to resolve the choice of observing
or stimulating the system, and the concrete input is often chosen according
to a uniform distribution [15]. Using discrete probability distributions in test
cases quantifies these choices. We opted to not incorporate these properties in
Definition 4.18 to make a distinction between test cases and test selection. The
latter is mentioned in the test generation algorithms discussed in the next section.
Test Annotation. In order to pin down the behaviour, which we deem as
acceptable/correct, each trace of the test is annotated with pass or fail verdict,
determined by the requirements specification. This allows for automated evaluation of the functional behaviour later on. The probabilistic verdict is given via a
second step, that requires gathering a large sample of test executions.
We have shown that the pioco relation conservatively extends the ioco one
in Theorem 4.16. Since the purpose of annotations is to check for functional
correctness only, we directly transfer the annotation of Definition 3.12. Informally,
a trace of a test case is labelled as pass, if it is present in the system specification
and fail otherwise.
Definition 4.20. For a given test t a test annotation is a function
ann : traces com (t) −→ {pass, fail } .
A pair t̂ = (t, ann) consisting of a test and a test annotation is called an
annotated test. The set of all such t̂, denoted by T̂ = (ti , ann i )i∈I for some
index set I, is called an annotated test suite. If t is a test for a specification
S with signature (Act I , Act O ), we define ann Spioco : traces com (t) −→ {pass, fail }
by


if ∃% ∈ traces fin (S), a ∈ Act O :
fail
ann Spioco (σ) =
%avσ∧%a∈
/ traces fin (S)


pass otherwise.
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t̂2 :
shuf!

song1?

t̂1 :
song1?

pass

δ
fail

song2?

fail

shuf!

song1?

δ

δ

song2?
song1?

δ

song2?

song2?

pass

pass fail pass

pass fail pass

Figure 4.9: Two annotated test cases for the specification of the shuffle music
player of Figure 4.5. t̂1 tests that a song is played after the shuffle button was
pressed. t̂2 ensures that the player keeps on playing music, and does not stop
after one song.

Example 4.21. Figure 4.9 shows two simple derived tests for the specification
of a shuffle music player in Figure 4.5. Note that the interface is mirrored. This
is to allow for synchronisation on shared actions according to the definition of
parallel composition (Definition 4.5). Outputs of the test case are considered
inputs for the implementation and vice versa.
The left model in Figure 4.9 presents an annotated test case t̂1 . After the
shuffle button is pressed, the test waits for a system response. Catching either
song assigns the pass verdict, while the absence of outputs, denoted by δ, yields
the fail verdict. The test t̂2 on the right-hand side ensures that the player does
not stop after one song, but continues to play songs. This is indicated by the
pass labels on either song transition, and a fail verdict on the δ transitions.
We point out that test annotations do not infer the probabilistic correctness
of the implementation. This requires multiple executions of the same test case to
gather a sample. Probabilistic correctness is inferred via a statistical hypothesis
test and is studied in the next subsection.

4.2.3

Test Evaluation and Verdicts

In our framework, we assess functional correctness via the test annotation ann
precisely how described in Chapter 3. Therefore, this step is not further described
here. However, the addition of discrete probability choices on specification level
requires further statistical analysis. We present how an implementation can
effectively be checked for the correct application of probabilities.
We perform a statistical experiment with various parameters, including
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reset button
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24
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26
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shuf?

song2!

song2!

35

Figure 4.10: Black-box trace machine with input alphabet a1 ?, . . . , az ?, reset
button and action window. Running the machine m times and observing traces
of length k yields a sample. The ID together with the trace and the respective
number of occurrences are noted down in a sample like on the right-hand side.

predefined sample size and level of significance. The requirements specification
in tandem with a scheduler defines expected values for the frequency of each
trace. We proceed by defining sets of possible observations on implementation
side. The level of significance then sets a maximum of allowed deviation from
the expectation. Any observation within this threshold is deemed acceptable,
while observations outside this boundary are rejected.
Statistical Testing. In order to reason about probabilistic correctness, a
single test execution is insufficient. To illustrate, assume we want to establish
the fairness of a coin; A single coin flip is inadequate to draw a conclusion. To
overcome this hurdle, we collect a sample via multiple test runs, and perform
statistical analysis on it. We refer the reader to Appendix A.2 for the details of
statistical testing required in this thesis.
The sampling process consists of a push-button experiment in the sense
of [134]. Assume a black-box trace machine is given with input buttons, an
observation window, and a reset button as illustrated in Figure 4.10. An external
observer records each individual execution before the reset button is pressed and
the machine starts again. Note that the observations of an external observer
match the notion of traces. After a sample of sufficient size was collected, we
compare the collected frequencies of traces to their expected frequencies according
to the requirements specification. If the empiric observations are close to the
expectations, we accept the probabilistic behaviour of the implementation.
Sampling. Before the start of the sampling process, or any statistical experiments, we need to set the parameters. We require sample length k ∈ N, sample
size m ∈ N, and a level of significance α ∈ (0, 1). In the experimental setting
utilized here, this translates to choosing the length of individual traces, how
many traces should be observed, and a limit for the statistical error of first kind,
i.e. the probability of rejecting a correct implementation.
To establish probabilistic correctness, we check if the frequencies of the traces
contained in the sample match the probabilities in the specification via statistical
hypothesis testing. However, statistical methods can only be directly applied
for purely probabilistic systems without non-determinism. To illustrate, recall
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Figure 4.7a; The inherent non-deterministic choice between the two toss? actions
in s0 , and the non-deterministic coin flip in state s2 prevents us from directly
assigning a probability to trace, say, toss? head!.
To overcome this, we check if the observed trace frequencies can be explained,
if we resolve non-determinism in the specification according to some scheduler.
In other words, our hypothesis is the existence of a scheduler that makes the
occurrence of the sample likely.
Thus, we assume that each execution of the black-box implementation I is
governed by an unknown scheduler, resulting in a trace distribution D ∈ trd (I).
In order for any statistical reasoning to work, we assume that D is the same in
every run. Consequently, the implementation chooses a trace distribution D and
D chooses a trace σ to execute.
Frequencies and Expectations. To quantify how close a sample is to its expectation, we require a notion of distance. Our goal is to evaluate the deviation of
a collected sample to the expected distribution. Therefore, let M = (Distr , dist)
be the metric space, where
dist (u, v) def
=

sup

| u (σ) − v (σ) |

σ∈Act ≤k

is the maximal variation distance of two distributions. It is easy to check that
dist is indeed a metric, and consequently M defines a metric space.
We proceed by defining the two distributions that need to be compared; The
empiric distribution of a sample, and the expected distribution based on the
specification. The function assessing the frequencies of traces within a sample
O = {σ1 , . . . , σm } is given as a mapping freq : Act ≤k×m → Distr (Act ≤k ), such
that
freq (O) (σ) =

|{i=1,...,m∧σ=σi }|
.
m

Hence, the discrete distribution freq gives the relative frequency of a trace within
a sample of size m.
To calculate the expected distribution according to a specification, we need
to resolve all non-deterministic choices to get a purely probabilistic execution
tree. Therefore, assume that a trace distribution D is given, and k and m are
fixed. We treat each run of the implementation as a Bernoulli trial. Recall that
a Bernoulli trial has two outcomes: success with probability p and failure with
probability 1 − p. For any trace σ, we say that success occurred at position i of
the sample, if σ = σi . Therefore, let Xi ∼ Ber (PP
D (σ)) be Bernoulli distributed
m
1
random variables for i = 1, . . . , m. Let Z = m
i=1 Xi be the empiric mean
with which we observe σ in a sample. Note that the expected probability under
D is then calculated as

Pm
Pm D
1
1
ED (Z) = ED m
i=1 Xi = m
i=1 E (Xi ) = PD (σ) .
Hence, the expected probability for each trace σ, is the probability of σ under
trace distribution D.
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Example 4.22. The right hand side of Figure 4.10 shows a potential sample
O that was collected from the shuffle music player of Figure 4.5a when t̂2 of
Figure 4.9 is executed. The sample consists of m = 100 traces of length k = 3.
In total there are four different traces with varying frequencies. We calculate the
relative frequencies of the four different traces as
freq (O) (σ1 ) =

15
100

freq (O) (σ2 ) =

24
100

26
35
freq (O) (σ4 ) =
100
100
Together, these frequencies form the empiric sample distribution.
Conversely, assume there is a scheduler, that schedules shuf ? with probability
1 and the distribution consisting of song1! and song2 ! with probability 1 in
Figure 4.5a. This scheduler then induces a trace distribution D on the pIOTS of
the shuffle-player. The expected probability of the observed traces under this trace
distribution then calculates as ED (σi ) = 1 · 1 · 0.5 · 0.5 = 0.25 for i = 1, . . . , 4.
The question we want to answer in practice is, whether there exists a scheduler,
such that the empiric sample distribution is sufficiently close to the expected
distribution.
freq (O) (σ3 ) =

Acceptable Outcomes. The intuitive idea is to compare the sample frequency
function to the expected distribution. If the observed frequencies do not deviate
significantly from our expectations, we accept the sample. How much deviation
is allowed depends on the a priori chosen α ∈ (0, 1).
We accept a sample O if freq (O) lies within some distance rα of the expected distribution ED of the metric space M. Recall the definition of a
closed ball in a metric space centred at x ∈ M with radius r as Br (x) =
{y ∈ M | dist (x, y) ≤ r}. All distributions deviating at most rα from the expected distribution are contained within the ball Brα (ED ). To limit the error
of accepting an erroneous sample, we choose the smallest radius, such that the
error of rejecting a correct sample is not greater than α by


−1
rα def
= inf r ∈ R+
Br (ED ) ≥ 1 − α .
0 | PD freq
Definition 4.23. For k, m ∈ N and a pIOTS S the acceptable outcomes of
D ∈ trd (S, k) of significance level α ∈ (0, 1) are given by the set
n
o

Obs(D, α, k, m) = O ∈ (Act ≤k×m ) | dist freq(O), ED ≤ rα .
We obtain the set of acceptable outcomes of S by
[
Obs (S, α, k, m) =
Obs(D, α, k, m).
D∈trd(S,k)

The set of acceptable outcomes consists of all possible samples we are willing
to accept as close enough to our expectations, i.e. all samples that are likely
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under consideration of all trace distributions. Note that, due to non-determinism,
the latter is required to define expected values in the first place.
The set of acceptable outcomes of a pIOTS A therefore has two properties,
reflecting the error of false rejection and false acceptance respectively.
1. If a sample was generated by a truthful trace distribution of the specification, we correctly accept it with probability higher than 1 − α, i.e.
PD (Obs(D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α.
2. If a sample was generated by a trace distribution not admitted by the
specification, the chance of falsely accepting it is smaller than some βm .
Here α is the predefined level of significance, and βm is unknown, but minimal by
construction. Note that βm → 0 as m → ∞, thus the error of falsely accepting
an observation decreases with increasing sample size, as is to be expected.
Remark 4.24. The set of acceptable outcomes comprises samples of the form
O ∈ Act ≤k×m . In order to align observations with the pioco relation, we define
the set of acceptable output outcomes like follows
n
o

OutObs(D, α, k, m) = O ∈ (Act ≤k−1 Act O )m | dist freq(O), ED ≤ rα .
Verdict Functions. With this framework, the following decision process
summarizes if an implementation fails a test, or test suite respectively, based
on a functional and/or statistical verdict. An overall pass verdict is given to an
implementation if and only if it passes both verdicts.
Definition 4.25. Given a pIOTS S, an annotated test t̂ for S, k, m ∈ N where
k is given by length of the longest trace of t̂, and α ∈ (0, 1), we define the
functional verdict as vfunc : pIOTS × pIOTS −→ {pass, fail }, with
(
pass if ∀σ ∈ traces com (I k t) : ann Spioco (σ) = pass
vfunc (I, t̂) =
fail
otherwise,
the statistical verdict as the function vstat : pIOTS × pIOTS −→ {pass, fail },
with

0

pass if ∀D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k) ∃D ∈ trd (S, k) :
vprob (I, t̂) =
PD0 (OutObs (D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α


fail
otherwise,
and the overall verdict as the function V : pIOTS × pIOTS → {pass, fail }, with
(
pass if vfunc (I, t̂) = vprob (I, t̂) = pass
V (I, t̂) =
fail
otherwise.
An implementation passes a test suite T̂ , if it passes all tests t̂ ∈ T̂ .
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The functional verdict is based on the test annotations (Definition 4.20). The
execution of a test on the implementation is denoted by their parallel composition.
Note that this verdict is similar to the one of Chapter 3 for LTSs.
The statistical verdict is based on a sample. Therefore a test case has to be
executed several times to gather a sufficiently large sample. A pass verdict is
given, if the observation is likely enough under a fitting trace distribution. If no
suitable trace distribution exists, the observed behaviour cannot be explained
by the requirements specification and the fail verdict is given.
Lastly, only if an implementation passes both the functional and statistical
test verdicts, it is given the overall verdict pass.

4.2.4

Correctness of the Framework

Talking about soundness and completeness when referring to probabilistic systems
is not a trivial topic, since one of the main difficulties of statistical analysis is the
possibility of false rejection, or false acceptance, respectively. This means that
the application of null hypothesis testing inherently includes the possibilities
to erroneously reject a true hypothesis, or to falsely accept an invalid one by
chance. We refer to Appendix A.2 for more details.
The former is of interest when we refer to soundness, i.e. what is the
probability that we erroneously assign fail to a conforming implementation. The
latter is important when we talk about completeness, i.e. what is the probability
that we assign pass to a non-conforming implementation. Thus, a test suite can
only fulfil these properties with a guaranteed (high) probability, as reflected in
the verdicts we assign, cf. Definition 4.25.
Definition 4.26. Let S be a pIOTS over an action signature (Act I , Act O ),
α ∈ (0, 1) be the level of significance and T̂ an annotated test suite for S. Then
• T̂ is sound for S with respect to vpioco , if for all input-enabled implementations I ∈ pIOTS and sufficiently large m ∈ N it holds for all t̂ ∈ T̂
I vpioco S =⇒ V (I, t̂) = pass.
• T̂ is complete for S with respect to vpioco , if for all input-enabled implementations I ∈ pIOTS and sufficiently large m ∈ N, there is at least one
t̂ ∈ T̂ , such that
I 6vpioco S =⇒ V (I, t̂) = fail .
Even though the parameters k, m and α are not explicitly present in the
overall verdict function V , they are implicitly used by the statistical verdict
vstat , cf. Definition 4.25. They were left out here for readability.
Soundness for a given α ∈ (0, 1) expresses that we have a 1 − α chance that
a correct system will pass the annotated suite. This relates to false rejection of
a correct hypothesis or correct implementation respectively.
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Theorem 4.27. Each annotated test for a pIOTS S is sound for every level of
significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vpioco .
Proof sketch. We assume I to be an input enabled pIOTS and t̂ to be an
annotated test for S. The statement is proven by showing that I vpioco S
implies V (I, t̂) = pass, which entails to show that both the functional and the
probabilistic verdict yield pass.
• Functional correctness requires that all σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂) have the pass
annotation. This is shown by considering a prefix σ 0 of σ in the finite
traces of S. The intuition is showing that σ 0 a is a trace in S for all
outputs a enabled after σ 0 in I. There is a trace distribution D of S that
assigns σ 0 positive probability. Without loss of generality, we choose a trace
distribution in outcont I (D) that assigns σ 0 a positive probability. Together
with the I vpioco S assumption, this shows that σ 0 a gets assigned positive
probability in S under this trace distribution. Hence σ 0 a is in the finite
traces of S and consequently gets assigned the pass annotation. Since this
holds for all such prefixes σ 0 this yields vfunc (I, t̂) = pass.
• Probabilistic correctness requires that all observations of I k t̂ get assigned
a measure greater or equal to 1 − α for a trace distribution of S, i.e.
they are acceptable outcomes of S. The proof encompasses to choose
D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k), and showing that then also D ∈ trd (S). This is sufficient
by merit of the definition of observations (Definition 4.23), i.e. we always
have PD (Obs(D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α for any D.
This is done in three steps 1. D might still schedule positive probability to
input actions in the k-th step; we choose a new scheduler that assigns all
this probability mass to halting instead. Note that the measure of OutObs
is unaffected by this change, since it comprises traces ending in outputs
only. 2. We show that D is a trace distribution of trd (I). Intuitively,
I k t̂ is internally deterministic by the construction of test cases. Hence,
there is an injective mapping from paths of I k t̂ to paths of I. We thus
construct a scheduler in I that copies the behaviour of the scheduler of
I k t̂ step-by-step. Lastly, 3. we apply the assumption I vpioco S to show
D ∈ trd (S). Finally, this yields vprob (I, t̂) = pass.
Since both sub-verdicts were shown to yield pass we conclude that the overall
verdict is pass i.e. all tests for S are sound with respect to vpioco .
Completeness of a test suite is inherently a theoretical result. Since we allow
loops, we require a test suite of infinite size. Moreover, there is the chance of
falsely accepting an erroneous implementation. However, this is bound from
above by construction, and decreases for bigger sample sizes, cf. Definition 4.23.
Theorem 4.28. The set of all annotated test cases for a specification S is
complete for every level of significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vpioco for
sufficiently large sample size.
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Proof sketch. We assume I to be an input enabled pIOTS and T̂ to be the test
suite containing all annotated test cases for S. The statement is proven by
showing that I 6vpioco S implies V (I, T̂ ) = fail, i.e. there is a test case t̂ such
that either the functional, or the probabilistic verdict fails. Assuming I 6vpioco S
implies the existence of a trace ending in output in I, such that its probability
cannot be matched under any trace distribution in S. Generally, this can have
two causes: 1. the mismatch arises due to the fact that the trace is simply not
present in S, or 2. all such traces are present in S, and the mismatch arises due
to different inherent probability distributions in I and S. We show that the first
implies vfunc (I, T̂ ) = fail, and the second implies vprob (I, T̂ ) = fail .
• Showing that the functional verdict yields fail is straightforward, and
requires us to show that there is a test case for which the trace not present
in S has the fail annotation. The proof follows directly from the definition
of test cases and test annotations (Definition 4.18 and Definition 4.20),
and the fact that T̂ contains all test cases for S.
• In order to show that the probabilistic verdict yields fail, we need to show
that there is a test case t̂ and a trace distribution of I k t̂, under which
all observations get assigned a measure smaller than 1 − α for all trace
distributions of S for sufficiently large m. It is clear by the definition of
acceptable outcomes (Definition 4.23) that PD (OutObs(D0 , α, k, m)) < βm
for some βm → 0 as m → ∞ whenever D =
6 D0 . By the initial assumption
I 6vpioco S, we know this holds for all D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ) with D∗ ∈
trd (S, k). This estimation does not change, if we increase the search space
to all D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) instead, as the measure of the OutObs set is
maximised for trace distributions of outcont.
It remains to be shown that for a trace distribution D ∈ outcont I (D∗ ),
there is a test case t̂ ∈ T̂ , such that D ∈ trd (I k t̂). By assumption, all
traces getting assigned positive probability under D are traces in S. We
thus select a test case t̂ containing all such traces. The IOTS structure and
absence of internal actions in t̂ imply I k t̂ to be internally deterministic. In
particular, there is no interleaving. This means, there is a scheduler in I k t̂
that copies the behaviour of the underlying scheduler of D step-by-step. A
careful construction thus results in D ∈ trd (I k t̂), for which all D0 ∈ trd (S)
assign all of D’s observations a measure smaller than 1 − α for sufficiently
large m. This yields exactly vprob (I, t̂) = fail.
Since the mismatch of probability of a trace has to belong to one of the two
cases, we have thus shown that V (I, T̂ ) = fail.

4.3

Implementing Probabilistic Testing

The previous section laid the theoretical foundations of our pIOTS-based testing
framework. Several aspects were defined rather abstractly, for which we now
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provide practical procedures. That is, we link the theory of Section 4.2 to
applicable methods and algorithms.
First, we recall the two algorithms of Chapter 3. There, we defined the batch
generation algorithm, and the on-the-fly algorithm. We present basic alterations
that instantiate the non-deterministic choices of stimulation, observation or
stopping via a uniform probabilistic choice. Albeit their striking similarity, the
new algorithms are subsequently proven to be correct.
While the functional evaluation solely depends on test cases and their annotations, the statistical analysis of gathered sample data in MBT is largely
unexplored. Since the underlying implementation model is unknown to an
external observer, we require concrete procedures to perform the statistical
tests of Section 4.2. In particular, we need practical methods to conclude the
probabilistic verdict of Definition 4.25. This comprises practical measures to
judge deviation of a sample to its expectations. To this end, we utilize hypothesis testing, particularly Pearson’s χ2 -testing as a measure of distance. Recall
that expected probabilities of a pIOTS are only meaningful in tandem with a
scheduler. Hence, our interest lies in finding a well-fitting scheduler to minimise
the χ2 score, that expresses the distance of sample and expectations.

4.3.1

Test Generation Algorithms

We present algorithms to generate tests according to Definition 4.18; A batch
generation algorithm and an on-the-fly test algorithm. The first is used to
generate and store test cases before their execution. This is advantageous
when gathering a sample, where a single test case is required to be executed
several times. The latter algorithm provides inputs and catches potential system
responses during run-time of the implementation. Generally, model-based testing
tools possessing an on-the-fly algorithm give the option of manually setting a
seed for the random number generator [15], thus reproducibility is covered in
this case, too.
Batch generation. The recursive procedure batchGen in Algorithm 4.1 generates test cases according to Definition 4.18. It requires a specification pIOTS
S, a history σ, which is initially the empty history , and a maximal length of
test cases n ∈ N. The procedure initially starts with the empty history and recursively calls itself to add additional branches to the current history. A branch is
terminated, if the procedure returns the empty history ε. The procedure draws a
random number p from the uniform distribution over [0, 1], presenting the choice
of stimulation, observation or stopping (line 3). If p ∈ [0, 0.33] the procedure
stops (line 3), if p(0.33, 0.66] the implementation is observed (line 4), and if
p ∈ (0.66, 1] a stimulus is sent (line 13). This represents a simple probabilistic
implementation of the non-deterministic batch generation algorithm studied in
Chapter 3. The additional condition in line 3 ensures eventual termination upon
reaching a maximal test length.
Lines 4-12 describe the step of observing the system; A branch is instantiated
for every output action in Act O (line 6). If a particular output is foreseen in the
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Algorithm 4.1:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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Batch test generation for pIOTSs.

Input: Specification pIOTS S, history σ ∈ traces fin (S) and maximal test length n ∈ N.
Output: A test case t for S.
Procedure batchGen(S, σ, n)
Draw random number p ∈ Uni[0, 1]
if |σ| < n ∧ p ∈
/ [0, 0.33] :
if p ∈ (0.33, 0.66] :
i := 1
forall b! ∈ Act O do:
if σb! ∈ traces fin(S) :
result[i] := b!σ 0 | σ 0 ∈ batchGen (S, σb!, n)
else:
result[i] := {b!}
i:=i+1
return result[1],. . .,result[ |Act O | ]
if p ∈ (0.66, 1] :
Choose a? ∈ Act I uniformly, such that σ · a? ∈ traces fin (S)

result := a?σ 0 | σ 0 ∈ batchGen (S, σa?, n)
return result
else:
return {ε}

specification, it is added to the current branch, and the procedure batchGen is
called again (line 8). If not, it is simply added to the branch (line 10). In the
latter case, the branch of the tree stops and is to be labelled fail in a subsequent
annotation step not present in the current procedure. Note, that batchGen is
not called again in this instance, as erroneous output was already observed, and
further testing is not needed. Lines 13-16 refer to stimulation of the system, by
providing a random input. An input action a? present in the specification S is
chosen, added to the branch, and batchGen is called again.
A history is concatenated with the result of the procedure batchGen, thus
a pIOTS in tree shape is continuously constructed. Eventually, the algorithm
recursively returns the empty string in line 18, thus ensuring termination. Note
that no implementation is needed for the generation of a batch test. We point out,
that the procedure is a very basic form of random testing. More sophisticated
algorithms are possible by finding different ways to assign concrete values for the
stopping, observation and stimulation probability intervals. For instance, [69]
claims that assigning a relation of 33% observation and 67% stimulation yielded
better test results in practice, i.e. never terminate a branch before maximal test
length is reached, stimulate in 67% of the cases, and observe with 33%. While
there is no formal reasoning as to why this particular approach is of advantage
over other choices, it provides a good starting point for further research.
On-The-Fly Algorithm Algorithm 4.2 presents how to evaluate a trace
on-the-fly according to Definition 4.20. It requires a specification S, an implementation I and a maximal length n as inputs. The algorithm is a basic form
of random testing, as opposed to its non-deterministic counterpart of Chapter 3.
Initially, the algorithm starts with the empty history and concatenates an
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Algorithm 4.2:

On-the-fly test derivation for pIOTSs.

10

Input: Specification pIOTS S, implementation I and upper bound for test length n ∈ N.
Output: Verdict pass if Impl. was ioco in the first n steps and fail if not.
σ := 
while |σ| < n do:
Draw random number p ∈ Uni [0, 1]
if p ∈ [0, 0.5] :
observe next output b! (possibly δ) of I
σ := σb!
if σ ∈
/ traces fin (S): return fail
else:
Choose a? ∈ Act I with σ a? ∈ traces fin (S) uniformly and stimulate I with a?
σ := σa?

11

return pass

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

action label after each step. It terminates after n steps were executed, or observed
(line 2), where |σ| denotes the length of the currently observed trace. Observing
the system for outputs is reflected in lines 4-7. In case output (incl. quiescence)
is observed, the algorithm checks whether this is allowed by specification. If so,
it proceeds with the next iteration, or returns the fail verdict otherwise. Lines
8-10 describe the stimulation process. The algorithm applies an input specified
in the requirements model.
The algorithm returns whether a fail label was encountered in the first n
steps. If erroneous output was detected, the resulting verdict is fail, and a pass
verdict is given otherwise. Note that the probability of observing, or stimulating
are arbitrarily chosen with equal probability, i.e. 50%.
Theorem 4.29 (Algorithmic correctness). (i) All test cases generated by Algorithm 4.1 are test cases according to Definition 4.18.
(ii) Every functionally correct implementation gets assigned the pass verdict by
Algorithm 4.2.
Proof sketch. The algorithms are one instantiation of non-deterministic choices
as encountered in Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2 via uniform probability choices. Since
test cases are essentially defined as IOTSs (Definition 4.18), and test annotations
are defined equivalently as for Chapter 3 (Definition 4.20) the proofs are similar
to the ones for Proposition 3.23 originally presented in [169], and are not further
discussed here. For a more formal proof, we refer to the proof section, i.e.
Section 4.6.

4.3.2

Goodness of Fit

The previously presented algorithms provide a practical method to not only
automatically generate test cases and annotate them, but to also infer about the
functional verdict that an implementation under test should receive. However,
we still lack a method to infer about the probabilistic correctness, i.e. a method
to check whether discrete probability choices were implemented correctly. We
aim to cover the lack thereof in this section.
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This is especially relevant, since we do not have access to the underlying
implementation model. Thus, having defined formal conformance with the pioco
relation does not suffice. Instead, a practically applicable method similar to
test annotations is needed. In order to overcome this, we consult a fundamental
theorem from the literature [40], which we slightly adjusted to fit the canon of
this chapter.
Proposition 4.30 (Cheung, Stoelinga & Vaandrager). Let A and B be two
pIOTSs, α ∈ (0, 1) and k ∈ N. Then
trd (A, k) ⊆ trd (B, k) ⇐⇒ ∀m ∈ N : Obs(A, α, k, m) ⊆ Obs(B, α, k, m).
The result says, that we have an embedding of finite trace distributions iff we
have an embedding of the observation sets. Hence, showing that all observations
of the implementation under test are also possible in the specification model
implies an embedding on the trace distribution level. As a result, the statistical
verdict of Definition 4.25 yields a pass.
However, much like we cannot possibly infer all traces and investigate their
respective annotations for a functional verdict, it is impossible to gather all
possible observations. This is due to the fact, that there is no guarantee of eventually observing every possible sample, since there are potentially uncountably
many trace distributions to account for. In a practical scenario, it is much more
likely to have one sample O originating from the implementation under test.
To cope with the lack of information of the entire observation set, we resort to
statistical hypothesis testing4 .
A sensible null-hypothesis is given by O ∈ OutObs(S, α, k, m). The level of
significance α gives us the parameter for the hypothesis test.
We point out two important facts:
• Accepting the null-hypothesis does not imply its correctness; It just means
we have not (yet) found enough evidence to prove it wrong. Even though
we might commit an error of second kind, we assume that the embedding
of observations holds, and alongside Proposition 4.30 also the embedding
of trace distributions, resulting in the statistical pass verdict.
• Rejecting the null-hypothesis, even though it is true, has a probability of
α. Thus, rejecting it, alongside the implementation under test wields a
certain probability to commit an error of first kind. However, the chance
of this happening is limited by α, and is thus in line with the observations
of the frameworks’ correctness, cf. Definition 4.26
Remark 4.31. The possibility to commit an error of first or second kind implies
that the given verdict is not absolute in its correctness. While both quantities are
natural in statistical hypothesis testing, an error of second kind is omnipresent
in the model-based testing approach.
Since testing is inherently incomplete, flaws might still be present, even though
the implementation underwent a thorough test process. Thus, what may appear
4 We

refer the reader to Appendix A.2 for a short introduction to the topic.
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as a weakness of the proposed framework, is naturally inherited from the overall
MBT approach. Errors of first kind are simply a bi-product of working in a
probabilistic environment, and are controllable via the parameter α.
We remain to investigate the null-hypothesis, i.e. attempting to find a trace
distribution D ∈ trd (S, k), such that O ∈ OutObs(S, α, k, m). Finding said trace
distribution implies the acceptance of the null-hypothesis, while failing to find
one means its rejection.
To find a fitting trace distribution we resort to Pearson’s χ2 -hypothesis
testing. The empirical χ2 score of a sample O is calculated as
χ2 =

m
X
(n (σi ) − m · ED (σi ))2
i=1

m · ED (σi )

,

(4.2)

where n (σ) is the number with which σ occurred in the sample. The score can
be understood as the normalised cumulative sum of deviations from an expected
value. Note that this entails a more general analysis of a sample than individual
confidence intervals for each trace. The empirical χ2 value is compared to critical
values of given degrees of freedom and levels of significance. These values can be
calculated, or universally looked up in a χ2 table (Appendix A.2). If the empiric
χ2 is below the given threshold, the hypothesis is accepted, and consequently
rejected if not.
Since the expected value ED depends on a trace distribution, it is of interest
to find a fitting one, i.e. find D such that χ2 ≤ χ2crit . This turns (4.2) into an
optimisation or constraint solving problem, i.e.
2
m
X
n (σi ) − m · ED (σi )
min
.
m · ED (σi )
D∈trd(S,k)
i=1

(4.3)

The probability of a trace is given by a scheduler and the corresponding path
probability function (Definition 4.6). Hence, by construction, we want to optimize
the probabilities p used by a scheduler to resolve non-determinism. This turns
(4.3) into a minimisation, or constraint solving, of a rational function f (p) /g (p)
with inequality constraints on the vector p. As shown in [137], minimizing
rational functions of this general form is NP-hard.
Optimization naturally finds the best fitting trace distribution. Hence, it
gives an indication on the goodness of fit, i.e. how close to a critical value the
empirical χ2 value is. Alternatively, instead of finding the best fitting trace
distribution one could turn (4.2) into a satisfaction or constraint solving problem
in values of p. This answers if values of p exist such that the empirical χ2 value
lies below the critical threshold.
Example 4.32. Recall Example 4.22 and assume we want to find out, if the
sample presented on the right in Figure 4.10 is an observation of the specification
of the shuffle music player, cf. Figure 4.5a. We already established
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freq (O) (σi ) =

 15

100


 24
100

26



 100
35
100

if
if
if
if

i=1
i=2
i=3
i=4

and


15



24
n (σi ) =

26



35

if
if
if
if

i=1
i=2
i=3
i = 4.

If we fix a level of significance at α = 0.1, the critical χ2 value is given as
χ2crit = 6.25 for three degrees of freedom (Appendix A.2. We have three degrees
of freedom, since the frequency of the fourth trace is implicitly given, if we know
the rest.
Let A be a scheduler, that schedules shuf ? with probability p and the distribution consisting of song1 ! and song2 ! with probability q in Figure 4.5a. We
ignore the other choices the scheduler has to make for the sake of this example.
We are trying to find values for p and q such that the empiric χ2 value is smaller
than χ2crit , i.e. find p, q ∈ [0, 1] such that
(15−100·p·q·0.25)2
100·p·q·0.25

+

(24−100·p·q·0.25)2
100·p·q·0.25

+

(26−100·p·q·0.25)2
100·p·q·0.25

+

(35−100·p·q·0.25)2
100·p·q·0.25

< 6.25.

Using MATLABs [86] function fsolve() for parameters p and q we quickly find
the best empiric value as χ2 = 8.08 > 6.25. Hence, the minimal values for p and
q provide a χ2 minimum, which is still greater than the critical value. Therefore,
there is no scheduler of the specification pIOTS that makes O a likely sample.
Consequently, we reject the null-hypothesis alongside the implementation
Contrary, assume Figure 4.5b were the requirements specification, i.e. we
require song1! to be chosen with only 40% and song2! with 60%. The satisfaction
problem for the same scheduler then becomes: find p, q ∈ [0, 1]
(15−100·p·q·0.16)2
100·p·q·0.16

+

(24−100·p·q·0.24)2
100·p·q·0.24

+

(26−100·p·q·0.24)2
100·p·q·0.24

+

(35−100·p·q·0.36)2
100·p·q·0.36

< 6.25,

because of different specified probabilities. In this case MATLABs [86] fsolve()
gives the best empiric χ2 value as χ2 = 0.257 < 6.25 = χ2crit for p = 1 and q = 1.
Hence, we found a scheduler that makes the sample O most likely and accept the
hypothesis, alongside the implementation.

4.3.3

Probabilistic Test Algorithm Outline

We summarize all necessary steps to perform model-based testing for probabilistic
systems using our framework:
1. Generate a test case (suite resp.) for the specification pIOTS.
2. Execute a test case (all test cases of the test suite resp.) m times. If the
functional fail verdict is encountered in any of the m executions, then fail
the implementation for functional reasons.
3. Perform statistical analysis on the sample of size m for the test case (all
test cases of the test suite resp.) by using optimisation or constraint solving.
If a scheduler is found, such that χ2 ≤ χ2crit accept the implementation. If
not, reject the implementation for probabilistic reasons.
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4. If no fail was encountered during the process, accept the implementation.

Note that item 1 only applies in case the batch-generation algorithm in Algorithm 4.1 is used. Upon using the on-the-fly test algorithm, it is preferable to
use the same seed for the random number generator. In this way, we guarantee
to create the same test in every execution, even though different outcomes for
probabilistic choices may occur.

4.4

Experiments

We present experimental results of our framework applied to three classical case
studies known from the literature:
1. the Knuth and Yao Dice program [114],
2. the binary exponential backoff protocol [106], and
3. the FireWire root contention protocol [165].

outputs
SUT

JTorX

sampling

Log files

Spec.

inputs

analysis
functional verdict
Verdict:
pass or fail

MATLAB
stat. verdict

Figure 4.11: Experimental set up entailing the system under test, the MBT tool
JTorX [15] and MATLAB [86]. Logs are gathered during the conformance test,
and analysed later for a verdict on the implemented probabilities.
Our experimental set up can be seen in Figure 4.11. We implemented the three
case studies in Java 7, and connected them to the MBT tool JTorX [15]. JTorX
was provided with a specification for each of the three case studies. Note that
JTorX is not capable of handling probabilistic specifications, and we had to
resort to IOTSs. However, it implements ioco theory, which corresponds to the
functional verdict. It generated test cases on the fly for each of the applications
and the results were saved in log files. For each application we ran JTorX from
the command line to initialize the random test generation algorithm. In total
we saved 105 log files for every application.
The statistical analysis used MATLAB [86]. The function fsolve() was
used for optimisation purposes in the parameters p, which represent the choices
that the scheduler made. The statistical verdicts were calculated based on a
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level of significance α = 0.1. Note that MATLAB gave the best fitting scheduler
for each application, instead of just any scheduler that keeps the χ2 score below
the threshold. We manually created mutants that implemented probabilistic
deviations from the original protocols to analyse if they could be identified.
All mutants were correctly given the statistical fail verdict, and all supposedly
correct implementations yielded in the statistical pass verdict.

4.4.1

Dice programs by Knuth and Yao

The dice programs by Knuth and Yao [114] aim at simulating a 6-sided die
with multiple fair coin tosses. Formally, the discrete uniform distribution on
the numbers 1 to 6 is simulated by repeatedly evaluating the discrete uniform
distribution of the numbers 1 and 2. It is a classical example, and simple
benchmark in probabilistic model checking [118]. An example specification
model for a die using a fair coin, thus resulting in a fair 6 sided die roll, is given
in Figure 4.12. Note that there is no non-determinism in this model.
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Figure 4.12: Dice program KY1 based on Knuth and Yao [114]. Rolling a 6-sided
die is simulated by repeated tosses of a fair coin.

Set Up. To incorporate a non-deterministic choice, we implemented a program
that chooses between a fair die, and an unfair (weighted) one. The unfair die uses
an unfair coin to evaluate the outcome of the die roll. The probability to observe
head with the unfair coin was set to 0.9. A model of the choice dice program
can be seen in Figure 4.13. The action roll? represents the non-deterministic
choice of which die to roll.
We executed two experiments with this implementation: The first utilizes
Figure 4.12 as specification, while the second uses Figure 4.13 as specification.
However, both use the same implementation described above. We expect that
using a fair die as specification rejects the implementation, while the nondeterministic one does not.
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Figure 4.13: Dice program KY2 based on Knuth and Yao [114] version 2. The
starting state enables a non-deterministic choice between a fair and an unfair
die. The unfair die uses an unfair coin to determine its outcomes. The coin has
a probability of 0.9 to yield head.
Total

Observed value

29473

29928

10692

12352

8702

8853

100000

Relative frequency

0.294

0.299

0.106

0.123

0.087

0.088

1

Exp. probability KY1

1
6

1
6

1
6

1
6

1
6

1
6

1

Exp. probability KY2

p
6

+

(1−p)·81
190

p
6

+

(1−p)·81
190

p
6

+ · (1−p)·9
190

p
6

+

(1−p)·81
990

p
6

+

(1−p)·9
990

p
6

+

(1−p)·9
990

1

Table 4.2: Observation of Knuth’s and Yao’s non-deterministic die implementation, and their respective expected probabilities according to specification KY1
(Figure 4.12) or KY2 (Figure 4.13). The parameter p depends on the scheduler
that resolves the non-deterministic choice on which die to roll in KY2.
Results. We chose a level of significance α = 0.1 and gathered a sample of
105 traces of length 2, i.e. roll? followed by the outcome of the die role. We
stored the logs for further statistical evaluation. The test process never ended
due to erroneous functional behaviour. Consequently we conclude that the
implementation is functionally correct.
Table 4.2 presents the statistical results of our simulation and the expected
probabilities if
1. Model KY1 of Figure 4.12 is used as specification, and
2. Model KY2 of Figure 4.13 is used as specification.
Note that we left out the roll? action in the presented table for readability.
Since there is no non-determinism in KY1, we expect each value to have a
probability of 16 . In contrast, there is a non-deterministic choice to be resolved
in KY2. Hence, the expected value is given depending on the parameter p, i.e.
the probability with which the fair, or unfair die are chosen.
In order to assess if the implementation is correct with respect to a level
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of significance α = 0.1, we compare the χ2 value for the given sample to the
critical one given by χ20.1,5 = 9.24. The empirical χ2 value is calculated as the
normalised cumulative sum of the squared errors for each trace (Equation (4.2)).
The critical value can universally be calculated or looked up in a χ2 distribution
table (Appendix A.2). We use the critical value for 5 degrees of freedom, because
the outcome of the sixth trace is determined by the respective other five.
KY1 as specification. The calculated score approximately yields χ2KY1 =
31120  9.24 = χ20.1,5 . The implementation is therefore rightfully rejected,
because the observation did not match our expectations.
KY2 as specification. The best fitting parameter p with MATLABs fsolve()
yields p = 0.4981, i.e. the implementation chose the fair die with a
probability of 49.81%. Consequently, a quick calculation showed χ2KY2 =
5.1443 < 9.24 = χ20.1,5 . Therefore, the implementation is assumed to be
correct, because we found a scheduler, that chooses the fair and unfair die
such that the observation is likely with respect to α = 0.1.
Our results confirm our expectations: The implementation is rejected, if we
require a fair die only (Figure 4.12). However, it is accepted if we require a
choice between the fair and the unfair die (Figure 4.13).

4.4.2

The Binary Exponential Backoff Algorithm

The Binary Exponential Backoff algorithm is a standardized data transmission
protocol in the IEEE 802.3. between N hosts, trying to send information via
one bus [106]. If two hosts try to send at the same time, their messages collide
and they pick a waiting time before trying to send their information again.
After i collisions, the hosts randomly choose a new discrete waiting time of the
set {0, . . . 2i − 1} until no further collisions take place. Note that information
thus gets delivered with probability one since the probability of infinitely many
collisions is zero.
Set Up. We implemented the protocol in Java 7 and gathered a sample of
105 traces of length 5 for two communicating hosts. Note that the protocol is
only executed if a collision between the two hosts arises. Therefore, each trace
we collect starts with the collide! action. This is due to the fact that the two
hosts initially try to send at the same time, i.e. discrete time unit 0. If a host
successfully delivers its message it acknowledges this with the send! output and
resets its clock to 0 before trying to send again.
Our specification of this protocol does not contain non-determinism. Thus,
calculations in this example were not subject to optimization, or constraint
solving to find the best fitting scheduler/trace distribution.
Results. The gathered sample is displayed in Table 4.3. The values of n show
how many times each trace occurred. For comparison, the value m · E (σ) gives
the expected number according to the specification of the protocol. Here, m is
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ID

Trace σ

n

≈ mE (σ)

[l0.1 , u0.1 ]

≈

(n−mE(σ))2
mE(σ)

1

collide! send! collide! send! send!

18656

18750

[18592, 18907]

0.47

2

collide! send! collide! send! collide!

18608

18750

[18592, 18907]

1.08

3

collide! collide! send! collide! send!

16473

16408

[16258, 16557]

0.26

4

collide! collide! send! send! collide!

12665

12500

[12366, 12633]

2.18

5

collide! send! collide! collide! send!

11096

10938

[10811, 11064]

2.28

6

collide! collide! collide! send! send!

8231

8203

[8091, 8314]

0.10

7

collide! collide! send! send! send!

6108

6250

[6152, 6347]

3.23

8

collide! collide! collide! send! collide!

2813

2734

[2667, 2800]

2.28

9

collide! collide! send! collide! collide!

2291

2344

[2282, 2405]

1.20

10

collide! send! collide! collide! collide!

1538

1563

[1512, 1613]

0.40

11

collide! collide! collide! collide! send!

1421

1465

[1416, 1513]

1.32

12

collide! collide! collide! collide! collide!

100

98

[85, 110]

0.04

χ2 =

14.84

Verdict:

Accept

Table 4.3: A sample of the binary exponential backoff protocol for two communicating hosts. We collected a total of m = 105 traces of length k = 5. Calculations
yield χ2 = 14.84 < 17.28 = χ2crit = χ20.1,11 , hence we accept the implementation.
the total sample size and E (σ) the expected probability. The interval [l0.1 , r0.1 ]
was included only for illustration purposes and represents the 90% confidence
interval under the assumption that the traces are normally distributed. It gives
a rough estimate on how much values are allowed to deviate for the given level
of confidence α = 0.1, but has no meaning otherwise.
However, we are interested in the multinomial deviation, i.e. less deviation
of one trace allows higher deviation for another trace, and vice versa. In order
to assess the statistical correctness, we compare the critical value χ2crit to the
empirical χ2 score. The first is given as χ2crit = χ20.1 = 17.28 for α = 0.1 and 11
degrees of freedom. This value can universally be calculated or looked up in a
χ2 distribution table (Appendix A.2). The empirical value is given by the sum
of the entries of the last column of Table 4.3, i.e. the cumulative squared error.
A quick calculation shows χ2 = 14.84 < 17.28 = χ20.1,11 . Consequently, we
have no statistical evidence that hints at wrongly implemented probabilities in
the backoff protocol. In addition, the test process never ended due to a functional
fail verdict. Therefore, we conclude that the implementation is correct.

4.4.3

The FireWire Root Contention Protocol

The IEEE 1394 FireWire Root Contention Protocol [165] elects a leader between
two contesting nodes via coin flips: If head comes up, node i picks a waiting
time fast i ∈ [0.24µs, 0.26µs], if tail comes up, it waits slow i ∈ [0.57µs, 0.60µs].
After the waiting time has elapsed, the node checks whether a message has
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ID

Trace σ

≈ mED (σ) (p)

Correct

M1

M2

M3

M4

nc

nM1

nM2

nM3

nM4

1

c1 ? slow 1 c2 ? slow 2 retry!

6250 · p

3148

1113

3091

3055

3161

2

c1 ? slow 1 c2 ? slow 2 done!

18750 · p

9393

3361

9047

9242

9329

3

c1 ? slow 1 c2 ? fast 2 done!

25000 · p

12531

40507

18163

15129

12982

4

c1 ? fast 1 c2 ? fast 2 retry!

8333 · p

4254

1467

4037

4066

4179

5

c1 ? fast 1 c2 ? fast 2 done!

16667 · p

8227

3048

7858

8474

8444

6

c1 ? fast 1 c2 ? slow 2 done!

25000 · p

12438

504

7918

10128

11867

7

c2 ? slow 2 c1 ? slow 1 retry!

6250 · (1 − p)

3073

1137

2961

3256

3135

8

c2 ? slow 2 c1 ? slow 1 done!

18750 · (1 − p)

9231

3427

9069

9456

9368

9

c2 ? slow 2 c1 ? fast 1 done!

25000 · (1 − p)

12657

447

8055

9685

11975

10

c2 ? fast 2 c1 ? fast 1 retry!

8333 · (1 − p)

4211

1466

4008

4131

4199

11

c2 ? fast 2 c1 ? fast 1 done!

16667 · (1 − p)

8335

2977

7969

8295

8312

12

c2 ? fast 2 c1 ? slow 1 done!

25000 · (1 − p)

12502

40546

17824

15083

13049

popt ≈

0.499

0.498

0.502

0.500

0.499

χ ≈

9.34

169300

8175

2185

99.22

Verdict

Accept

Reject

Reject

Reject

Reject

2

Table 4.4: A sample of length k = 5 and depth m = 105 of the FireWire root
contention protocol [165]. Calculations of χ2 are done after optimization in the
parameter p. It represents which node got to flip its coin first.
arrived: if so, the node declares itself leader. If not, the node sends out a
message itself, asking the other node to be the leader. Thus, the four possible
outcomes of the coin flips are: {fast 1 , fast 2 } , {slow 1 , slow 2 } , {fast 1 , slow 2 } and
{slow 1 , fast 2 }. Since pIOTSs cannot handle time, the check for exact waiting
times was excluded.
The protocol contains non-determinism [165] as it is not clear, which node
flips its coin first. Further, if different times were picked, e.g. fast 1 and slow 2 ,
the protocol always terminates. However, if equal times were picked, it either
elects a leader, or retries depending on the resolution of the non-determinism.
Set Up. We implemented the root contention protocol in Java 7 and created
four probabilistic mutants of it. The correct implementation C utilizes fair coins
to determine the waiting time before it sends a message. The mutants M1 , M2 ,
M3 and M4 were subject to probabilistic deviations giving advantage to the
second node via:
Mutant 1. P (fast 1 ) = P (slow 2 ) = 0.1,
Mutant 2. P (fast 1 ) = P (slow 2 ) = 0.4,
Mutant 3. P (fast 1 ) = P (slow 2 ) = 0.45 and
Mutant 4. P (fast 1 ) = P (slow 2 ) = 0.49.
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Statistically, the mutants should declare node 1 the leader more frequently. This
is due to the fact that node 2 sends a leadership request faster on average.
Results. Table 4.4 shows the 105 recorded traces of length 5, where c1 ? and c2 ?
denote the coins of node 1 and node 2 respectively. The expected value ED (σ)
depends on resolving one non-deterministic choice by varying p (which coin was
flipped first). Note that the second non-deterministic choice was not subject
to optimization, but immediately clear by the collected trace frequencies. The
second column shows how many observations of the respective trace we expect
for given sample size m. The remaining columns show actual trace frequency
observations of the various mutant implementations
The empirical χ2 score was calculated depending on parameter p and compared to the critical value χ2crit . The latter is given as χ2crit = χ20.1 = 17.28 for
α = 0.1 and 11 degrees of freedom. We used MATLABs fsolve() to find the
optimal value for p, such that the empirical value χ2 is minimal. The resulting
verdicts can be found in the last row of Table 4.4. The only accepted implementation was C, because χ2C < 17.28, whereas χ2Mi  17.28 for i = 1, . . . , 4.

4.5

Summary and Discussion

We defined a sound and complete framework to test probabilistic systems. At
the core of our work is the conformance relation in the ioco tradition aptly
called pioco. We presented how to automatically derive, execute and evaluate
probabilistic test cases from a requirements model. The evaluation process
handles functional and probabilistic behaviour. While the first can be assessed
by means of ioco theory, we utilize frequency statistics in the latter. Our
soundness and completeness results show that the correct verdict can be assigned
up to arbitrary precision by means of a level of significance for a sufficiently
large sample. We illustrated the application of our framework by means of
three case studies from the literature: Knuth’s and Yao’s dice application, the
binary exponential backoff protocol and the FireWire leadership protocol. The
test evaluation process found no functional misbehaviour, indicating that the
implemented functions were correct. Additionally, all correct implementations
were given the statistical pass verdict, while all mutants were discovered.
Recall that Table 2.1 laid out a scaffold for an arbitrary MBT framework. All
ingredients were instantiated throughout this chapter. We point out, that the
MBT tool JTorX is not capable of handling probabilities [15] on its own We used
a shell script to execute it from the command line, and utilized MATLAB for
statistical evaluation of the collected log files. Both steps seem easily automatable.
However, some steps were performed manually, e.g. the calculation of the
parametrised expected probabilities under a given trace distribution. If one
dismisses the set up difficulties encountered upon using the MBT in practice, the
bottleneck of the approach lies, in fact, in the optimization or SAT solving part.
A solution could be the assumption of smaller scheduler classes than history
dependent ones.
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Physical Ingredients:

Formal Ingredients:

• Informal requirements

• Model: Definition 4.1, pIOTS

• Black-box implementation

• Conformance: Definition 4.14,
vpioco

• Observations: Definition 4.23,
Obs(I k t̂, α, k, m)

• Test verdicts: Definition 4.25

Tooling:

Objectives:

• MBT tool: JTorX [15]

• Soundness: Theorem 4.27

• Test adapter: Implementable

• Completeness: Theorem 4.28

• Test generation method: Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2, Random
testing
Assumptions:
• Every physical implementation has an underlying pIOTS model
Table 4.5: The MBT ingredients instantiated by the pioco framework.

4.6

Proofs

We present the proofs of the theorems within this chapter, alongside an additional
lemma. Reoccurring theorems are numbered according to their occurrence in
the chapter, while additional content is numbered alphanumerically.
Lemma A. Let I be a IOTS, and σ1 , . . . , σn ∈ traces fin
be pairwise distinct
P(I)
n
traces of length k. Further, let p1 , . . . , pn ∈ [0, 1] with i=1 pi = 1. Then there
is D ∈ trd (I, k), such that PD (σi ) = pi for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Let I = hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , ∆i be an IOTS. Then (s, µ) ∈ ∆ implies
µ ≡ Dirac, because I is an IOTS. Since σi ∈ traces fin (I) for i = 1, . . . , n, there
must be at least one πi ∈ tr −1 (σi ) for each i. Without loss of generality, choose
one πi for each σi . Note that πi 6= πj for i 6= j, since σi 6= σj for i 6= j.
We proceed with the construction of a scheduler A. Let
X
A(s0 )(µ) =
pi .
{i∈N|s0 µ a svπi }

Further we set
P
0

0 0

A(π µ a s )(µ) =

{i∈N|π µ0 a0 s0 µ a svπi }

P

{i∈N|π µ0 a0 s0 vπi }

pi

pi

,

Observe that A is a scheduler according to Definition 4.6, since pi ∈ [0, 1] for
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i = 1, . . . , n, and
X

A(s0 )(µ) =

X

X

pi =

pi = 1,

i=1

(s0 ,µ)∈∆ {i∈N|s0 µ a svπi }

(s0 ,µ)∈∆

n
X

by assumption, as well as
P
X

0

0 0

A(π µ a s )(µ)

=

(s0 ,µ)∈∆

{i∈N|π µ0 a0 s0 µ a svπi }

X

P

{i∈N|π µ0 a0 s0 vπi }

(s0 ,µ)∈∆

P
=

(s0 ,µ)∈∆

P

pi

{i∈N|π µ0 a0 s0 µ a svπi }

P

{i∈N|π µ0 a0 s0 vπi }

=

pi

P

pi

P

pi

{i∈N|π µ0 a0 s0 vπi }
{i∈N|π µ0 a0 s0 vπi }

pi

pi

·

= 1.

The path probability function induced by A, yields for the cone of all paths
πi = s0 µ1 a1 s1 . . . µik aik sik that
P
X
{j∈N|s0 µ1 a1 s1 µ2 a2 s2 vπj } pj
P
PA [Cπi ] =
pj ·
·
{j∈N|s0 µ1 a1 s1 vπj } pj
{j∈N|s0 µ1 a1 s1 vπj }
P
{j∈N|πj vπi } pj
·... · P
{j∈N|s0 µ1 a1 s1 ...µik −1 aik −1 sik −1 vπj } pj
= pi ,
as a telescope product. Since all πi are distinct, it is consequently easy to check
that Ptrd(A) (σi ) = PA [Cπi ] = pi .
Theorem 4.16. Let I and S be two IOTSs and I be input enabled, then
I vioco S ⇐⇒ I vpioco S.
Proof. ⇐= Let I vpioco S and σ ∈ traces fin (S). Our goal is to show that
out I (σ) ⊆ out S (σ). Assume that there is b! ∈ out I (σ). Then, we need to show
that b! ∈ out S (σ). For this, assume |σ| = k ∈ N, and let D∗ ∈ trd (S, k) such
that PD∗ (σ) = 1, which is possible by Lemma A.
Observe that outcont I (D∗ ) 6= ∅, because σ b! ∈ traces fin (I). Consequently
there is at least one trace distribution D ∈ outcont I (D∗ ) such that PD (σ b!) > 0.
By assumption I vpioco S, and therefore D ∈ outcont S (D∗ ). We found a trace
distribution of S, with PD (σ b!) > 0. This implies that σ b! ∈ traces fin (S) by
Definition 4.11. Lastly b! ∈ out S (σ) and therefore I vioco S.
=⇒ Let I vioco S, k ∈ N and D∗ ∈ trd (S, k). Further, assume D ∈
outcont I (D∗ ). We want to show D ∈ outcont S (D∗ ). Since the transition relations of I and S are finite, let σ1 , . . . , σn ∈ traces fin (I) be all traces of I with
|σi | = k for i = 1, . . . , n. Note that σi 6= σj for i 6= j. Consider the three cases:
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1. If σi ∈
/ traces fin (S), then PD (σi a) = 0 for a ∈ Act O and i = 1, . . . , n. This
follows from the definition of path probability (Definition 4.8) – schedulers
may only assign probability greater than 0 to available paths. Since σi is not
in traces fin (S), so are none of its underlying paths, nor their continuations
with a ∈ Act O . As a consequence, output continuations of such trace
distributions yield probability 0, too.
2. If σi ∈ traces fin (S), then PD (σi a) = 0 for a ∈ Act I for i = 1, . . . , n, by
definition of output continuations.
3. If σi ∈ traces fin (S) and PD (σi a) > 0 for a ∈ Act O , then we know by the
assumption I vioco S that σi0 a ∈ traces fin (S).
Let PD (σi aj ) = pij for aj ∈ ActP
O , i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m. By construction of trace distributions it is q+ i,j pij = 1, where q is the probability to halt in
the (k +1)-th step. Treating “⊥” as output action allows us to apply Lemma A to
construct a scheduler A ∈ Sched (S, k + 1), such that Ptrd(A) (σi aj ) = PD (σi aj ).
Thus D ∈ trd (S, k + 1), and by construction also D ∈ outcont S (D∗ ). This overall
yields I vpioco S.
Theorem 4.17. Let A, B and C be pIOTSs, and let A and B be input enabled,
then
(i) A vpioco B if and only if A vfin
T D B.
(ii) A vpioco B and B vpioco C then A vpioco C.
Proof. (i) =⇒ Assume A vpioco B. We need to show A vfin
TD B, i.e. that
D ∈ trd (A, n) implies D ∈ trd (B, n) for all n ∈ N.
Let n ∈ N and D∗ ∈ trd (A, n). We prove the statement for every trace
distribution prefix smaller or equal to n via induction: Assume D ∈ trd (A, 0).
Obviously D v0 D∗ , and consequently D ∈ trd (B, 0).
Now assume that the above statement has been shown for m with m = k−1 ≤
n. We proceed by showing it holds for m = k. Let D ∈ trd (A, k) with D vk D∗ .
Then take D0 ∈ trd (A, k − 1) with D0 vk−1 D. By induction assumption we
know D0 ∈ trd (B, k − 1). With the initial assumption, i.e. A vpioco B, we know
in particular that
outcont A (D0 ) ⊆ outcont B (D0 ).
Therefore, we choose D00 ∈ outcont A (D0 ), such that
∀σ ∈ Act k−1 Act O : PD (σ) = PD00 (σ),

(4.4)

i.e. D and D00 assign the same probability of traces of length k ending in output.
Note that D00 ∈ outcont B (D0 ) and thus D00 ∈ trd (B, k).
We are left to show that there is a trace distribution, say D000 , that assigns
∀σ ∈ Act k−1 Act I : PD (σ) = PD00 (σ),
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in addition to (4.4), i.e. D000 assigns the same probability to all traces of
length k. However, the existence of D000 is straightforward, since A and B are
input-enabled. That is, all inputs are enabled in every state of both A and
B. We conclude trd (A, m) ⊆ trd (B, m) for all m ≤ n, and with it consequently
trd (A, n) ⊆ trd (B, n). Hence A vfin
TD B.
⇐= Let A vfin
B.
We
need
to show A vpioco B, i.e. for all n ∈ N and for
TD
all D∗ ∈ trd (B, n), we have outcont A (D∗ ) ⊆ outcont B (D∗ ). Let n ∈ N and D∗ ∈
trd (B, n). Choose D ∈ outcont A (D∗ ), then we need to show D ∈ outcont B (D∗ ).
By definition of the set outcont, we know that D ∈ trd (A, n + 1). Together
with the initial assumption, i.e. A vfin
TD B, we conclude D ∈ trd (B, n + 1). We
are left to show that D ∈ outcont B (D∗ ). However, this is straightforward, as
for all traces σ ∈ Act n Act I it holds that PD (σ) = 0 by construction of outcont.
Consequently D ∈ outcont B (D∗ ), and therefore A vpioco B.
(ii) We need to show that A vpioco B and B vpioco C imply A vpioco C.
By initial assumptions we know
1. ∀n ∈ N ∀D∗ ∈ trd (B, n) : outcont A (D∗ ) ⊆ outcont B (D∗ ), and
2. ∀n ∈ N ∀D∗ ∈ trd (C, n) : outcont B (D∗ ) ⊆ outcont C (D∗ ).
We need to show
3. ∀n ∈ N ∀D∗ ∈ trd (C, n) : outcont A (D∗ ) ⊆ outcont C (D∗ ).
Let n ∈ N, choose D∗ ∈ trd (C, n), and assume D ∈ outcont A (D∗ ). Obviously,
D ∈ trd (A, n + 1). Together with (i), and since A and B are input enabled by
assumption, we know D ∈ trd (B, n + 1). Note that for all traces σ ∈ Act n Act I
we have PD (σ) = 0. With item 2., we know D ∈ outcont B (D∗ ). Together with
the assumption B vpioco C, we conclude D ∈ outcont C (D∗ ).
Theorem 4.27 Each annotated test for a pIOTS S is sound for every level of
significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vpioco .
Proof. Let I be an input enabled pIOTS and t̂ be a test for S. Further assume
that I vpioco S. Then we want to show V (I, t̂) = pass, i.e. we want to show
that a pioco correct implementation passes an annotated test case. By the
definition of verdicts (Definition 4.25) we have V (I, t̂) = pass if and only if
vfunc (I, t̂) = vprob (I, t̂) = pass.
We proceed by showing that vfunc (I, t̂) = pass, and vprob (I, t̂) = pass in two
separate steps:
1. In order for vfunc (I, t̂) = pass, we need to show that
ann Spioco (σ) = pass for all σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂),
according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 4.25). Therefore, let
σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂). We need to show ann Spioco (σ) = pass by the definition
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of annotations (Definition 4.20). Assume σ 0 ∈ traces fin (S) and a! ∈ Act O
such that σ 0 a! v σ.
We observe two things:
• Since ε ∈ traces fin (S), i.e. the empty trace is a trace and is in
traces fin (S), σ 0 always exists.
• If no such a! ∈ Act O exists, then σ is a trace solely consisting of
inputs. By definition of annotations (Definition 4.20) consequently
ann Spioco (σ) = pass.
By construction of σ we have σ 0 a! ∈ traces fin (I k t̂) and therefore also
σ 0 a! ∈ traces fin (I). We conclude, σ 0 ∈ traces fin (I) ∩ traces fin (S). Our
goal is to show σ 0 a! ∈ traces fin (S).
Let l = |σ 0 | be the length of σ 0 . Without loss of generality, we can now
choose D ∈ trd (S, l), such that PD (σ 0 ) > 0. Note that this, together with
the previous observation, yields that outcont I (D) 6= ∅. Again, without
loss of generality, we choose D0 ∈ outcont I (D), such that PD0 (σ 0 a!) > 0.
Lastly, we assumed I vpioco S, hence outcont I (D) ⊆ outcont S (D). We
conclude D0 ∈ trd (S, l + 1), and PD0 (σ 0 a!) > 0. By definition of trace
distributions (Definition 4.11), this implies that σ 0 a! ∈ traces fin (S). If additionally σ 0 a! ∈ traces com (I k t̂), then σ = σ 0 a. Consequently ann Spioco (σ) =
pass by definition of annotations (Definition 4.20). This ultimately yields
vfunc (I, t̂) = pass.
2. In order for vprob (I, t̂) = pass we need to show that
∀D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k) ∃D0 ∈ trd (S, k) : PD0 (OutObs (D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α,
according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 4.25). Therefore, let
D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k). By definition of output-observations (Remark 4.24), we
have
n
o

OutObs(D, α, k, m) = O ∈ (Act ≤k−1 Act O )m | dist freq(O), ED ≤ rα .
There exists D0 ∈ trd (I k t̂, k) with
(
0
PD0 (σ) =
PD (σ)

if σ ∈ Act k−1 Act I
if σ ∈ Act ≤k−1 Act O .

(4.5)

To see why, consider the scheduler that assigns all probability to halting
instead of inputs for traces of length k, while assigning the same probability
to outputs as the scheduler inducing D. By construction of the set OutObs
(Remark 4.24), observe that
PD0 (OutObs(D0 , α, k, m))

= PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k, m))
=

PD (OutObs(D, α, k, m))

≥

1−α
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since only traces ending in output are measured.
It is now sufficient to show that D0 ∈ trd (S, k). However, as an intermediate
step, we first show that D0 ∈ trd (I, k), as this will let us make use of the
assumption I vpioco S.
Consider the mapping f from the finite paths of I k t̂ to the finite paths of
I, i.e. f : paths fin (I k t̂) −→ paths fin (I), where for every fragment of the
path we have
f (. . . (s, q) µ a (s0 , q 0 ) . . .) = . . . s ν a s0 . . . .
Since tests are internally deterministic IOTSs, it holds that µ((s, t), a) =
ν(s, a), i.e. tests do not change discrete probability distributions according
to the definition of parallel composition (Definition 4.5). It is easy to see
that f is an injective mapping, i.e. f (π1 ) = f (π2 ) ⇒ π1 = π2 .
By definition of trace distributions (Definition 4.11) there is a scheduler,
say A0 ∈ Sched (I k t̂, k), such that trd (A0 ) = D0 . With the help of f we
construct a scheduler A00 ∈ Sched (I), such that for all traces σ we have
Ptrd(A0 ) (σ) = Ptrd(A00 ) (σ), i.e. trd (A00 ) = D0
For every path π ∈ paths fin (I) with f −1 (π) ∈ paths fin (I k t̂), we define A00
as
A00 (π)(ν) def
= A0 (f −1 (π))(µ),
where µ and ν are like above. Note that PA00 (π) = 0 if π ∈
/ paths fin (I k t̂).
The construction of A00 is straightforward: Due to the construction of
test cases, I k t̂ is internally deterministic. Recall that both I and t̂ are
defined over the same action alphabet, and t̂ does not contain internal
actions. This implies in particular, that there is no interleaving in I k t̂.
Thus A00 can copy the behaviour of A0 step-by-step. We set D00 = trd (A00 )
and conclude D00 ∈ trd (I, k). By construction it is easy to check that
PD00 (σ) = PD0 (σ) for all traces σ. Further, observe
PD00 (OutObs(D00 , α, k, m))

= PD00 (OutObs(D0 , α, k, m))
= PD00 (OutObs(D, α, k, m))
= PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k, m))
= PD (OutObs(D, α, k, m))
≥ 1−α

We proceed to show that D00 ∈ trd (S, k). The proof is by induction
over trace distribution length of prefixes of D00 up to k. Trivially, if
D00 ∈ trd (I, 0), then also D00 ∈ trd (S, 0). Assume this has been shown
for length n ∈ N. We proceed by showing that the statement holds for
n + 1 ≤ k.
Let D00 ∈ trd (I, n + 1) and take D000 vn D00 . By induction assumption
D000 ∈ trd (S, n). Together with the assumption I vpioco S, we have
outcont I (D000 ) ⊆ outcont S (D000 ).
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Since D00 ∈ outcont I (D000 ) (Equation (4.5)) we have D00 ∈ outcont S (D000 ),
and consequently D00 ∈ trd (S, n + 1). We have shown D00 ∈ trd (S, k)
and conclude PD00 (OutObs(D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α. Ultimately, this yields
vprob (I, t̂) = pass by the definition of verdicts (Definition 4.25).
Both parts together give V (I, t̂) = pass. This means that an annotated test for
S is sound with respect to vpioco for every α ∈ (0, 1).
Theorem 4.28 The set of all annotated test cases for a pIOTS S is complete
for every level of significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vpioco for sufficiently
large sample size.
Proof. In order to show the completeness of test suite T̂ consisting of all annotated tests for S, assume that I 6vpioco S for an input enabled pIOTS I. Our
goal is to show V (I, T̂ ) = fail . By the definition of verdicts (Definition 4.25)
this is holds iff vfunc (I, t̂) = fail or vprob (I, t̂) = fail for some t̂ ∈ T̂ .
Since I 6vpioco S, there is k ∈ N, such that there is D∗ ∈ trd (S, k), for which
outcont I (D∗ )⊆outcont S (D∗ ).
More specifically
∃D ∈ outcont I (D∗ ) ∀ D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ )∃ σ ∈ C : PD (σ) 6= PD0 (σ),

(4.6)

where C def
= traces fin (I) ∩ Act k Act O . Without loss of generality, we can assume
k to be minimal. There are two cases to consider:
1. ∃σ ∈ C : σ ∈
/ traces fin (S), or
2. ∀σ ∈ C : σ ∈ traces fin (S),
We will relate the two cases to the functional and the statistical verdict (Definition 4.25), respectively. We prove that item 1. implies vfunc (I, T̂ ) = fail , and
item 2. implies vprob (I, T̂ ) = fail . Therefore, let D ∈ outcont I (D∗ ) such that
Equation (4.6) holds for all D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ).
1. In order for vfunc (I, t̂) = fail , we need to show
∃σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂) : ann Spioco (σ) = fail
for some t̂ ∈ T̂ , according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 4.25).
Assume there is σ ∈ C, such that σ ∈
/ traces fin (S). Our goal is to show
that there is t̂ ∈ T̂ for which σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂), and ann Spioco (σ) = fail.
Without loss of generality we can assume PD (σ) > 0. To see why, assume
PD (σ) = 0. Then we can find a trace distribution in outcont S (D∗ ) with
an underlying scheduler Sched (S) that does not assign probability to the
last action in σ to obtain probability 0. This violates the assumption that
PD (σ) 6= PD0 (σ). We conclude σ = σ 0 a, for some σ 0 ∈ Act k and a ∈ Act O .
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The prefix σ 0 is in traces fin (S), because it is of length k, and since D∗ ∈
trd (S, k). Since D and all D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ) are continuations of D∗ , we
conclude PD∗ (σ 0 ) = PD (σ 0 ) = PD0 (σ 0 ), i.e. all trace distributions of the
respective sets assign every prefix of σ the same probability by merit of
outcont. We conclude σ 0 ∈ traces fin (S), but σ 0 a ∈
/ traces fin (S).
By initial assumption T̂ contains all annotated test cases for S. Hence,
let t̂ ∈ T̂ such that σ ∈ traces com (t̂). By the definition of annotations
(Definition 4.20) we have ann Spioco (σ) = fail . Since σ ∈ traces fin (I) and
σ ∈ traces com (t̂), we obviously also have σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂). Ultimately,
this yields vfunc (I, t̂) = fail .
2. In order for vprob (I, t̂) = fail , we need to show
∃D ∈ trd (I k t̂, l) ∀ D0 ∈ trd (S, l) : PD0 (OutObs(D, α, l, m)) < 1 − α,
for some t̂ ∈ T̂ and l ∈ N, according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 4.25).
Together with Equation (4.6) and the definition of acceptable outcomes
(Definition 4.23), we conclude
∀D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ) : PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m)) < βm

(4.7)

for some βm → 0 as m → ∞. Observe that
supD0 ∈trd(S,k+1) PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m))
=

supD0 ∈outcont S (D∗ ) PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m)),

(4.8)

by definition of OutObs (Remark 4.24). OutObs only comprises traces
ending in output, thus its measure under any trace distribution of trd (S, k +
1) cannot be larger than the ones already contained in outcont S (D∗ ).
Together with Equation (4.7) this yields
∀D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) : PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m)) < βm

(4.9)

for some βm → 0 as m → ∞.
We are left to show that D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k + 1) for some t̂ ∈ T̂ . Let
K = {σ ∈ traces fin (I) | PD (σ) > 0}, i.e. all traces getting assigned positive
probability under D. Obviously C ⊆ K. By initial assumption we know
that all σ ∈ C are contained in traces fin (S). Hence implicitly all σ ∈ K
are necessarily in traces fin (S). That means, there is a test case t̂ for S,
such that all σ ∈ K are in traces com (t̂). In particular, observe that all σ
end in output by assumption. Hence, the last stage of every test case is
the second bullet in the definition of test cases (Definition 4.18). We now
construct a scheduler A0 ∈ Sched (I k t̂, k + 1) such that trd (A0 ) = D.
Consider the mapping f : tr −1 (K) → paths fin (I k t̂), where for every path
fragment
f (. . . s µ a s0 . . .) = . . . (s, q) ν a (s0 , q 0 ) . . . .
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The state q is uniquely determined, because tests are internally deterministic. In particular q = q 0 iff a = τ . Since every discrete distribution in test
cases is the Dirac distribution it is µ(s, a) = ν((s, q), a). It is then easy to
see that f is an injection, i.e. f (π1 ) = f (π2 ) ⇒ π1 = π2 .
We now construct a scheduler A0 ∈ Sched (I k t̂), such that D = trd (A0 ).
Let A ∈ trd (I) be the underlying scheduler that induces D by definition
of trace distributions (Definition 4.11). For every π ∈ tr −1 (K) we define
A0 (π)(ν) def
= A(f −1 (π))(µ),
where µ and ν are as above. Observe Ptrd(A0 ) (σ) = 0 for σ ∈
/ K. The
0
construction of A is straightforward: Since t̂ is internally deterministic,
and does not contain internal actions, there is no interleaving in I k t̂.
Hence, a scheduler of I k t̂ may copy the decisions of A step-by-step. Note
in particular that every of t̂’s discrete distributions is the Dirac distribution,
and hence Ptrd(A0 ) (σ) = PD (σ) for all σ ∈ K. We conclude trd (A0 ) = D
and therefore D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k + 1).
Together with Equation (4.8), we have found a scheduler A0 such that
trd (A0 ) ∈ trd (I k t̂, k + 1), and for all D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) we have
PD0 (OutObs(trd (A), α, k + 1, m)) < βm .

(4.10)

Now iff α ≤ 1 − βm , we estimate (4.10) further to
PD0 (OutObs(trd (A0 ), α, k + 1, m)) < βm ≤ 1 − α.
However, the inequality α ≤ 1 − βm always holds for sufficiently large
m, since βm → 0 as m → ∞ by the definition of acceptable outcomes
(Definition 4.23). Ultimately, this yields vprob (I, t̂) = fail .
Together, the two cases yield I 6vpioco S implies V (I, T̂ ) = fail .
Theorem 4.29
(i) All test cases generated by Algorithm 4.1 are test cases according to
Definition 4.18.
(ii) Every functionally correct implementation gets assigned the pass verdict by
Algorithm 4.2.
Proof. (i) Let S = hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , ∆i be a pIOTS. Furthermore, let
t = batchGen(S, ε, n) for some n ∈ N. In order to show that t is a test case
according to Definition 4.18, we need to show that t is 1. a pIOTS, 2. internally
deterministic, and 3. a finite and connected tree. We prove each property
separately in the following. Let the states of t be given by the history σ.
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1. The interface (Act I , Act O ) of t is finite and directly transferred from the
specification S by the algorithm, i.e. line 13. The procedure initially
starts with the empty history ε, thus the starting state s0 = sε is uniquely
determined. Line 3 ensures termination: every call of the procedure adds
at least one action to history σ (line 8, 10 and 15), thus |σ| is increasing.
When |σ| = n, i.e. the maximally specified test length is reached, the
procedure returns ε (line 3 and 18. Since this holds for every branch, the
recursive calls of the procedure inevitably stop in the states sσ·ε , and the
algorithm terminates. Additionally, infinite cycles are never introduced,
since line 3 contains the only loop. As a consequence, we conclude that the
number of states of t is finite. Additionally, a state sσ traverses to state
sσ·a , with a ∈ Act I ∪ Act O ∪ {ε}, with probability 1. Even though the
choice parameter p is determined probabilistically (line 2), no such choice
is given for the added action a and all distributions are Dirac. Since Act I
and Act O are finite, the transition relation of each state is finite. This
means that t is a pIOTS according to Definition 4.1.
2. The procedure recursively assembles a pIOTS. Note that it is only called
again, once an externally visible action from the sets Act I and Act O is
chosen (lines 8 and 15). The procedure stops if p ∈ [0, 0.33] or the maximal
test length n is reached (line 3). This means, the only way non-determinism
is possibly introduced, is if the same action is added twice to a branch in
one execution of the procedure. However, the algorithm cycles through the
entire output alphabet exactly once, while line 13 chooses one input. Hence,
a state sσ·a with a ∈ Act O ∪ Act I ∪ {ε} is uniquely determined, and there
is no possibility of introducing internal non-determinism. Consequently, t
is internally deterministic.
3. Each state sσ·a with a ∈ Act I ∪ Act O ∪ {ε} has a uniquely determined
parent node sσ . Recursively calling batchGen connects source sσ with
Dirac,a
target sσ·a , i.e. transitions are of the form sσ −−−−−→ sσ·a . Line 3 ensures
termination if |σ| = n. Hence, t is finite, connected, and every state sσ is
reachable.

We showed that t is a finite, internally deterministic and connected tree pIOTS.
Consequently, t is a test case according to Definition 4.18.
(ii) In order to show that every functionally correct implementation gets
assigned the pass verdict by the on-the-fly test derivation algorithm, let σ be
a generated trace by the on-the-fly algorithm. We need to show:
I vioco S =⇒ I passes σ.
We prove the statement by contraposition.
Assume I fails σ, i.e. ann Spioco (σ) = fail. Note that σ keeps track of the trace
exhibited by the implementation thus far in every iteration of the while loop.
The only way for the algorithm to return fail, is when σ ∈
/ traces fin (S) in line 7.
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In this case, we can always write σ = σ 0 b! with b! ∈ Act O (line 6). It is easy
to check, that up to the point of returning fail, only inputs were provided, or
correct outputs were observed, i.e. output present in S. Since only input present
in S is provided (line 9), and the algorithm terminates as soon as unexpected
output is observed (line 7), it follows that σ 0 ∈ traces fin (S).
If the fail verdict is returned, we evidently encountered b! ∈ out I (σ 0 ), but b! ∈
/
out S (σ 0 ) because σ 0 b! ∈
/ traces(S) (line 7). Consequently, if an implementation
fails a test case generated by the on-the-fly test generation algorithm, it is
functionally incorrect, i.e. I vioco S.

CHAPTER

5

Model-Based Testing with Markov Automata

The role of computer-based systems is ever increasing: robots, drones and autonomous cars will soon pervade our lives. Attuning to this progress, verification
and validation techniques of these systems have grown to a field of crucial importance. They provide methods that show whether the actual and the intended
behaviour of a system differ, or give confidence that they do not. As a consequence, the progressively intricate design of embedded systems continuously
brings new challenges to the field of verification engineers. The key question
of whether a system works as intended therefore has a variety of angles: Was
the functional behaviour correctly implemented? Does the system continue to
operate under a work overload? Is the average lifetime within safety regulations?
Can requirements be met on time?
As seen in Chapter 4 probabilistic aspects in many computer applications
naturally add one of those angles. This chapter builds on the established test
methodology for probabilistic automata, and ensures that soft real-time constraints are added to the capabilities of our test framework. The requirements
specification now additionally prescribes stochastic time delay between actions.
There is a large body of different MBT frameworks in the literature that accommodate a variety of requirements aspects, like functional properties [173], or
real-time constraints [21, 29, 120]. Surprisingly, only few papers are concerned
with the testing of probabilistic systems. As a result, an even smaller fraction of
the literature deals with the addition of stochastically delayed real-time.
Albeit strikingly similar in the use of continuous time, we point out that
real-time testing and stochastically timed testing are fundamentally different.
The first specifies an exact time interval in which actions are required to take
place. The latter prescribes time distributions, e.g. deviations are allowed, as
long as overall usage follows a certain distribution shape. To illustrate, assume
a file is requested from a server. Workload of the server and multiple requests,
as well as the file size may cause a significant delay until the file is actually
delivered. Naturally, the circumstances of each file request may differ, and with
it will the time until it arrives. Rather than prescribing a fixed time in which its
arrival is expected, we ask for an appropriate delay on average. Thus, we are
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Figure 5.1: Example models illustrating the intent of MBT based on timed
automata [6] versus Markov automata [67]. Timed automata specify hard time
constraints, while Markov automata require stochastic delay. The delay is
distributed according to the CDFs of an exponential distribution with parameter
1
1
10 and 5 , respectively. Note that the models specify entirely different behaviour.
willing to accept a server that supplies some files after the specified average, as
long as it also supplies some amount before the average.
While the goal of this thesis is to establish a framework which handles
non-determinism, discrete probability choices, and general stochastic time distributions, this chapter is an intermediate step in that we first consider a specific
kind of distribution; the exponential distribution. It is of particular interest
because of its memorylessness, i.e. the waiting time until a certain event happens,
does not depend on the already elapsed time. Due to this property, and due to
its simplicity, it is used to model real life phenomena whose true distribution of
time is not known, but the average is, e.g.
• the time between receiving two phone calls,
• the degradation rate of construction components and machines,
• radioactive decay, or
• the arrival of a new item in a queue.
This makes the exponential distribution an interesting intermezzo on the voyage to general continuous distributions. Hence, in this chapter we present an
applicable framework in an MBT setting, that allows to specify three key properties in tandem: 1. non-deterministic choices, 2. discrete probability choices,
and 3. exponentially distributed time delay. The foundation of our methodology are Markov automata (MAs), since they incorporate all three properties.
Non-determinism is utilized to model choices, that are not under the systems
direct control. Conversely, discrete probability choices represent choices made
by the system (e.g. coin tosses or random seeds) or the environment (e.g. failure probabilities). Lastly, the exponential distributions model stochastic delay
between two actions. These give an appropriate approximation, if only the
mean duration of an activity is known, as is often the case in a practical setting.
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Mathematically, MAs arise as the
SA
conservative extension of both probabilistic automata (PAs) [158] and inMA
teractive Markov chains (IMCs) [93].
We refer to Figure 5.2 for an hierarchical overview. As such, it is a natural
PA
IMC
consequence that the major part of
our testing techniques of Chapter 4
DTMC
LTS
CTMC
carries over to the Markov automata
disc. prob. non-determ. exp. delay
framework. In this chapter, we recall
the formal definition of Markov automata, and their corresponding lan- Figure 5.2: Traversing the automata
guage theoretic concepts. We define formalism hierarchy shown in Figure 1.3.
trace distribution semantics that resolve all non-deterministic choices. This allows us to talk about the probability of
a trace. Furthermore, test cases and their annotations are defined according to
a conformance relation akin to ioco. Naturally, the framework is subsequently
proven as correct.
The modelling capabilities of Markov automata compared to probabilistic
automata come at a price. We require novel techniques to cope with real-time
both in theory, and in practical application of the framework. While counting
trace frequencies sufficed in the PA setting, it generally does not work when
considering time. To illustrate, is receiving a file after five seconds the same
behaviour as receiving the file after ten seconds? And what about 5.1 seconds?
We summarize the key contributions of this chapter:
1. The input output Markov automata model, comprising non-deterministic
choices, discrete probability distributions, and exponentially delayed transitions,
2. a behavioural description for Markov automata based on trace distribution
semantics,
3. definitions of test cases, test execution and verdicts,
4. the soundness and completeness results of our framework,
5. the treatment of quiescence in a setting containing stochastically delayed
time, and
6. a small case study in the Bluetooth device discovery protocol.
Related Work. There is a large body of work on testing real-time systems
[21, 116, 120]. Brandán-Briones et al. [29] extend existing frameworks to
incorporate the imperative notion of quiescence, i.e. the absence of outputs.
Conversely, probabilistic testing pre-orders and equivalences are well-studied
[45, 60, 158]. Distinguished work by [122] introduces the concept of probabilistic
bisimulation via hypothesis testing. Largely influential work is given by [40], presenting how to observe trace frequencies during a sampling process. Executable
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probabilistic test frameworks are suggested for probabilistic finite state machines
in [96, 103] and Petri nets [23].
Closely related to our work is the study of Markovian bisimulation. The
foundation of an observational equivalence is presented in [67] in the form of
weak bisimulation for Markov automata, and was refined by introducing lateweak bisimulation [59, 162] and branching bisimulation [171]. The relating
bisimulation relations for Markov automata are studied in Chapter 6 in more
detail.
Origins of the chapter. The work underlying this chapter was performed in
collaboration with Mariëlle Stoelinga, and appeared in
• Marcus Gerhold and Mariëlle Stoelinga. Model-based testing of stochastic
systems with ioco theory. In Proceedings of the 7th International Workshop
on Automating Test Case Design, Selection, and Evaluation, A-TEST,
pages 45–51, 2016,
• Marcus Gerhold and Mariëlle Stoelinga. Model-based testing of probabilistic systems with stochastic time. In Proceedings of the 11th International
Conference on Tests and Proofs, TAP, pages 77–97, 2017.
Organisation of the chapter. Section 5.1 introduces the underlying automaton model in Markov automata, and recalls language theoretic concepts.
Section 5.2 describes the theory of using Markov automata in the test process,
and shows that it is correct. Conversely, a practical approach utilizing Markovian
test theory, and an algorithmic outline are shown in Section 5.3. We bring the
framework to application by investigating the Bluetooth device discovery protocol in Section 5.4. Lastly, Section 5.5 concludes the chapter with a summary
and discussion.

5.1

Input Output Markov Automata

We introduce the underlying model for the remainder of the next two chapters
in (input/output) Markov automata. We reiterate the step from a closed system
like LTSs or PAs, to an open input output system, like IOTSs or pIOTSs. We do
so by first recalling closed Markov automata from the literature, before taking
the step to input/output Markov automata. Working in the latter formalism is
of priority when considering a testing scenario where interaction is desired.
Following the basic structure of Chapters 3 and 4 we illustrate the modelling
formalism alongside easy examples, and introduce relevant language theoretic
concepts in paths and traces, and their time abstract counterparts abstract
paths and abstract traces. Further, we define parallel composition to allow
communication of a system’s subcomponents, as well as its interaction with test
cases. Lastly, we extend the trace distribution semantics, previously seen in
Chapter 4 to Markov automata.
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The foundation of the methodology in this chapter are Markov automata (MAs).
As a conservative extension of both probabilistic automata (PAs) and interactive
Markov chains (IMCs), cf. Figure 5.2, they are equipped with both probabilistic
and non-deterministic choices. The first represent choices made by the system
or the environment. The latter model choices that are not under its control.
Complementary, Markov automata are of particular interest because of their
memoryless exponential distributions modelling time delay. These give a highly
appropriate approximation, if only the mean duration of an activity is known,
as is often the case in practice.
In the context of this thesis, MAs arise by equipping the PAs of Chapter 4
with the Markovian transition relation. Markovian transitions are defined via
one positive real valued parameter, representing the mean duration of a delay to
take place.
Definition 5.1. A Markov automaton (MA) is a tuple M = hS, s0 , Act τ , →
−,
where

i,

• S is a set of states, with s0 ∈ S as the initial state.
• Act τ is a set of actions, containing the distinguished element τ .
• →
− ⊆ S × Act τ × Distr (S) is the countable probabilistic transition relation.
•

⊆ S × R+ × S is the countable Markovian transition relation.

Definition 5.1 only differs in the fourth bullet point from probabilistic automata. That is, the distinctive feature of Markov automata are their exponentially distributed timed transition comprised in the set . Given a transition
(s, λ, s0 ) ∈ means there is an exponentially distributed delay of going from s
to s0 . The probability to go from s to s0 within T time units is thus given as
1 − e−λ T . The sum of all outgoing Markovian transitions of a state s is called
its exit rate. In order for the model to be meaningful, we require the exit rate of
all states to be finite.
We point out two interesting observations applying for Markov automata:
1. Multiple outgoing Markovian transitions give rise to the so called race
condition. There is a race between multiple exponential distributions
inducing a discrete probability distribution over time, e.g. given Markovian
transitions (s, λ, s0 ) and (s, 2λ, s00 ), the latter is twice as likely to be taken
in the same time interval based on its parameter.
2. Markov automata contain the internal action label τ , marking internal
progress. We apply the maximal progress assumption [93], meaning that
time is not allowed to progress in states with an outgoing transition labelled
τ . To indicate the absence of τ , states are called stable if they do not have
an outgoing τ -transition. With no passage of time in unstable states, the
probability to take a Markovian transition is effectively 0. This renders
Markovian transition in unstable states unnecessary [128].
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Figure 5.3: Example Markov automaton model used in [84]. The wavy arrows
represent Markovian transitions alongside their positive real-valued parameters
λi , with i = 1, 2, 3. The steady arrows together with dashed lines between them
illustrate discrete probability distributions with corresponding values and action
labels along the edges. We refer to Example 5.2 for more details.
Example 5.2. Figure 5.3 depicts the state space of a job queueing system
comprising two stations and one server used in [84]. System states are represented
by a triple (s1 , s2 , j), where si are the number of jobs in station i, and j is the
number of jobs in the server. The initial state is given by (0, 0, 0), i.e. all
components are empty. For simplicity and illustration purposes, we assume that
each component can hold at most one job.
The incoming rate of jobs to the stations are parametrised with Markovian
parameters λ1 and λ2 , respectively. These describe the average time duration
used to model the delays between two states. The requests are stored by the server
until they are fetched. Jobs are then processed with rate λ3 . On the modelling
level, they are represented by wavy edges between two states, aiding the reader in
the distinction of Markovian and probabilistic transitions.
1
Upon polling a station, there is a 10
probability of erroneously keeping a job
in the station after being fetched. Like before, discrete probability distributions
are represented by the straight edges between two states, alongside dashed lines
between all edges belonging to the same distribution.
If both stations contain a job, the server chooses non-deterministically. While
certain discrete probability distributions can possibly be represented by so called
race conditions between to outgoing Markovian actions, this is not possible in
state (1, 1, 0). The state has two outgoing, non-deterministic τ distributions. As
such, the given system can neither be modelled by an interactive Markov chain
[93], nor by a probabilistic automaton [158] simply based on Markovian delays.
Similar to the steps from LTSs to IOTSs, or from PAs to pIOTS seen before
in Chapters 3 and 4, we separate the label alphabet of Markov automata in
distinct input and output sets. This captures possible communication of a system
with its environment, e.g. a tester, or other components, and gives rise to input
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Figure 5.4: Protocol specification IOMA and two erroneous implementations.
After the input send? there is an exponentially delayed transition, followed by
an acknowledgement or error output.

output Markov automata (IOMAs). The existence of a distinct quiescence label δ
is required again in the set of output labels, explicitly characterising the absence
of all other outputs. Like before, the set of internal/hidden actions describe
internal progress of a system, that is not visible to an external observer.
We define IOMAs according to [185] to be input-reactive and output-generative
to capture a wider range of models. To recall: upon receiving an input action,
the automaton decides probabilistically which next state to move to. However,
upon producing an output, the automaton decides both the output and the state
probabilistically. Formally, this means that each transition either involves one
input action, or possibly several outputs, quiescence or internal actions.
Definition 5.3. An input output Markov automaton (IOMA) is a seven tuple
M = hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , →, i, where
• S is a set of states with the unique starting state s0 .
• Act I , Act O and Act H are disjoint sets of input, output and internal/hidden
labels respectively, containing the distinct quiescence label δ ∈ Act O . We
write Act = Act I t Act O t Act H for the set of all labels.
• → ⊆ S × Distr (Act × S) is the finite probabilistic transition relation, such
that for all input actions a ∈ Act I and distributions µ ∈ Distr (Act × S):
µ(a, s0 ) > 0 implies µ(b, s00 ) = 0 for all b 6= a and states s0 , s00 ∈ S.
•

s2

⊆ S × R+ × S is the Markovian transition relation.

Example 5.4. Figure 5.4 shows three input-reactive output-generative IOMA.
The model describes a protocol that associates a delay with every send action,
followed by an acknowledgement or error. Input is suffixed with “ ?” and
output with “ !”. Discrete probability distributions are denoted with a dotted arc,
together with the action label and corresponding probabilities. Markovian actions
are presented as wavy arrows.

s3
0.9
0.1

s4
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After the send? input is received, there is an expected delay indicated by the
Markovian action λ1 . The delay is exponentially distributed, thus, the probability
to go from s1 to s2 in T time units is 1 − e−λ1 T . In state s2 there is one outgoing
discrete probability distribution. The specification in Figure 5.4a implies that
only 10% of all messages should end in an error report and the remaining 90%
get delivered correctly. After a message is delivered, the automaton goes back to
its initial state where it stays quiescent until input is provided. This is denoted
with the δ self-loop, marking the desired absence of outputs.
The unfair implementation model given in Figure 5.4b essentially has the
same structure, except for altered discrete probabilities in the distribution sending
an acknowledgement or error, respectively. While the delay conforms to the
one prescribed in the specification model, sufficiently many executions of the
implementation should reveal the erroneously assigned discrete probabilities, i.e.
an error is sent more frequently than is prescribed.
While the slow implementation presented in Figure 5.4c assigns the same
probabilities to the output actions, it assigns the parameter λ2 to the exponential
delay between input and output. This is regarded as conforming iff λ1 = λ2 .
The test theory presented in this chapter aims at establishing a framework capable of differentiating the two erroneous implementations from the requirements
specification model.
We point out that our model comprises exponentially delayed transitions,
as well as the quiescence action δ. The latter formally describes the absence of
outputs for an indefinite period of time. However, this imposes an interesting
challenge to a testing framework based on MA, as quiescence in practice is
frequently judged by waiting a finite amount of time [29]. The interplay of
quiescence and exponential delays is therefore further investigated in Section 5.3.
Notation.

By convention, we use the following notations and concepts:

• Elements of the set of input actions are suffixed by “?”, and elements of the
set of output actions are suffixed by “!”. By convention, we let τ represent
an element of the set of internal actions, and δ be the distinct output label
to denote quiescence. Throughout this chapter we let µ and ν be discrete
probability distributions, and λi be positive real-valued numbers denoting
parameters of Markovian transitions.
• {| . . . |} denotes a multi-set.
µ,a

• We write s −−→ s0 , if (s, µ) ∈→ and µ(a, s0 ) > 0 for some s0 ∈ S. Further,
we write s → a, if there are µ ∈ Distr (Act × S) and s0 ∈ S such that
µ,a
s −−→ s0 , and s 6→ a, if not.
• We write s

λ

s0 , if (s, λ, s0 ) ∈ . Then λ is called Markovian action,

µ,a

• We write s −−→M s0 , etc. to clarify that a transition belongs to an IOMA
M if ambiguities arise.
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• A state s ∈ S is called probabilistic, if there is at least one a ∈ Act such
that s → a. In that case we also say action a is enabled in s. The set
enabled (s) comprises all enabled actions in s.
• A state is called stable, if it enables no internal action.
• A state s ∈ S is called Markovian, if there is at least one λ ∈ R+ such that
λ 0
s
s.
• We call an IOMA M input enabled, if all input actions are enabled in all
states, i.e. for all a ∈ Act I we have s → a for all s ∈ S.
• The rate to go from a state s to s0 is the sum of all λ ∈ R+ , such that
(s, λ, s0 ) ∈ and is denoted R (s, s0 ).
• The exit rate of a state s is the sum of all rates and is denoted E (s). We
require E (s) < ∞ for all s ∈ S.
• The discrete branching probability distribution of a state s quantifying race
conditions is given by Ps (s0 ) = R (s, s0 ) /E (s).
Parallel Composition. In order to allow for synchronisation and communication between multiple system components, we define parallel composition. Two
systems synchronize on shared actions, and evolve independently on others. Like
for pIOTS, the transitions of multiple components are stochastically independent,
thus we need to multiply the probabilities of discrete distributions when taking
shared actions. For two distributions µ and ν this is indicated by the operator
µ ⊗ ν. To avoid name clashes, we only compose compatible IOMAs.
Definition 5.5. Two IOMAs
M =
0

M

hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , →,

= hS

0

i, and

, s00 , Act 0I , Act 0O , Act 0H , →0 ,

0

i,

are compatible if Act O ∩ Act 0O = {δ}, and Act H ∩ Act 0 = Act ∩ Act 0H = ∅.
Definition 5.6. Let M = hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , →, i and M0 = hS 0 , s00 ,
Act 0I , Act 0O , Act 0H , →0 , 0 i be two compatible IOMAs. Their parallel composition
is the tuple
M k M0 = hS 00 , (s0 , s00 ) , Act 00I , Act 00O , Act 00H , →00 ,

00

i, where

• S 00 = S × S 0 ,
• Act 00I = (Act I ∪ Act 0I )\(Act O ∪ Act 0O ),
• Act 00O = Act O ∪ Act 0O ,
• Act 00H = Act H ∪ Act 0H , and finally the transition relation
• →00 = {((s, t) , µ) ∈ S 00 × Distr (L00 × S 00 ) |

ν1 ,a
ν2 ,a
0

ν1 ⊗ ν2 , if ∃a ∈ Act ∩ Act such that s −−→ ∧t −−→
ν1 ,a
µ ≡ ν1 ⊗ 1, if ∀a ∈ Act with s −−
},
→ we have t 6→ a

ν2 ,a

0
1 ⊗ ν2 , if ∀a ∈ Act with t −−→ we have s 6→ a
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where (s, ν1 ) ∈ ∆, and (t, ν2 ) ∈ ∆0 . Further we let ν1 ⊗ 1 ((s0 , t0 ) , a) =
ν1 (s0 , a) · ν2 (t0 , a), ν1 ⊗ 1 ((s0 , t0 ) , a) = ν1 (s0 , a) · 1 and 1 ⊗ ν2 ((s0 , t0 ) , a) =
1 · ν2 (t0 , a).
•

00

= {((s, t), λ, (s0 , t0 )) ∈ S 00 × R+ × S 00 | ((s, t), λ, (s0 , t0 ))

0

if E (s) = 0 ∧ (t, λ, t0 ) ∈ 0 ∧t 6= t0
(s, t), λ, (s, t )
= (s, t), λ, (s0 , t)
if (s, λ, s0 ) ∈ ∧s 6= s0 ∧ E (t) = 0 }.


(s, t), R (s, s) + R (t, t) , (s, t) if R (s, s) > 0 ∧ R (t, t0 ) > 0

The synchronisation on non-Markovian actions coincides with the one for
pIOTS in Definition 4.5. Markovian transitions evolve independently, with the
exception of Markovian self-loops in both states. Formally, having two self-loops
with the same parameter λ in both s and t, requires the use of R (s, s) + R (t, t)
in the new Markovian transition relation, as 00 is a relation. That is, there
cannot be two elements of the form ((s, t), λ, (s, t)), as 00 is not a multi-set.

5.1.2

Abstract Paths and Abstract Traces

Let M = hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , →, i be an IOMA. We define the usual
language theoretic concepts. A path π of M is a (possibly) infinite sequence of
the form
π = s0 t1 µ1 α1 s1 t2 µ2 α2 . . . ,
where si ∈ S, ti ∈ R+
0 , and either (si−1 , µi ) ∈→ and αi ∈ Act, or µ = Psi−1
and αi ∈ R+
for
i
=
1, 2, . . .. We require that each finite path ends in a
0
µi ,αi
α
state, and either si−1 −−−→ si , or si−1 i si for each non-final i. The sequence
si−1 ti µi αi si means that M resided ti time units in state si−1 before moving to
si via αi using the distribution µi . We use last(π) to denote the last state of a
finite path. We write π 0 v π to denote π 0 as a prefix of π, i.e. π 0 is finite, ends in
a state, and coincides with π on the first finitely many symbols of the sequence.
The set of all finite paths of M is set as paths fin (M), and all paths by paths(M).
The set of complete paths, denoted paths com (M), contains every path ending in
a deadlock state, i.e. it neither allows probabilistic nor Markovian progress.
Note that a single time point has probability zero to occur in any given
continuous time span. Hence, it is necessary to talk about time intervals instead
of individual time values. This gives rise to abstract paths. An abstract path is
a path, where each occurrence of single time values ti is replaced by intervals
Ii ⊆ R+
0 . However, we limit our interested to intervals of the form [0, t] with
t ∈ R+
0 . Consequently, any path can be replaced with its abstract path by
changing ti to [0, ti ], or vice versa. This convention aids in defining a bijection
between paths and their abstract counterparts. Throughout this chapter, we use
π to denote a path and Π to denote the corresponding abstract path, and vice
versa. We summarise all abstract finite paths in the set AbsPaths fin (M), and
all abstract paths in AbsPaths(M). For two abstract paths Π and Π0 with
Π = s0 I1 µ1 a1 s1 . . . sn and Π0 = s0 I10 µ01 a01 s01 . . . ,
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we say Π is a prefix of Π0 , denoted Π v Π0 , if ai = a0i , si = s0i , µi = µ0i and
Ii = Ii0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. That is, Π and Π0 coincide on the first n steps.
The trace of a path tr (π) records its visible behaviour, i.e. time and inω
put/output actions. It is a mapping tr : paths(M) → (R+
0 × Act I ∪ Act O ) . We
∗
formally overload tr for finite paths, i.e. tr : paths fin (M) → (R+
×Act
∪Act
I
O) .
0
Hence, a trace is the (possibly) infinite sequence of the form
σ = tr (π) = ti1 ai1 ti2 ai2 ti3 ai3 . . . ,
where tij ∈ R+
0 and aij ∈ Act I ∪Act O for j = 1, 2, . . .. Note that a path fragment
s1 t1 µ1 λ s2 t2 µ2 a s3 collapses to (t1 + t2 ) a if λ is a Markovian action. This rule
is applied recursively for multiple Markovian actions. Markovian actions are
parameters for an exponential distribution and deemed invisible.
The set tr −1 (σ) is the set of all paths, which have trace σ. The length of
a path π, denoted |π| is the number of actions on its trace. All traces of M
are summarized traces(M), and all finite traces in traces fin (M). The set of
complete traces, denoted traces com (M), contains every trace based on at least
one complete path.
Similar to abstract paths, an abstract trace is given, if all ti ∈ R+
0 of a trace
are replaced by intervals Ii ⊆ R+
.
Again,
we
limit
our
intent
to
abstract
traces
0
only using intervals of the form [0, t] with t ∈ R+
.
This
enables
us
to
use
traces
0
and abstract traces interchangeably. Hence, for a given trace σ we denote Σ
as its corresponding abstract trace, and vice versa. We summarise all abstract
traces in the set AbsTraces(M), and all finite ones in AbsTraces fin (M). The
prefix relation of abstract traces is defined similarly to prefixes of abstract paths.
Lastly, let act (σ) return visible actions of trace σ only.
Example 5.7. Consider the IOMA M given in Figure 5.5 and assume the
distributions of the three Dirac distributions are denoted µa , µb and µc . For the
s0
3

b?
a!

s1

c?

s2

Figure 5.5: Yardstick example for paths and abstract paths.
path π = s0 2.9 Ps0 3 s1 0 µa a! s0 0 µb b? s2 we have
• Π = s0 [0, 2.9] Ps0 3 s1 [0, 0] µa a! s0 [0, 0] µb b? s2 .
• tr (π) = 2.9 a! 0 b?,
• tr (Π) = [0, 2.9] a! [0, 0] b?,
• act (tr (π)) = a! b?,
• |π| = 2, and lastly π ∈ paths com (M).
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5.1.3

Schedulers and Trace Distributions

With the modelling formalism and language theoretic concepts in place, we turn
to schedulers and their trace distribution semantics of Markov automata. Like
before, our goal is to quantify the probability of (abstract) traces. Since MA
are a conservative extension of PA, it is natural that the need for schedulers to
resolve non-determinism is directly carried over. By establishing schedulers and
their resulting trace distributions, we eliminate all non-determinism, and receive
a purely probabilistic system. However, the introduction of continuous time
into the model prevents us from directly applying defined concepts of Chapter 4
to MA. Instead, we define schedulers and study the resulting path probability
measure and probability space, before we tend to trace distributions.
Even though the mathematical framework for abstract paths and traces is
technically more involved, it is completely standard [196].
Definition 5.8. A scheduler A of an IOMA M = hS, s0 , Act I , Act O , Act H , →
, i is a function
A : paths fin (M) −→ SubDistr(Distr (Act × S) ∪ {⊥}),
such that 1. for each finite path π only available distributions or halting are
scheduled, 2. A(π) is a full distribution if last(π) is not a Markovian state, and
3. internal actions cannot be postponed, i.e.
• ∀π ∈ paths fin (M) : A (π) (µ) > 0, then (last(π), µ) ∈→,
• |A(π)| = 1 if last(π) is not a Markovian state, and
• if Act H ∩ enabled (last(π)) 6= ∅, then |A(π)| = 1.
The value A (π) (⊥) is the probability to interrupt/halt the process. A scheduler
A halts on path π, if A (π) (⊥) = 1. We say a scheduler is of length k ∈ N, if
it halts for all paths π with length greater or equal to k, and for every complete
path smaller than k. We denote this set by Sched (M, k) and the set of all finite
schedulers by Sched (M) respectively.
Definition 5.8 is highly reminiscent to the one for pIOTS (Definition 4.6). We
require the scheduler to be randomised and history dependent. Further, we defined
IOMAs as input-reactive and output-generative. This necessitates to schedule
sub-distributions as opposed to mere actions. Obviously, the definition makes
sure that only available distributions are chosen. We require sub-distributions, as
opposed to full distributions, such that the remaining probability mass a scheduler
did not assign to actions in Act or halting ⊥ is left for Markovian actions. That
is, a scheduler chooses an action or halts immediately, or leaves a chance for
Markovian actions to take place. Again, we refer the reader to Chapter 8 for a
study on the hierarchy of scheduler classes for stochastic automata, and point
out that Markov automata form a subclass of them.
Remark 5.9. We use schedulers in the context of MBT in an open environment.
By design the scheduler of one IOMA schedules both inputs and outputs, as
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opposed to similar approaches in the literature. For instance, [39] use two
schedulers for communicating systems, and an arbiter scheduler that tells precisely
how progress of the composed system is determined. We point out, that our
approach has the caveat of being non-compositional, see e.g. [164]. We utilize
schedulers only to resolve non-deterministic choices to determine probabilities of
paths and traces, and are not particularly concerned with their compositionality.
Remark 5.10. With the presence of exponentially delayed Markovian transitions, there is a compelling argument to define schedulers with the capability to
wait before making a decision. While this design choice potentially opens up
interesting possibilities in a testing scenario, there are drawbacks that lead us to
not incorporate this property into the framework:
The increasing complexity we experience upon incorporating continuous time
is held at a minimum, when only exponential distributions are considered. A
key property of exponential distributions is their memorylessness. It would
seem natural, to give schedulers the same power: wait before scheduling with
an exponentially distributed delay. We found that the benefits this yields do not
outweigh the increased complexity that comes with it with respect to MBT: like in
the pIOTS case, we are required to find the best fitting scheduler after sampling.
Recall that this was NP-hard for pIOTS, cf. Section 4.3. Adding continuous
time to the search space in the optimisation/constraint solving step would require
us to find the best fitting scheduler to maximise the likelihood of delays.
Nonetheless, the implications of waiting schedulers in an MA setting are
studied in Chapter 6. There, we rid ourselves of the overarching goal to use the
framework in an MBT scenario. Rather we study it as a subject of its own by
comparing its distinguishing power to other frameworks known in the literature
like strong- or weak bisimulation.
Probability Spaces associated to Schedulers. A scheduler naturally induces a probability space over a Markov automaton M. In order to define it, we
need the notion of maximal paths, i.e. infinite paths, or paths that halt with a
non-zero probability.
Definition 5.11. A path π of a scheduler A is a finite or infinite path
π = s0 t1 µ1 a1 s1 t2 µ2 a2 s2 t3 µ3 a3 s3 . . . ,
where A(s0 t1 µ1 a1 s1 . . . si )(µi+1 , ai+1 ) > 0, or ai+1 ∈ R+
0 for each 0 < i ≤ |π|.
The maximal paths of a scheduler A are the infinite paths of A and the finite
paths π such that A(π)(⊥) > 0. The maximal abstract paths of a scheduler A
are the abstract counterparts to the maximal paths of A. We denote paths max (A)
as the set of maximal paths, and AbsPaths max (A) as the set of maximal abstract
paths of A.
A scheduler resolves all non-deterministic choices of an IOMA, thus making
it possible to calculate the probability for each (abstract) path via the path
probability. It assigns the unique starting state probability 1, and each following
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transition either multiplies the probability that the scheduler assigned to an
action, or, if no action was scheduled, the probability of a Markovian action
taking place in a certain time interval.
We point out, that upon making a decision, a scheduler has to do so without
delay. Hence, there are no additional races between Markovian actions and
scheduler decisions. Like before, a scheduler induces a probability to all finite
(abstract) paths π, i.e. we can compute the probability, that a path generated
by A starts with π.
Definition 5.12. Let A be a scheduler of an IOMA M. Then we define the path
probability function QA : AbsPaths fin (M) → [0, 1] inductively by QA (s0 ) = 1,
and
(
A(π)(µ) · µ(α, s)
if α ∈ Act
RT
QA (Π · I α µ s) = QA (Π) ·
−E(last(Π))t
(1 − |A(π)|) · 0 α · e
dt if α ∈ R+ ,
where I = [0, T ] ⊆ R+
0 , and π is the corresponding path to the abstract path Π.
The probability of exactly Π is QA (Π) · A(π)(⊥).
A scheduler then defines a unique probability measure PA on the set of
abstract maximal paths. Therefore, the probability of Π is PA [CΠ ] def
= QA (Π).
Definition 5.13. The probability space associated to a scheduler A of an IOMA
M, is the probability space given by (ΩA , FA , PA ), where
• ΩA = AbsPaths max (A),
• FA is the smallest σ-field generated by the set {CΠ | Π ∈ AbsPaths fin (M)},
where CΠ = {Π0 ∈ ΩA | Π v Π0 }, and
• PA is the unique probability measure on FA such that PA [CΠ ] = QA (Π)
for all Π ∈ AbsPaths fin (M).
Trace Distributions. The construction of the probability associated to a
trace follows the same pattern as we have seen in Chapter 4; A scheduler removes
all non-determinism, and we remove all information not visible to an external
observer, i.e. internal- and Markovian actions, discrete distributions, and state
information. Given a scheduler, we can quantify the probability to observe a
certain (abstract) trace. Thus, the probability assigned to a set of abstract traces
X is the probability of all abstract paths whose trace is an element of X.
Definition 5.14. The trace distribution D of a scheduler A ∈ Sched (M),
denoted D = trd (A) is the probability space (ΩD , FD , PD ), where
• ΩD = AbsTraces(M),
• FD is the smallest σ-field generated by the sets {CΣ | Σ ∈ AbsTraces fin (M)},
where CΣ = {Σ0 ∈ ΩD | Σ v Σ0 }, and
• PD is the unique probability measure on FD , such that
PD (X) = PA (tr −1 (X)) for X ∈ FD .
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The fact that (ΩA , FA , PA ), and (ΩD , FD , PD ) define a probability spaces is
again left undiscussed here. We refer to [46] for the discussion of the standard
measure theoretical arguments.
Trace Distribution Equivalence. Trace distributions are the probabilistic
counterpart to traces. As such, they quantify the probability to observe abstract
traces. It is therefore self-evident to regard trace distributions as constructions
with the capability to relate two Markov automata. That is, two automata M1
and M2 are related, if they induce the same trace distributions. In particular,
this means that a trace distribution D of M1 is contained in the set of trace
distributions of M2 , if there is a scheduler A in M2 , such that D = trd (A).
Again, we write trd (M, k) for the set of trace distributions based on a
scheduler of length k. We write trd (M) for the set of all finite trace distributions.
Lastly, we write M1 vkTD M2 , if trd (M1 , k) ⊆ trd (M2 , k) for k ∈ N, and
k
M1 vfin
TD M2 if M1 vTD M2 for some k ∈ N.

5.2

Markovian Test Theory

Recall that model-based testing entails automatic test generation, execution
and evaluation. To judge correctness of an implementation with respect to its
requirements, we utilize a conformance relation. This section aims at establishing
all theoretical ingredients necessary for the test framework.
A conformance relation for IOMA is again defined as a relation akin to ioco.
The next step defines what a test case for Markov automata is, and when an
observed trace should be judged as correct via test annotations. Working in
a stochastic environment additionally necessitates a statistical verdict. Hence,
the sampling process of implementations under test is described, before verdict
functions are defined. Lastly, the correctness of the framework is proven.
Markov automata can be seen as conservative extension of probabilistic
automata visited in Chapter 4. Hence, many of the definitions in this section
are very similar in their purpose and shape. In fact, the conformance relation,
as well as test cases and annotations are identical, but need to be redefined
for Markov automata. The main difference of the Markovian test theory in
comparison to the probabilistic test theory comes in the sampling process and
its resulting observations. Incorporating continuous real time demands a more
involved treatment of the trace frequency counting function. After all, it is
virtually impossible to record the exact same time stamps of non-trivial abstract
traces more than once.

5.2.1

The Conformance relation vMar −ioco

The purpose of the conformance relation is, once again, to judge whether an
implementation model conforms to the requirements specification model. We
recalled ioco theory in Chapter 3 and extended it to probabilistic automata in
Chapter 4. It seems natural to continue this design choice for Markov automata.
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In fact, the pioco test relation of Chapter 4 was defined in such a way, that
it only relies on trace distributions. The careful definition of trace distributions
enables us to essentially re-use the pioco framework for Markov automata. Like
before, we introduce trace distribution prefixes and output continuations.
1. The prefix relation for trace distributions D vk D0 is the analogue of trace
≤k
prefixes, i.e. D vk D0 iff ∀σ ∈ [R+
: PD (Σ) = PD0 (Σ).
0 Act]
2. The output continuation trace distributions are the probabilistic counterpart of the set out M (σ) used in the ioco relation. For an IOMA M and
a trace distribution D of length k, the output continuation of D in M
contains all trace distribution D0 of length k + 1, such that D vk D0 , that
assigns every abstract trace of length k + 1 ending in input probability 0.
We set
outcont M (D)

def

=

{D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) |
k +
D vk D0 ∧ ∀σ ∈ [R+
0 Act] R0 Act I : PD 0 (Σ) = 0 .

We are now able to define the conformance relation aptly called Mar-ioco.
Intuitively, an implementation is conforming, if the probability of every output
trace can be matched by the specification. This includes the three factors:
1. functional behaviour, 2. probabilistic behaviour and 3. stochastic timing. Note
that all three are accounted for by the set of output continuations.
Definition 5.15. Let I and S be IOMA over the same action signature with I
input-enabled. We write I vMar −ioco S, if for all k ∈ N
∀D ∈ trd (S, k) : outcont I (D) ⊆ outcont S (D).
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Figure 5.6: Specification IOMA and an erroneous implementation iff λ1 6= λ2 .
Example 5.16. Recall the file transfer protocol from Figure 5.4 studied earlier,
which is newly presented in Figure 5.6 After the send input, there is a delay before
the file transmission is either acknowledged, or an error is reported. Consider
now the scheduler of S that schedules send? with probability 1. Its set of output
continuations in S contains all trace distributions that schedule the outgoing
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distribution containing ack! and err! with probability p and halts with 1 − p, for
p ∈ [0, 1]. This holds for the set of output continuations in I, but the probability
to reach s2 in a certain amount of time differs from S whenever λ1 6= λ2 . Hence,
there are trace distributions in I, such that the probability of e.g. [0,0] send?
[0,t] ack! cannot be matched. The implementation is therefore not conforming
with respect to Mar-ioco in this case.
Note that an input output Markov automaton without Markovian transitions
is a regular pIOTS. It is thus natural by our design that Mar-ioco and pioco
coincide on pIOTSs.
Theorem 5.17. For two pIOTSs I, S with I input enabled, we have
I vMar −ioco S ⇐⇒ I vpioco S.
Proof sketch. The proof is immediate, if we consider that the conformance
relation is defined via trace distributions. Since an IOMA with = ∅ is a
pIOTS, the notions of schedulers for IOMA and pIOTS coincide.
As a result of the preceding theorem and Theorem 4.16, we conclude that
Mar-ioco conservatively extends ioco. That is, both relations coincide on
IOTSs.
Corollary 5.18. For two IOTSs I, S with I input enabled, we have
I vMar −ioco S ⇐⇒ I vioco S.
Not surprisingly, the remaining theorem proven in Chapter 4 carry over to
IOMA as well.
Theorem 5.19. Let A, B and C be IOMAs and let A and B be input-enabled,
then
(i) A vMar −ioco B if and only if A vfin
TD B.
(ii) A vMar −ioco B and B vMar −ioco C imply A vMar −ioco C.
Proof sketch. (i) The fact that finite trace distribution inclusion implies conformance with respect to vMar −ioco is immediate, if we consider that the conformance relation is defined via trace distributions. The opposite direction follows
from the fact that all abstract traces ending in output of A assuredly can get
assigned the same probabilities in B by vMar −ioco . All abstract traces ending
in input are taken care of, because A and B are input enabled, and all such
distributions are input-reactive. (ii) is a direct consequence of (i).

5.2.2

Test Cases and Annotations

We define test cases over an action signature (Act I , Act O ) for input output
Markov automata. In fact, the definition coincides with test cases for pIOTSs,
but is reiterated here for the sake of completeness. However, this time, test cases
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are formally defined as IOMA, as opposed to pIOTS. In a purely theoretical
setting, we are interested in the result of a parallel composition of a test case and
an implementation model. Recall that we strictly only allow parallel composition
of two IOMA, as opposed to an IOMA and a pIOTS (Definition 5.6). Thus, the
repeated definition is necessary in that regard.
Like before, a test is a collection of traces that represent behaviour of a tester,
and that is summarized as an IOMA in tree structure. The action signature
describes the potential interaction of the test case with the implementation. In
each state, the test may either stop, wait for a response of the system, or provide
some stimulus. When a test is waiting for a system response, it has to take into
account all potential outputs including the situation that the system provides
no response at all, modelled by δ.
Definition 5.20. A test or test case over an alphabet (Act I , Act O ) is an IOMA
t = hS, s0 , Act tI , Act tO , ∅, ∆, ∅i,
that has the alphabet’s outputs as inputs and vice-versa, i.e. Act tI = Act O ∪
{δ} and Act tO = Act I \{δ}, and that is a finite, internally deterministic, and
connected tree. In addition, for all its discrete distributions µ we have µ ≡ Dirac,
and for every state s ∈ S we require:
• enabled (s) = ∅, or
• enabled (s) = Act tI , or
• enabled (s) ∈ Act tO .
A test suite T is a set of test cases. A test case (suite resp.) for an IOMA S, is
a test case (suite resp.) over its action signature (Act I , Act O ), if we additionally
require in item 3, that
• µ(a, s0 ) > 0 with a ∈ Act tO implies the existence of σ ∈ traces fin (S), such
that σ · t a ∈ traces fin (S) for some t ∈ R+
0.
The last item in the definition of test cases ensures that only specified inputs
are provided. After all, a test may only judge about the correctness of specified
behaviour. This is referred as input-minimal in the literature [169].
Remark 5.21. Although test cases are defined as IOMAs, they do not make
use of Markovian transitions. While it might seem appealing to equip test cases
with the potential to wait before proceeding with the next action, the capabilities
of Markov automata are too limited to be of practical relevance. That is, if a test
case were supposed to wait, it may only do so with an exponentially distributed
delay. The potential of waiting time is thus limited by only allowing to wait T
time units on average, as opposed to exactly T time units, or other. Moreover,
allowing Markovian actions in test cases results in I k t not being internally
deterministic for any implementation IOMA I. This causes technical difficulties
in the proofs of correctness for our framework with respect to compositionality of
trace distributions. Therefore, we opt for the IOTS design of test cases instead.
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Test Annotation. In order to pin down the behaviour, which we deem as
acceptable/correct, each trace of the test is annotated with pass or fail verdicts,
determined by the requirements specification.
We have shown that the Mar-ioco relation conservatively extends the ioco
relation. Since annotations are solely responsible for functional correctness, it
suffices to directly transfer ioco test annotations to Markovian test theory. Note
that time stamps in traces do not play a role for the annotation label.
Definition 5.22. For a given test t a test annotation is a function
ann : traces com (t) −→ {pass, fail } .
A pair t̂ = (t, ann) consisting of a test and a test annotation
is called an

annotated test. The set of all such t̂, denoted by T̂ = (ti , ann i )i∈I for
some index set I, is called an annotated test suite. If t is a test case for an
IOMA S with signature (Act I , Act O ), we define ann SMar −ioco : traces com (t) −→
{pass, fail } by


if ∃% ∈ traces fin (S), a ∈ Act O :
fail
S
ann Mar −ioco (σ) =
%tavσ∧%ta∈
/ traces fin (S)


pass otherwise.
Example 5.23. Since test cases for IOMA and their annotations coincide with
those for pIOTS, we refer to Example 4.21 for an illustration.

5.2.3

Test Evaluation and Verdicts

Since discrete probabilistic choices and stochastic time delay are integral parts
of Markov automata, there is a twofold evaluation process of functional and
probabilistic behaviour, respectively. While functional behaviour is assessed via
test annotation as in classical ioco theory (Chapter 3), the probabilistic and
stochastically timed behaviour is assessed by gathering a sample of traces.
Although we covered the latter for pIOTSs in Chapter 4, we did not account
for stochastic time delay. Hence, we shall revisit the counting of (abstract) trace
frequencies in the presence of continuous real time in this subsection. Recall
that we assessed trace frequencies in a sample via the function freq for pIOTSs.
In the presence of continuous real time, this process is slightly more involved,
but similar in shape and purpose.
In the following we focus on the novelties that continuous real time brings
with it, and reiterate fundamental definitions. For a more involved explanation
on the test process for discrete probabilities only, we refer to Chapter 4.
Statistical Testing. The experiment consists of a push-button experiment in
the sense of [134]. We assume a black-box timed trace machine is given, together
with inputs, a time and an action window, and a reset button, as illustrated
in Figure 5.7. An external observer records each individual execution before
the reset button is pressed, and a new execution starts. A clock that increases
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reset button
a1 ?
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Figure 5.7: Black-box timed trace machine assumed to operate based on an
underlying IOMA. The black-box possesses a reset button, and various input
buttons, alongside an action window showing the most recently executed action,
and a time window showing the relative time since the last observable action.
is started, and is stopped once the next visible action is recorded. We assume
that recording an action resets the clock. Thus, the recordings of the external
observer matches the notion of (abstract) traces.
After a sample of sufficient size was collected, we compare the collected
frequencies of abstract traces to their expected frequencies according to the
specification. If the empiric observations are close to the expectations, we accept
the probabilistic behaviour of the implementation. We point out, that the latter
includes stochastically delayed time.
Sampling. At the beginning of the experiment, we set the parameters for
sample length k ∈ N, sample size m ∈ N, and level of significance α ∈ (0, 1).
That is, we choose the maximal length of an individual experiment, the sample
size and the probability of erroneously rejecting a correct implementation.
We establish probabilistic correctness by checking the abstract trace frequencies contained in a sample versus their expectancy with respect to the
specification. Like before, the latter is not immediately given in the face of
non-determinism in the specification, and requires a scheduler.
Thus, we assume each iteration of the sampling process is governed by
a scheduler, resulting in a trace distribution D ∈ trd (I). In order for any
statistical reasoning to work, we assume that D is the same in every iteration.
Consequently, the implementation chooses a trace distribution, and the trace
distribution chooses a trace to execute.
Frequencies and Expectations. To quantify how close a sample is to its
expectations, we require a notion of distance. Our goal is to evaluate the
deviation of a collected sample to the expected distribution. Thus, we require:
1. a metric space, enabling the quantification of distances between measures,
2. the frequency measure of abstract traces in a sample, and 3. the expected
measure of abstract traces of the specification under trace distribution D.
For an IOMA M, we define the metric space as (Meas (M) , dist), where
dist (u, v) def
=

sup
≤k
σ∈[R+
0 Act]

|u(Σ) − v(Σ)|
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is the maximal variation distance of two measures u and v. It is easy to check
that dist is a metric, and consequently (Meas (M) , dist) is a metric space.
We proceed by defining the two measures that need to be compared. The
function assessing the frequencies of traces within a sample O = (σ1 , . . . , σm )
cannot be directly transferred from the pIOTS scenario. Depending on the
accuracy of time measurement, it is unlikely to record the exact same timed
trace more than once. To illustrate, consider the two abstract traces
σ1 =

0.5 a? 0.6 b!,

σ2 =

0.6 a? 0.5 b!

and

Evidently, σ1 and σ2 wield the same actions in a? followed by b!. However,
their timed behaviour does not match precisely. Therefore, we group traces
in classes based on the same visible action behaviour. For a given trace σ, its
class Σσ is the set of all traces % ∈ O, such that act (%) = act (σ). A sample
of length k and width m then induces a frequency
measure as the function

+
≤k×m
≤k
freq : [(R+
→ Meas [R+
, such that
0 × R0 )Act]
0 Act]
freq (O) (Σ) =

k
|Σσ | Y |{% ∈ Σσ | t%i ≤ tσi }|
,
m i=1
|Σσ |

where t%i denotes the i-th time stamp of trace %. Note that this function assumes
the independence of all time intervals from each other. In particular, working
with Markov automata warrants this approach, as there are no clocks attached
to delay transitions, and the delay is memoryless. Thus, the i-th time intervals
of all % are ordered increasingly and compared to σ. We point out, that the
distributions for each time stamp in a trace thus converge to the true underlying
distribution by the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem [77].
The last missing ingredient is the expected measure according to a specification. In order to resolve all non-deterministic choices, assume a trace distribution
D is given. We treat each iteration of the sampling process of the implementation as Bernoulli trial. Recall that a Bernoulli trial has two outcomes: success
with probability p and failure with probability 1 − p. For any trace σ, we say
that success occurred at position i of the sample, if σ = σi . Therefore, let
Xi ∼ Ber (PD (Σ)) be Bernoulli distributed random variables for i = 1, . . . , m.
1 m
Let Z = m
Σi=1 Xi be the empiric mean with which we observe σ in a sample.
Note that the expected probability under D is then calculated as
ED (Z) = ED (

1 m
1
Σi=1 Xi ) = Σm
ED (Xi ) = PD (Σ).
m
m i=1

Hence, the expected probability for each abstract trace Σ is the probability of
Σ under trace distribution D, as should be expected. Since this holds for all
abstract traces, the expected measure is given by ED .
Example 5.24. Returning to the example of σ1 = 0.5 a? 0.6 b! and σ2 =
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0.6 a? 0.5 b!. Assume O = {σ1 , σ2 }. Then
freq (O) ([0, 0.5] a? [0, 0.5] b!) =
freq (O) ([0, 0.5] a? [0, 0.6] b!) =
freq (O) ([0, 0.6] a? [0, 0.6] b!) =

2
2
2
2
2
2

·
·
·

1
2
1
2
2
2

·
·
·

1
2
2
2
2
2

= 41 ,
= 21 ,
= 1.

Acceptable Outcomes. A sample O is accepted, if freq(O) lies within some
distance rα of the expected measure ED . All measures deviating at most rα
from the expected measures are contained within the ball Brα (ED ). The actual
rα is chosen, such that the error of accepting an erroneous sample is limited,
while keeping the error of rejecting a correct sample smaller than α, i.e.
−1
rα def
= inf{r ∈ R+
(Br (ED ))) ≥ 1 − α}.
0 | PD (freq

Definition 5.25. For k, m ∈ N and an IOMA M the acceptable outcomes of
D ∈ trd (M, k) of significance level α ∈ (0, 1) are given by the set


≤k×m
Obs(D, α, k, m) = O ∈ [R+
| dist freq(O), ED ≤ rα
0 Act]
We obtain the set of acceptable outcomes of M by
[
Obs(D, α, k, m).
Obs(M, α, k, m) =
D∈trd(M,k)

Like in the pIOTS case, the set of acceptable outcomes consists of all possible
samples, we are willing to accept as close enough to the expectations. Note that
this takes all possible trace distributions of the IOMA M into consideration. As
such, the construction of the set of acceptable outcomes has a striking similarity
to the one defined for pIOTSs (Definition 4.23). This is due to the fact, that
both sets are built on trace distributions of the respective underlying modelling
formalism.
The set of acceptable outcomes of an IOMA M has two properties, reflecting
the error of false rejection, and the error of false acceptance respectively.
1. If a sample was generated by a truthful trace distribution of the specification, we correctly accept it with probability higher than 1 − α, i.e.
PD (Obs(D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α
2. If a sample was generated by a trace distribution not admitted by the
specification, the chance of falsely accepting it is smaller than some βm .
Again, α is the a priori defined level of significance, and βm is unknown, but
minimal by construction. Additionally, βm → 0 as m → ∞. Thus, the error of
falsely accepting an observation decreases with increasing sample size.
Remark 5.26. The set of acceptable outcomes comprises samples of the form
≤k×m
O ∈ [R+
. In order to align observations with the Mar-ioco relation,
0 Act]
we define the set of acceptable output outcomes like follows
OutObs(D, α, k, m)

≤k−1
m
= {O ∈ ([R+
· R+
0 Act]
0 Act O ) |


dist freq(O), ED ≤ rα }.
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Verdict Functions. With all necessary components in place, the following
decision process summarizes if an implementation fails a test, or test suite
respectively, based on a functional or a statistical verdict. The overall pass
verdict is given iff both sub-verdicts yield a pass.
Definition 5.27. Given a specification IOMA S, an annotated test t̂ for S,
k, m ∈ N, where k is given by the length of the longest trace of t̂, and α ∈ (0, 1),
we define the functional verdict as vfunc : IOMA × IOMA → {pass, fail }, with
(
pass, if ∀σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂) : ann SMar −ioco (σ) = pass
vfunc (I, t̂) =
fail , otherwise,
the statistical verdict as the function vprob : IOMA × IOMA → {pass, fail }, with

0

pass, if ∀D ∈ trd (I k t̂)∃D ∈ trd (S, k) :
vprob (I, t̂) =
PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α


fail , otherwise,
and the overall verdict as V : IOMA × IOMA → {pass, fail }, with
(
pass, if vfunc (I, t̂) = vprob (I, t̂) = pass
V (I, t̂) =
fail , otherwise.
An implementation passes a test suite T̂ , if it passes the overall verdict for all
tests t̂ ∈ T̂ .
Even though IOMA include three properties in 1. functional behaviour,
2. discrete probabilistic behaviour, and 3. continuous real time we only have two
verdicts. We point out, that continuous real time is only present in the form of
stochastic delay. Thus, on the purely mathematical level the decision whether or
not a delay in the implementation adheres to the one specified, is covered by the
probabilistic verdict vprob . It is only on the practical side of things, that a new
decision procedure is needed. We study this in Section 5.3.

5.2.4

Correctness of the Framework

In Chapter 4 we saw that soundness and completeness are no absolute entities,
when referring to probabilistic systems - A system of inherently probabilistic
nature may only be sound and complete with some probability. This is due to the
fact, that the statistical verdict is of probabilistic nature. Thus, the capability
to judge probabilistic systems as correct, is largely dependent on the errors of
first and second kind. Since IOMA are a conservative extension of pIOTSs, it is
only natural that this trade-off carries over.
We reiterate: Soundness incorporates the probability that the fail verdict
is erroneously assigned to a conforming implementation, while completeness is
concerned with the probability to assign the pass verdict to a non-conforming
implementation. A test suite may only fulfil these properties with a guaranteed
(high) probability.
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Definition 5.28. Let S be a specification IOMA over an action signature
(Act I , Act O ), α ∈ (0, 1) be the level of significance, and T̂ an annotated test suite
for S. Then
• T̂ is sound for S with respect to vMar −ioco , if for all input-enabled IOMAs
I and sufficiently large m ∈ N it holds for all t̂ ∈ T̂
I vMar −ioco S =⇒ V (I, t̂) = pass.
• T̂ is complete for S with respect to vMar −ioco , if for all input-enabled
IOMAs I and sufficiently large m ∈ N, there is at least one t̂ ∈ T̂ , such
that
I 6vMar −ioco S =⇒ V (I, t̂) = fail .
Soundness expresses for a given α ∈ (0, 1), that there is a 1 − α chance that
a correct system passes the annotated test suite for sufficiently large sample size
m. This relates to false rejection of a correct hypothesis, or rejection of a correct
implementation, respectively.
Theorem 5.29. Each annotated test for an IOMA S is sound for every level
of significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vMar −ioco .
Proof sketch. The proof sketch is similar to the one for pIOTS (Theorem 4.27),
since the verdicts were defined in a similar manner, and both proofs rely on
trace distributions. We assume I to be an input enabled IOMA and t̂ to be
an annotated test case for the IOMA S. The proof requires to show that
I vMar −ioco S implies V (I, t̂) = pass. The latter is split into functional verdict
vfunc (I, t̂) and probabilistic verdict vprob (I, t̂), which are treated separately.
• The functional verdict requires to show that the annotation of every trace
σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂) is pass. Note that the annotations do not depend on
time delay, and the proof is therefore equivalent to the pIOTS case. We
start by taking a prefix σ 0 of σ. We can assume σ 0 to be a trace of S –
such a trace surely exists, as the empty trace ε is always a prefix of σ. The
proof consists of showing that σ 0 t a v σ is a trace in S for all outputs a
and some t ∈ R+
0 . If no such output exists, then σ solely consists of inputs
and gets the pass label by the definition of annotations (Definition 5.22).
Without loss of generality, we choose a trace distribution D ∈ trd (S) which
assigns positive probability to σ 0 . Since σ t a is a trace in I k t̂ it must also
be a trace in I. Hence, there is a trace distribution D0 ∈ outcont I (D) that
assigns positive probability to it. By I vMar −ioco S we know that D0 is
also a trace distribution of S, which implies σ 0 t a to be a trace in S. This
results in the pass annotation, and thus the functional pass verdict.
• The probabilistic verdict requires that all observations of I k t̂ get assigned
a measure greater or equal to 1 − α for a trace distribution of S. The proof
consists of letting D ∈ trd (I k t̂), and showing that D ∈ trd (S). This is
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sufficient by merit of the definition of observations (Definition 5.25), i.e.
we always have PD (Obs(D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α for any D.
The proof consists of three steps: 1. D might still schedule positive probability to input actions in the k-th step; we choose a new scheduler that
assigns all this probability to halting instead. The measure of OutObs is
unaffected by this, as it only consists of traces ending in output. 2. We
show that D is a trace distribution of I. In particular, this lets us use the
assumption I vMar −ioco S in the next step. Intuitively, I k t̂ is internally
deterministic by the construction of test cases. Hence, there is an injective
mapping from paths of I k t̂ to the paths of I. We can then construct a
scheduler in Sched (I) that can copy the behaviour of the scheduler of I k t̂
step-by-step. Lastly, 3. we apply the assumption I vMar −ioco S to show
D ∈ trd (S). This ultimately yields vprob (S, t̂) = pass.

Completeness of a test suite is inherently a theoretical result. Since loops
are allowed in the system models, we naturally require test suites of infinite
size. Moreover, there is the chance of falsely accepting an erroneous hypothesis
or implementation, respectively. However, the latter is bound from above by
construction, and decreases for larger sample sizes (Definition 5.25).
Theorem 5.30. The set of all annotated test cases for an IOMA S is complete
for every level of significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vMar −ioco for sufficiently
large sample size.
Proof sketch. The proof is again similar to the one for pIOTSs (Theorem 4.28).
We assume I to be an input enabled IOMA and T̂ to be the test suite containing all annotated test cases for S. We prove the statement by showing
that I 6vMar −ioco S implies V (I, T̂ ) = fail. By the definition of verdicts (Definition 5.27) this requires the existence of a test case t̂ such that either the functional
verdict, or the probabilistic verdict fails. Assuming I 6vMar −ioco S implies the
existence of a trace ending in output in I, whose probability cannot be matched
under any trace distribution in S. This can have two causes: 1. the mismatch
arises due to the trace not being present in S, or 2. all such traces are present in
S, and the mismatch arises due to different probability distributions in I and
S. We relate the first to vfunc (I, t̂) = fail and the second to vprob (I, t̂) = fail for
some test t̂.
• We show that the first case implies vfunc (I, t̂) = fail. The proof is straightforward, and requires to show that the trace in S has the fail annotation
for some annotated test case. This follows immediately from the definitions
of test cases and their annotations (Definitions 5.20 and 5.22), and by T̂
containing all test cases for S.
• We show that the second case implies vprob (I, t̂) = fail. According to the
definition of verdicts (Definition 5.27), we need to show that there is a
test case t̂ and a trace distribution of I k t̂ under which all observations
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get assigned a measure smaller than 1 − α for all trace distributions
of S for sufficiently large m. By the definition of acceptable outcomes
(Definition 5.25) we know that PD (OutObs(D0 , α, k, m)) < βm for some
m→∞
βm −−−−→ 0 whenever D 6= D0 . By initial assumption, we know this holds
for all D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ) with D∗ ∈ trd (S, k). This estimate is unaffected
by increasing the search space to all D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) instead, since the
measure of the set OutObs is maximised for trace distributions of outcont.
It remains to be shown that there is a test case t̂ for all trace distributions
D ∈ outcont I (D∗ ), such that D ∈ trd (I k t̂). By assumption, all traces
getting assigned a positive probability under D are traces in S. We select
a test case t̂, that contains all these traces. In particular, all such traces
end in output by assumption. The IOTS structure and absence of internalor Markovian actions ensures that I k t̂ is internally deterministic, and
there is no interleaving. This means that a scheduler of I k t̂ can copy the
behaviour of the scheduler inducing D step-by-step. A careful construction
shows that D ∈ trd (I k t̂), for which all D0 ∈ trd (S) assign all of D’s
observations a measure smaller than 1 − α for sufficiently large m. This
yields vprob (I, t̂) = fail.

The mismatch of probability of a trace has to belong to one of the two mentioned
cases, and thus V (I, T̂ ) = fail.

5.3

Implementing Markovian Testing

The previous section laid the theoretical foundations of the Markov automatabased testing framework. In order to cope with the rather abstractly defined
concepts in practice, we present applicable procedures. We point out that
the majority of them carries over from the pIOTS case. However, having
stochastically delayed continuous real-time in the underlying modelling formalism
demands slight adjustments from the ones seen in Section 4.3.
First, we discuss how the goodness of fit-method we saw in form of Pearson’s
χ2 test is adjusted to cope with real time. While we keep Pearson’s χ2 test as a
necessary condition for further reasoning, the overall procedure is enriched with
confidence interval analysis on the time stamps. In particular this means that
the corresponding waiting times recorded in traces are grouped together and
compared to their prescribed Markovian parameter λ in the model. Note that
additional assumptions are necessary to enable a clean and efficient framework.
Next, we present the intricate interplay that stochastically delayed time and
the notion of quiescence induces in a practical testing scenario. The presence of
inherent delay requires us to wait before possibly judging the implementation
quiescent. On a purely formal level quiescence means the indefinite absence of
outputs. In practice, this is done via global waiting times [15, 29] indicating
when an implementation is judged as quiescent indefinitely. However, in the
interest of the global time of the overall test procedure we would like to keep
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this waiting time at a minimum. We discuss sensible solutions to deal with this
dilemma.
Lastly, we point out that test cases for IOMA are essentially IOTSs. Hence,
the test generation algorithms seen in Chapters 3 and 4 can directly be transferred,
and are not further discussed here.
The section ends with a summary of all practical steps, that enable the
model-based test approach when working with the Markovian formalism.

5.3.1

Goodness of Fit

We need practically applicable methods to decide about the verdicts given by
Definition 5.27. The functional verdict requires that all traces of the implementation under test are labelled with the pass label. However, in practice we do not
have access to all traces, and rely on those encountered during testing instead.
While the functional verdict is determined via test annotations, we are currently
lacking a procedure to decide about the probabilistic verdict, i.e. the probabilistic
(incl. Markovian) correctness of an implementation. This procedure consists of
two subcomponents: Pearson’s χ2 hypothesis test for discrete probabilities, and
interval estimation for time stamps.
Pearson’s χ2 test. A method we used in the case of discrete probabilities
only, was the χ2 hypothesis test, cf. Section 4.3. Our approach was based
on a theorem known from the literature [40]: Between two pIOTSs, there
is an embedding of trace distributions iff there is an embedding on the set
of observations. Neither the set of trace distributions, nor the entire set of
observations of the implementation are directly accessible to us. Instead, we
pose a null-hypothesis for a statistical hypothesis test. Its outcome is based on
a sample O taken from the implementation under test. Should O prove to be
a sample of the set OutObs(S, α, k, m) for some α ∈ (0, 1), we are willing to
accept the hypothesis of the embeddings of observations. This, in turn, lets us
conclude the embedding of trace distributions, and consequently, the statistical
pass verdict.
In the Markovian case, we argue along the same lines. However, only applying
the χ2 hypothesis test is insufficient, as it does not take into account the delay
times observed in abstract traces. Nonetheless, passing the χ2 test is a necessary
condition for an implementation to be accepted.
We reiterate how the χ2 score of a sample is calculated. Therefore, for a
+
+
finite trace σ = t1 a1 t2 a2 . . . tn an , let σ̄ = R+
0 a1 R0 a2 . . . R0 an be its time
closure. Then the empiric χ2 score is given as
χ2 def
=

X
σ̄∈{σ̄|σ∈O}

2
|{| %̄ | % ∈ O ∧ %̄ = σ̄ |}| − mED (σ̄)
.
mED (σ̄)

(5.1)

Equation (5.1) essentially compares observed traces to their respective expected
counterparts. We use the time closure of traces to ignore time stamps for the χ2
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analysis. The empirical χ2 value is compared to critical values of given degrees
of freedom and levels of significance. These values can be calculated, or looked
up in a χ2 table (Appendix A.2). In case the empiric χ2 score is below the given
threshold χ2crit , the hypothesis is accepted, or consequently rejected if it is not.
However, the expected value ED depends on the resulting trace distribution
of a scheduler. Thus, finding a scheduler such that χ2 ≤ χ2crit turns (5.1) into a
minimisation problem (or satisfaction problem, respectively).

min

D∈trd(S,k)

X
σ̄∈{σ̄|σ∈O}

|{| %̄ | % ∈ O ∧ %̄ = σ̄ |}| − mED (σ̄)
mED (σ̄)

2
.

(5.2)

The probability of a trace is given by a scheduler and the corresponding path
probability function, (Definition 5.12). Hence, by construction, we need to find
probabilities p used by a scheduler to resolve non-determinism. This turns (5.2)
into a minimisation or constraint solving problem of a rational function f (p)/g(p)
with inequality constraints on the vector p. As [137] show: minimizing general
rational functions is NP-hard.
Remark 5.31. Recall the discussion of Remark 5.10 on schedulers with the
capability to wait before scheduling the next action. The minimisation step
presented in Equation (5.2) highlights our choice of schedulers in Definition 5.8.
We chose not to equip schedulers with the potential to wait before choosing the
next action, as this would make the minimisation or constraint solving step
needlessly complex to warrant any application outside of trivial scenarios.
An illustrative example is given by the trace σ = 0.1 a!. Even for a simple
trace like σ, it would not be clear whether the time stamp 0.1 originated from
the implementation, or a scheduler that decided to wait before scheduling the a!
action. Moreover, it is possible that both the implementation and the scheduler
contributed to the delay. Backwards analysis on the best fitting scheduler of a
non-trivial sample, and deciding the null-hypothesis becomes too complex to utilize
this approach in practice, and warrants the choice of non-waiting schedulers.
Interval estimation. While passing the χ2 test is a necessary condition
in order to accept the null-hypothesis O ∈ OutObs(S, α, k, m), it is not yet
sufficient. Note that the used hypothesis test did neglect time information
completely, and we are currently lacking a metric to decide whether observed
time delays correspond to a prescribed exponential distribution. We overcome
this with the help of interval estimation on the parameter of the exponential
distributions.
Assume values x1 , . . . , xn are given, and suppose we ought to test whether
the values follow an exponential distribution with parameter λ. Our goal is to
construct the confidence interval for given α ∈ (0, 1) of these values, i.e. upon
further sampling and interval estimations, there is a 1 − α chance that the true
parameter λreal is contained in the interval. The 1 − α confidence interval for
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the given values is given by
"

#
χ21−α/2,2n χ2α/2,2n
,
,
2Σni=1 xi 2Σni=1 xi

(5.3)

where χ2α,2n is the 1 − α quantile of the χ2 distribution of 2n degrees of freedom.
We refer to Appendix A.1 Proposition A.20 for the derivation of the presented
interval.

τ
s1
λ1 = 1
s3
a!
s5

s0

τ
s2
λ2 = 0.1
s4
b!
s6

−→

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Trace σ
0.03 a!
0.30 a!
0.37 a!
0.64 a!
1.38 a!
1.79 a!
1.82 a!
2.69 a!

ID
9
10
11
12
13
14

Trace
2.28
4.52
8.28
8.71
14.27
19.01

σ
b!
b!
b!
b!
b!
b!

Figure 5.8: Example specification model IOMA and sample observation.
Example 5.32. Figure 5.8 shows an example specification model alongside a
potential sample observation from a real implementation. In state s0 are two
outgoing internal τ actions, followed by two Markovian transitions in s1 and s2
respectively. In states s3 and s4 we either observe action a! or b!, respectively.
The sample shows 14 recorded traces of length one, thus m = 14 and k = 1.
We ordered the traces in an increasing manner according to their time stamps.
Note that this is not possible in general, as there is no such simple order on
higher dimensional vectors.
There are two steps to assess whether the observed data is a truthful sample
of the specification model with a confidence of α = 0.1: 1. find a trace distribution
that minimises the χ2 statistic and 2. evaluate two confidence intervals to assess
whether the observed time data is a sample of λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 0.1, respectively.
There are two classes of traces solely based on the action signature: ID 1-8
with a! and ID 9-14 with b!. Let p be the probability that a scheduler assigns to
taking the left branch in s0 , and 1 − p the probability for the right branch. Upon
drawing a sample with m = 14 we expect m · p as frequency for a! and m · (1 − p)
as frequency for b!. The empirical χ2 score therefore calculates as
χ2 =

8 − 14 · p 6 − 14 · (1 − p)
+
.
14 · p
14 · (1 − p)

An easy calculation yields χ2 = 0 for p = 8/14. This is obviously smaller than
the value χ2crit = χ20.1,1 = 2.706. We proceed to the second step; confidence
interval estimation.
Let t1 = 0.03, . . . , t8 = 2.69 be the data associated to λ1 and t01 = 2.28, . . . , t06 =
19.01 be the data associated to λ2 . Calculating the confidence intervals according
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to equation (5.3) yields
C1 = [0.441, 1.458] and C2 = [0.092, 0.368].
We see that λ1 ∈ C1 and λ2 ∈ C2 and are therefore willing to accept that the
recorded sample was drawn from the prescribed parameters.
Note that these two subsequent steps do not yet make a sound statement
about the acceptance of the hypothesis O ∈ OutObs(S, 0.05, 1, 14), since we test
multiple hypothesis at once. We need to adjust the individual level of significance
for the statistical tests, to conclude the overall acceptance with α = 0.1. This is
known as the inflation of the error of first kind, and discussed subsequently.
Example 5.32 highlights the necessity of two additional assumptions we need
to make, if we are to apply confidence intervals as the method of choice:
• The model illustrates the importance to uniquely identify every recorded
trace. Assume for the sake of the illustration that a! = b!. It is not
directly possible to associate values ti with λ1 and t0i with λ2 . Without an
additional assumption, we were left to check all possible permutations of ti
and t0i for the induced confidence intervals. The increase of computational
complexity is immediately visible, and therefore we assume all specification
models to be internally deterministic for this method to be applicable.
That is, we assume there to be a bijection between paths and traces.
• The sum of two exponential distribution is not an exponential distribution.
Hence, confidence interval estimation may be flawed for two sequential
Markovian actions. It is known that the sum of exponential distributions
is a phase type distribution; a distribution known to be dense in the set of
all positively valued distributions. It is easy to imagine a non-exponential
distribution with the same mean. To avoid calculating confidence intervals
for variance, skewness etc. we assume models to not enable two consecutive
Markovian actions (possibly intercepted by an internal τ action).
Multiple comparisons problem. Since the χ2 test and all subsequent confidence interval estimations are statistical hypothesis tests on their own, we face
the issue of error accumulation. To illustrate: if a statistical hypothesis test
is performed at α = 0.05 there is a 5% chance of performing an error of first
kind. That is the erroneous rejection of a true hypothesis. If we are to apply
100 individual tests with α = 0.05 we expect to perform this error 5 times. If we
assume the tests to be independent of each other, the probability of committing
at least one error of first kind calculates as 1 − (1 − 0.05)100 = 99.4%.
There are several techniques to cope with the inflation of the error of first kind.
We refer to Appendix A.2 for a more detailed discussion on possibly applicable
methods. For the remainder of this section, we use the straightforward Bonferroni
correction, i.e.
αglobal
αlocal =
l
where l is the total number of statistical hypothesis tests to be performed.
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Example 5.33. We return to Example 5.32. We established that performing
three hypothesis tests with α = 0.1 does not have an overall type I error of
α = 0.1. Applying Bonferroni correction for a total of three hypothesis tests
yields αlocal ≈ 0.033. These entail the χ2 test and two interval estimations. The
χ2 test still passes, and the new confidence intervals are
C10 = [0.353, 1.677] and C20 = [0.070, 0.432].
Naturally λ1 ∈ C10 and λ2 ∈ C20 still hold, and we give the implementation the
probabilistic pass verdict.

5.3.2

Stochastic Delay and Quiescence

Testing needs to assess if an implementation is allowed to be unresponsive when
output was expected [166]. In our formalism, quiescence δ models the absence
of outputs for an indefinite time. It should be regarded with caution in practice.
A common way to deal with quiescence is a global fixed time-out value set by
a user [29, 15]. The time progress in an IOMA is governed by exponential
distributions, hence a global time-out has two disadvantages: First, a time-out
might occur before a specified Markovian transition is taken. The average waiting
time of this event might be substantially higher than the global time-out. Second,
a global time-out might unnecessarily prolong the overall test process.
A time-out can be seen as a delay that follows a Dirac distribution, e.g.
a deterministic time-out after t time units. This is incompatible with IOMA:
Dirac delays cannot be represented in IOMA, and consequently they were not
considered in the statistical evaluation that we developed in the previous section.
We now detail a possible solution for IOMA that avoids the problem of
Dirac distributions, and aims at minimising the probability of erroneously
declaring quiescence, while keeping the overall testing time as low as possible. In
order to avoid Dirac distributions, an MBT tool for IOMA needs to implement
quiescence by racing an exponentially distributed delay with rate λδ against the
implementation; this quiescence timer winning the race is then treated as the
quiescence output δ. Let λ > 0 be the minimum exit rate over all Markovian
states. With level of significance α ∈ (0, 1), we would like the probability that
the quiescence timer expires before a Markovian transition is executed, i.e. that
we incorrectly report quiescence when the implementation could make progress,
α
to be at most α. Choosing µδ = λ · 1−α
as the quiescence timer’s rate achieves
this probability with the shortest waiting time in case of actual quiescence. We
can further reduce the waiting time by using a different rate in every state: if
α
the exit rate of state s is λs , we use rate µsδ = λs · 1−α
to judge quiescence in s.
The statistical evaluation only has to be adjusted to consider the new exit
rate λ + µδ and the newly added “Markovian transition” for quiescence. In fact,
we can directly represent this approach by rewriting the specification model as
shown in Example 5.34 below. For non-Markovian states a default maximal
waiting time is still applicable.
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Figure 5.9: Two example specifications for quiescence timeouts
Example 5.34. The left hand side of Figure 5.9 shows a simple specification
of a file transmission protocol. Exponential distributions model the delay between
sending a file and acknowledging its reception. Different delays are associated with
sending small or large files, respectively. After a file was sent, there is a chance
that it gets lost, and we do not receive an acknowledgement. In this case the
system is judged as quiescent, and therefore erroneous. However, since λ2  λ1 ,
α
α
a test should use a quiescence timer rate of λsδ1 = 10 · 1−α
in s1 , and λsδ2 = 1−α
in s2 to minimise the probability to erroneously judge quiescence, while also
keeping the global testing time as low as possible. Regardless, for sufficiently large
sample size, an MBT tool eventually erroneously observes quiescence. Rather
than assigning the functional fail verdict right away, the right hand side of
Figure 5.9 therefore allows some amount of quiescence observations depending
on α, i.e. how many erroneous quiescent judgements we are willing to accept.
We compare a global quiescence timer rate to individual ones by assuming
α = 0.05, and by assuming we are to test the protocol as illustrated on the left
hand side in Figure 5.9 100 times:
Long global: A sensible long global quiescence timer rate is λsδ2 ≈ 0.053. Executing 100 test cases yields a worst case expected waiting time for the
case where the implementation is always quiescent of 100/λsδ2 = 1900 time
units. However, we are (more than) guaranteed to incorrectly judge the
implementation quiescence in at most 5 % of all cases.
Short global: A sensible short global quiescence timer rate is λsδ1 ≈ 0.526. The
worst-case expected time is only 190 time units. However, the probability
of the transition with rate λ2 not firing before the quiescence timer becomes
≈ 34 %. We would then incorrectly judge the implementation quiescent
even though the Markovian transition might still take place.
Individual: Using the long rate in state s2 and the short one in state s1 guarantees that we erroneously judge quiescence overall in 5% of the cases.
Note that this is accounted for in the specification on the right hand side
in Figure 5.9. The worst case waiting time now depends on the probability
p of sending a small file instead of a large one; it is p · 190 + (1 − p) · 1900.
In general, time is saved in the overall test process whenever a small file is
sent.
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Markovian Test Algorithm Outline

We summarize all necessary steps to perform model-based testing with Markov
automata using our framework:
1. Generate a test case (suite resp.) for the specification IOMA
2. Execute the test case (all test cases of the test suite resp.) m times. If the
functional fail verdict is encountered in any of the m executions, then fail
the implementation for functional reasons.
3. Calculate the number of necessary statistical hypothesis tests for each test
case. Apply α correction accordingly.
4. Perform statistical analysis on the gathered sample of size m for the test
case with the new parameter ᾱ (all test cases of the test suite resp.).
(a) Use optimisation or constraint solving to find a scheduler such that
χ2 ≤ χ2crit . If no such scheduler is found, reject the implementation
for probabilistic reasons.
(b) Perform confidence interval estimation, and check if all Markovian
parameters are contained in their respective intervals. If there is at
least one parameter, which is not contained in its confidence interval,
reject the implementation for probabilistic reasons.
5. If no fail was encountered during the process, accept the implementation.
We point out that item 4.b is generally only applicable if we assume that the
specification model 1. is internally deterministic, and 2. only contains paths,
where a Markovian action is eventually proceeded by an externally visible action
before traversing another Markovian transition. These are necessary assumptions
for the interval estimation to work, as pointed out in this section.

5.4

Experiments on the Bluetooth Device Discovery Protocol

Bluetooth is a wireless communication technology standard [161] specifically
aimed at low-powered devices that communicate over short distances. To cope
with inference, the protocol uses a frequency hopping scheme in its initialisation
period. Before any communication can take place, Bluetooth devices organise
themselves into small networks called piconets consisting of one master and up
to seven slave devices.
To illustrate our framework, we study the discovery phase for one master
and one slave device. The protocol is inherently stochastic due to the initially
random and unsynchronised state of the devices. We give a high level overview of
the protocol in this case. The reader is referred to a case study performed with
PRISM [64] for a detailed description and for formal analysis on the protocol in
a more general setting.
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We point out, that the protocol specification prescribes a time delay, which
is not exponentially distributed. Therefore, we have to approximate the true
distribution via parameter estimation as our theory intends to.
Device Discovery Protocol. To resolve possible interference, the master
and slave device communicate via a prescribed sequence of 32 frequencies. Both
devices have a 28-bit clock that ticks every 312.5µs. The master device broadcasts
on two frequencies for two consecutive ticks, followed by a two-tick listening
period on the same frequencies. It picks the broadcasting frequency according
to the formula:
freq = [CLK 16−12 + off + (CLK 4−2,0 − CLK 16−12 ) mod 16] mod 32,
where CLK i−j marks the bits i to j of the clock and off ∈ N is an offset. The
master device chooses one of two tracks and switches to the respective other
every 2.56s. Moreover, every 1.28s, i.e. every time the 12th bit of the clock
changes, a frequency is swapped between the two tracks. For simplicity, we
chose off = 1 for track one and off = 17 for track two, such that the two tracks
initially comprise frequencies 1, . . . , 16 and 17, . . . , 32.
Conversely, the slave device periodically scans on the 32 frequencies and is
either in a sleeping or listening state. To ensure the eventual connection, the
hopping rate of the slave device is much slower. Every 0.64s it listens to one
frequency in a window of 11.25ms and is in a sleeping state during the remaining
time. It cycles to the next frequency after 1.28s. This is enough for the master
device to broadcast on 16 different frequencies.
Parameter Estimation. Note that the time to connect two devices is deterministic for any initial state. That is, assuming we know the initial state of both
devices, we can calculate the time needed until a connection is established. We
assume that the clocks of both devices are desynchronized to avoid this trivial
scenario, i.e. the master sends out packages, while the slave starts listening after
a uniformly chosen random waiting time. Naturally, this obfuscates the initial
states, and prevents an easy calculation of the connection time.
However, we are left with four scenarios that enable synchronisation:
• Synchronisation happens during the first 16 broadcasted frequencies. This
happens between 0s and 1.28s and comprises 16 frequencies.
• Synchronisation happens after the first frequency swap of the master device.
This happens between 1.28s and 2.56s and comprises one frequency.
• Synchronisation happens after the first switch of tracks and two frequency
swaps of the master device. This happens between 2.56s and 3.84s and
comprises 14 frequencies.
• Synchronisation happens after the first switch of tracks and three frequency
swaps of the master device. This happens between 3.84s and 5.12s and
comprises one frequency.
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Note that these four scenarios are exhaustive, i.e. the master device broadcasts
frequencies, such that the slave device necessarily must listen to at least one
coinciding frequency within 5.12s according to the specification. This also causes
the probability jumps notable in Figure 5.11b.
The different scenarios yield 32 possible exact waiting times to connect,
i.e. after 2 or 3 ticks, 6 or 7 ticks, etc. Calculating the mean of all waiting
times, gives us the average waiting time as approximately 1.325s. Taking the
reciprocal finally yields the parameter λ = 0.755 as the estimated parameter for
the exponential delay, i.e. λ1 = 1.325 is the average time we expect to wait before
connection is established. We use this exponential distribution to approximate
the true distribution.
outputs
SUT

JTorX

sampling

Log files

Spec.

inputs

analysis
functional verdict
Verdict:
pass or fail

MATLAB
prob. verdict

Figure 5.10: Experimental set up entailing the system under test, the MBT tool
JTorX [15] and MATLAB [86]. Logs are gathered during the conformance test,
and analysed later for a probabilistic verdict.

Experimental Setup. Our tool-chain is depicted in Figure 5.10. Although it
is the same as for the case studies performed in Chapter 4, we point out, that
MATLAB additionally calculates the acceptance regions for the timed parameters.
The implementation is tested on-the-fly via the MBT tool JTorX [15], which
generates tests with respect to a transition system abstraction of the specification
(Figure 5.11a). JTorX returns the functional fail verdict, if unforeseen output
is observed at any time throughout the test process. Additionally, we chose a
global time-out of approximately 5.2s in accordance with the specification, i.e.
the time that the master device needs to broadcast all available frequencies at
least once. The recorded log files of JTorX comprise the sample.
We implemented the protocol and three mutants in Java 7;
M1 The master mutant M1 never switches between tracks one and two, therefore covering fewer different frequencies than the correct protocol in the
same time. An easy calculation yields, that this mutant needs a total
of 16 × 1.28s = 20.48s to cover all 32 frequencies. Hence, we expect a
much lower probability to connect in the same time when compared to
the correct counterpart.
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s0
connect?

s1
λ ≈ 0.755

s2
connected!

s3
(a) Specification IOMA

(b) Probability to establish connection

Figure 5.11: High level specification of the Bluetooth device discovery protocol
for one master and one slave device. The time to establish a connection for a
correct implementation and two mutants is compared to the assumed underlying
exponential distribution with parameter λ ≈ 0.755.
M2 The master mutant M2 never swaps frequencies, and only switches between
the two tracks. Therefore, it covers all available frequencies in at most
3.84s. The expected probability to connect is higher in the same time
when compared to the correct counterpart.
S 1 The slave mutant has its listening period halved, and thus only listens for
5.65ms every 1.28s. Therefore it has a longer sleeping period, and we
expect that the probability to connect in the same time as the correct
implementation is slightly reduced.
Figure 5.11a shows the high level specification of the protocol. The request
for both devices to synchronise is either followed by an acknowledgement or a
time-out. A collected sample therefore consisted of the traces
σ1

=

0 connect? t connected !,

σ2

=

0 connect? t δ.

Results. We collected samples of varying sizes to calculate the confidence
intervals of the delay parameter λ = 0.755 for α = 0.05. Figure 5.11b shows
the cumulative probability distribution to connect within T seconds of the
assumed underlying exponential distribution 1 − e−0.755·T , alongside empiric
distribution functions of sample data collected for 1000 executions of the correct
implementation and the three mutants, respectively.
Table 5.1 shows the resulting calculated confidence intervals for α = 0.05
for sample sizes m = 100, m = 1000, and m = 10000, respectively. Note that
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k=2
m = 100
Timeouts
k=2
m = 1000
Timeouts
k=2
m = 10000
Timeouts

correct
MkS
Accept
[0.586, 0.868]
0
Accept
[0.729, 0.826]
0
Accept
[0.735, 0.764]
0

M1 k S
Reject
—
33
Reject
—
376
Reject
—
3753

mutants
M2 k S
Accept
[0.597, 0.885]
0
Reject
[0.767, 0.868]
0
Reject
[0.772, 0.803]
0

M k S1
Accept
[0.673, 0.997]
0
Reject
[0.756, 0.855]
0
Reject
[0.757, 0.787]
0

Table 5.1: Verdicts and interval estimations for the Bluetooth initialisation.
An implementation is accepted if λ ≈ 0.755 ∈ C, where C is the confidence
interval for α = 0.05 of the true mean of the assumed underlying exponential
distribution.

no α correction was necessary, as the confidence intervals were the only tested
statistical hypotheses on the sample data. An implementation was accepted, if
the parameter λ = 0.755 was contained in the calculated confidence intervals.
The confidence intervals were calculated according to Equation (5.3).
The correct implementation M k S was accepted for all three sample sizes.
Master mutant one M1 k S was rejected for all cases due to the functional fail
verdict, as multiple time-outs were observed. Conversely, master mutant two
M2 k S and the slave mutant M k S1 were accepted for m = 100, because the
parameter λ was contained in the calculated confidence interval. However, we
see that both were rejected for larger sample sizes, as the confidence intervals
grew smaller to the point of not containing λ any longer.
Discussion. The performed case study was not tailored towards MBT with
Markov automata. The waiting time of interest is clearly not exponentially
distributed, and only means of the delay until connection happens are compared.
Evidently, the underlying distribution has an entirely different shape, when
compared to an exponential distribution, while approximately preserving the
mean value. Nonetheless, the framework is applicable and rightfully judged the
correct implementation as conforming, while eliminating the three mutants.
The confidence interval for the waiting time of the slave mutant, marginally
not contained the parameter λ. Sufficiently many repetitions of the experiment
should eventually result in a confidence interval that contains λ, and a type
II error is performed. However, upon comparing one specific implementation
over varying sample sizes, we conjecture that the confidence intervals grow even
smaller with a larger sample. This is in line with the decreasing error of second
kind for increasing sample size pointed out in Section 5.2. On the contrary,
master mutant two was eliminated with a larger margin. This illustrates the
potential of Markovian test theory given the right circumstances. The framework
is best applied, if the specification prescribes average time delays, as opposed to
fully-fledged non-exponential distributions. The latter is treated in Chapter 7,
where testing is based on the more powerful stochastic automata. There is a
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trade-off in flexibility and complexity when comparing test theory for Markovand stochastic automata: While the latter allows more involved distributions,
the statistical analysis is reduced to a mere estimation of confidence intervals for
the former.

5.5

Conclusions

We presented a sound and complete MBT framework to test probabilistic systems
with stochastic-time delays. The underlying modelling formalism are Markov
automata with a separation of its alphabet in inputs and outputs. They limit the
use of time delay to exponential distributions, but mark a relevant intermediate
step between probabilistic and stochastic automata. The relevance comes with
two feats over the more involved stochastic automata: 1. they are intuitive to
construct and apply, and 2. they are straightforward to evaluate in the subsequent
statistical analysis necessary to our framework.
To that end, we recalled their definition and defined trace distribution
semantics based on schedulers. Further, we defined a conformance relation in
the ioco tradition called Mar-ioco pinning down precisely what conformance
between two Markov automata means. Much like for pIOTSs, we derived the
notion of test cases and their annotations based on this conformance relation. The
Physical Ingredients:

Formal Ingredients:

• Informal requirements

• Model: Definition 5.3, IOMA

• Black-box implementation

• Conformance: Definition 5.15,
vMar −ioco

• Observations: Definition 5.25,
Obs(I k t̂, α, k, m)
Tooling:

• Test verdicts: Definition 5.27
Objectives:

• MBT tool: JTorX [15]

• Soundness: Theorem 5.29

• Test adapter: Implementable

• Completeness: Theorem 5.30

• Test generation method: Random testing & quiescence estimates
Assumptions:
• Every physical implementation has a corresponding IOMA model
• The specification is internally deterministic
• The specification does not allow consecutive Markovian actions
Table 5.2: The MBT ingredients instantiated by the Mar-ioco framework.
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practical test generation algorithms carried over from pIOTSs, too. Probabilistic
correctness is assessed after a sampling process that counts frequencies of traces
and compares them to statistical requirements. As an addition, we check if
the observed time stamps correspond to the prescribed Markovian parameters,
which are mean values of an exponential distribution. The use of multiple
statistical hypothesis tests in tandem necessitates the use of methods to correct
the level of significance α. We had to make additional assumptions in order
to end up with a practically functioning algorithmic outline. That is, in order
for confidence intervals to work, we assumed that the specification model is
internally deterministic. This ensures that timestamps can be uniquely identified,
and attributed to their respective Markovian parameters. We instantiated all
necessary items, and summarized them in Table 5.2.
To put the framework into practice, we studied the Bluetooth device discovery
protocol for two communicating parties: a master device and a slave device.
While the case study enables vastly more complex scenarios, we focused on the
time it takes for the two devices to connect, checking if it coincides with the
prescribed average time. To test the generosity of the framework, we compared
the correct implementation to three mutants: All mutants were consequently
eliminated, and the correct implementation was accepted.

5.6

Proofs

We present the proofs of the theorems within this chapter. Reoccurring theorems
are numbered according to their occurrence in the chapter.
Theorem 5.17. Let I and S be two pIOTSs and I be input enabled, then
I vMar −ioco S ⇐⇒ I vpioco S.
Proof. I and S have I = S = ∅, and are pIOTSs in the sense of Definition 4.1.
This means that every trace distribution in trd (I) and trd (S) in the sense of
Definition 5.14 is a trace distribution in the sense of Definition 4.11. Note that
the reverse always holds. The proof is immediate, if we consider that schedulers
according to Definition 5.8 require to schedule probability mass 1, i.e. no mass
remains for Markovian transitions.
Theorem 5.19. Let A, B and C be IOMAs and let A and B be input-enabled,
then
(i) A vMar −ioco B if and only if A vfin
TD B.
(ii) A vMar −ioco B and B vMar −ioco C imply A vMar −ioco C.
Proof. (i) =⇒ Assume A vMar −ioco B. We need to show A vfin
TD B, i.e. that
D ∈ trd (A, n) implies D ∈ trd (B, n) for all n ∈ N.
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Let n ∈ N and D∗ ∈ trd (A, n). We prove the statement for every trace
distribution prefix smaller or equal to n via induction: Assume D ∈ trd (A, 0).
Obviously D v0 D∗ , and consequently D ∈ trd (B, 0).
Now assume that the above statement has been shown for m with m = k−1 <
n. We proceed by showing it holds for m = k. Let D ∈ trd (A, k) with D vk D∗ .
Then take D0 ∈ trd (A, k − 1) with D0 vk−1 D. By induction assumption we
know D0 ∈ trd (B, k − 1). With the initial assumption, i.e. A vMar −ioco B, we
know in particular that
outcont A (D0 ) ⊆ outcont B (D0 ).
Therefore, we choose D00 ∈ outcont A (D0 ), such that
k−1 +
∀σ ∈ [R+
R0 Act O : PD (Σ) = PD00 (Σ),
0 Act]

(5.4)

i.e. D and D00 assign the same probability to abstract traces of length k ending
in output. Note that D00 ∈ outcont B (D0 ) and thus D00 ∈ trd (B, k).
We are left to show that there is a trace distribution, say D000 , that assigns
∀σ ∈ Act k−1 Act I : PD (Σ) = PD00 (Σ),
in addition to (5.4), i.e. D000 assigns the same probability to all abstract traces
of length k. However, the existence of D000 is straightforward, since A and B
are input-enabled. That is, all inputs are enabled in every state of both A and
B. We conclude trd (A, m) ⊆ trd (B, m) for all m ≤ n, and with it consequently
trd (A, n) ⊆ trd (B, n). Hence A vfin
TD B.
fin
⇐= Let A vTD B. We need to show A vMar −ioco B, i.e. for all n ∈ N and
all D∗ ∈ trd (B, n), we have outcont A (D∗ ) ⊆ outcont B (D∗ ). Let n ∈ N and D∗ ∈
trd (B, n). Choose D ∈ outcont A (D∗ ), then we need to show D ∈ outcont B (D∗ ).
By definition of the set outcont, we know that D ∈ trd (A, n + 1). Together
with the initial assumption, i.e. A vfin
TD B, we conclude D ∈ trd (B, n + 1). We
are left to show that D ∈ outcont B (D∗ ). However, this is straightforward, as
n +
for all traces σ ∈ [R+
0 Act] R0 Act I it holds that PD (Σ) = 0 by construction of
outcont. Consequently D ∈ outcont B (D∗ ), and therefore A vMar −ioco B.
(ii) We need to show that A vMar −ioco B and B vMar −ioco C imply
A vMar −ioco C. By initial assumptions we know
1. ∀n ∈ N ∀D∗ ∈ trd (B, n) : outcont A (D∗ ) ⊆ outcont B (D∗ ), and
2. ∀n ∈ N ∀D∗ ∈ trd (C, n) : outcont B (D∗ ) ⊆ outcont C (D∗ ).
We need to show
3. ∀n ∈ N ∀D∗ ∈ trd (C, n) : outcont A (D∗ ) ⊆ outcont C (D∗ ).
Let n ∈ N, choose D∗ ∈ trd (C, n), and assume D ∈ outcont A (D∗ ). Obviously,
D ∈ trd (A, n + 1). Together with (i), and since A and B are input enabled
by assumption, we know D ∈ trd (B, n + 1). Note that for all traces σ ∈
∗
n +
[R+
0 Act] R0 Act I we have PD (Σ) = 0. With item 1., we know D ∈ outcont B (D ).
∗
Together with the assumption B vMar −ioco C, we conclude D ∈ outcont C (D ).
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Theorem 5.29 Each annotated test for an IOMA S is sound for every level of
significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vMar −ioco .
Proof. Let I be an input enabled IOMA and t̂ be a test for S. Further assume
that I vMar −ioco S. Then we want to show V (I, t̂) = pass, i.e. we show that
a Mar-ioco correct implementation passes an annotated test case. By the
definition of verdicts (Definition 5.27) we have V (I, t̂) = pass if and only if
vfunc (I, t̂) = vprob (I, t̂) = pass.
We proceed by showing that vfunc (I, t̂) = pass, and vprob (I, t̂) = pass in two
separate steps:
1. In order for vfunc (I, t̂) = pass, we need to show that
ann SMar −ioco (σ) = pass for all σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂),
according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 5.27). Therefore, let
σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂). We need to show ann SMar −ioco (σ) = pass by definition
of annotations (Definition 5.22). Assume σ 0 ∈ traces fin (S) and a! ∈ Act O
such that σ 0 t a! v σ for some t ∈ R+
0.
We observe two things:
• Since ε ∈ traces fin (S), i.e. the empty trace is a trace and is in
traces fin (S), σ 0 always exists.
• If no such a! ∈ Act O exists, then σ is a trace solely consisting of
inputs. By definition of annotations (Definition 5.22) consequently
ann SMar −ioco (σ) = pass.
By construction of σ we have σ 0 t a! ∈ traces fin (I k t̂) and therefore also
σ 0 t a! ∈ traces fin (I). We conclude, σ 0 ∈ traces fin (I) ∩ traces fin (S). Our
goal is to show σ 0 t a! ∈ traces fin (S).
Let l = |σ 0 | be the length of σ 0 . Without loss of generality, we can now
choose D ∈ trd (S, l), such that PD (Σ0 ) > 0, where Σ0 is the corresponding
abstract trace to σ 0 . Note that this, together with the previous observation,
yields that outcont I (D) 6= ∅. Again, without loss of generality, we choose
D0 ∈ outcont I (D), such that PD0 (Σ0 [0, t] a!) > 0.
Lastly, we assumed I vMar −ioco S, hence outcont I (D) ⊆ outcont S (D).
We conclude D0 ∈ trd (S, l + 1), and PD0 (Σ0 [0, t] a!) > 0. By construction of trace distributions (Definition 5.14), this implies that σ 0 t a! ∈
traces fin (S). If additionally σ 0 t a ∈ traces com (I k t̂), then σ 0 t a = σ. Hence
ann SMar −ioco (σ) = pass, which ultimately yields vfunc (I, t̂) = pass.
2. In order for vprob (I, t̂) = pass we need to show that
∀D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k) ∃D0 ∈ trd (S, k) : PD0 (OutObs (D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α,
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according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 5.27). Therefore, let
D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k). By definition of output-observations (Remark 5.26), we
have
OutObs(D, α, k, m)

≤k−1 +
= {O ∈ ([R+
R0 Act O )m |
0 Act]

dist freq(O), ED ≤ rα }.

There exists D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k) with
(
PD0 (Σ) =

0
PD (Σ)

k−1 +
if σ ∈ [R+
R0 Act I
0 Act]
+
≤k−1 +
if σ ∈ [R0 Act]
R0 Act O .

(5.5)

To see why, consider the scheduler that assigns all probability to halting
instead of inputs for traces of length k, while assigning the same probability
to outputs as the scheduler of D. This scheduler exists by definition
(Definition 5.8). By construction of the set OutObs (Remark 5.26), observe
that
PD0 (OutObs(D0 , α, k, m))

= PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k, m))
= PD (OutObs(D, α, k, m))
≥ 1−α

since only traces ending in output are measured.
It is now sufficient to show that D0 ∈ trd (S, k). However, as an intermediate
step, we first show that D0 ∈ trd (I, k), as this will let us make use of the
assumption I vMar −ioco S.
Consider the mapping f from the finite paths of I k t̂ to the finite paths of
I, i.e. f : paths fin (I k t̂) −→ paths fin (I), where for every fragment of the
path we have
f (. . . (s, q) µ α (s0 , q 0 ) . . .) = . . . s µ α s0 . . . .
Since tests are internally deterministic IOTSs, it holds that µ((s, q), α) =
ν(s, α). Note that this holds for α ∈ Act, as well as α ∈ R+
0 , where
ν = Ps . In the latter case, and whenever a = τ , it is q = q 0 , since test
cases do not contain Markovian actions (Definition 5.20). That is, the
parallel composition of an implementation with a test case does not change
the discrete (or Markovian) probability distributions, and probabilities
directly transfer. It is then easy to see that f is an injective mapping, i.e.
f (π1 ) = f (π2 ) ⇒ π1 = π2 .
By definition of trace distributions (Definition 5.14), there is a scheduler,
say A0 ∈ Sched (I k t̂, k), such that trd (A0 ) = D0 . With the help of f , we
construct a scheduler A00 ∈ Sched (I), such that for all traces we have
Ptrd (A0 )(Σ) = Ptrd (A00 )(Σ), i.e. trd (A00 ) = D0 .
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For every path π ∈ paths fin (I) with f −1 (π) ∈ paths fin (I k t̂) we define A00
as
A00 (π)(ν) def
= A0 (f −1 (π))(µ),
where µ and ν are discrete probability distributions. Observe |A00 (π)| =
|A0 (π)|, hence, Markovian actions also get assigned the same probability
under A00 . Note in particular that PA00 (Π) = 0 if Π ∈
/ AbsPaths fin (I k t̂).
The construction of A00 is straightforward: By definition of test cases
(Definition 5.20) we know that I k t̂ is internally deterministic. I and t̂
are defined over the same alphabet, and t̂ does not contain internal- or
Markovian actions. Hence, in particular I k t̂ does not contain interleaving.
This means A00 can copy the behaviour of A0 in a step-by-step manner.
We set D00 = trd (A00 ) and conclude D00 ∈ trd (I, k).
Further, we have
PD00 (OutObs(D00 , α, k, m))

= PD00 (OutObs(D0 , α, k, m))
=

PD00 (OutObs(D, α, k, m))

=

PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k, m))

=

PD (OutObs(D, α, k, m))

≥

1−α

We proceed to show that D00 ∈ trd (S, k).
The proof is by induction over trace distribution length of prefixes of D00
up to k. Trivially, if D00 ∈ trd (I, 0), then also D00 ∈ trd (S, 0). Assume this
has been shown for length n. We proceed by showing that the statement
holds for n + 1 ≤ k.
Let D00 ∈ trd (I, n + 1) and take D000 vn D00 . By induction assumption
D000 ∈ trd (S, n). Together with the assumption I vMar −ioco S, we have
outcont I (D000 ) ⊆ outcont S (D000 ).
Since D00 ∈ outcont I (D000 ) (Equation (5.5)) we have D00 ∈ outcont S (D000 ),
and consequently D00 ∈ trd (S, n + 1). We have shown D00 ∈ trd (S, k)
and conclude PD00 (OutObs(D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α. Ultimately, this yields
vprob (I, t̂) = pass by the definition of verdicts (Definition 5.27).
Both parts together give V (I, t̂) = pass. This means that an annotated test for
S is sound with respect to vMar −ioco for every α ∈ (0, 1).
Theorem 5.30 The set of all annotated test cases for an IOMA S is complete
for every level of significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vMar −ioco for
sufficiently large sample size.
Proof. In order to show the completeness of test suite T̂ consisting of all annotated tests for S, assume that I 6vMar −ioco S. Our goal is to show that
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V (I, T̂ ) = fail . By the definition of verdicts (Definition 5.27) this is the case iff
vfunc (I, t̂) = fail or vprob (I, t̂) = fail for some t̂ ∈ T̂ .
Since I 6vMar −ioco S, there is k ∈ N, such that there is D∗ ∈ trd (S, k), for
which
outcont I (D∗ )⊆outcont S (D∗ ).
More specifically
∃D ∈ outcont I (D∗ ) ∀ D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ )∃ σ ∈ C : PD (Σ) 6= PD0 (Σ),

(5.6)

k +
where C def
= traces fin (I) ∩ [R+
0 Act] R0 Act O , and Σ is the corresponding abstract
trace to σ. Without loss of generality, we can assume k to be minimal. There
are two cases to consider:

1. ∃σ ∈ C : σ ∈
/ traces fin (S), or
2. ∀σ ∈ C : σ ∈ traces fin (S),
We will relate the two cases to the functional and the statistical verdict (Definition 5.27), respectively. We prove that item 1. implies vfunc (I, T̂ ) = fail , and
item 2. implies vprob (I, T̂ ) = fail . Therefore, let D ∈ outcont I (D∗ ) such that
Equation (5.6) holds for all D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ).
1. In order for vfunc (I, t̂) = fail , we need to show
∃σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂) : ann SMar −ioco (σ) = fail
for some t̂ ∈ T̂ , according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 5.27).
Assume there is σ ∈ C, such that σ ∈
/ traces fin (S). We show that there is
com
t̂ ∈ T̂ for which σ ∈ traces
(I k t̂), and ann SMar −ioco (σ) = fail.
Without loss of generality we can assume PD (Σ) > 0. To see why, assume
PD (Σ) = 0. Then we can find a trace distribution in outcont S (D∗ ) with
an underlying scheduler Sched (S, k + 1) that does not assign positive
probability to the last action in Σ to obtain probability 0. This violates
the assumption that PD (Σ) 6= PD0 (Σ). We conclude σ = σ 0 t a, for some
+
k
σ 0 ∈ [R+
0 Act] , t ∈ R0 , and a ∈ Act O .
The prefix σ 0 is in traces fin (S), because it is of length k, and since D∗ ∈
trd (S, k). Since D and all D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ) are continuations of D∗ , we
conclude PD∗ (Σ0 ) = PD (Σ0 ) = PD0 (Σ0 ), i.e. all trace distributions of the
respective sets assign every prefix of σ the same probability by merit of
outcont. We conclude σ 0 ∈ traces fin (S), but σ 0 t a ∈
/ traces fin (S).
By initial assumption T̂ contains all annotated test cases for S. Hence,
let t̂ ∈ T̂ such that σ ∈ traces com (t̂). By the definition of annotations
(Definition 5.22) we have ann SMar −ioco (σ) = fail . Since σ ∈ traces fin (I) and
σ ∈ traces com (t̂), we obviously also have σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂). Ultimately,
this yields vfunc (I, t̂) = fail .
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2. In order for vprob (I, t̂) = fail , we need to show

∃D ∈ trd (I k t̂, l) ∀ D0 ∈ trd (S, l) : PD0 (OutObs(D, α, l, m)) < 1 − α,
for some t̂ ∈ T̂ and l ∈ N, according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 5.27).
Together with Equation (5.6) and the definition of acceptable outcomes
(Definition 5.25), we conclude
∀D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ) : PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m)) < βm

(5.7)

for some βm → 0 as m → ∞. Observe that
supD0 ∈trd(S,k+1) PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m))
=

supD0 ∈outcont S (D∗ ) PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m)),

(5.8)

by definition of OutObs (Remark 5.26). OutObs only comprises traces
ending in output, thus its measure under any trace distribution of trd (S, k +
1) cannot be larger than the ones already contained in outcont S (D∗ ).
Together with Equation (5.7) this yields
∀D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) : PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m)) < βm

(5.9)

for some βm → 0 as m → ∞.
We are left to show that D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k + 1) for some t̂ ∈ T̂ . Let
K = {σ ∈ traces fin (I) | PD (Σ) > 0}, i.e. all traces getting assigned a
positive probability under D. Obviously C ⊆ K. By initial assumption,
we know that C ⊆ traces fin (S), but implicitly also K ⊆ traces fin (S). That
means there is a test case t̂ for S, such that all σ ∈ K are in traces com (t̂).
In particular, observe that all σ end in output by assumption. Hence, the
last stage of the test case is the second bullet of the definition of test cases
(Definition 5.20). We now construct a scheduler A0 ∈ Sched (I k t̂, k + 1)
such that trd (A0 ) = D.
Consider the mapping f : K −→ paths fin (I k t̂), where for every path
fragment
f (. . . s µ a s0 . . .) = . . . (s, q) ν a (s0 , q 0 ) . . . .
The state q is uniquely determined, because test cases are internally
deterministic. In particular q = q 0 iff a = τ or a ∈ R+
0 . In the latter case
µ = ν = Ps . Since every discrete distribution of test cases is the Dirac
distribution, it is µ(s, a) = ν((s, q), a). It is then easy to see that f is an
injection, i.e. f (π1 ) = f (π2 ) ⇒ π1 = π2 .
We now construct the scheduler A0 ∈ Sched (I k t̂, k + 1), such that D =
trd (A0 ). Let A ∈ Sched (I, k + 1) be the scheduler inducing D by definition
of trace distributions (Definition 5.14). For every π ∈ tr −1 (K), we define
A0 (π)(ν) def
= A(f −1 (π))(µ),
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where µ and ν are discrete probability distributions as above. Observe
|A0 (π)| = |A(π)|, i.e. all Markovian actions get assigned the same probability. The construction of A0 is straightforward: Since t̂ is internally
deterministic, and does neither contain internal- nor Markovian actions,
there is no interleaving in I k t̂. Since there are no non-Dirac distributions
in t̂, the scheduler of I k t̂ can simply copy the behaviour of A step-by-step.
Hence Ptrd(A0 ) (Σ) = PD (Σ) for all σ ∈ K.
Together with Equation (5.8), we have found a scheduler A0 such that
trd (A0 ) ∈ trd (I k t̂, k + 1), and for all D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) we have
PD0 (OutObs(trd (A0 ), α, k + 1, m)) < βm .

(5.10)

Now iff α ≤ 1 − βm , we estimate (5.10) further to
PD0 (OutObs(trd (A0 ), α, k + 1, m)) < βm ≤ 1 − α.
However, the inequality α ≤ 1 − βm always holds for sufficiently large
m, since βm → 0 as m → ∞ by the definition of acceptable outcomes
(Definition 5.25). Ultimately, this yields vprob (I, t̂) = fail .
Together, the two cases yield I 6vMar −ioco S implies V (I, T̂ ) = fail .

CHAPTER

6

Stoic Trace Semantics for Markov Automata

Equivalence relations are a corner stone in process theory, providing fundamental
insight when two systems are essentially the same. Also, they are paramount for
both the design of complex systems and their analysis by abstraction. Typical and
important concepts include [184]: 1. bisimulation 2. testing, and 3. trace-based
equivalences or pre-orders. These concepts and their interrelations have been
studied in many different settings, including (interactive) Markov chains [93,
10], and probabilistic automata [158]. A coarse and abstract framework for
the prominent formalism of Markov automata, relating processes whenever an
external observer cannot distinguish them is, however, missing. Instead, the
scientific focus has so far been on bisimulation relations.
This chapter develops a trace-based semantics for open Markov automata.
What sets this framework apart from other, more restricted, approaches is that
the underlying schedulers may decide to wait before scheduling the next action.
Hence their name - stoic schedulers. This property is natural in an open setting,
where processes may have to wait before being able to synchronize with their
environment, and allows us to relate processes for which other propositions
struggle. We characterize the resulting notion of trace distribution equivalence
in terms of an intuitive button pushing experiment, thereby relating it to
observations an external observer could make.
To that end, we follow a different notion of schedulers compared to the
previous chapter. In particular Remark 5.10 discusses this fork in the definition
of schedulers. However, we opted to not incorporate the potential to wait
previously, to guarantee more accessible statistical analysis in MBT. Since the
focal point of this chapter is not model-based testing, we investigate this potential
branch of stoic schedulers and their implications nonetheless.
At each step of the computation, a scheduler resolves non-deterministic
choices and decides for the system how to proceed. We consider open Markov
automata that entail the capability to interact with the environment. Working
with open MA grants us to supersede the urgency assumption [93], stating
that any action has precedence over Markovian transitions. In particular, our
schedulers may decide to wait a certain amount of time prior to scheduling actions
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— hence their name stoic. This imposes an additional stoic race between the
scheduler decisions and Markovian actions. The ability to wait before scheduling
an action is crucial in open semantics, since in an open context, one MA may
need to wait before it can synchronize with its environment. As a result, our
stoic relation enjoys several natural properties that existing approaches fail to
have. In particular, our trace semantics are coarser than weak bisimulation, a
classical property for linear semantics.
Further, two systems are deemed equivalent if an external observer cannot
distinguish them. We argue that this setting allows for better analysis, due to
its most natural abstraction from superfluous details. We propose an intuitive
button pushing experiment for MAs. Each experiment is run a number of
times and frequency information about the observed traces is collected. Then,
non-equivalent MAs can be distinguished via appropriate trace classes and
statistical techniques, and our trace semantics can be characterized in terms of
this experiment; This observational characterization provides additional evidence
that our trace semantics arise as a natural equivalence for MAs. As such, we
relate prominent equivalences cross cutting the earlier mentioned approaches
based on bisimulation, testing, and traces.
We summarize the main contributions of this chapter:
• solid definition of stoic schedulers and resulting trace based semantics,
• a testing scenario, relating trace distributions to observations, and
• a comparison to prevalent equivalences known from the literature.
Related Work. For processes with non-determinism, trace equivalence is
usually based on the notion of schedulers, both in the discrete-time setting
of probabilistic automata (PA) [158, 164], as well as for the continuous-time
formalism of interactive Markov chains (IMC) [196]. In continuous-time, the
scheduler was not assumed [196] to be able to delay, i.e. scheduled actions have
to be taken immediately. We add the ability to delay, inspired by previous work
on verification of open interactive Markov chains [32]. Other works define trace
semantics for continuous stochastic systems from a co-algebraic perspective [113].
Research in the context of Markov automata focussed primarily on bisimulation relations. Eisentraut et al. [67] were first to define weak bisimulation for
Markov automata. Their definition is a conservative extension of weak bisimulation for both IMCs and PAs. The intricacy of the formalism required to employ
bisimulation on distributions over states. This technical tool inspired further
work of Deng and Hennessy [59] and Song et al. [66] that refined the original
definitions. Distribution bisimulations are actively studied in various related
contexts [38, 70, 95]. The algorithmic analysis of MA was studied in [83, 85, 170].
Lastly, similar testing scenarios for probabilistic systems are given in [40, 195].
Origins of the chapter. The research underlying this chapter was performed
from September 2015 to March 2017 in collaboration with Dennis Guck, Holger
Hermanns, Jan Krčál, and Mariëlle Stoelinga.
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Organisation of the chapter. Section 6.1 shortly recalls Markov automata,
and establishes stoic trace semantics. We relate the semantics to test observations
in a black-box testing scenario in Section 6.2. A hierarchy of equivalences is
presented in Section 6.3, covering similar approaches and bisimulation. Lastly,
Section 6.4 ends the chapter with concluding remarks.

6.1

Markov Automata

We shortly defined Markov automata in Chapter 5, before going to the purely
open modelling formalism in input/output Markov automata (IOMA). In this
section, we reiterate the definition of basic Markov automata, and define language
theoretic concepts in paths and traces, as well as their respective abstract
counterparts. Note that IOMA were defined as input-reactive and outputgenerative. This necessitates a fresh definition of (abstract) paths and traces,
since we have not cleanly defined them for Markov automata yet.
Even though our definition of Markov automata does not separate the action
alphabet into inputs and outputs, we consider them to be open, i.e. capable
of interacting with their environments. Working with open Markov automata
grants us to supersede the urgency assumption [93], stating that any action has
precedence over Markovian transition.
This provides a segue to investigate an alternate definition of schedulers,
compared to the one seen in Chapter 5. Recall that Remark 5.10 discusses a
notion of schedulers capable to wait before scheduling the next action. While
we chose not to use this notion in Chapter 5 because it increases the complexity
of the subsequent statistical analysis in an MBT setting, we utilize it here. A
stoic scheduler may decide to wait a certain amount of time prior to scheduling
actions. This implies an additional race between scheduler and Markovian
actions, whereas before only multiple Markovian actions caused a race condition.
Since model-based testing is not the focal point of this chapter, there is no
need for posteriori statistical analysis. This lets us focus on the theoretical
implications that such a framework brings with it.

6.1.1

Definition and Notation

We recall the definition of Markov automata. This is a reiteration of Definition 5.1,
and only mentioned here for the sake of textual completeness.
Definition 6.1. A Markov Automaton (MA) is a tuple M = hS, s0 , Act τ , →
−
, i, where
• S is a set of states, with s0 ∈ S as the initial state.
• Act τ is a set of actions, containing the distinguished element τ .
• →
− ⊆ S × Act τ × Distr (S) is the countable probabilistic transition relation.
•

⊆ S × R+ × S is the countable Markovian transition relation.
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Even though there is no obvious separation into inputs and outputs in
the alphabet Act τ , we consider Markov automata to be open. This enables
interaction with their environment, and motivates stoic schedulers.
Note that we worked with input output Markov automata in Chapter 5, that
were input-reactive and output-generative. This detail becomes relevant in the
set of probabilistic transitions, as the target of a distribution is now a set of
states, compared to a set of actions and states like before.
Remark 6.2. We reiterate notations for the sake of completeness. We point
out that some notations changed, due to MA not being input-generative and
output-reactive.
• Throughout this chapter we let τ represent an internal action. Further,
we let µ and ν be discrete probability distributions, and λi be positive
real-valued numbers denoting parameters of Markovian transitions.
a
→ with s −→
µ, and for (s, λ, s0 ) ∈ , we write
• We abbreviate (s, a, µ) ∈−

s

λ

s0 .

• The element λ in (s, λ, s0 ) ∈
• We use α ∈ Act τ ∪ R

+

is referred to as Markovian action.

to denote Markovian and non-Markovian actions.
a

• We write s → a, if there are µ ∈ Distr (S), such that s −
→ µ.
a

• We write s −
→M µ, etc. to clarify that a transition belongs to the MA M
if ambiguities arise.
• A state s ∈ S is called probabilistic, if there is at least one a ∈ Act τ such
that s → a. In that case, we also say action a is enabled in s. The set
enabled (s) comprises all enabled actions in s.
• A state is called stable, if it enables no internal action τ .
• A state s ∈ S is called Markovian, if there is at least one λ ∈ R+ such
λ 0
that s
s . A state can be probabilistic and Markovian.
• The rate to go from a state s to s0 is the sum of all λ ∈ R+ , such that
(s, λ, s0 ) ∈ and is denoted R (s, s0 ).
• The exit rate of a state s is the sum of all rates and is denoted E (s). We
require E (s) < ∞ for all s ∈ S.
• The discrete branching probability distribution quantifying race conditions
is given by Ps (s0 ) = R (s, s0 ) /E (s).

6.1.2

Language Theoretic Concepts

Let M = hS, s0 , Act τ , →
− , i be an MA. We define the usual language theoretic
concepts. A path π of M is a (possibly) infinite sequence of the form
π = s0 t1 α1 µ1 s1 t2 α2 µ2 s2 . . . ,
where si ∈ S, ti ∈ R+ , and either µi ∈ Distr (S) and αi ∈ Act, or µi = Psi
and αi ∈ R+
0 for i = 1, 2, . . .. We require that each finite path ends in a state,
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α

α

i
and either si−1 −→
µi with µ(si ) > 0, or si−1 i si for each non-final i. The
sequence si−1 ti αi µi si means that the MA resided ti time units in state si−1
before moving to si using action αi via distribution µi . If π is finite, then it
ends in the state last(π). We write π 0 v π to denote π 0 as a prefix of π, i.e. π 0
is finite, ends in a state, and coincides with π on the first finitely many symbols
of the sequence. The set of all finite paths of M is set as paths fin (M), and all
paths by paths(M).
Note that a single time point has probability zero to occur in any given
continuous time span. Hence, it is necessary to talk about time intervals instead
of individual time values. This gives rise to abstract paths. An abstract path is
a path, where each occurrence of single time values ti is replaced by intervals
I i ⊆ R+
0 . However, we are only interested in intervals of the form [0, t] with
t ∈ R+
0 . Thus, any path can be replaced with its corresponding abstract path by
changing t to [0, t], or vice versa. Hence, there is an obvious one-to-one mapping
between paths and abstract paths. Throughout this chapter, we use π to denote
a path and Π to denote the corresponding abstract path, or vice versa. We
summarise all abstract finite paths in the set AbsPaths fin (M), and all abstract
paths in AbsPaths(M). For two abstract paths Π and Π0 with

Π = s0 I1 α1 µ1 s1 . . . sn and Π0 = s0 I10 α10 µ01 s01 . . . ,
we say Π is a prefix of Π0 , denoted Π v Π0 , if αi = αi0 , si = s0i , µi = µ0i and
Ii = Ii0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. That is, Π and Π0 coincide on the first n steps.
The trace of a path tr (π) records its visible behaviour, i.e. time and actions.
ω
It is a mapping tr : paths(M) → (R+
0 × Act) . We overload tr to account for
fin
+
finite paths, i.e. tr : paths (M) → (R0 × Act)∗ . Hence, a trace is the (possibly)
infinite sequence of the form
σ = tr (π) = t0i1 ai1 t0i2 ai2 t0i3 ai3 . . . ,
where t0ij ∈ R+
0 and aij ∈ Act for j = 1, 2, . . .. Note that a path fragment
s1 t1 λ µ1 s2 t2 a µ2 s3 collapses to (t1 + t2 ) a if λ is a Markovian action. This rule
is applied recursively in case of multiple Markovian actions. The set tr −1 (σ) is
the set of all paths, which have σ as their trace. The length of a path π, denoted
|π| is the number of actions on its trace. All finite traces of M are summarized
in traces fin (M), and all traces in traces(M).
Similar to abstract paths, an abstract trace is given, if all ti ∈ R+
0 of a trace
are replaced by intervals Ii ⊆ R+
.
Again,
we
are
only
interested
in abstract
0
traces using intervals of the form [0, t] with t ∈ R+
.
This
induces
a
one-to-one
0
mapping between traces and abstract traces. Like for paths, we denote the
corresponding abstract trace of a trace σ via Σ. We summarise all finite abstract
traces in the set AbsTraces fin (M), and all abstract traces in AbsTraces(M). We
define the prefix relation for abstract traces similarly to the prefix relation for
abstract paths. Let act (π) return the action path of π by removing all values ti
and distributions µi . For traces act (σ) returns visible actions only.
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Stoic Trace Semantics

Trace semantics represent a linear view on a system’s behaviour and are essential
to understand how it evolves over time. Trace semantics for MAs are given by
their trace distributions, assigning probabilities to measurable sets of traces, and
are established via schedulers. A scheduler resolves all non-deterministic choices
in the MA. Its trace distribution is obtained by removing all invisible behaviour,
leading to a purely probabilistic execution tree.
Schedulers form the core concept of our framework. Given any finite piece of
history leading to the current state, a scheduler returns a probability measure over
time and the available transitions. The essential difference to existing schedulers
[196] and schedulers of Chapter 5 is the ability to wait before scheduling an
action. This feature is crucial for semantics of open systems. One MA may have
to wait until its environment is ready to synchronize on a certain action.
Definition 6.3. A stoic scheduler A of an MA M = hS, s0 , Act τ , →
−,
measurable function

A : paths fin (M) −→ Meas R+
0 × ([Act τ × Distr (S)] ∪ {⊥})

i is a

such that 1. only available transitions or halting are chosen, and 2. internal
actions are immediate and cannot be postponed , i.e.

1. ∀π ∈ paths fin (M) : A (π) R+
→.
0 × (a, µ) > 0 =⇒ (last(π), a, µ) ∈−
2. If τ ∈ enabled (last(π)), then A(π)(0 × (Act τ × Distr (S)) ∪ {⊥}) = 1.
The value A (π) (t, ⊥) is the probability to interrupt/halt the process at time t.
A scheduler A halts on path π at time t ∈ R+
0 , if A (π) (t, ⊥) = 1. We say a
scheduler is of length k ∈ N, if it halts for all paths π with length greater or equal
than k at time 0. We denote this set by Sched (M, k) and the set of all finite
schedulers by Sched (M), respectively.
The key difference to the schedulers of Definition 5.8 is that stoic schedulers
may assign a measure over time after every finite path, as opposed to only
discrete probability distributions. Thus, rather than accumulating all probability
mass at time zero, stoic schedulers may spread out the probability to choose an
action over time. Naturally, this leads to an additional race condition between
Markovian actions and scheduler decisions.
To illustrate, let X be the random variable with underlying probability
measure accounting for scheduler decisions, and let Y be the random variables
accounting for all Markovian actions. That is, Y is exponentially distributed
with the exit rate of a state as parameter. In order to calculate the probability
to see a particular action (Markovian, or not) within time interval I = [0, t], we
are studying events like P (X < Y ∧ X < t), or P (Y < X ∧ Y < t).
This has vast implications for Markovian states; For instance, a scheduler
might choose to halt the execution after some time. However, before the halting
is executed, a Markovian action might intervene, resulting in a new scheduler
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decision in the new state etc. The only way to guarantee halting is by scheduling
at time zero, where the probability of any Markovian action to take place is zero.
A scheduler induces a probability measure to all abstract finite paths. Since
the probability to choose an action at precisely time T is zero, we require the
Lebesgue integral [178] to assign probability to time intervals [0, T ] in case the
scheduler chooses a continuous probability distribution.
Definition 6.4. Let A be a scheduler of M, then we define the path probability
function QA : AbsPaths fin (M) → [0, 1] inductively by QA (s0 ) = 1, and for
given Π let s = last(Π), then QA (Π · Iαµs0 ) = QA (Π) ·
(R T R ∞
A(π)(x, α, µ) · µ(s0 )E (s) e−E(s)t dt dx
if α ∈ Act τ
R0T Rx∞ P
,
−E(s)t
dx dt if α ∈ R+
(s,a,µ)∈→ A(π)(x, a, µ) · α · e
0
t
and the probability to halt after Π in time interval I is given as
A

Z

T

Z

∞

Q (Π) ·
0

A(π)(x, ⊥)E (s) e−E(s)t dt dx

x

Here I = [0, T ] ⊆ R+ , and π is the corresponding path to the abstract path Π.
The path probability function assigns the unique starting state probability 1,
and each following transition either multiplies by the probability of taking the
Markovian transition or by taking a scheduled probabilistic transition in a time
interval I. In addition, if A(π) is a measure, there is a race condition between
Markovian actions and scheduler decisions taking place. The probability to see
action α ∈ Act τ in time interval I, is the product of the probability that the
scheduler wins the race and whatever probability mass the scheduler to the given
interval to α. Conversely, the probability to perform α ∈ R+ , is the product of
the probability that Markovian actions win the race and the probability that a
particular Markovian action wins the Markovian race condition in interval I.
We summarize all infinite paths and all paths that may halt in the set of
maximal paths.
Definition 6.5. A path π of a scheduler A is a finite or infinite path
π = s0 t1 µ1 α1 s1 t2 µ2 α2 s2 t3 µ3 α3 s3 . . . ,
where A(s0 t1 µ1 α1 s1 . . . si )(ti , µi , αi ) > 0 for each i = 1, 2, . . .. The maximal
paths of a scheduler A are the infinite paths of A and the finite paths π such that
A(π)(t, ⊥) > 0 with t ∈ R+
0 . The maximal abstract paths of a scheduler A are
the corresponding abstract paths of maximal paths of A. We denote paths max (A)
as the set of maximal paths, and AbsPaths max (A) as the set of maximal abstract
paths of A.
Like before, a scheduler and its induced path probability function lead to a
probability space via the standard cone construction [158].
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Definition 6.6. The probability space associated to a scheduler A of an MA M
is the probability space (ΩA , FA , PA ), where
• ΩA = AbsPaths max (A),
n
o
• FA is the smallest σ-field generated by the set CΠ | Π ∈ AbsPaths fin (M) ,
where CΠ = {Π0 ∈ ΩA | Π v Π0 }, and
• PA is the unique probability measure on FA , such that PA [CΠ ] = QA (Π)
for all Π ∈ AbsPaths fin (M)
Standard measure theory arguments [46] ensure that PA induces a unique
probability measure on the measurable space (ΩA , FA ). Hence, a scheduler
induces the unique probability space (ΩA , FA , PA ).
Trace Distributions. A trace distribution is obtained from the probability
space of a scheduler by removing all invisible information. The probability
assigned to a set of abstract traces X, is the probability assigned to all abstract
paths whose abstract trace is an element of X.
Definition 6.7. For a scheduler A of a Markov automaton M, we define its
trace distribution D = trd (A) as the probability space (ΩD , FD , PD ), where
• ΩD = AbsTraces(M),
n
o
• FD is the smallest σ-field generated by the set CΣ | Σ ∈ AbsTraces fin (M) ,
where CΣ = {Σ0 ∈ ΩD | Σ v Σ0 }, and
• PD is the unique probability measure for FD , such that the probability
measure PD (X) = PA (Tr −1 (X)), where X ∈ FD .
Since PA is the unique probability measure induced by scheduler A, we
conclude that PD is the unique probability measure on the measurable space
(ΩD , FD ). Thus, a scheduler induces a unique trace distribution (ΩD , FD , PD ).
Trace distribution equivalence. Trace distributions are the probabilistic
counterpart to traces. They quantify the probability to observe abstract traces.
Thus, it is natural to regard trace distributions as relation between two Markov
automata, i.e. we relate two Markov automata M1 and M2 if they have the
same set of trace distributions, and write M1 =TD M2 . The intuition is, that
an external observer cannot distinguish M1 and M2 based on observed traces
and regards them as equivalent.
A trace distribution is of length k, if it is based on a scheduler of length k.
The set of such trace distributions is denoted trd (M, k), and the set of all finite
trace distributions by trd (M), respectively. This captures the notion of trace
distribution inclusion, denoted M1 vkTD M2 iff trd (M1 , k) ⊆ trd (M2 ).
Trace distribution equivalence thus joins other equivalence relations defined
for Markov automata. While [196] follow an equivalent approach in equating
IMCs based on trace distributions, the main focal point of the literature has
so far been on bisimulation [67, 59, 162]. We explore other relations in greater
detail in Section 6.3.
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Figure 6.1: Counterexample that shows that compositonality of the trace distribution semantics does not hold for IMCs. Note that states in A k C and B k C
were abbreviated, and that states not relevant for the counterexample were
withheld for readability.

6.1.4

Compositionality

By being a conservative extension of both probabilistic automata and interactive Markov chains, Markov automata naturally inherit the property of being
non-compositional under trace distributions. That is, two trace distribution
equivalent Markov automata M1 and M2 in general do not have the same trace
distribution under parallel composition with a third Markov automaton M3 .
Non-compositionality of both PAs and IMCs is a well known problem [164], and
equipping schedulers with the capability to wait does not circumvent this.
We give a classical counterexample known from the literature [164] for IMCs.
Recall that an IMC is a degenerate MA where every distribution in →
− is the
Dirac distribution. Thus, non-compositionality of trace distributions carries over,
if we consider that IMCs are a subset of MAs, and that parallel composition of
the latter is a conservative extension of the former.
Theorem 6.8. Stoic trace distribution semantics are not compositional, i.e. for
interactive Markov chains A, B and C it generally does not hold that
trd (A) = trd (B) ⇒ trd (A k C) = trd (A k C).
Proof. Consider the IMCs in Figure 6.1. We have trd (A) = trd (B). However,
there are trace distributions in A k C, which are not in B k C and vice versa.
Consider the deterministic scheduler in A k C, that assigns probability 1 at
time 0 to the b transition from (s1 , q2 ) to (s2 , q2 ) and probability 1 at time 0
to the b transition from (s1 , q3 ) to (s3 , q3 ). A scheduler of B k C intending to
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imitate this behaviour has to assign probability 1 to both a transitions in (p0 , q0 )
at time 0. Obviously, this is impossible, hence there is no scheduler in B k C that
can imitate this behaviour. The dark-gray states in Figure 6.1 illustrate this.
Non-compositionality for IMCs then implies non-compositionality for MA.

6.2

A Testing Scenario

A fundamental scheme in concurrency theory is that two processes are deemed
equivalent, if an external observer cannot distinguish them. A vast number of
behavioural equivalences have been characterized via intuitive testing scenarios
or button pushing experiments in various settings [56, 134], including systems
with discrete probability [40, 122, 158]. Except for [196], such notions have
hardly been studied in the context of IMCs and MAs.
Our testing scenario uses a black-box called timed trace machine from which
actions and their timing are recorded and collected in a sample. It is similar
to the one studied in Chapter 5. Provided a large enough sample, we can
distinguish two MAs that are not (finite) trace distribution equivalent up to a
given confidence level α.
Thus, the goal of this section is to establish a relation between two Markov
automata based on their observations, that implies trace distribution equivalence.
First, we describe the sampling process, and how samples relate to a single
Markov automaton. This is similar to the sampling process used in previous
chapters. After establishing all acceptable observations for a Markov automaton,
we proceed to relate two Markov automata via their observations. Lastly, we
extend the theorem by Cheung, Stoelinga & Vaandrager [40] to finite trace
distributions of Markov automata. The theorem states that two probabilistic
automata are trace distribution equivalent, iff they are equivalent with respect
to their observations.
Since we are working in a continuous time domain, each individual trace has
probability 0. Hence, we identify recorded times t with the intervals [0, t] and
thus map traces to their corresponding abstract traces. Recall that this induces
a one-to-one mapping between traces and abstract traces. Therefore, we use
both interchangeably in this section.

6.2.1

Sampling and Expectations

Assume that the underlying model of the black-box depicted in Figure 6.2 is a
Markov automaton. The black-box is equipped with a reset button, as well as
time- and action windows. The eponymous reset button resets the system to
its initial state, whereas both the time- and the action window help an external
observer record traces. The action window displays the currently executed action,
while the time window shows the relative passed time since the last action.
We perform a button pushing experiment in the sense of [134], by recording
visible actions and their respective time occurrence. After recording a visible
action, the timer is set back to zero and starts anew. Given two such black-box
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reset button

time display

action display

3.0

a

Figure 6.2: Black-box timed trace machine with reset button, time and action
windows. The action window displays the current action, while the time window
shows the relative time that passed since the last action.

MAs M1 and M2 , we say they are observational equivalent, if the frequencies
of all observable traces coincide. Naturally, an external observer does not have
a view on the inner workings of the machine. Our goal is to establish a result
in the lines of Proposition 4.30, stating that two Markov automata are finitely
trace distribution equivalent iff they are observationally equivalent. To that end,
we first define when to relate an observation to a trace distribution by means of
acceptable outcomes.
Sampling. An external observer performs various experiments on the blackbox, and records a sample. Before conducting an experiment, parameters for
trace length k ∈ N and sample size m ∈ N are set. The parameters characterise
how many visible actions need to be recorded before restarting the machine, and
how many runs of the machine are recorded. This yields a sample consisting of
m traces of length k.
The intuition of the experiment is to compare the measure induced by the
trace frequencies of a sample to the expected measure. The deviation of both
measures is quantified, and compared to a threshold. We call the sample an
acceptable outcome for a given level of significance α ∈ (0, 1), if the deviation is
below the threshold. This is similar to accepting a coin as fair, if the number of
heads ranges between 42 and 58 for α = 0.05.
We proceed by defining the probability measures quantifying deviation.
Expected Measure. For given parameters k, m ∈ N we assume that the
machine is governed by the same trace distribution D ∈ trd (M, k) in each of the
m runs. In Section 6.1 we showed that D induces a unique probability space,
assigning each trace of length k a probability.
We treat each run of the trace machine as Bernoulli experiment, where success
occurs if trace σ is observed, and failure if not. Let Xi ∼ Ber (PD (Σ))Pfor i =
m
1
1, . . . , m be Bernoulli distributed random variables. We define Z = m
i=1 Xi
as the empirical mean of σ in m runs. Note that
ED (Z) = ED (

1 m
1
Σ Xi ) = Σm
ED (Xi ) = PD (Σ).
m i=1
m i=1
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Since this holds for all traces σ, ED defines the expected measure.
Sample Measure. The expected measure is compared to the sample measure,
i.e. the probability measure derived from a gathered sample. We use the
information gained from a sample in two steps: 1. collect traces with the same
action behaviour in trace classes, and 2. within a trace class, we use order
statistics to make inference about time intervals [77] . For a sample O, the class
of a trace σ is defined as Σσ = {% ∈ O | act (%) = act (σ)}. The frequency of any
abstract trace Σ within a sample is then given as
freq (O) (Σ) =

k
|Σσ | Y |{% ∈ Σσ | t%i ≤ tσi }|
,
m i=1
|Σσ |

where t%i denotes the i-th time stamp of trace %. Like in Chapter 5 the frequency
function assumes the independence of all time intervals from each other. This
approach is warranted, since neither Markov automata nor scheduled probability
measures make use of clocks.
This holds for all σ, hence, freq (O) defines the sample measure. Note that
the empirical measure of each time step converges uniformly to the unknown
real measure after the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem as m → ∞, cf. [77]. That is,
the sample measure becomes increasingly more accurate with growing sample
size.
ID
σ1
σ2
σ3
σ4
σ5
σ6

Recorded
0 a 0.1
0 a 0.5
0 a 3.6
0 a 3.8
0 a 2.2
0 a 2.4

Trace σ
b 2.8 c
b 2.3 c
b 0.3 c
b 0.4 c
d 1.3 c
d 1.4 c

#σ
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 6.1: Illustrating sample with k = 3 and m = 6 drawn from a black-box
timed trace machine.
Example 6.9. Table 6.1 shows a possible sample recorded from a timed trace
machine. It contains m = 6 traces of length k = 3, together with their ID and the
amount of equivalent traces we observed. Naturally, recording in continuous time
makes it highly unlikely to record the exact same trace more than once, barring
rounding. The example shows two distinct trace classes Σσ1 = {σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , σ4 }
and Σσ5 = {σ5 , σ6 }. Measuring real-time makes grouping them any further
impractical, e.g. judging whether time stamps 0.1 and 0.5 belong to the same
trace, and would be highly vulnerable to different rounding techniques.
However, by using the frequency function, we can still derive the induced
sample measure. To illustrate, the probability
to see Σ = [0, 1] a [0, 3] b [0, 2] c

equates to freq (O) (Σ) = 46 · 1 · 42 · 24 = 16 . Note that we essentially infer three
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independent properties from a sample in tandem: what is the probability of
1. recording a within one time unit, 2. recording b within three time units, and
3. recording c within two time units.

6.2.2

Observational Equivalence

We set a level of significance α ∈ (0, 1). If the sample measure induced by O lies
within some distance rα > 0 from the expected measure under D, we call O an
acceptable outcome. Here rα is chosen such that the probability to identify a
truthful sample of the Markov automaton is at least 1 − α. This reflects the error
of false rejection from hypothesis testing. The union of all acceptable outcomes
forms the set of observations.
Definition 6.10. For k, m ∈ N and an MA M = hS, s0 , Act τ , →
− , i the acceptable outcomes under D ∈ trd (M, k) of significance level α ∈ (0, 1) are given
by

Obs(D, k, m, α) = {O ∈ (R≥0 × Act)≤k×m | dist freq(O), ED ≤ rα },
where dist (µ, ν) = supΣ∈([0,t]×Act)≤k |µ (Σ) − ν (Σ)| is the total variation distance of two measures. We obtain the set of acceptable outcomes of M by
[
Obs(M, k, m, α) =
Obs(D, α, k, m).
D∈trd(M,k)

The set of acceptable outcomes of a Markov automaton provides a link
between externally visible behaviour and trace distributions. Going back to
the example of a fair coin, this is similar to relating the interval [42, 58] for the
amount of observed heads to the probability 0.5 to flip heads.
The acceptable outcomes provide yet another way to characterize equivalence
of two Markov automata. We say two Markov automata are observationally
equivalent, if their respective sets of acceptable outcomes coincide. This is the
pendant to equating two coins, if their acceptance intervals coincide.
While trace distributions are inaccessible for an external observer, samples
and observations are not. Thus, we strive to characterize their trace distribution
equivalence via observational equivalence. That is: two Markov automata are
observationally equivalent if and only if they have the same set of finite trace
distributions. This extends the theorem by Cheung, Stoeling & Vaandrager [40]
used as Proposition 4.30 for probabilistic automata to Markov automata.
Theorem 6.11. Let M1 and M2 be two MAs. Let k ∈ N and α ∈ (0, 1). Then
there exists M ∈ N such that for all m > M we have
trd (M1 , k) = trd (M2 , k) ⇐⇒ Obs(M1 , k, m, α) = Obs(M2 , k, m, α).
Proof sketch. Note that [40] show the result for probabilistic automata. Our
proof follows the existing one closely, but is eased by the fact, that we only consider finite trace distributions. The “=⇒” is trivial, since the set of observations
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is defined via trace distributions. The proof of “⇐=” is done via contra-position
and uses two auxiliary lemmas. The first establishes the set of finite trace
distributions of Markov automata to be closed. Hence, trd (M1 ) 6⊆ trd (M2 )
implies that these two sets have a positive distance δ via some distance function.
The second lemma ensures that there is m ∈ N, such that the observations
contained in the 3δ -ball around the expected measure has a probability greater
or equal to 1 − α. The observations are contained in these 3δ -balls and hence do
not intersect. This shows that Obs(M1 , α, k, m) 6⊆ Obs(M2 , α, k, m).
The eponymous black-box prohibits an external observer to study its inner
workings. This is similar to the model-based testing hypotheses of the previous
chapters. We assume every black-box functions according to an underlying
Markov automaton, that is inaccessible to us. Theorem 6.11 lets us infer the
relation of two Markov automata, by making sufficiently many observations.

6.3

Relation to other Equivalences

Studying the relations between process equivalences is a natural way to investigate
their distinguishing power. In the style of [184], we compare trace distribution
equivalence to notions of bisimulation, thereby relating in one spectrum the MA
equivalences based on bisimulation, testing and traces. A natural and desirable
property is that trace-based relations are coarser than bisimulation. We show
that this holds for stoic trace distribution equivalence, but fails for existing
notions from the literature, that is if we generalize to MAs the trace equivalence
on IMCs. The rest of this section is dedicated to establish a hierarchy presented
at its end in Figure 6.5. The hierarchy includes trace distribution equivalence
by Baier et al. [196], strong and weak bisimulation by Eisentraut et al. [67] and
Hennessy and Deng [59], as well as late weak bisimulation by Song et al. [162].
Naturally, this requires certain repetitions of their equivalence definitions first.

6.3.1

Trace Distribution Equivalence by Baier et al.

An equivalence relation for IMCs using an approach eminently similar to ours is
given in [196]. The framework resolves non-determinism via schedulers and builds
a probabilistic computation tree to measure probabilities of abstract traces. The
core difference to the approach of this chapter is, that in [196] schedulers cannot
decide to wait before scheduling action. Evidently, this is also the framework
used in Chapter 5.
Definition 6.12. A scheduler A for an MA M is called a BMW-scheduler if
we require
A : paths fin (M) −→ SubDistr((Act τ × Distr (S)) ∪ {⊥}).
Remark 6.13. We lifted the work of Baier, Majster-Cederbaum and Wolf
(hence BMW scheduler) [196] to MAs to capture the essential properties of
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Figure 6.3: Yardstick examples to relate Markov automata. Throughout this
section we study equivalence relations that distinguish or relate each pair.

their schedulers. In [196] a scheduler returns a discrete sub-distribution over
available actions and states. The remaining probability mass is assigned to wait
for Markovian transitions. If no such transition is present, the process halts. We
explicitly schedule halting here.
In contrast to schedulers defined in our sense, if a BMW-scheduler decides to
schedule an action, it must do so without delay. This makes BMW-schedulers
a subset of stoic schedulers and justifies probability spaces based on BMWschedulers and BMW-trace distributions respectively. Hence, trace distributions
of BMW-schedulers are denoted by Trd BMW (M). Further, two MAs are BMWequivalent, denoted by M1 =BMW M2 , if Trd BMW (M1 ) = Trd BMW (M2 ).
Despite the evident subset relation by construction of BMW- and stoic trace
distributions, their induced equivalence relations are incomparable. This fact is
spoiled by the maximal progress assumption, which forces immediate progress
and prohibits waiting.
Theorem 6.14. BMW-trace distribution equivalence, and stoic trace distribution
equivalence are incomparable.
Proof. Consider the Markov automata in Figure 6.4.
We see that M1 =BMW M2 , since either a or b have to be scheduled immediately in M1 using BMW-schedulers. A BMW-scheduler of M2 can then
schedule a or τ with the same probability chosen in M1 and vice versa. However,
we have M1 6=TD M2 , because a scheduler of M1 might decide to wait before
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Figure 6.4: Distinguishing example for stoic trace distribution equivalence and
BMW-trace distribution equivalence. It is M1 =BMW M2 , but M1 6=TD M2
and M3 =TD M4 , but M3 6=BMW M4 .
scheduling a. This behaviour cannot be mimicked by schedulers of M2 , because
τ is enabled in t0 and waiting is prohibited due to maximal progress.
On the contrary, we have M3 =TD M4 . Intuitively, the Markovian transition
of rate λ in M4 can be imitated by a stoic scheduler in M3 scheduling a based on
the measure of an exponential distribution with rate λ in u0 . This is not possible,
when we restrict schedulers to the BMW-type, and hence M3 6=BMW M4 .

6.3.2

Bisimulation

Bisimulation takes a state-wise view on equating two systems. In strong bisimulation two states are considered equivalent, if they enable the exact same stepwise
behaviour. However, internal actions might make it impossible for an external
observer to distinguish states, which are not strongly bisimilar. The notion of
weak bisimulation abstracts away from internal actions. Eisentraut et al. [67]
laid the foundation of defining weak bisimulation for Markov automata, such
that it conservatively extends weak bisimulation for both IMCs and PAs. Their
work was refined by Deng and Hennessy [59] and later by Song et al. [66, 162].
Strong bisimulation ≈s . We first recall strong bisimulation for Markov
automata as given in [67]. To relate two Markov automata, we relate their
respective initial states in their direct sum, i.e. the union of states, actions and
probabilistic and Markovian transitions.
− , i be an MA. An equivalence relaDefinition 6.15. Let M = hS, s0 , Act τ , →
tion R on S is a strong bisimulation iff s R s0 implies for all α ∈ Act τ ∪ R+ :
α
α
s−
→ µ implies s0 −
→ µ0 with µ (C) = µ0 (C) for all classes of equivalent states
C ∈ S/R.
Two MAs M1 , M2 are strongly bisimilar M1 ≈s M2 , if their initial states
are contained in a strong bisimulation of their direct sum.
Weak Bisimulation ≈w and ≈◦w . Instead of relating two states, we relate
α
two (sub)distributions over states. We write µ → µ0 with α ∈ Act τ ∪ R+ , if there
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P
α
is a transition s → µs for all s ∈ supp(µ), such that µ0 = s∈supp(µ) µ(s)µs .
To abstract away from internal actions, [61, 59] first define weak transitions
as hyper-derivations. They are needed in the definition of weak bisimulation.
τ
×
×
×
→ τ
→
→ τ
→
Let µ =⇒ µ0 , if there are µ = µ→
0 + µ0 , µ0 → µ1 + µ1 , µ1 → µ2 + µ2 , . . .,
P
α
τ
α
τ
×
0
0
0
where µ = i≥0 µi . We write µ =⇒ µ if there exists µ =⇒−→=⇒ µ .
α
Lastly, for a transition relation →: Distr (S)×Act τ ×Distr (S), we let µ →C µ0 ,
α
if there
of
P exist a finite set
P real numbers wi > 0 and transitions µ → µi , such
0
that i wi = 1 and µ = i wi · µi . We call →C the combined transition of →.
Following [59], we give an alternate representation of MAs in the form of
Markov labelled transition systems (MLTSs) by treating race conditions as one
probabilistic transition.
Definition 6.16. A Markov labelled transition system (MLTS) is a quadruple
M = hS, s0 , Act τ , →i, where
• S is a set of states with unique starting state s0 ,
• Act τ is a set of action labels containing the distinguished label τ , and
• →⊆ S × (Act τ ∪ R+ ) × Distr (S).
Thus every MA M has a corresponding MLTS M = hS, s0 , Act τ , →i, where
→⊆ S × (Act τ ∪ R+ ) × Distr (S). Every probabilistic state in an MLTS has at
least one outgoing transition for each of its enabled actions, but at most one
outgoing transition for all of its Markovian transitions.
We are now able to recapture weak bisimulation taken from [59]. Albeit there
are several notions of it , each reformulation proves that they are essentially the
same, cf. [67, 162]. Deng and Hennessy also show that their weak bisimulation
relation is the coarsest reduction barbed congruence possible [59].
Definition 6.17. Let M = hS, s0 , Act τ , →i be an MLTS. For a given relation R
over the set Distr (S)×Distr (S) let B (R) be the relation over Distr (S)×Distr (S)
determined
by ∆ B (R) Θ, if for all α ∈ Act τ ∪ R+ and for all p1 , . . . , pn with
Pn
i=1 pi = 1 we have:
α Pn
1. If ∆ =⇒ i=1 pi · ∆i for any distributions ∆i , there are distributions Θi
α Pn
with Θ =⇒ i=1 pi · Θi , such that ∆i R Θi for each i = 1, . . . , n.
α Pn
2. If Θ =⇒ i=1 pi · ∆i for any distributions ∆i , there are distributions ∆i
α Pn
with ∆ =⇒ i=1 pi · ∆i , such that ∆i R Θi for each i = 1, . . . , n.
A relation R is called weak bisimulation if R ⊆ B (R). The largest of these
weak bisimulations is denoted by ≈w . Two MAs M1 , M2 are weakly bisimilar
M1 ≈w M2 if the initial distributions of their MLTSs are contained in a weak
bisimulation in the direct sum.
Note that Deng and Hennessy [59] point out, that the restriction to full
distributions in Definition 6.17 is insignificant and can be replaced by subdistributions.
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Remark 6.18. Weak bisimulation definitions for IMCs frequently add an additional clause to relate states that have different exit rates, e.g. v0 and v1 of
Figure 6.3. Checking clauses 1. and 2. in Definition 6.17 except when α ∈ R+
and µ R ν extends this property to MA. This gives rise to weak bisimulation
ignoring Markovian self-loops, denoted as ≈◦w . It is then easy to see that v̄0 R v̄1
also for µ 6= ν in M7 and ≈w ⊂ ≈◦w . Here s̄ is the Dirac distribution, i.e.
supp(s̄) = {s}.
Late Weak Bisimulation ≈lw and ≈◦lw . Song et al. [162] observe that weak
bisimulation does not equate M3 and M4 in Figure 6.3, and introduce late weak
bisimulation. The idea is to interpret Markovian transitions as a sequence of
probabilistic choices followed by sojourn time distributions. A technical report
on late weak bisimimulation is provided in [162] and a version for PAs in [66].
We recall some notation used in [162]: A distribution µ is called transition
α
consistent, denoted µ
~ , if for all states s ∈ supp(µ) and α 6= τ , we have s =⇒ γ
α
0
0
implies µ =⇒ γ for some distributions γ, γ . Intuitively, all states in the support
of a transition consistent distribution have the same enabled action set.
Lastly, [162] introduce another way to lift transitions of states to transitions
of distributions. The main difference is that internal actions cannot be blocked
α
in a bisimulation sense. For two distributions µ, µ0 , we write µ ,→ µ0 with
+
α ∈ Act τ ∪ R if either
P
α
1. for all s ∈ supp(µ), there is s → µs such that µ0 = s∈supp(µ) µ (s) · µs or
α

2. α = τ and there is s ∈ supp(µ) and s → µs such that µ0 = (µ − s)+µ (s)·µs .
Definition 6.19. Let M = hS, s0 , Act τ , →i be an MLTS. We call a given relation
R ⊆ Distr (S) × Distr (S) late weak bisimulation, iff µ R ν implies
θ

θ

1. For µ ,→C µ0 , there exists ν =⇒C ν 0 such that µ0 R ν 0 .
Pn
Pn
τ
2. If not µ
µi and ν =⇒C i=0 pi · νi such
~ , then there exists µ = i=0 pi ·P
n
that µ
~ i and µi R νi for i = 1, . . . , n and i=0 pi = 1.
3. Symmetrical for ν.
The largest of these late weak bisimulations is denoted ≈lw . Two MAs M1 , M2
are late weak bisimilar, denoted M1 ≈lw M2 , if the initial distributions of their
MLTSs are contained in a late weak bisimulation.
Note that [196] show, that weak bisimulation for IMCs implies BMW-trace
distribution equivalence, when restricted to time-abstract deterministic schedulers. The following result is complementary to theirs.
Theorem 6.20. Late weak bisimulation is strictly finer than BMW-trace distributions equivalence, i.e. ≈lw ⊂ =BMW .
Proof sketch. For two MLTSs M1 and M2 , we show that M1 ≈lw M2 implies
Trd BMW (M1 ) ⊆ Trd BMW (M1 ) as the inverse follows by symmetry. Thus, for a
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given trace distribution D ∈ trd (M1 ) we construct a scheduler A0 ∈ Sched (M2 ),
such that trd (A0 ) = D. This is done via induction over trace distribution length.
The construction requires careful treatment of classes of late weak bisimilar
states, in particular those belonging to abstract paths, which have the same
abstract trace. By induction assumption, we know there is a scheduler, that
induces the same probabilities for all abstract traces of length k. The induction
step requires us to show that there is a scheduler that continues this property for
abstract paths of length k + 1. The proof hinges on two observations made by
[66]: If a distribution µ is transition consistent, then so is its late weak bisimilar
equivalent ν. If µ is not transition consistent, then ν is also not transition
consistent. However, there exists a splitting of µ and ν, such that both are.
Recall that transition consistency of a distribution means that each element in
their support has the same enabled action set. With the addition of some corner
cases, e.g. τ enabled or not, we can thus find a scheduler that assigns all abstract
traces the same probability.
Remark 6.21. Similar to weak bisimulation ignoring Markovian self-loops, we
can make an exception in clause 1 of Definition 6.19 for θ ∈ R+ and µ R ν. This
gives rise to late weak bisimulation ignoring Markovian self-loops, denoted as
≈◦lw . Then, obviously ≈lw ⊂ ≈◦lw .
Proposition 6.22. The inclusion ≈s ⊂ ≈w ⊂ ≈lw holds and is strict.
Song et al. [162] prove that the largest class of schedulers, that guarantees
trace distribution equivalence under late weak bisimulation are partial information schedulers. This is not in contrast with our results, since the most general
class of schedulers they consider are deterministic (cf. Example 6 in [162]).
Theorem 6.23. Late weak bisimulation ignoring Markovian self-loops is strictly
finer than trace distribution equivalence, i.e. ≈◦lw ⊂=TD .
Proof sketch. The proof relies on a similar construction like the one of Theorem 6.20. However, the maximal progress assumption states that internal actions
must be taken without delay. In order to prove the statement, we need an additional lemma. The lemma shows that two late weak bisimilar sub-distributions
over states are always late weak bisimilar to sub-distributions over stable states,
i.e. states not enabling τ -actions. This stable sub-distribution can be reached
with probability 1 from the unstable sub-distribution. Additionally, the convex
combination of two measures is a measure. Thus, independently of the measure
scheduled by D ∈ trd (M1 ), a scheduler A0 ∈ Sched (M2 ) can copy it.
Remark 6.24. Song et al. [162] point out that weak bisimulation according to
[59] and [67] proved to be congruences for time convergent Markov automata.
When considering divergent processes [93] suggests relating two states (resp.
distributions) if both of them are divergent, or none of them is. Another approach
is given by [59] in the form of indefinite delays or passive transitions. Song. et al
[162] remark that these aspects can be incorporated into late weak bisimulation.
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6.3.3

Hierarchy

The previous two sections represent a cross-cut through the equivalence relations
for Markov automata. We present the established hierarchy in Figure 6.5 and
point out, that the reverse implications do not hold. To that end, we return
to the yardstick examples seen at the beginning of this section to provide an
illustration for the various equivalences.
(c)

≈lw
(a)

≈s

=BMW

(d)

(b)

(c)

≈◦lw

≈w
(d)

=TD

(b)

≈◦w
Figure 6.5: Hierarchical overview of equivalence relations, comparing strong
bisimulation ≈s [67], weak bisimulation ≈w [67], weak bisimulation ignoring
Markovian self-loops ≈◦w , late weak bisimulation ≈lw [162], late weak bisimulation
ignoring Markovian self-loops ≈◦lw , trace distribution equivalence by Baier et al.
=BMW [196] and trace distribution equivalence =TD .
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Figure 6.6: Distinguishing examples with respect to the hierarchy of Figure 6.5.
For details, see Theorem 6.25.

Theorem 6.25. The reverse implications presented in Figure 6.5 do not hold.
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Proof. We present distinguishing examples in Figure 6.6.
(a) We have M1 ≈w M2 , but M1 6≈s M2 , since strong bisimulation does not
abstract away from internal τ actions.
(b) We have M3 ≈lw M4 and M3 ≈◦lw M4 , but M3 6≈w M4 and M3 6≈◦w M4 ,
since weak bisimulation cares for the order of the probabilistic and the
Markovian distributions. Late weak bisimulation does not distinguish r0
and s0 , because the time and probability to reach E and F are the same.
(c) We have M5 =BMW M6 and M5 =TD M6 , but M5 6≈lw M6 and M5 6≈◦lw
M6 . There is no state in M6 that enables the b and the c action, hence
there is no bisimilar sate to t1 . Trace distribution equivalence cares for the
probabilities and times of traces and equates M5 and M6 .
(d) We have M7 ≈◦w M8 and M7 ≈◦lw M8 , but M7 6≈w M8 and M7 6≈lw M8 ,
since weak and late weak bisimulation do not ignore Markovian self-loops.
For more details on these examples, we refer to [67], [134], [162] and [196].

6.4

Conclusions

We presented a novel notion of trace distributions equivalence for Markov
automata by augmenting schedulers with the ability to wait before proceeding
with scheduled actions. This establishes an equivalence relation for Markov
automata, which is coarser than existing frameworks for weak bisimulation.
Despite being an extension to similar trace-based approaches, we show that our
trace distributions are incomparable to trace distributions not allowing waiting
time, due to the maximal progress assumption.
Giving schedulers the opportunity of allowing waiting time lets us relate
processes, which emit the same visible behaviour for an external observer. We
underlined this notion with a testing scenario in form of a button pushing experiment, and showed that two Markov automata are observationally equivalent, if
and only if they have the same trace distributions.
A widely agreed upon opinion, is that general scheduler classes model too
powerful behaviour [66]. It is therefore important for future work to study more
restricted scheduler classes. Moreover, we see potential in the application of
our framework to model-based testing of stochastic systems , where a waiting
scheduler models the delayed input of a user. This potential is under the premise
that better methods to infer the underlying scheduler of a gathered sample exist
in the statistical analysis, e.g. via more restricted scheduler classes.

6.5

Proofs

We present the proofs of the theorems within this chapter, alongside some
lemmata. Reoccurring theorems are numbered according to their occurrence in
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the chapter, while additional content is numbered alphanumerically. Note that
some results are proven immediately after they are stated in the main body of
the chapter, based on their simplicity or illustration of our methods. As to not
impede the reading flow, we present the remaining theorems in this section.
Lemma A. The set of finite trace distributions of a Markov automaton M is
closed.
Proof. Trace distributions for Markov automata are probability spaces in the
sense of Definition 6.7. Note that [40] show that the set of trace distributions for
probabilistic automata is closed, i.e. probability spaces based on Act. Additionally, the set of closed intervals on R+
0 is closed. Since the Cartesian product of
two closed sets is a closed set, and we only consider finite trace distributions, we
conclude that the set of trace distributions for Markov automata is closed.
Lemma B. For a Markov automaton M and any given δ > 0, there exists
M ∈ N, such that for all m ≥ M and D ∈ trd (M, k)m , we have
PD (freq −1 (Bδ (ED ))) ≥ 1 − α.
Proof. Let M >

1
4δ 2 α .

By Chebychev’s inequality [77], we have for all m > M


PD ( O ∈ Obs(M)|∃σ ∈ O : |freq (O) (σ) − ED (σ)| ≥ δ ) ≤

1
≤ α.
4δ 2 m

This yields for all m > M that
PD (freq −1 (Bδ (ED )))

= PD ( O ∈ Obs(M) | ∀σ ∈ O : |freq (O) (σ) − ED (σ)| < δ )

= 1 − PD ( O ∈ Obs(M) | ∃σ ∈ O : |freq (O) (σ) − ED (σ)| ≥ δ )
≥ 1 − α.

Theorem 6.11. Let M1 and M2 be two MAs. Let k ∈ N and α ∈ (0, 1). Then
there exists M ∈ N such that for all m > M we have
trd (M1 , k) = trd (M2 , k) ⇐⇒ Obs(M1 , α, k, m) = Obs(M2 , α, k, m).
Proof. The “=⇒” direction is trivial, since observations are based on trace distributions (Definition 6.10). For the converse, assume trd (M1 , k) 6⊆ trd (M2 , k),
then there exists a trace distribution D ∈ trd (M1 , k)\trd (M2 , k). We need to
show that Obs(M1 , α, k, m, ) 6⊆ Obs(M2 , α, k, m). By Lemma A the set of finite
trace distributions is closed. Hence, there is δ > 0 such that dist (trd (M1 , k), trd (M2 , k)) >
δ, for some distance function dist. Let D0 ∈ trd (M2 , k) such that dist (PD , PD0 ) =
dist (trd (M1 , k), trd (M2 , k)). By Lemma B, we know that there exist M1 , M2 ∈
N such that for all m > max(M1 , M2 )
PD (freq −1 (B δ (ED ))) ≥ 1 − α
3

and

0

PD0 (freq −1 (B δ (ED ))) ≥ 1 − α.
3
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This yields
0

Obs(D, α, k, m) ⊆ freq −1 (B δ (ED )) and Obs(D0 , k, m, α) ⊆ freq −1 (B δ (ED )).
3

3

Since dist (PD , PD0 ) > δ, we have B δ (PD ) ∩ B δ (PD0 ) = ∅. From here we
3
3
deduce that Obs(D, α, k, m) 6⊆ Obs(M2 , α, k, m), and hence Obs(M1 , α, k, m) 6⊆
Obs(M2 , α, k, m). The other direction holds by symmetry.
Theorem 6.20. Late weak bisimulation is strictly finer than BMW-trace distributions equivalence, i.e. ≈lw ⊂ =BMW .
Proof. Let M1 and M2 = be two MLTSs. Assume M1 ≈lw M2 , where R is a
late weak bisimulation. We have to show that M1 =BMW M2 . Note that it is
sufficient to show that
∀D ∈ Trd BMW (M1 ) ∃D ∈ Trd BMW (M2 ) ∀Σ ∈ (I × Act)∗ : PD (Σ) = PD0 (Σ),
where I ⊆ R+
0 are intervals, since the converse follows by symmetry.
Let D ∈ Trd BMW (M1 ) be a BMW-trace distribution, then there is A ∈
Sched BMW (M1 ), such that trd (A) = D. We show the existence of D0 by
induction over trace distribution length. Assume |Σ| = 0, then by definition of
trace distributions (Definition 6.7), we obviously have PD (ε) = PD0 (ε) = 1.
Assume we have shown that PD (Σ) = PD0 (Σ) for all Σ with |Σ| = n. Let
now Σ ∈ (I × Act)n+1 . Then
Σ = I1 a1 . . . In an In+1 an+1 and Σ0 = I1 a1 . . . In an ,
0
where Ii ⊆ R+
0 are intervals, ai ∈ Act, and Σ vn Σ.
Since Σ is an abstract trace, there are distinct abstract paths Π1 , . . . , Πk
with tr (Πi ) = Σ for i = 1, . . . , k . Let Π01 , . . . , Π0l be the distinct abstract paths
with tr (Π0j ) = Σ0 for j = 1, . . . , l such that for all Π0j exists Πi such that Π0j v Πi .
Note that l ≤ k. Let δj0 = PA (Π0j ) for j = 1, . . . , l. Then PA (Πi ) = δj0 · pi for
some corresponding δj0 ∈ [0, 1] and pi ∈ [0, 1].
Since M1 ≈lw M2 , there are abstract paths Π̂01 , . . . , Π̂0l0 in M2 , such that for
all last(Π0i ), there is last(Π̂0j ) such that last(Π0i )Rlast(Π̂0j ) (the Dirac distribution
of the states). Equivalently, let Π̂1 , . . . , Π̂k0 be abstract paths in M2 , such that
for each last(Πi ) there is last(Π̂j ) with last(Πi )Rlast(Π̂j ) (the Dirac distribution
of the states). By induction assumption, we have
l
X
i=1

0

PD (tr (Π0i ))

=

l
X

PD0 (tr (Π̂0j )).

j=1

Let Ci0 = [last(Π0i )]R ⊆ S1 be the equivalence class of (Dirac distributions over)
states in S1 for each Π01 , . . . , Π0l . It is possible that Ci0 = Cj0 for some i 6= j,
0
so assume there are m ≤ l distinct such Ci0 . Equivalently, let Ĉ10 , . . . , Ĉm
the
corresponding equivalence classes in M2 . We overload tr by denoting tr (Ci ) =
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{Σ ∈ (I × Act)∗ |Σ = tr (Π) with last(Π) ∈ Ci }. By induction assumption, we
can assume without loss of generality, that
PD (tr (Ci0 )) = PD0 (tr (Ĉi0 )) for each i = 1, . . . , m.
It now suffices to show, that there is A0 ∈ Sched (M2 ) with trd (A0 ) = D0 such that
PD (tr (Ci )) = PD0 (tr (Ĉi )) for each i = 1, . . . , w, where Ci = [last(Πi )]R ⊆ S1
and Ĉj = [last(Π̂j )]R ⊆ S2 .
Let µ ∈ SubDistr(Ci0 ) for some i. Since M1 ≈lw M2 , there is a subĈi0 ) such that µ R ν. We need to show, that D0 can
distribution ν ∈ SubDistr(
P
assign a total of i∈I pi to states in distribution ν to go via the last trace
fragment In+1 an+1 to Ĉj for some j. Here, I is the set of indices for abstract
paths Π0r such that Π0r v Πs for some Πs with last(Πs ) ∈ Cj . Indeed, assume
α
α
µ ,→C µ0 , then by late weak bisimulation, there is ν =⇒C ν 0 , such that µ0 R ν 0 .
If α ∈ Act τ , let
|Ci0 |
1 X
i
A(πj0 )(0, α, µ0 ),
pα = 0
|Ci | j=1
where πi0 are the corresponding paths to Π0i with last(Π0i ) ∈ Ci0 . Intuitively, piα is
0
0
the probability that scheduler A assigns
P to equivalence class Ci to schedule µ .
If α ∈ R+ , then we define piα = 1 − a∈Act τ pia as the remaining probability of
a Markovian transition taking place.
(a) If α = τ , µ
~ and ν =
6 ν 0 , then ~ν . This is a result proven in [66]. Then there
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
exists νd ∈ Distr (S2 ) with ν −→C ν1 −→C . . . −→C νd −→C νd+1 −→C
τ
0
0
νκ −→C ν such that there is A ∈ Sched BMW (M2 ), with
(
X
piα if h = d
0
A(π̂j 0, τ, ν1 s1 , . . . 0, τ, νh−1 sh−1 )(0, τ, νh ) =
1
if h 6= d,
0
π̂j ∈Ĉi

and Trd BMW (A0 ) = D0 . This is possible, due to the transition consistency
ν~h for h = 1, . . . , d implicitly given by ~ν and late weak bisimulation.
µ and ν 6= ν 0 , then ¬~ν . This is a result taken from
(b) If α = τ , ¬~
Pz[66]. However,
by late weak bisimulation, there exists a splitting of µ = j=1 wj µj , such
Pz
τ
that ν =⇒C
~ j , and consequently ~νj for
j=1 wj νj with µj R νj and µ
j = 1, . . . , z. Now, there exists a P
scheduler A0 ∈ Sched BMW (M2 ) with
z
Trd BMW (A0 ) = D0 , that can reach j=1 wj νj with probability 1, because
µ R ν. We proceed with (a) for µj and νj for j = 1, . . . , z.
(c) If α = τ and ν = ν 0 , then µ0 R ν. Then D0 stays in ν with probability 1.
(d) If α ∈ Act and µ
~ . Similar to (a).
(e) If α ∈ Act and ¬~
µ. Similar to (b).
(f) If α ∈ R+ and µ
~ , then all s ∈ supp(µ) are stable, i.e. no τ -transitions are
enabled. Consequently, also ~ν , and therefore, all states s ∈ supp(ν) are
stable. Since µ R ν we know that D0 has piα as remaining probability for
Markovian transitions to take place.
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(g) If α ∈ R+ and ¬~
µ. This case is solved as a combination of (b) and (f).

Note that the choice of A0 solely depends on decisions of D and not individual
traces. Since all of the above cases are exclusive, there is a scheduler A0 ∈
Sched BMW (M2 ) that fulfils all of them with Trd BMW (A0 ) = D0 .
Finally, this shows for each Ci that
PD (tr (Ci ))

=

mi
X

PD (tr (Cj0 )) ·

j=1

=

m̂i
X

pjk

k=1

PD0 (tr (Ĉj0 ))

j=1

=

|Ci |
X

·

|Ĉi |
X

p jk

k=1

PD0 (tr (Ĉi )),

where pjk are the probabilities in PA (Πj ) = PA (Π0z )pjk for each last(Πj ) ∈ Ci
with Π0z vn Πj and last(Π0z ) ∈ Cj0 for some j (the same for Π̂j and Ĉi ). Summing
over all Ci and Ĉi respectively, gives PD (Σ) = PD0 (Σ) for each Σ.
Thus, we showed the existence of D0 ∈ Trd BMW (M2 ), such that all abstract
traces of M2 get assigned the same probability as in M1 . That yields M1 ⊆BMW
M2 . The converse holds by symmetry.
Lemma C. Let R be a late weak bisimulation on a non-divergent finite Markov
automaton M. Let µ, ν ∈ SubDistr(S) with µ R ν with ν unstable. Then there
exists ν ∗ ∈ SubDistr(S) such that µ R ν ∗ and ν ∗ stable.
Proof. Let µ, ν ∈ SubDistr(S) with µ R ν and ν unstable. There are two cases:
τ

1. Assume τ ∈ enabled (µ). Then there is µ0 ∈ SubDistr(S) with µ ,→C µ0 .
Since R is a late weak bisimulation, there is ν 0 ∈ SubDistr(S), such that
τ
ν =⇒C ν 0 and µ0 R ν 0 . Additionally, µ0 R ν and µ R ν 0 . Then either
τ ∈ enabled (µ0 ) or τ ∈
/ enabled (µ0 ). In the first case, we repeat case 1, in
the latter we go to case 2. Note that this procedure can be repeated only
finitely many times. Assume we infinitely often execute case 1. Then either
M is divergent or M is not finite. Both cases violate our assumptions.
2. Assume τ ∈
/ enabled (µ). Since ν is unstable, there is ν 0 ∈ SubDistr(S) with
τ
0
ν ,→ ν . Since R is a late weak bisimulation, there is µ0 ∈ SubDistr(S),
τ
such that µ =⇒ µ0 and ν 0 R µ0 . Since τ ∈
/ enabled (µ), we necessarily have
0
µ ≡ µ . If τ ∈ enabled (ν 0 ), then we repeat case 2. If τ ∈
/ enabled (ν 0 ), then
0
∗
∗
ν ≡ ν , i.e. ν is stable. Note that case 2 is repeated only finitely many
times. If this were not the case, then M would either be divergent or not
finite.

Theorem 6.23 Late weak bisimulation ignoring Markovian self-loops is strictly
finer than trace distribution equivalence, i.e. ≈◦lw ⊂=TD .
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Proof sketch. The proof arises as a combination of Theorem 6.23 and Lemma C.
Instead of assigning probability sub-distributions to trace fragments, the trace
distribution D0 assigns measures depending on the measures used by D. By
Lemma C a sub-distribution of states can always reach an equivalent and stable
sub-distribution of states with probability one. Note that a scheduler can
schedule any measures in a stable sub-distribution. Additionally, a finite convex
combination of measures is a measure. Hence, D0 can assign the same measure
to all equivalence classes and their corresponding trace fragments as D.

CHAPTER

7

Model-Based Testing with Stochastic Automata

Stochastic behaviour and requirements are an important aspect of today’s complex systems: network protocols extensively rely on randomised algorithms [106,
165], cloud providers commit to service level agreements, the emerging field of
probabilistic robotics [168] allows the automation of complex tasks via simple
randomised strategies, as seen in e.g. vacuum and lawn mowing robots, and we
see a proliferation of probabilistic programming languages [82].
Stochastic systems must satisfy stochastic requirements. Consider the example of exponential back-off in Ethernet studied in Chapter 4: an adapter that,
after a collision, sometimes retransmits earlier than prescribed by the standard
may not impact the overall functioning of the network, but may well gain an
unfair advantage in throughput at the expense of overall network performance.
In the case of cloud providers, the service level agreements are inherently stochastic when guaranteeing a certain availability (i.e. average uptime) or a certain
distribution of maximum response times for different tasks. This has given rise
to extensive research in stochastic model checking techniques [111]. However, in
practice, testing remains the dominant technique to evaluate and certify systems
outside of a limited area of highly safety-critical applications.
In this chapter, we present an MBT framework based on input-output
stochastic automata (IOSA) [51], which are transition systems augmented with
discrete probabilistic choices and timers whose expiration is governed by general
probability distributions. IOSA mark the pinnacle of modelling formalisms in
terms of both complexity and power of this thesis. By using IOSA models, we can
quantitatively specify stochastic aspects of a system, in particular with respect to
timing. We support discrete as well as continuous probability distributions, so our
framework is suitable for both hard and soft real-time requirements. Since IOSA
extend transition systems, non-determinism is available for underspecification
as usual. We formally define the notions of stochastic ioco (sa-ioco), and of
test cases as a restriction of IOSA. We then outline practical algorithms for
test generation and sa-ioco conformance testing. The latter combines pertrace functional verdicts as in standard ioco with a statistical evaluation that
builds upon the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [99] known from non-parametric
169
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statistics. While our theory of IOSA and sa-ioco is very general with respect to
supported probability distributions and non-determinism, we need to assume
some restrictions to arrive at practically feasible algorithms. We finally exemplify
our framework’s capabilities and its inherent trade-offs by testing timing aspects
of different implementation variants of the Bluetooth device discovery protocol.
This illustrates differences to purely Markovian test theory as seen in Chapter 5
in a most practical way.
Since probabilistic automata and Markov automata are special cases of
stochastic automata, our new framework generalises both previous ones. However,
due to the memoryless assumption, the Mar-ioco conformance testing algorithm
only had to compare the means of the specified and observed delays. We do not
make any such assumption for sa-ioco instead we are checking the entire shape
of the distribution via the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test matches. It is thus a more
precise test, that comes at the slight increase of complexity.
We summarize the main contributions of this chapter:
• The input output stochastic automata (IOSA) model, comprising non
deterministic choices, discrete probability distributions, and discretely and
continuously distributed clocks for transition,
• a behavioural description for SA based on trace semantics,
• definitions of test cases, execution and verdicts,
• the soundness and completeness results of our framework,
• non-parametric tests for general continuous clock distributions, and
• the Bluetooth discovery protocol revisited with the SA framework.
Related Work. Early influential work had only deterministic time [21, 116,
120], later extended with time-outs/quiescence [29]. Probabilistic testing preorders and equivalences are well-studied [45, 60, 158]. Probabilistic bisimulation
via hypothesis testing was first introduced in [122]. Our work is largely influenced by [40], which introduced a way to compare trace frequencies with
collected samples. Closely related is work by [97, 138] on stochastic finite state
machines, where stochastic delays are specified similarly, but discrete probability
distributions over target states are not included.
Origins of the chapter. The work underlying this chapter was performed in
collaboration with Arnd Hartmanns and Mariëlle Stoelinga, and appeared in
• Marcus Gerhold, Arnd Hartmanns, and Mariëlle Stoelinga. Model-based
testing for general stochastic time. In Proceedings of the 10th International
Symposium on NASA Formal Methods, NFM, pages 203–219, 2018.
Organisation of the chapter. Section 7.1 establishes the underlying automaton model in Stochastic automata, and recalls language theoretic concepts. The
theory of testing with stochastic automata is explored in Section 7.2. This
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includes the conformance relation, test cases, verdicts and the framework’s correctness. An algorithmic outline and applicable methods for the framework in
practice are presented in Section 7.3. The Bluetooth device discovery protocol is
revisited in Section 7.4, and differences to the Markov automaton framework are
explored. The chapter ends with concluding remarks in Section 7.5.

7.1

Stochastic Automata

We introduce the underlying model for the remainder of this chapter in input/output stochastic automata (IOSA). Stochastic automata are transition
systems augmented with non-determinism, discrete probability choices, and
real-time clocks whose expiration is governed by general discrete or continuous
probability distributions. Separating their alphabet into input- and output
actions gives rise to IOSA. As such, they are a conservative extension of both
probabilistic automata and Markov automata, as seen in Chapters 4 and 5.
We refer to Figure 7.1 for an hierarchical
overview. SA are the most powerful and
SA
complex modelling formalisms studied in
this thesis, and thus mark the pinnacle of
MA
MBT frameworks in a probabilistic setting
discussed here.
The remainder of this section is strucPA
IMC
tured similarly to PA and MA; the automaton model is introduced alongside ilDTMC
LTS
CTMC
lustrating examples, and the meaning of
disc. prob. non-determ. exp. delay
paths and traces is explored. We define
parallel composition for IOSA to enable
communication between multiple compo- Figure 7.1: Traversing the automata
nents, or with the environment, and in- formalism hierarchy shown in Figtroduce schedulers. As before, schedulers ure 1.3.
ensure the quantification of probabilities
of traces with respect to a probability measure, and induce trace distributions.

7.1.1

Definition

SA [50] are transition systems augmented with non-determinism, discrete probability choices, and clocks whose expiration is governed by general probability
distributions, which are either discrete or continuous. The action alphabet of SA
is separated into inputs, outputs and internal actions, as we have done for other
modelling formalisms. Working in an open setting, where an implementation may
interact with other components, or the environment, warrants this distinction.
This gives rise to input output stochastic automata (IOSA) [51].
While strictly being an extension of Markov automata, working in general
continuous time not restricted to exponential distributions means IOSA lose the
desirable memoryless property. To account for the loss, SA use clocks; real-valued
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variables that increase synchronously with rate 1 over time and expire some
random amount of time after they have been restarted. Their expiration time is
drawn according to an underlying probability distribution. Therefore, we define
SA to comprise locations rather than states; each location keeps track of all
real valued clocks, while a single state comprises a location, an evaluation of all
clocks, as well as their respective expiration times. The complexity of the state
space of an SA becomes evident, as there are uncountably many clock valuations
in each location. Similarly, each transition is a discrete probability distribution
(potentially Dirac). We point out that IOSAs are not defined as input-reactive
and output-generative this time around for technical reasons.
What sets SA apart further from previous models is the existence of both
guards and clock resets on transitions; a transition may only be taken once all
clocks in the guard sets are expired. This is similar to timed automata, except
expiration times are randomly distributed according to a discrete or continuous
probability distribution. The eponymous clock resets ensures clocks are properly
set back to zero whenever it is desired.
Definition 7.1. An input-output stochastic automaton (IOSA) is a 6-tuple
I = hLoc, C, Act, E, F, `0 i where
• Loc is a countable set of locations, with `0 ∈ Loc as the initial location,
• C is a finite set of clocks,
• Act = Act I t Act O t Act H is the finite action alphabet partitioned into
inputs Act I , outputs Act O containing the distinct element δ denoting
quiescence, and internal actions Act H ,
=
• E : Loc → P(Edges) with Edges def
= P(C) × Act × Distr (T ) and T def
P(C) × Loc is the edge function mapping each location to a finite set of
edges, that in turn consist of a guard set, a label, and a distribution over
targets in T consisting of a restart set of clocks and target locations, and

• F : C → Meas R+
is the delay measure function that maps each clock to
0
a probability measure.
Intuitively, a stochastic automaton starts its execution in the initial location
with all clocks expired. An edge may be taken only if all clocks in its guard
set G are expired. If any output edge is enabled, some edge must be taken,
i.e. all outputs are urgent. When an edge (`, hC, a, µ(R, `0 )i) is taken, 1. its
action is a, 2. we select a target hR, `0 i ∈ T randomly according to the discrete
distribution µ, 3. all clocks in R are restarted and other expired clocks remain
expired, and 4. we move to successor location `0 . There, another edge may be
taken immediately or we may need to wait until some further clocks expire
etc. When a clock c is restarted, the time until it expires is chosen randomly
according to the probability measure F (c). We point out that each clock has its
own distribution, which is independent from locations, as well as independent
from other clocks.
Example 7.2. Figure 7.2a shows an example IOSA specifying the behaviour of
a file server with archival storage. We omit empty restart sets and the empty
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x ∼ Uni[0, 1]
y ∼ Det(5)
z ∼ Exp(3)

x ∼ Uni[0, 1]
y ∼ Det(5)
z ∼ Exp(3)

abort?

abort?
{y},err!

{y},err!

{z},file!

?
req
`0

`2

∅,wa
it!,
{y , z

}
`3

req?,{x}
{x},file!

`0

∅,req?

.1
∅,0
∅,0
.9

`1

{z},τ ,{x}

abort?

(a) File server specification.

`2

∅,wai
t!,{y
,z

}
`3

`1

{x},file!
abort?

(b) File server implementation.

Figure 7.2: Specification and a possible implementation IOSA of a file server
with archival storage. Upon receiving a request, a server either directly transfers
the file, or needs to fetch it from the archives, resulting in different waiting times.
As usual, inputs are suffixed with “?” and outputs with “!”. Note that we omit
empty restart sets and the empty guard sets of inputs for readability.

guard sets of inputs. Upon receiving a request in the initial location `0 , an
implementation may either move to `1 or `2 . The latter represents the case of
a file in archive: the server must immediately deliver a wait! notification and
then attempt to retrieve the file from the archive. Clocks y and z are restarted,
and used to specify that retrieving the file shall take on average 13 of a time unit,
exponentially distributed, but no more than 5 time units. In location `3 , there
is a race between retrieving the file and a deterministic time-out. In case of
time-out, an error message err! is returned; otherwise, the file can be delivered
as usual from location `1 . Clock x is used to specify the transmission time of the
file: it is supposed to be uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 time units.
In Figure 7.2b, we show an implementation of this specification. One out
of ten files randomly requires to be fetched from the archive. This is allowed
by the specification: it is one particular resolution of the non-determinism, i.e.
underspecification, defined in `0 . The implementation also manages to transmit
files from archive directly while fetching them, as evidenced by the direct edge
from `3 back to `0 labelled file!. This violates the timing prescribed by the
specification, and must be detected by an MBT procedure for IOSA.
Notation.

By convention, we use the following notations and concepts:

• As usual, we suffix inputs with “?”, and outputs with “!”. Throughout
the chapter τ denotes an internal action, and δ denotes the distinguished
quiescence label contained in Act O . Further, we use µ and ν to denote
discrete probability distributions used in edges.
G,a
• We write ` −
−→E µ if hG, a, µi ∈ E(`).

• A multi-set is written as {| . . . |}.
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• Val = V → R+
0 is the set of valuations for an (implicit) set V of (nonnegative real-valued) variables. 0 ∈ Val assigns value zero to all variables.
• Given X ⊆ V and v ∈ Val , we write v[X] for the valuation defined by
v[X](x) = 0 if x ∈ X and v[X](y) = v(y) otherwise. This notation is
usually used for clock resets. For t ∈ R+
0 , v + t is the valuation defined by
(v + t)(x) = v(x) + t for all x ∈ V .
• We write pdf (c) for the probability density function associated to the
cumulative distribution function F (c).
• We call an IOSA input-enabled if all input actions are available in every
location at every time, i.e. ∀ ` ∈ Loc, a ∈ Act I ∃ µ : h∅, a, µi ∈ E(`)

Parallel composition. We define parallel composition for IOSAs in order to
enable communication among various components, or with the environment.
Parallel composition is defined in the standard fashion [9] by synchronizing on
shared actions, and evolving independently on others. Since transitions in IOSAs
are stochastically independent, we multiply the probabilities when taking shared
actions.
Definition 7.3. Given two IOSAs
I = hLoc, C, Act, E, F, `0 i

and

I 0 = hLoc 0 , C 0 , Act 0 , E 0 , F 0 , `00 i

with C ∩ C 0 = ∅, Act H ∩ Act 0H = ∅, and M ⊆ Act × Act 0 , their parallel
composition is defined as I k I 0 def
= hLoc 00 , C 00 , Act 00 , E 00 , F 00 , h`01 , `02 ii where
• Loc 00 = Loc × Loc 0 ,
• C 00 = C ∪ C 0
• Act 00 def
= Act 00I tAct 00O tAct 00H with outputs Act 00O = Act O ∪Act 0O , internal actions Act 00H = Act H ∪Act 0H , and inputs Act 00I = (Act I ∪Act 0I )\({ aI ∈ Act I |
∃ aO ∈ Act 0O : haI , aO i ∈ M } ∪ { aI ∈ Act 0I | ∃ aO ∈ Act O : haO , aI i ∈
M }),
• E 00 is the smallest edge function satisfying the inference rules
G,a
`1 −
−→E1 µ

a = τ ∨ @ a2 ∈ Act 2 : ha, a2 i ∈ M

G,a
h`1 , `2 i −
−→E 00 { hR, h`01 , `2 ii 7→ µ(hR, `01 i) | R ⊆ C, `01 ∈ Loc 1 }
G1 ,a1
G2 ,a2
`1 −−−−→E µ
`2 −
−−−→E 0 ν
a1 ∈ Act O ∧ ha1 , a2 i ∈ M

(indep1 )

G1 ∪G2 ,a1
h`1 , `2 i −
−−−−−→E 00 { hR1 ∪ R2 , h`01 , `02 ii 7→ µ(hR1 , `01 i) · ν(hR2 , `02 i) }

(sync1 )

plus symmetric rules indep2 and sync2 for the corresponding steps of I2 ,
and lastly
• F = F ∪ F 0.
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We use the convention that two actions a1 and a2 match, i.e. ha1 , a2 i ∈ M ,
if they are the same except for the suffix (e.g. a! matches a? but not b? or a!).
The definition of parallel composition for IOSA is straightforward; since
clocks are required to be independent from each other, we simply take the
union of all clocks, as well as corresponding probability distributions attached to
them. The same holds for the action alphabet, except for synchronising actions.
Here, only inputs that do not have a corresponding synchronising output in the
other component are carried over. Perhaps the most involved item is the edge
function; an edge is carried over if its label is τ , it does not synchronise, or if both
IOSAs enable the same action that is synchronised upon. Note that the latter
requires to carry over both guard sets, clock reset sets, and to account for the
correct discrete probability over target states by multiplying their independent
distributions µ and ν.

7.1.2

Language Theoretic Concepts

IOSAs comprise non-negative real-valued clocks that keep track of the time since
their last respective resets. Since there is no memoryless assumption for IOSAs,
they comprise locations, rather than states. Each state h`, v, xi ∈ S consists
of the current location ` and the values v and expiration times x of all clocks.
Consequently, the resulting state space of an IOSA consists of uncountably many
states, but countably many locations as required by Definition 7.1.
Definition 7.4. The states of IOSA I are S def
= Loc × Val × Val .
With the notion of states in place, we are now able to define paths induced
= ∀ c ∈ G : v(c) ≥ x(c) be a
by an IOSA. In order to do so, we let Ex(G, v, x) def
Boolean that checks whether all clocks in G are expired.
Definition 7.5. The set of all paths of an IOSA I is
ω
paths(I) def
= S × (R+
0 × Edges × P(C) × S)

where the first state of each path is h`0 , 0, 0i, and contains precisely the sequences
π of the form
π = h`0 , v0 , x0 iht1 , e1 , R1 , h`1 , v1 , x1 ii . . . ,
where v0 = x0 = 0, and for all i ≥ 1, we have ei = hGi , ai , µi i ∈ E(`i−1 ),
Ex(Gi , vi−1 +t, xi−1 ), hRi ,V`i i ∈ support(µi ), vi = (vi−1 +t)[Ri ], xi ∈ { x ∈ Val |
V
/ Act I , then additionally
c∈C\Ri x(c) = xi−1 (c) ∧
c∈Ri x(c) ≥ 0 }, and if ai ∈
@ t0 ∈ [0, t[:

_

Ex(G, vi−1 + t0 , xi−1 ).

G,a

`i−1 −−→µ

We write paths fin (I) as the set of finite paths. For a finite path π ∈ paths fin (I)
we denote last(π) as its last state, and its length |π| is the number of edges with
non-internal action labels.
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While Definition 7.5 certainly looks more technically involved compared to
previously seen counterparts, it is completely standard. We require that every
(finite) path starts in the initial location with all clocks and expiration times
set to zero. Every edge occurring on the path needs to be an edge in the IOSA.
An edge may only be taken if all its guarded clocks are expired, denoted by
the Boolean Ex(G, v, x). Moreover, we require that only valid valuations of
clocks and expiration times are recorded in a (finite) path. Lastly, we ensure the
urgency of non-input actions, i.e. no other action is enabled before time t. If
presented with a path π, our thorough Definition 7.5 lets us precisely reconstruct
an execution of the underlying IOSA. That is, we can track the precise behaviour
exhibited by an IOSA up to clock valuations and expiration times in every
location. The additional requirements ensure that only valid paths are contained
in the eponymous set, and no urgency assumptions or guard constraints are
violated.
Remark 7.6. We define states and paths of an IOSA explicitly, by setting states
as triples of locations, valuations and expirations. An alternative approach lies
in providing the semantics of a stochastic automaton by presenting its underlying
timed probabilistic transition system (TPTS). A TPTS treats states as “first
class citizens”, and language theoretic concepts can be defined similarly.
We opt for the explicit treatment of the semantics of IOSA in this chapter, and
make use of TPTS semantics in Chapter 8. In the latter, we require restrictions
of the information available in states, and working in TPTS ensures a clean
treatment of that.
Traces represent the behaviour of an automaton visible to an external observer.
In particular, they cannot see the values of individual clocks, but only the time
passed since the run started. As such, traces are (finite) sequences of time values
followed by externally visible actions. Since we intend to quantify the probability
of traces, we define abstract traces that comprise time intervals as opposed to
single time values. Note that this is a necessity when working in a continuous
real-time environment.
Definition 7.7. The trace of a (finite) path π is the overloaded projection
fin
ω
∗
tr (π) : paths(I) → (R+
(I) → (R+
0 × Act) and tr (π) : paths
0 × Act) resp.

to the delays in R+
0 , and the actions in Act. τ -steps are omitted and their delays
are added to that of the next visible action. The set of traces of I is traces(I),
and the set of finite traces is traces fin (I), respectively. traces com (I) is the set of
complete finite traces for I based on paths ending in terminal locations.
An abstract trace in AbsTraces(I) is a sequence Σ = I1 a1 I2 a2 . . . where
Ii ⊆ R+
0 are closed intervals. Finite abstract traces are defined analogously, and
denoted AbsTraces fin (I). A finite abstract trace Σ is a prefix of an abstract trace
Σ0 , denoted Σ v Σ0 , if ai = a0i and Ii = Ii0 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
As before, we point out, that there is a one-to-one mapping between traces
and their abstract counterparts due to our convention to identify time value t
with the interval [0, t].
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7.1.3

Schedulers and Trace Distributions

Input/Output stochastic automata comprise non-deterministic choices, discrete
probability distributions, as well as continuously distributed real-valued clocks.
Due to the non-determinism in an IOSA, it is not directly possible to assign
probabilities to (abstract) paths and traces directly. Rather, we resort to schedulers that resolve non-determinism, and consequently yield a purely probabilistic
system. This construction was used in previous chapters, too.
Given any finite history leading to a state, a scheduler returns a discrete
probability distribution over the set of next transitions. In order to model
termination, we define schedulers such that they can continue paths with a
halting extension ⊥, after which only quiescence is observed. We point out that
non-determinism in IOSA always has the form of timed non-determinism, i.e.
the choice between multiple transition only arises if the clocks of all guards on
transitions expire simultaneously. This includes the empty guard sets on inputs.
Definition 7.8. A scheduler of an IOSA I = hLoc, C, Act, E, F, `0 i is a measurable function
A : paths fin (I) → Distr (Edges ∪ { ⊥ })
G,a
such that A(π)(hG, a, µi) > 0 with last(π) = h`, v, xi implies ` −
−→ µ and
+
Ex(G, v + t, x) where t ∈ R0 is the minimal delay for which no other transition
was available before, i.e.
_
@ t0 ∈ [0, t[ :
Ex(G, v + t0 , x).
G0 ,a0 0
`−−−→µ

A(π)(⊥) is the probability to halt. A halts on π if A(π)(⊥) = 1. A is of length
k ∈ N if A(π)(⊥) = 1 for all paths π of length ≥ k. Lastly, Sched (I, k) is the set
of all schedulers of I of length k, and Sched (I) is the set of all finite schedulers.
A scheduler can only choose between the edges enabled at the points where
any edge just became enabled in an IOSA. Schedulers remove all non-determinism,
and transform an IOSA to a purely probabilistic system. As is usual, we restrict
to schedulers that let time diverge with probability 1 (Zenoness).
The probability of each step on a path is then given by the step probability
function:
Definition 7.9. Given IOSA I and A ∈ Sched (I), the step probability function

QA : paths fin (I) → Meas (R+
0 × Edges × P(C) × S) ∪ { ⊥ }
is defined by QA (π)(⊥) = A(π)(⊥) and, for π with last(π) = h`, v, xi,
QA (π)([t1 , t2 ] × EQ × RQ × SQ ) =

!
Z
X
X
x 0 0
A(π)(e)·
µ(hR, `0 i)·
XR
(v , x ) 
1t∈[t1 ,t2 ]·
e=hG,a,µi∈EQ

R∈RQ ,`0 ∈Loc

h`0 ,v 0 ,x0 i∈SQ
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where t is the minimal delay in ` as in Definition


Y 1
x 0
0
XR (v , x ) = 1v0 =(v+t)[R]
0

c∈R pdf (c)(x0 (c))

7.5 and
if c ∈
/ R ∧ x(c) = x0 (c)
if c ∈
/ R ∧ x(c) 6= x0 (c)
if c ∈ R.

For a given scheduler A ∈ Sched (I, k), the step probability function ensures
that the probability of each abstract path is quantified. Note that abstract paths
for IOSA consist of time-intervals, and state intervals, where each state consists
of a location, the current clock valuations, and expiration time valuations. Since
the latter two are uncountable, we require intervals to construct the σ-field over
abstract paths, as seen in Chapter 5. The step probability function QA induces a
unique probability measure PA over AbsPaths fin (I): QA defines, for every path
π, a measure quantifying the probability to continue from state last(π) = h`, v, xi
by incurring a delay in the interval I ⊆ R+
0 , taking an edge in EQ , resetting a
set of clocks in RQ , and ending up in a state in SQ . Note that we require sets of
states SQ , since a single state h`, v, xi has probability zero to occur.
The probability to halt precisely after π is inferred from the probability a
scheduler assigns to the halting extension ⊥. The probability to see an action and
the transition to a new location including expiration times and clock valuations
is defined as follows: At first, the indicator function ensures that only time
values contained in the interval [t1 , t2 ] are accounted for. Next, the probability
of all scheduled edges is considered. Here, the discrete probabilities assigned to
every respective edge is multiplied with the outcome of their inherent discrete
probability distribution µ, i.e. the distribution deciding on reset clocks and the
next location. Lastly, the Lebesgue integral [178] over all states in SQ accounts
for clock valuations and expiration times; if a clock is not in the reset set, it
contributes with factor 1. On the contrary, it contributes factor 0 if the clock
was not reset, and yet new expiration times are sampled – a case that should
not occur in practice, that hence sets the probability to 0. Only the presence of
a clock c in the set of reset clocks R allows for newly sampled expiration times.
The step probability function allows the construction of probability spaces
based on maximal abstract paths, as we have seen in Chapter 5. We construct
trace distributions based on these probability spaces.
Trace Distributions. We can define the trace distribution for an IOSA I
and a scheduler as the probability measure over traces (using abstract traces to
construct the corresponding σ-field) induced by the probability measure over
paths in the usual way. Then, the probability assigned to a set of abstract traces
X is the probability of all paths whose trace is an element of X.
Definition 7.10. The trace distribution D of a scheduler A of IOSA I, denoted
as D = trd (A), is the probability space (ΩD , FD , PD ) given by
• ΩD = AbsTraces(I),
• FD is the smallest σ-field generated by the sets {CΣ | Σ ∈ AbsTraces fin (M)},
where CΣ = {Σ0 ∈ ΩD | Σ v Σ0 }, and
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• PD is the unique probability measure on FD , such that
PD (X) = PA (tr −1 (X)) for X ∈ FD .
Trace distribution equivalence. A trace distribution is of length k ∈ N, if
it is based on a scheduler of length k. The set of all such trace distributions
is trd (I, k). Conversely, the set of all finite trace distributions is denoted
trd (I). This induces an equivalence relation =TD ; two IOSA I and S are trace
distribution equivalent, written I =TD S, if and only if trd (I) = trd (S).

7.2

Stochastic Testing Theory

Model-based testing entails the automatic test case generation, execution, and
evaluation based on a requirements model. Our goal is to establish this threestep procedure for input-output stochastic automata. As a first step, we define
what formal conformance between two models means. To that end, we define a
conformance relation akin to ioco aptly called sa-ioco.
In the next step, we formally define test cases, and present how tests are
generated based on an IOSA system specification. Their annotations evaluating
single traces are based on the previously established conformance relation. The
next step involves the execution of these tests on an implementation. Lastly,
we demonstrate how samples are evaluated both functionally, and statistically.
The functional evaluation is comparable to established procedures from the
literature [174], and was described multiple times before in previous chapters.
Informally, we require all outputs offered by the SUT to be predictable by the
specification. This property is culminated in the ioco framework by Tretmans
[174], and therefore utilized here. Conversely, similar to how a single coin toss
cannot evaluate whether the coin is fair or not, we require a sufficiently large
sample to apply statistical tests, that establish probabilistic correctness.
Alongside the functional correctness, we present evaluation procedures for
a separate probabilistic verdict. This probabilistic verdict accounts both for
implemented probabilities, as well as stochastically distributed time. We define
the set of acceptable outcomes of an IOSA, which aids us in relating two IOSAs
to each other.

7.2.1

The Conformance Relation vsa
ioco

Trace distribution equivalence =TD is the probabilistic counterpart of trace
equivalence for transition systems: it shows that there is a way for the traces of
two different models, e.g. the IOSA I and S, to all have the same probability
via some resolution of non-determinism. However, trace equivalence or inclusion
is too fine as a conformance relation for testing, as studied in Section 3.2. The
ioco relation [174] for functional conformance solves this problem by allowing
underspecification of functional behaviour: an implementation I is conforming
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to a specification S if every experiment derived from S executed on I leads to
an output that was foreseen in S. Formally:
I vioco S ⇔ ∀ σ ∈ traces fin (S) : out I (σ) ⊆ out S (σ)
where out I (σ) is the set of outputs in I that is enabled after trace σ.
To extend ioco testing to IOSA, we need two auxiliary concepts that mirror
trace prefixes, and the set out stochastically:
• Given a trace distribution D of length k, and a trace distribution D0 of
length greater or equal to k, we say D is a prefix of D0 , written D vk D0 ,
if both assign the same probability to all abstract traces of length k.
• For an IOSA I and a trace distribution D of length k, the output continuation of D in I contains all trace distributions D0 of length k + 1, such that
D vk D0 , that assign every trace of length k + 1 ending in input probability
0. We set
outcont I (D)

def

=

{D0 ∈ trd (I, k + 1) |
k +
D vk D0 ∧ ∀σ ∈ [R+
0 Act] R0 Act I : PD 0 (Σ) = 0}.

Definition 7.11. Let S and I be two IOSA over the same action signature, and
let I be input enabled. We say I is sa-ioco-conforming to S, written I vsa
ioco S,
if and only if
∀k ∈ N ∀D ∈ trd (S) : outcont I (D) ⊆ outcont S (D).
Intuitively, I is conforming if, no matter how it resolves non-determinism, S
can mimic its behaviour by resolving non-determinism accordingly, such that all
abstract traces have the same probability. Like the original ioco, Definition 7.11
neglects traces ending in input.
Recall Theorem 4.16, and the fact that a stochastic automaton is an input
output transition system iff the set of clocks and clock resets is empty, and every
discrete probability distribution µ is the Dirac distribution. This shows that
sa-ioco conservatively extends ioco.
Theorem 7.12. Let I and S be two IOTS with I input enabled, then
I vioco S ⇐⇒ I vsa
ioco S.
Proof sketch. Since an IOTS is an IOSA without any clocks, guard or reset
sets and only Dirac distributions on edges, the notions of schedulers for such
IOSAs (Definition 7.8) coincides with the notion of schedulers for pIOTSs only
containing Dirac distributions (Definition 4.9). Hence, both definitions induce
the same trace distributions on IOTSs. The proof then immediately follows from
Theorem 4.16.
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7.2.2

Test Cases

A test case describes the possible behaviour of a tester. The advantage of MBT
over manual testing is that test cases can be automatically generated from the
specification, and automatically executed on an implementation. In each step of
the execution, the tester may either 1. stop testing, 2. wait to observe output,
or 3. send an input to the implementation. A single test may provide multiple
options, giving rise to multiple concrete testing sequences. It may also prescribe
different reactions to different outputs.
Formally, test cases for a specification S are IOSA whose inputs are the
outputs of S and vice-versa. More specifically, we define test cases as IOTSs,
i.e. IOSAs with an empty set of clocks and only the Dirac distribution on
edges. This ensures that the model of an implementation under test is internally
deterministic. A test can also react to no output being supplied, modelled
by quiescence δ, and check if that was expected. Since we can only judge the
correctness of specified behaviour, we limit the outputs a test case can give to
those occurring in the specification (cf. input-minimal tests [169]).
Definition 7.13. A test case t over an alphabet (Act I , Act O ) is an IOSA
hLoc, ∅, Act tI t Act tO , E, ∅, `0 i that has the alphabet’s outputs as inputs and
vice-versa, i.e. Act tI = Act O ∪ {δ} and Act tO = Act I \{δ}, and that is a finite,
internally deterministic and connected tree. Additionally, we require for every
` ∈ Loc:
• E(`) = ∅,
∅,a

• For all a ∈ Act tI there is ` −−→E µ where µ the Dirac distribution, or
∅,a

• There is exactly one a ∈ Act tO , such that ` −−→E µ where µ the Dirac
distribution.
A test suite T is a set of test cases. A test case (suite resp.) for an IOSA S,
is a test case (suite resp.) over its action signature, and whenever t sends an
input, this input must be present in S, too, i.e.
∀ σ ∈ traces fin (t) with σ = σ1 t a σ2 and a ∈ Act I : σ1 t a ∈ traces fin (S).
Even though test cases are formally defined as IOSAs, their structure is
reminiscent of an IOTS. This is due to the fact that test cases do not make use of
clocks, or any non-Dirac distributions on their edges. A test case over an action
alphabet or specification respectively has a reversed interface: specification
inputs are test outputs and vice versa. This is to ensure proper synchronization
with respect to parallel composition. To take into account the history, tests are
formalized as internally deterministic trees.
Remark 7.14. We point out that allowing non-empty guard sets on input
transitions is an appealing approach, as it would allow to model the behaviour
of a tester to wait a certain amount of time before supplying inputs. This
approach, however, poses some difficulties: The correctness of our framework
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t̂1 :

δ
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wait?
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fail

t̂2 :

fail
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δ
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δ

fail

pass
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fail
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t̂3 :

fail

err?
wait?
δ

abort!

wait?

fail

file?

δ

fail
pass

file?
pass

fail

Figure 7.3: Three test cases t̂1 , t̂2 , t̂3 for the file server specification.
crucially depends on test cases to be internally deterministic. This means that
we use test cases according to [173], as opposed to the more recent, input-enabled
ones [174]. The latter allow a test to catch output of the implementation, even
though it decided to give a stimulus itself. Not having this property means that
non-empty guards on test stimuli essentially block output of the implementation.
While this also holds for the predecessors of the SA framework, working with
clocks which may remain expired due to blocking obfuscates the behaviour of
the implementation in undesired ways. We therefore opt to not incorporate
non-empty guard sets on stimuli.
Annotations. To assess whether observed behaviour is functionally correct,
each complete trace of a test is annotated with a verdict: all leaf locations of
test cases are labelled with either pass or fail. We annotate exactly the traces
that are present in the specification with the pass verdict; formally:
Definition 7.15. For a given test t a test annotation is a function
ann : traces com (t) −→ {pass, fail } .
A pair t̂ = (t, ann) consisting of a test and a test annotation is called an
annotated test. A set of such t̂, denoted by T̂ = (ti , ann i )i∈I for some index
set I, is called an annotated test suite. If t is a test case for a specification S
with alphabet (Act I , Act O ), we define ann Ssaioco : traces com (t) −→ {pass, fail } by


if ∃% ∈ traces fin (S), t ∈ R+
fail
0 , a ∈ Act O :
S
ann saioco =
% t a! v σ ∧ % t a! ∈
/ traces fin (S)


pass otherwise.
Annotations decide functional correctness only. The correctness of discrete
probability choices and stochastic clocks is assessed in a separate second step.
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reset button
a1 ?

a2 ?
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az ?

time display

action display

3.0

b!

Figure 7.4: Black-box timed trace machine assumed to operate based on an
underlying IOSA. The black-box possesses a reset button, and various input
buttons, alongside an action window showing the most recently executed action,
and a time window showing the relative time since the last observable action.
Example 7.16. Figure 7.3 presents three test cases for the file server specification of Figure 7.2. Test case t̂1 uses the quiescence observation δ to assure no
output is given in the initial state. The test t̂2 checks for eventual delivery of
the file, which may be in archive, requiring the intermediate wait! notification,
or may be sent directly. Lastly, t̂3 tests the abort? transition.

7.2.3

Test Execution and Sampling

We test stochastic systems, hence executing a test case t once is insufficient to
establish sa-ioco conformance. We need many executions for a probabilistic
verdict about the stochastic behaviour in addition to the functional verdict
obtained from the annotation on each execution. As establishing the functional
verdict is the same as in standard ioco testing, cf. Chapter 3, we focus on the
statistical evaluation here.
Sampling. We perform a statistical hypothesis test on the implementation
based on the outcome of a push-button experiment in the sense of [134]. Before
the experiment, we fix the parameters for sample length k ∈ N (the length of
the individual test executions), sample size m ∈ N (how many test executions
to observe), and level of significance α ∈ (0, 1). The latter is a limit for the
statistical error of first kind. The statistical analysis is performed after collecting
the sample for the chosen parameters, while functional correctness is checked
during the sampling process.
As always, we assume implementations to be black-boxes; all we observe are
(timed) traces as in Definition 7.7, and all possible inputs are given by the input
alphabet Act I = { a0 ?, . . . , an ? } of the specification, plus the ability to reset the
implementation to its initial state. Such a black-box is depicted in Figure 7.4.
Frequencies. Our goal is to determine the deviation of a sample of traces
O = { σ1 , . . . , σm } taken from I compared to the results expected for the
specification S. If it is too large, O was likely not generated by an IOSA
conforming to S and we reject I. If the deviation is within bounds depending
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on k, m and α, we have no evidence to suspect an underlying IOSA other than
S and accept I as a conforming implementation. We compare the frequencies of
traces in O with their probabilities according to S.
Since I is a concrete implementation, the scheduler is assumed to be the
same for all executions, resulting in trace distribution D for I and the expected
probability of abstract trace Σ is given by ED (Σ) = PD (Σ). We define the
frequency measure
|{| % ∈ O | ∀i : t%i ∈ IiΣ |}|
,
m
i.e. the fraction of traces in O that are in Σ. Specifically, we require all time
stamps to be contained in the intervals given in Σ. Contrary to Chapter 5, this
frequency function does not assume the independence of clock valuations from
locations. This is due to the delay not being memoryless as it was for Markov
automata. I is rejected on statistical evidence if the distance of the measures
ED and freq(O) exceeds a threshold based on α. Like before ED denotes the
probability measure of abstract traces for a given trace distribution.
freq (O) (Σ) def
=

Acceptable outcomes. We accept a sample O if freq(O) lies within some
radius, say rα , around ED . To minimise the error of false acceptance, we choose
the smallest rα that guarantees that the error of false rejection is not greater
than α, i.e.
rα def
= inf { r ∈ R+ | PD (freq −1 (Br (ED ))) > 1 − α },

(7.1)
+

where By (x) is the closed ball centred at x ∈ X with radius y ∈ R and X a
metric space. The set of all measures defines a metric space together with the
total variation distance of measures
dist (u, v) def
=

sup

|u(Σ) − v(Σ)|.

≤k
σ∈(R+
0 ×Act)

Definition 7.17. For k, m ∈ N and an IOSA I, the acceptable outcomes under
a trace distribution D ∈ trd (I, k) of level of significance α ∈ (0, 1) are given by
the set
≤k×m
Obs(D, α, k, m) = { O ∈ (R+
| dist (freq(O), D) ≤ rα }.
0 × A)

The set of acceptable outcomes of I with α ∈ (0, 1) is then given by
[
Obs(I, α, k, m) =
Obs(D, α, k, m).
D∈trd(I,k)

These sets limit the statistical error of first and second kind as follows: if
a sample was generated under a trace distribution of I or a trace distribution
equivalent IOSA, we accept it with probability higher than 1 − α; and for all
samples generated under a trace distribution by non-equivalent IOSA, the chance
of erroneously accepting it is smaller than some βm , where βm is unknown but
minimal by construction, cf. Equation (7.1). Note that βm → 0 as m → ∞, i.e.
the error of accepting an erroneous sample decreases as sample size increases.
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Remark 7.18. The set of acceptable outcomes comprises samples of the form
≤k×m
O ∈ [R+
. In order to align observations with the sa-ioco relation, we
0 Act]
define the set of acceptable output outcomes like follows


≤k−1 +
OutObs(D, α, k, m) = O ∈ ([R+
R0 Act O )m | dist freq(O), ED ≤ rα .
0 Act]
Test annotations together with the set of acceptable outcomes let us define
mathematical functions, telling us precisely when an implementation under test
passes a test case or test suite respectively.
Definition 7.19. Given an IOSA S, an annotated test case t̂, k and m ∈ N,
and a level of significance α ∈ (0, 1), we define the functional verdict as given by
vfunc : IOSA × IOSA → { pass, fail } where
(
pass, if ∀ σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂) : ann Ssaioco (σ) = pass,
vfunc (I, t̂) =
fail , otherwise,
and the statistical verdict as given by vprob : IOSA × IOSA → { pass, fail } where

0

pass, if ∀D ∈ trd (I k t̂) ∃D ∈ trd (S, k) :
vprob (I, t̂) =
PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k, m)) > 1 − α


fail , otherwise,
and lastly the overall verdict V (I, t̂) = pass iff vfunc (I, t̂) = vprob (I, t̂) = pass. I
passes an annotated test suite T̂ , if V (I, t̂) = pass for all annotated tests t̂ ∈ T̂ .

7.2.4

Correctness of the Framework

Ideally, only sa-ioco correct implementations pass a test suite. However, due
to the stochastic nature of IOSA, there remains a degree of uncertainty upon
giving verdicts. This is phrased as errors of first and second kind in hypothesis
testing: the probability to reject a true hypothesis, and to accept a false one,
respectively. They are reflected as the probability to reject a correct implementation, or to accept an erroneous one, in the context of probabilistic MBT. The
relevance of these errors becomes evident when we consider the correctness of
our test framework. Correctness comprises soundness and completeness: every
conforming implementation passes, and there is a test case to expose every nonconforming one. A test suite can only be considered correct with a guaranteed
(high) probability 1 − α (as inherent from Definition 7.19).
Definition 7.20. Let S be an IOSA over the action signature (Act I , Act O ),
α ∈ (0, 1) be level of significance, and T̂ an annotated test suite for S. Then
• T̂ is sound for S with respect to vsa
ioco for every α ∈ (0, 1), iff for every
input enabled IOSA I and every t̂ ∈ T̂ we have that
I vsa
ioco S =⇒ V (I, t̂) = pass.
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• T̂ is complete for S with respect to vsa
ioco for every α ∈ (0, 1), iff for every
input-enabled IOSA I there exists t̂ ∈ T̂ such that for sufficiently large
m∈N
I 6vsa
ioco S =⇒ V (I, t̂) = fail .

For given α ∈ (0, 1) soundness expresses that there is a 1 − α chance that a
correct system passes an annotated test suite. This relates to false rejection of a
correct hypothesis in statistical hypothesis testing, or the rejection of a correct
implementation, respectively.
Theorem 7.21. Each annotated test for an IOSA S is sound for every level of
significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vsa
ioco .
Proof sketch. For a test case t̂ for S and an input enabled IOSA I we need
to show that I vsa
ioco S implies V (I, t̂) = pass. By the definition of verdicts
(Definition 7.19) this is done in two steps relating to the functional- and the
probabilistic verdict. The proof is reminiscent of the ones for pIOTS or IOMA.
• Functional correctness requires that all σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂) have the pass
annotation. This is shown by considering a prefix σ 0 of σ in the finite
traces of S. The intuition is showing that σ 0 t a is a trace in S for all
outputs a present after σ 0 in I. There is a trace distribution D of S that
assigns σ 0 positive probability. Without loss of generality, we choose a
trace distribution in outcont I (D) that assigns σ 0 t a positive probability.
0
Together with the I vsa
ioco S assumption, this shows that σ t a gets assigned
positive probability in S under this trace distribution. Hence σ 0 t a is in
the finite traces of S. Since this holds for all such prefixes, σ consequently
gets assigned the pass annotation. This, in turn, yields vfunc (I, t̂) = pass.
• Probabilistic correctness requires that all observations of I k t̂ get assigned
a measure greater or equal to 1 − α for a trace distribution of S, i.e.
they are acceptable outcomes of S. The proof encompasses to choose
D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k), and showing that then also D ∈ trd (S). This is sufficient
by merit of the definition of observations (Definition 7.17), i.e. we always
have PD (Obs(D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α for any D. This is done in three steps
1. D might still schedule positive probability to input actions in the k-th
step; we choose a new scheduler that assigns all this probability mass to
halting instead. Note that the measure of OutObs is unaffected by this
change, since it comprises traces ending in outputs only. 2. We show that D
is a trace distribution of trd (I). This is guaranteed to hold by construction
of test cases (Definition 7.13). In particular, they are constructed in such a
way, that I k t̂ is internally deterministic. A scheduler of I can thus directly
copy the behaviour of the scheduler for I k I. 3. We apply I vsa
ioco S to
show D ∈ trd (S). Finally, this yields vprob (I, t̂) = pass.
Since both sub-verdicts were shown to yield pass we conclude that the overall
verdict is pass i.e. all tests are sound with respect to vsa
ioco .
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Completeness of a test suite is inherently a theoretical result. Infinite behaviour of the implementation, for instance caused by loops, hypothetically
requires a test suite of infinite size. Moreover, there remains the possibility of
accepting an erroneous implementation by chance, i.e. committing a type II
error. However, the latter is bounded from above and decreases with increasing
sample size.
Theorem 7.22. The set of all annotated test cases for an IOSA S is complete
for every level of significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vsa
ioco for sufficiently large
sample size.
Proof sketch. The proof is similar to the ones for pIOTS and IOMA. We assume
I to be an input enabled IOSA and T̂ to be the test suite containing all annotated
test cases for S. The statement is proven by showing that I 6vsa
ioco S implies
V (I, T̂ ) = fail, i.e. there is a test case t̂ such that either the functional, or the
probabilistic verdict fails. Assuming I 6vsa
ioco S implies the existence of a trace
ending in output in I, such that its probability cannot be matched under any
trace distribution in S. Generally, this can have two causes: 1. the mismatch
arises due to the fact that the trace is simply not present in S, or 2. all such traces
are present in S, and the mismatch arises due to different inherent probability
distributions in I and S. We show that the first implies vfunc (I, t̂) = fail, and
the second implies vprob (I, t̂) = fail for some test t̂ ∈ T̂ .
• Showing that the functional verdict yields fail is straightforward, and
requires us to show that there is a test case for which the trace not present
in S has the fail annotation. The proof follows directly from the definition
of test cases and test annotations (Definition 7.13 and Definition 7.15),
and the fact that T̂ contains all test cases for S.
• In order to show that the probabilistic verdict yields fail, we need to show
that there is a test case t̂ and a trace distribution of I k t̂, under which
all observations get assigned a measure smaller than 1 − α for all trace
distributions of S for sufficiently large m. It is clear by the definition of
acceptable outcomes (Definition 7.17) that PD (OutObs(D0 , α, k, m)) < βm
for some βm → 0 as m → ∞ whenever D =
6 D0 . By the assumption I 6vsa
ioco
0
S, we know this holds for all D ∈ outcont S (D∗ ) with D∗ ∈ trd (S, k).
This estimation does not change, if we increase the search space to all
D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) instead, as the measure of the OutObs set is maximised
for trace distributions of outcont.
It remains to be shown that for a trace distribution D ∈ outcont I (D∗ ),
there is a test case t̂ ∈ T̂ , such that D ∈ trd (I k t̂). However, by assumption,
we know that all abstract traces getting assigned positive probability under
D are present in S. Thus, we can choose t̂ as the test containing all those
traces. In particular, all such traces end in output, which means that
the last step of every branch in t̂ requires it to observe the system. By
construction of test cases (Definition 7.13) I k t̂ is internally deterministic.
This means a scheduler of I k t̂ can copy the behaviour of the underlying
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scheduler of D step-by-step. This shows that D ∈ trd (I k t̂), for which all
D0 ∈ trd (S) assign all of D’s observations a measure smaller than 1 − α
for sufficiently large m. This yields exactly vprob (I, t̂) = fail.

Since the mismatch of probability of an abstract trace has to belong to one of
the two cases, we have thus shown that V (I, T̂ ) = fail.

7.3

Implementing Stochastic Testing

The previous section laid the theoretical foundations of our IOSA-based testing
framework. Several aspects were specified very abstractly, for which we now
provide practical procedures. There are several ways to generate, annotate and
execute test cases in batch or on-the-fly in the classic ioco setting [174], e.g.
Chapters 3 and4. These can be directly transferred to our framework, and are
therefore left undiscussed here.
The statistical analysis of gathered sample data in MBT, on the other hand, is
largely unexplored since few frameworks include probabilities or even stochastic
timing. Determining verdicts according to Definition 7.19 requires concrete
procedures to implement the statistical tests described in Subsection 7.2.3 with
level of significance α. We now present practical methods to evaluate test cases
in line with this theory. In particular, we discuss how the goodness-of-fit method
that was first applied in Chapter 4 is adjusted in order to cope with real-time.
In Chapter 5 we saw the application of simple interval estimations for Markovian parameters. Since IOSA are not limited to exponential distributions anymore, we need more powerful ways to infer if a sample was drawn from a
particular distribution. In order to establish a generally applicable framework,
we resort to non-parametric statistical procedures. In particular, we apply the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test), which is capable to infer general probability
distributions. Applying various KS-tests alongside Pearson’s χ2 -test means we
are simultaneously performing a multitude of statistical hypothesis tests on the
same sample. In order to cope with the inflation of the error of first kind, we
apply α correction. We end the section by giving an algorithmic outline of the
model-based testing procedure for IOSA.

7.3.1

Goodness of Fit

We establish practically applicable methods to decide about the verdicts given in
Definition 7.19. While the functional verdict is solely based on test annotations,
we lack applicable procedures to decide about the probabilistic correctness of an
implementation. In Chapter 5 we used Pearson’s χ2 test alongside a multitude
of interval estimations. Working with IOSA means distributions are not limited
to the exponential distribution anymore. Since our models neither comprise
only one specific distribution, nor one specific parameter to test for, we resort
to non-parametric goodness of fit tests. Non-parametric statistical procedures
allow to test hypotheses that were designed for ordinal or nominal data [99],
matching our intention of 1. testing the overall distribution of trace frequencies
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in a sample O = { σ1 , . . . , σm }, and 2. validating that the observed delays were
drawn from the specified clocks and distributions. We use Pearson’s χ2 test for
the first and multiple Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for the latter.
Like before, our method is based on a theorem known from the literature [40],
relating trace distributions on the one hand, to the set of acceptable outcomes
on the other hand. However, neither set is readily available to us in case of a real
black-box implementation, and only experiments and samples give evidence about
its inner workings. Therefore, we pose a null-hypothesis test based on a gathered
sample of the implementation. Should the sample turn out to be an acceptable
outcome of the specification, too, we accept the hypothesis that all observations
of the implementation under test are also observations of the specification. In
tandem with the theorem by Cheung, Stoelinga & Vaandrager [40], this implies
an embedding on the set of trace distributions. Consequently, the resulting
probabilistic verdict in Definition 7.19 is pass.
Pearson’s χ2 test. The χ2 test compares empirical sample data to its expectations (Appendix A.2). It allows us to check the hypothesis that observed
data indeed originates from a specified distribution. The cumulative sum of
normalised squared errors is compared to a critical value, and the hypothesis is
rejected if the empiric value exceeds the threshold. We can thus check whether
trace frequencies correspond to a specification under a certain trace distribution. For a finite trace σ = t1 a1 t2 a2 . . . tk ak , we define its timed closure as
σ̄ def
= R+ a1 . . . R+ ak . Applying Pearson’s χ2 in our case results in
2

def

χ =

X
σ̄∈{σ̄|σ∈O}

|{| %̄ | % ∈ O ∧ %̄ = σ̄ |}| − m · ED (σ̄)
m · ED (σ̄)

2
.

(7.2)

We need to find a trace distribution D ∈ trd (S, k) that gives a high likelihood
to a sample, such that χ2 < χ2crit , where χ2crit depends on α and the degrees
of freedom. The latter is given by the number of different timed closures in O
minus one, as the probability of one item is set, if we know all other. The critical
values can be calculated or found in standard tables (Appendix A.2).
Recall that a trace distribution is based on a scheduler that resolves nondeterministic choices randomly. This turns (7.2) into a satisfaction problem of
a probability vector p over a rational function f (p)/g(p), where f and g are
polynomials. Finding a resolution such that χ2 < χ2crit ensures that the error
of rejecting a conforming implementation is at most α. This can be done via
SMT solving, or optimisation with feasible constraints for p, and does account
for trace frequencies.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. While Pearson’s χ2 test assesses the existence of a scheduler that explains the observed trace frequencies, it does not take
into account the observed delays. For this purpose, we use the non-parametric
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test). We give a short introduction, but refer to
Appendix A.2 for further reading.
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τ
`1
{x},a!
`3

`0

x ∼ Uni [0, 2]
y ∼ Uni [0, 3]

τ
`2
{y},b!
`4

Sampling

−−−−−−→

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Trace σ
0.26 a!
0.33 a!
0.55 a!
0.77 a!
1.18 a!
1.41 a!
1.46 a!
1.97 a!

ID
9
10
11
12
13
14

Trace σ
0.29 b!
0.38 b!
1.90 b!
2.44 b!
2.71 b!
2.74 b!

Figure 7.5: Tiny example specification IOSA and sample observation.

The KS-test assesses whether observed data matches a hypothesised continuous probability measure. We thus restrict the practical application of our
approach to IOSA where the F (c) for all clocks c are continuous distributions.
Let t1 , . . . , tn be the delays observed for a certain edge over multiple traces in
ascending order and Fn be the resulting step function, i.e. the right-continuous
function Fn defined by Fn (t) = 0 for t < t1 , Fn (t) = ni /n for ti ≤ t < ti+1 , and
Fn (t) = 1 for t ≥ tn where ni is the number of tj that are smaller or equal to ti .
Further, let c be a clock with CDF Fc . Then the n-th KS statistic is given by
Kn def
= sup |Fc (t) − Fn (t)| .

(7.3)

t∈R+
0

If the sample values t1 , . . . , tn are truly drawn from the CDF Fc , then Kn → 0
almost surely as n → ∞ by the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem [77]. Hence, for given
α and sample size n, we accept the hypothesis that the ti were drawn from Fc iff
Kn ≤ Kcrit , where Kcrit is a critical value given by the Kolmogorov distribution.
Again, the critical values can be calculated or found in tables (Appendix A.2).
Example 7.23. We revisit Example 5.32 first encountered in Chapter 5. There,
the example only contained exponential distributions with parameters λ1 and λ2 .
Now, the left-hand side of Figure 7.5 shows a tiny example specification IOSA
with clocks x and y. The expiration times of both are uniformly distributed with
different parameters. In `0 there is a non-deterministic choice to either take the
left or the right branch.
The right-hand side depicts a sample from this IOSA. There are two steps
to assess whether the observed data is a truthful sample of the specification with
a confidence of α = 0.05: 1. find a trace distribution that minimises the χ2
statistic, and 2. evaluate two KS tests to assess whether the observed time data
is a truthful sample of Uni[0, 2] and Uni[0, 3], respectively.
There are two classes of traces solely based on the action signature: ID 1-8
with a! and ID 9-14 with b!. Let p be the probability that a scheduler assigns to
taking the left branch in `0 and 1 − p that it assigns to taking the right branch.
Drawing a sample of size m, we expect p · m times a! and (1 − p) · m times b!.
The empirical χ2 value is therefore calculated as
2

χ2 =

(8 − 14 · p)2
(6 − 14 · (1 − p))
+
,
(14 · p)
(14 · (1 − p))
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which is minimal for p = 8/14. Since it is smaller than χ2crit = 3.84, we found a
scheduler that maximises the likelihood of the observed frequencies.
As for the second step, let t1 = 0.26, . . . , t8 = 1.97 be the data associated with
clock x and t01 = 0.29, . . . , t06 = 2.74 be the data associated with clock y. Since
there is no time that was recorded twice, observe that the step function of the ti
for these values is given as


0 t < t0
F8 (t) = k8 tk ≤ t < tk+1 , k = 1, . . . , 7


1 t ≥ t8
D8 = 0.145 is the maximal distance between the empirical step function of the
ti and Uni[0, 2]. The critical value of the Kolmogorov distribution for n = 8
and α = 0.05 is Kcrit = 0.46. The value was taken from a standard table
(Appendix A.3). With K8 < Kcrit , the empiric value is below the given threshold.
Hence, the inferred measure is sufficiently close to the specification. The KS test
for t0i and Uni[0, 3] can be performed analogously.
Note that the overall statistical acceptance of the implementation based on the
sample data at α = 0.05 requires α-correction first, to account for the multiple
statistical hypothesis tests performed on the same sample data.
Our intention is to provide universally applicable statistical tests. The KStest is conservative for general distributions, but can be made precise [47]. More
specialised and thus efficient tests exist for specific distributions, e.g. the Lilliefors
test [99] for Gaussian distributions, and parametric tests are generally preferred
due to higher power at equal sample size. The KS-test requires a comparably
large sample size, and e.g. the Anderson-Darling test [99] is an alternative.
Remark 7.24. The connection of two non-parametric tests is made immensely
more difficult in the presence of internal non-determinism in a specification,
cf. Example 7.23 with a!=b!. Time values can no longer be unambiguously
addressed to unique distributions, and no confidence bound for the measured
time data can be given. In this case, the scheduler probability decisions p are
used as parameters for mixture distributions, e.g. F (p) def
= p · Fx + (1 − p) · Fy
in Figure 7.5. The parametrized distribution can then be used in the iterative
expectation-maximization algorithm [135], and confidence can be given upon
convergence.
However, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that the specification is
internally deterministic, i.e. there are no two paths that result in the same
trace. While this largely decreases the space of potential specifications, we deem
it necessary to compromise in order to come up with feasible practical methods.
Multiple comparisons problem. A level of significance α ∈ (0, 1) limits type
1 error by α. Performing several statistical experiments inflates this probability:
if one experiment is performed at α = 0.05, there is a 5% probability to incorrectly
reject a true hypothesis. Performing 100 experiments, we expect to see a type 1
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error 5 times. If all experiments are independent, the chance is thus 99.4%. This
is the family-wise error rate (FWER). There are two approaches to control the
FWER: single step and sequential adjustments. The most prevalent example
for the first is Bonferroni correction, while a prototype of the latter is Holm’s
method. Both methods aim at limiting the global type I error in the statistical
testing process. We refer to Appendix A.2 for a more detailed discussion on
possibly applicable methods.
For the remainder of this section, we use the straightforward Bonferroni
correction, i.e.
αglobal
αlocal =
l
where l is the number of hypothesis tests to be performed.

7.3.2

Algorithmic Outline

The overall practical procedure to perform MBT for sa-ioco is then as follows:
1. Generate an annotated test case t of length k for the specification IOSA S.
2. Execute t on the implementation I m times. If the functional fail verdict
is encountered in any of the m test executions then fail I for functional
reasons.
3. Calculate the number of hypothesis tests and adjust α to avoid error
propagation.
4. Use SMT solving to find a scheduler such that the χ2 statistic of the sample
is below the critical value. If no scheduler is found, fail I for probabilistic
reasons.
5. Group all time stamps assigned to the same clock and perform a KS-test
for each clock. If any of them fails, reject I for probabilistic reasons.
6. Otherwise, accept I as conforming to S according to t.
Step 5 has the potential to vastly grow in complexity if traces cannot be uniquely
identified in the specification model. Recall Figure 7.5 and assume a! = b!: it is
now infeasible to differentiate between time values belonging to the left and the
right branch. To avoid this, we have to avoid this scenario at the time of modelling,
check all combinations of time value assignments, or resort to the iterative
expectation-maximization algorithm [135] of parametrized distributions.

7.4

Bluetooth Device Discovery Revisited

We revisit the Bluetooth device discovery case study from Chapter 5 with our
new IOSA-based test framework. Bluetooth is a wireless communication protocol
for low-power devices communicating over short distances. Its devices organise
in small networks consisting of one master and up to seven slave devices. In this
initialisation period, Bluetooth uses a frequency hopping scheme to cope with
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inferences. To illustrate our framework, we study the initialisation for one master
and one slave device. It is inherently stochastic due to the initially random
unsynchronised states of the devices. We give a high level overview and refer
the reader to [64] for a detailed description and formal analysis of the protocol
in a more general scenario. Alternatively, we refer to Chapter 5 for a slightly
broader introduction.
Device discovery protocol. Master and slave try to connect via 32 prescribed
frequencies. Both have a 28-bit clock that ticks every 312.5 µs. The master
broadcasts on two frequencies for two consecutive ticks, followed by a two-tick
listening period on the same frequencies, which are selected according to
freq = [CLK16 −12 + off + (CLK 4−2,0 − CLK 16−12 )

mod 16]

mod 32

where CLK i−j marks the bits i, . . . , j of the clock and off ∈ N is an offset. The
master switches between two tracks every 2.56 s. When the 12th bit of the clock
changes, i.e. every 1.28 s, a frequency is swapped between the tracks. We use
off = 1 for track 1 and off = 17 for track 2, i.e. the tracks initially comprise
frequencies 1-16 and 17-32. The slave scans the 32 frequencies and is either in
sleeping or listening state. The Bluetooth standard leaves some flexibility with
respect to the length of the former. For our study, the slave listens for 11.25 ms
every 0.64 s and sleeps for the remaining time. It picks the next frequency after
1.28 s, enough for the master to repeatedly cycle through 16 frequencies.
outputs
SUT

JTorX

sampling

Log files

Spec.

inputs

analysis
functional verdict
Verdict:
pass or fail

MATLAB
stat. verdict

Figure 7.6: Experimental set up entailing the system under test, the MBT tool
JTorX [15] and MATLAB [86]. Logs are gathered during the conformance test,
and analysed later for a verdict on the implemented probabilities.

Experimental setup. Our tool-chain is depicted in Figure 7.6. The implementation is tested on-the-fly via the MBT tool JTorX [15], which generates tests
with respect to a transition system abstraction of our IOSA specification modelling the protocol described above. JTorX returns the functional fail verdict if
unforeseen output or a time-out (quiescence) is observed at any time throughout
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the test process. We chose a time-out of approximately 5.2 s in accordance with
the specification. JTorX’s log files comprise the sample, which were evaluated in
MATLAB [86]. We implemented the protocol and three mutants in Java 7:
M1 Master mutant M1 never switches tracks 1 and 2, slowing the coverage of
frequencies: new frequencies are only added in the swap every 1.28 s.
M2 Master mutant M2 never swaps frequencies, and only switches between
tracks 1 and 2. The expected time to connect will therefore be around
2.56s.
S1

Slave mutant S1 has its listening period halved: it is only in a receiving
state for 5.65 ms every 0.64 s.

We expect an increase in waiting time until connection establishment for M1 and
S1 , and slightly lower times for M2 when compared to the correct implementation.
We anticipate that the increase leads to functional fail verdicts due to time-outs
or to probabilistic fail verdicts based on differing connection time distributions
compared to the specification. We collected m = 100, m = 1000 and m =
10000 test executions for each implementation, and used α = 0.05. We used
MATLABs [86] kstest2 to execute a two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to
analyse the samples with respect to the correct time distribution.

`1

∅,con?,{x}

`2

{x}, ack!,∅

`3

Figure 7.7: Specification of the parallel composition of mutant and slave device.
The clock x is distributed according to the CDF Fx .
An IOSA specification is presented in Figure 7.7. The clock x is distributed
according to the CDF Fx . Note that Fx can be specified as the exponential
distribution with parameter λ = 0.755 used in Chapter 5, or the exact time
distribution given in the Bluetooth specification [161]. This illustrates the
modelling power exhibited by IOSA, and shows that the framework of Chapter 5
is subsumed by the one presented here. For the sake of this section, we used the
precise time distribution, i.e. the distribution resulting in 32 steps in the step
function CDF with respect to the initial locations of both slave and master.
Results. Table 7.1 shows the verdicts and the observed KS statistics Km
alongside the corresponding critical values Kcrit for our experiments. The
statistical verdict Accept was given if Km < Kcrit , and Reject otherwise. Note
that the critical values depend on the level of significance α and the sample size
m. The correct implementation was accepted in all three experiments. During
the sampling of M1 k S, we observed several time-outs leading to a functional fail
verdict. It would also have failed the KS test in all three experiments. M2 k S
passed the test for m = 100, but was rejected with increased sample size. M k S1
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k=2
m = 100
Timeouts
k=2
m = 1000
Timeouts
k=2
m = 10000
Timeouts

correct
MkS
Accept
Km = 0.065
Kcrit = 0.136
0
Accept
Km = 0.028
Kcrit = 0.045
0
Accept
Km = 0.006
Kcrit = 0.019
0

M1 k S
Reject
—
40
Reject
—
399
Reject
—
3726

mutants
M2 k S
Accept
Km = 0.110
Kcrit = 0.136
0
Reject
Km = 0.05
Kcrit = 0.045
0
Reject
Km = 0.043
Kcrit = 0.019
0

M k S1
Accept
Km = 0.065
Kcrit = 0.136
0
Accept
Km = 0.020
Kcrit = 0.045
0
Reject
Km = 0.0193
Kcrit = 0.0192
0

Table 7.1: Verdicts and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results for Bluetooth initialisation. An implementation under test passed the KS-test if Km < Kcrit

is the most subtle of the three mutants and was only rejected with m = 10000
at a narrow margin.
We point out that no χ2 test was necessary due to the structure of the
specification. Only one KS-test was required, and consequently no α correction
was performed, as only one statistical hypothesis test was necessary. Lastly, the
critical values were taken from a standard KS-test table (Appendix A.2).

Discussion. Observe that the critical value decreases faster than the observed
KS statistic in all three faulty implementations. We conjecture that an even larger
sample is expected to have a clearer verdict, as this is in line with the decrement
of the type 2 error for increasing sample size pointed out in Section 7.2. This
is especially desirable in the case of M k S1 , where a sample of size m = 10000
was needed to refute the mutant. It is therefore not entirely unrealistic that
gathering another sample of the same size would yield a statistical pass verdict.
The Bluetooth discovery protocol highlights the advantage of non-parametric
hypothesis tests, such as the KS-test. The time distribution to establish a
connection does not follow a specific parameter θ, and is generally a non-standard
distribution unlike e.g. the Gaussian-, exponential-, or uniform distribution.
Hence, parametric hypothesis tests are generally not applicable here.
We point out that an alternate specification to the one given in Figure 7.7
is possible. For instance, the entire specification could comprise a probabilistic
branching distribution over 32 distinct locations with deterministic guard sets
according to the step values of the distribution of the Bluetooth specification.
This illustrates the flexibility of the modelling capabilities in the IOSA test
framework, and goes to show there is no unique best model. Its effectiveness
highly depends on the metrics of interest, e.g. is the focus on functional,
probabilistic, or stochastically timed behaviour – all three are always covered,
but a posteriori analysis might differ in complexity.
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Conclusions

We presented an MBT setup based on stochastic automata that combines nondeterministic- and probabilistic choices, as well as continuous stochastic time.
The framework marks the pinnacle of this thesis, as far as modelling complexity
and power are concerned. Like in previous chapters, we use schedulers and the
resulting trace distributions to resolve non-determinism. This yields a purely
probabilistic system, and conformance is defined in the sa-ioco relation akin
to the original ioco framework of Tretmans [174]. Test cases were defined as
IOTSs (degenerate IOSAs), and annotated to check functional correctness. The
statistical verdict requires a sampling process as in earlier chapters.
We instantiated the theoretical framework with a concrete procedure using
two statistical tests: Pearson’s χ2 to check trace frequencies, and the KolmogorovSmirnov test to test clock distributions. The latter is a non-parametric test,
allowing to test for arbitrary probability distributions, as opposed to mere
confidence interval checks for mean values as seen in Chapter 5. We had to
assume some limitations, like internally deterministic models, to end up with a
practically feasible algorithm. Lastly, we explored the frameworks’ applicability
by revisiting the Bluetooth device discovery protocol. All ingredients of the
sa-ioco framework are summarized in Table 7.2.
Physical Ingredients:

Formal Ingredients:

• Informal requirements

• Model: Definition 7.1, IOSA

• Black-box implementation

• Conformance: Definition 7.11,
vsa
ioco

• Observations: Definition 7.17,
Obs(I k t̂, α, k, m)
Tooling:

• Test verdicts: Definition 7.19
Objectives:

• MBT tool: JTorX [15]

• Soundness: Theorem 7.21

• Test adapter: Implementable

• Completeness: Theorem 7.22

• Test generation method: Random testing
Assumptions:
• Every physical implementation has a corresponding IOSA
model
• Specification is internally deterministic
Table 7.2: The MBT ingredients instantiated by the sa-ioco framework.
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Proofs

Below we present the proofs for the theorems in this chapter. Reoccurring
theorems are numbered according to their occurrence in the chapter.
Theorem 7.12. Let I and S be two IOTS with I input enabled, then
I vsa
ioco S ⇐⇒ I vioco S.
Proof. Observe that an IOSA I = hLoc, C, Act, E, F, `0 i is an IOTS according
to Definition 3.2, if C = ∅, E = Loc × Act × Loc and F = ∅. Since there are no
clocks in IOTSs, there are naturally no guard sets on transitions. Consequently,
the definition of schedulers of IOSA (Definition 7.8) coincides with the definition
of schedulers for pIOTSs (Definition 4.6), where every probability distribution
is the Dirac distribution. Hence, both definitions of schedulers induce the
same trace distributions on IOTS. The proof is then an immediate result of
Theorem 4.16
Theorem 7.21. Each annotated test for an IOSA S is sound for every level of
significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vsa
ioco .
Proof. Let I be an input enabled IOSA and t̂ be a test for S. Further assume
that I vsa
ioco S. Then we want to show V (I, t̂) = pass, i.e. we want to show
that a sa-ioco correct implementation passes an annotated test case. By the
definition of verdicts (Definition 7.19) we have V (I, t̂) = pass if and only if
vfunc (I, t̂) = vprob (I, t̂) = pass.
We proceed by showing that vfunc (I, t̂) = pass, and vprob (I, t̂) = pass in two
separate steps:
1. In order for vfunc (I, t̂) = pass, we need to show that
ann Ssaioco (σ) = pass for all σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂),
according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 7.19). Therefore, let
σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂). We need to show ann Ssaioco (σ) = pass by the definition
of annotations (Definition 7.15). Assume σ 0 ∈ traces fin (S) and a! ∈ Act O
such that σ 0 t a! v σ for some t ∈ R+
0.
We observe two things:
• Since ε ∈ traces fin (S), i.e. the empty trace is a trace and is in
traces fin (S), σ 0 always exists.
• If no such a! ∈ Act O exists, then σ only consists of inputs. By
definition of annotations consequently ann Ssaioco (σ) = pass.
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By construction of σ we have σ 0 t a! ∈ traces fin (I k t̂) and therefore also
σ 0 t a! ∈ traces fin (I). Note in particular that the parallel composition with
a test case does not alter the guard sets on transitions. We conclude,
σ 0 ∈ traces fin (I) ∩ traces fin (S). Our goal is to show σ 0 t a! ∈ traces fin (S).
Let l = |σ 0 | be the length of σ 0 . Without loss of generality, we can now
choose D ∈ trd (S, l), such that PD (Σ0 ) > 0. In particular, we point out
that this choice is not invalidated by urgent transitions. If a transition
has a guard set, whose clock can never expire in a location due to another
urgent output, then this transition is never part of a path (Definition 7.5).
Together with the previous observation, this yields outcont I (D) 6= ∅.
Again, without loss of generality, we choose D0 ∈ outcont I (D), such that
PD0 (Σ0 [0, t] a!) > 0.
Lastly, we assumed I vsa
ioco S, hence outcont I (D) ⊆ outcont S (D). We
conclude D0 ∈ trd (S, l + 1), and PD0 (Σ0 [0, t] a!) > 0. By definition of
trace distributions (Definition 7.10), this implies that σ 0 t a! ∈ traces fin (S).
If additionally σ 0 t a! ∈ traces com (I k t̂), then σ = σ 0 t a. Consequently
ann Ssaioco (σ) = pass by definition of annotations (Definition 7.15). This
ultimately yields vfunc (I, t̂) = pass.

2. In order for vprob (I, t̂) = pass we need to show that
∀D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k) ∃D0 ∈ trd (S, k) : PD0 (OutObs (D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α,
according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 7.19). Therefore, let
D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k). By definition of output-observations (Remark 7.18), we
have
OutObs(D, α, k, m)

≤k−1 +
= {O ∈ ([R+
R0 Act O )m |
0 Act]

dist freq(O), ED ≤ rα }.

There exists D0 ∈ trd (I k t̂, k) with
(
k−1 +
0
if σ ∈ [R+
R0 Act I
0 Act]
PD0 (Σ) =
+
PD (Σ) if σ ∈ [R0 Act]≤k−1 R+
0 Act O .

(7.4)

To see why, consider the scheduler that assigns all probability to halting
instead of inputs for traces of length k, while assigning the same probability
to outputs as the scheduler of D. By construction of the set OutObs
(Remark 7.18), observe that
PD0 (OutObs(D0 , α, k, m))

= PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k, m))
= PD (OutObs(D, α, k, m))
≥ 1−α

since only traces ending in output are measured.
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It is now sufficient to show that D0 ∈ trd (S, k). However, as an intermediate
step, we first show that D0 ∈ trd (I, k), as this will let us make use of the
assumption I vsa
ioco S.
Consider the mapping f from the finite paths of I k t̂ to the finite paths of
I, i.e. f : paths fin (I k t̂) −→ paths fin (I), where for every fragment of the
path we have
f (. . . h(`, q), v0 , x0 iht1 , e1 , R1 , |(`0 , q 0 ), v1 , x1 ii . . .)
=

. . . h`, v̄0 , x̄0 iht̄1 , ē1 , R̄1 h`0 , v̄1 , x̄1 ii . . .

This is possible, because test cases do not contain clocks and parallel
composition thus does not change guard sets, reset sets, or expiration times
(Definition 7.3). In particular this implies vi = v̄i , xi = x̄i for i = 0, 1,
t1 = t̄1 and R1 = R̄1 . For ē1 consider g : EIkt̂ → EI such that
g(e) = g(C, a, µ(R, (`, q))) = (C, a, µ̄(R, `)) = ē,
where µ(R, (`, q)) = µ̄(R, `) for all `. This construction of µ is possible, because tests only contain Dirac distributions, and discrete probabilities thus
directly transfer. Hence, q is uniquely determined by parallel composition
(Definition 7.3). Since t̂ is internally deterministic, it is easy to see that f
is an injective mapping, i.e. f (π1 ) = f (π2 ) ⇒ π1 = π2 .
By definition of trace distributions (Definition 7.10) there is a scheduler,
say A0 ∈ Sched (I k t̂, k), such that trd (A0 ) = D0 . With the help of f we
show the existence of a scheduler A00 ∈ Sched (I), such that for all traces
σ we have Ptrd(A0 ) (Σ) = Ptrd(A00 ) (Σ), i.e. trd (A00 ) = D0
For every path π ∈ paths fin (I) with f −1 (π) ∈ paths fin (I k t̂), we define A00
as
A00 (π)(ē) def
= A0 (f −1 (π))(e)
Note that PA00 (Π) = 0 if π ∈
/ paths fin (I k t̂).
The construction of A00 is straightforward: Due to the construction of test
cases, I k t̂ is internally deterministic. In particular, there is no interleaving.
This means that A00 can copy the behaviour of A0 step by step. We set
D00 = trd (A00 ) and conclude D00 ∈ trd (I, k). By construction it is easy to
check that PD00 (Σ) = PD0 (Σ) for all traces σ. Further, we have
PD00 (OutObs(D00 , α, k, m))

= PD00 (OutObs(D0 , α, k, m))
=

PD00 (OutObs(D, α, k, m))

=

PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k, m))

=

PD (OutObs(D, α, k, m))

≥

1−α

We proceed to show that D00 ∈ trd (S, k).
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The proof is by induction over trace distribution length of prefixes of D00
up to k. Trivially, if D00 ∈ trd (I, 0), then also D00 ∈ trd (S, 0). Assume this
has been shown for length n. We proceed by showing that the statement
holds for n + 1 ≤ k.
Let D00 ∈ trd (I, n + 1) and take D000 vn D00 . By induction assumption
D000 ∈ trd (S, n). Together with the assumption I vsa
ioco S, we have
outcont I (D000 ) ⊆ outcont S (D000 ).
Since D00 ∈ outcont I (D000 ) (Equation (7.4)) we have D00 ∈ outcont S (D000 ),
and consequently D00 ∈ trd (S, n + 1).
We showed D00 ∈ trd (S, k) and conclude
PD00 (OutObs(D, α, k, m)) ≥ 1 − α.
Ultimately, this yields vprob (I, t̂) = pass by the definition of verdicts
(Definition 7.19).

Both parts together give V (I, t̂) = pass. This means that each annotated test
for S is sound with respect to vsa
ioco for every α ∈ (0, 1).
Theorem 7.22. The set of all annotated test cases for an IOSA S is complete
for every level of significance α ∈ (0, 1) with respect to vsa
ioco for sufficiently large
sample size.
Proof. In order to show the completeness of test suite T̂ consisting of all annotated tests for S, assume that I 6vsa
ioco S. Our goal is to show that V (I, T̂ ) = fail .
By the definition of verdicts (Definition 7.19) this is the case iff vfunc (I, t̂) = fail
or vprob (I, t̂) = fail for some t̂ ∈ T̂ .
∗
Since I 6vsa
ioco S, there is k ∈ N, such that there is D ∈ trd (S, k), for which
outcont I (D∗ )⊆outcont S (D∗ ).
More specifically
∃D ∈ outcont I (D∗ ) ∀ D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ )∃ σ ∈ C : PD (Σ) 6= PD0 (Σ),

(7.5)

k +
where C def
= traces fin (I) ∩ [R+
0 Act] R0 Act O , and Σ is the corresponding abstract
trace of σ. Without loss of generality, we can assume k to be minimal. There
are two cases to consider:

1. ∃σ ∈ C : σ ∈
/ traces fin (S), or
2. ∀σ ∈ C : σ ∈ traces fin (S),
We will relate the two cases to the functional and the probabilistic verdict
(Definition 7.19), respectively. We prove that item 1. implies vfunc (I, T̂ ) = fail ,
and item 2. implies vprob (I, T̂ ) = fail . Therefore, let D ∈ outcont I (D∗ ) such
that Equation (7.5) holds for all D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ).
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1. In order for vfunc (I, t̂) = fail , we need to show
∃σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂) : ann Ssaioco (σ) = fail
for some t̂ ∈ T̂ , according to the definition of verdicts (Definition 7.19).
Assume there is σ ∈ C, such that σ ∈
/ traces fin (S). Our goal is to show
that there is t̂ ∈ T̂ for which σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂), and ann Spioco (σ) = fail.
Without loss of generality we can assume PD (Σ) > 0. To see why, assume
PD (Σ) = 0. Then we can find a trace distribution in outcont S (D∗ ) with
an underlying scheduler Sched (S) that does not assign probability to the
last action in σ to obtain probability 0. This violates the assumption that
PD (Σ) 6= PD0 (Σ) for all D0 ∈ trd (S). We conclude σ = σ 0 t a, for some
+
k
σ 0 ∈ [R+
0 Act] , a ∈ Act O and t ∈ R0 .
The prefix σ 0 is in traces fin (S), because it is of length k, and since D∗ ∈
trd (S, k). Since D and all D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ) are continuations of D∗ , we
conclude PD∗ (Σ0 ) = PD (Σ0 ) = PD0 (Σ0 ), i.e. all trace distributions of the
respective sets assign every prefix of σ the same probability by merit of
outcont. We conclude σ 0 ∈ traces fin (S), but σ 0 t a ∈
/ traces fin (S).
By initial assumption T̂ contains all annotated test cases. Hence, let t̂ ∈ T̂
such that σ ∈ traces com (t̂). This is possible because σ 0 ∈ traces fin (S). By
the definition of annotations (Definition 7.15) we have ann Ssaioco (σ) = fail .
Recall that the set of clocks in test cases in empty. Since σ ∈ traces fin (I)
and σ ∈ traces com (t̂), we consequently also have σ ∈ traces com (I k t̂), as
no guard sets or reset sets are changed under parallel composition with a
test case. Ultimately, this yields vfunc (I, t̂) = fail .
2. In order for vprob (I, t̂) = fail , we need to show
∃D ∈ trd (I k t̂, l) ∀ D0 ∈ trd (S, l) : PD0 (OutObs(D, α, l, m)) < 1 − α,
for some t̂ ∈ T̂ and some l ∈ N, according to the definition of verdicts
(Definition 7.19).
Together with Equation (7.5) and the definition of acceptable outcomes
(Definition 7.17), we conclude
∀D0 ∈ outcont S (D∗ ) : PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m)) < βm

(7.6)

for some βm → 0 as m → ∞. Observe that
supD0 ∈trd(S,k+1) PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m))
=

supD0 ∈outcont S (D∗ ) PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m)),

(7.7)

by definition of OutObs (Remark 7.18). OutObs only comprises traces
ending in output, thus its measure under any trace distribution of trd (S, k +
1) cannot be larger than the ones already contained in outcont S (D∗ ).
Together with Equation (7.6) this yields
∀D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) : PD0 (OutObs(D, α, k + 1, m)) < βm

(7.8)
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for some βm → 0 as m → ∞. . We are left to show that D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k +1)
for some t̂ ∈ T̂ . Let K = {σ ∈ traces fin (I) | PD (Σ) > 0}, i.e. all traces
getting assigned positive probability under D. Obviously C ⊆ K. By initial
assumption we know that all σ ∈ C are contained in traces fin (S). Hence
all σ ∈ K are necessarily in traces fin (S). That means, there is a test case t̂
for S, such that all σ ∈ K are in traces com (t̂). In particular, observe that
all σ end in output by assumption. Hence, the last stage of every test case
is the second bullet in the definition of test cases (Definition 7.13). We
now construct a scheduler A0 ∈ Sched (I k t̂, k + 1) such that trd (A0 ) = D.
Consider the mapping f : tr −1 (K) → paths fin (I k t̂), where for every path
fragment
f (. . . h`, v0 , x0 iht1 , e1 , R1 h`0 , v1 , x1 ii . . .)
=

. . . h(`, q), v̄0 , x̄0 iht̄1 , ē1 , R̄1 , h(`0 , q 0 ), v̄1 , x̄1 ii . . .

.

By definition of test cases (Definition 7.13) observe that vi = v̄i , xi = x̄i
for i = 0, 1, t1 = t̄1 , R1 = R̄1 , because the clock set of test cases is empty.
Further, we define g : EI → EIkt , such that
g(e) = g(C, a, µ(R, `)) = (C, a, µ̄(R, `, q)) = ē,
where µ(R, (`, k)) = µ̄(R, `) for all `. The location q is uniquely determined,
because tests are internally deterministic and every distribution is the
Dirac distribution. Thus, discrete probabilities carry over from µ to µ̄. In
particular q = q 0 if a = τ . It is then easy to see that f is an injection.
We proceed to construct A0 . Let A ∈ trd (I) be the underlying scheduler
that induces D by definition of trace distributions (Definition 7.10). For
every π ∈ tr −1 (K) we define
A0 (π)(ē) def
= A(f −1 (π))(e).
The construction of A0 is straightforward: Since t̂ is internally deterministic,
and every of its discrete distributions is the Dirac distribution, there is no
interleaving in I k t̂. Hence, a scheduler of I k t̂ may copy the decisions
of A step-by-step. Note in particular that Ptrd(A0 ) (Σ) = 0 for σ ∈
/ K. We
conclude trd (A0 ) = D and therefore D ∈ trd (I k t̂, k + 1).
Together with Equation (7.7), we have found a scheduler A0 such that
trd (A0 ) ∈ trd (I k t̂, k + 1), and for all D0 ∈ trd (S, k + 1) we have
PD0 (OutObs(trd (A0 ), α, k + 1, m)) < βm .

(7.9)

Now iff α ≤ 1 − βm , we estimate (7.9) further to
PD0 (OutObs(trd (A0 ), α, k + 1, m)) < βm ≤ 1 − α.
However, the inequality α ≤ 1 − βm always holds for sufficiently large
m, since βm → 0 as m → ∞ by the definition of acceptable outcomes
(Definition 7.17). Ultimately, this yields vprob (I, t̂) = fail .
Together, the two cases yield I 6vsa
ioco S implies V (I, T̂ ) = fail .

CHAPTER

8

Scheduler Hierarchy for Stochastic Automata

Stochastic automata are a formal compositional model for concurrent stochastic
timed systems, with general distributions and non-deterministic choices. In
this chapter we investigate the power of various theoretically and practically
motivated classes of schedulers, considering the classic complete-information
view [30] and a restriction to non-prophetic schedulers [91].
The need to analyse continuous-time stochastic models arises in many practical contexts, including critical infrastructures [8], railway engineering [153],
space mission planning [17], and security [94]. Non-determinism arises through
inherent concurrency of independent processes [33], but may also be deliberate
underspecification. Modelling such uncertainty with probability is convenient
for simulation, but not always adequate [7, 117]. Various models and formalisms
have thus been proposed to extend continuous-time stochastic processes with
non-determinism [22, 31, 67, 89, 93, 167]. It is then possible to verify such
systems by considering the extremal probabilities of a property. These are the
supremum and infimum of the probabilities of the property in the purely stochastic systems induced by classes of schedulers that resolve all non-determinism.
If the non-determinism is considered controllable, one may alternatively be
interested in the planning problem of synthesising a scheduler that satisfies
certain probability bounds.
Unlike in the previous chapter, we consider closed stochastic automata
(SA) [50]. Numerical verification algorithms exist for very limited subclasses
of SA only: Buchholz et al. [35] restrict to phase-type or matrix-exponential
distributions, such that non-determinism cannot arise (as each edge is guarded
by a single clock). Bryans et al. [34] propose two algorithms that require an
a priori fixed scheduler, continuous bounded distributions, and that all active
clocks be reset when a location is entered. The latter forces regeneration on
every edge, making it impossible to use clocks as memory between locations.
Regeneration is central to the work of Paolieri et al. [11], however they again
exclude non-determinism. The only approach that handles non-determinism
is the region-based approximation scheme of Kwiatkowska et al. [119] for a
model closely related to SA, but restricted to bounded continuous distributions.
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M1 :
M0 :

x : Uni(0, 1)
y : Uni(0, 1)
`0
∅
R({x, y})

x : Uni(0, 1)
y : Uni(0, 1)
`0
∅
R({x, y})
`1

{x}

`1
∅

`2

∅

∅

`2
`3
{y} {y}
{x}
{x}
3

{y}

7

(a) SA M0

∅

`3 {y} {y} `4
{x}
{x}
3

7

(b) SA M1

Figure 8.1: Illustration for maximal and minimal unbounded reachability probabilities for schedulers. A scheduler of M0 that has the information of the
expiration times of clocks x and y in `1 can make a choice that ensures to reach
location 3with probability 1: go to `2 if x expires first, and go to `2 if y expires
first. On the same note, a history dependent scheduler of M1 with access to the
information whether the left or right branch was taken in `1 , i.e. which clock
already expired, reaches 3with probability 1. In this chapter, we investigate
which information is relevant and separates scheduler classes

Without that restriction [88], error bounds and convergence guarantees are lost.
Evidently, the combination of non-determinism and continuous probability
distributions is a challenging one. In this chapter, we take on the underlying
problem from a fundamental perspective: we investigate the power of different
classes of schedulers for SA as illustrated in Figure 8.1, and prove a hierarchy
of scheduler classes with respect to unbounded probabilistic reachability. Our
motivation is, on the one hand, that a clear understanding of scheduler classes
is crucial to design verification algorithms. For example, Markov decision
process (MDP) model checking works well because memoryless schedulers suffice
for reachability, and the efficient time-bounded analysis of continuous-time
MDP (CTMDP) exploits a relationship between two scheduler classes that
are sufficiently simple, but on their own do not realise the desired extremal
probabilities [36]. On the other hand, practitioners in planning problems desire
simple solutions, i.e. schedulers that need little information and limited memory,
to be explainable and suitable for implementation on e.g. resource-constrained
embedded systems. Understanding the capabilities of scheduler classes helps
decide the trade-off between simplicity and the ability to get optimal results.
We use two perspectives on schedulers from the literature: the classic complete-information residual lifetimes semantics [30], where optimality is defined via
history-dependent schedulers that see the entire current state, and non-prophetic
schedulers [91] that cannot observe the timing of future events. Within each
perspective, we define classes of schedulers whose views of the state and history
are variously restricted. We prove their relative ordering with respect to achieving
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optimal reachability probabilities. We find that SA distinguish most classes. In
particular, memoryless schedulers suffice in the complete-information setting
(as is implicit in the method of Kwiatkowska et al. [119]), but turn out to be
suboptimal in the more realistic non-prophetic case. Considering only the relative
order of clock expiration times, as suggested by the first algorithm of Bryans
et al. [34], surprisingly leads to partly suboptimal, partly incomparable classes.
Our distinguishing SA are small and employ a common non-deterministic gadget.
They precisely pinpoint the crucial differences and how schedulers interact with
the various features of SA, providing deep insights into the formalism itself.
Our study furthermore forms the basis for the application of lightweight
scheduler sampling (LSS) to SA. LSS is a technique to use Monte Carlo simulation/statistical model checking with non-deterministic models. On every LSS
simulation step, a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) is re-seeded with
a hash of the identifier of the current scheduler and the (restricted) information
about the current state (and previous states, for history-dependent schedulers)
that the scheduler’s class may observe. The PRNG’s first iteration then determines the scheduler’s action deterministically. LSS has been successfully applied
to MDP [52, 125, 126] and probabilistic timed automata [49, 92]. Using only
constant memory, LSS samples uniformly from a selected scheduler class to find
“near-optimal” schedulers that conservatively approximate the true extremal
probabilities. Its principal advantage is that it is largely indifferent to the size of
the state space and of the scheduler space – finding near-optimal schedulers for
huge state spaces may be very fast, while finding them in smaller ones may take
sufficiently more time. In general, sampling efficiency depends only on the likelihood of selecting near-optimal schedulers. However, the mass of near-optimal
schedulers in a scheduler class that also includes the optimal scheduler may be
less than the mass in a class that does not include it. Given that the mass of
optimal schedulers may be vanishingly small, it may be advantageous to sample
from a class of less powerful schedulers to achieve better results on average.
We summarize the main contributions of this chapter
• a hierarchy of scheduler classes of closed SA with respect to unbounded
probabilistic reachability,
• a distinction of classic- and non-prophetic schedulers therein, and
• experiments on lightweight scheduler sampling to explore the trade-off
between powerful and efficient scheduler classes, and confirmation for our
theoretical results.
While the work within this chapter is not related to model-based testing
per se, we encountered schedulers in previous chapters. Even though we only
considered history dependent randomised schedulers, the restriction to more
refined scheduler classes is widely acknowledged to be of major importance [18, 66].
We deem a hierarchical classification of schedulers imperative for future research
related to the topic of this thesis, especially when considering stochastic automata
as extension to all modelling formalisms contained therein.
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Related work. Brázdil et al. [33] show that non-determinism (“unstable
behaviour”) is introduced even in generalised semi-Markov processes (GSMP) as
soon as there is more than one fixed-delay event, highlighting the importance
of properly treating non-determinism in any analysis approach. Alur et al.
first mention non-deterministic stochastic systems similar to SA in [5]. Markov
automata (MA [67]), interactive Markov chains (IMC [93]) and CTMDP are
special cases of SA restricted to exponential distributions. Song et al. [162]
look into partial information distributed schedulers for MA, combining earlier
works of De Alfaro [54], and Giro and D’Argenio [79] for MDP. Their focus
is on information flow and hiding in parallel specifications. Wolf et al. [196]
investigate the power of classic (time-abstract, deterministic and memoryless)
scheduler classes for IMC. They establish (non-strict) subset relationships for
almost all classes with respect to trace distribution equivalence – a very strong
measure. Wolovick and Johr [198] show that the class of measurable schedulers
for CTMDP is complete and sufficient for reachability problems.
Origins of the chapter. This work is the result of a collaboration with Pedro
D’Argenio, Arnd Hartmanns, and Sean Sedwards that appeared in
• Pedro R. D’Argenio, Marcus Gerhold, Arnd Hartmanns, and Sean Sedwards.
A hierarchy of scheduler classes for stochastic automata. In Proceedings of
the 21st International Conference on Foundations of Software Science and
Computation Structures, FOSSACS, pages 384–402, 2018.
Organisation of the chapter. Section 8.1 lays the foundations in defining
closed stochastic automata, and their underlying semantics in timed probabilistic
transition systems. We define various scheduler classes motivated by the literature
in Section 8.2. These include classical notions of schedulers, as well as nonprophetic ones. Consequently, a hierarchy among the classes is established for
both notions of schedulers in Section 8.3. We validate the theoretical observations
by using lightweight scheduler sampling in Section 8.4. Section 8.5 concludes
with a small discussion, and final remarks.

8.1

Preliminaries

We define stochastic automata according to [50]. As opposed to the previous
chapter, we now treat SA as closed systems. In particular, there are no delayable
actions, and all actions are urgent, i.e. as soon as any edge becomes enabled,
some edge has to be taken. Moreover, in contrast to Chapter 7, we give the
semantics of an SA via their underlying timed probabilistic transition systems
(TPTS). This allows us to store the valuation, as well as expiration times of
clocks in every location explicitly as states of the TPTS. Lastly, rather than
defining schedulers for SA directly, we define them for their underlying TPTSs
based on runs/paths.
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Closed Stochastic Automata

The authors of [50] extend labelled transition systems with stochastic clocks:
real-valued variables that increase synchronously with rate 1 over time and expire
some random amount of time after having been restarted. As opposed to the
previous chapter, we define closed stochastic automata.
Definition 8.1. A stochastic automaton (SA) is a tuple hLoc, C, Act, E, F, `0 i,
where
• Loc is a countable set of locations, with `0 ∈ Loc as the initial location,
• C is a finite set of clocks,
• Act is the finite action alphabet, and
• E : Loc → P(P(C) × Act × P(C) × Dist(Loc)) is the edge function, which
maps each location to a finite set of edges that in turn consist of a guard
set of clocks, a label, a restart set of clocks and a discrete distribution over
target locations, and
• F : C → Meas(R+
0 ) is the delay measure function that maps each clock to
a probability measure.
G,a,R
We write ` −
−−−→E µ for hG, a, R, µi ∈ E(`). Without loss of generality, we
restrict to SA where edges are fully characterised by source and action label,
G1 ,a,R1
G2 ,a,R2
i.e. whenever ` −
−−−−→E µ1 and ` −
−−−−→E µ2 , then G1 = G2 , R1 = R2 and
µ1 = µ2 . This is a technical restriction to improve the presentation. In all
examples we thus assume each edge of a location to have a unique label.
G,a,R
Intuitively, an SA starts in `0 with all clocks expired. An edge ` −
−−−→E µ
may be taken only if all clocks in G are expired. If any edge is enabled, some
edge must be taken (i.e. all actions are urgent and thus the SA is closed ). When
an edge is taken, its action is a, all clocks in R are restarted, other expired
clocks remain expired, and we move to successor location `0 with probability
µ(`0 ). There, another edge may be taken immediately or we may need to wait
until some further clocks expire etc. When a clock c is restarted, the time until
it expires is chosen randomly according to the probability measure F (c). We
point out that F is defined independently from the current location, i.e. clock
probability measures are global. Formally, a clock counts up and expires as soon
as it hits its expiration time.

Example 8.2. We show an example SA, M0 , in Figure 8.2a. Its initial location
is `0 . It has two clocks, x and y, with F (x) and F (y) both being the continuous
uniform distribution over the interval [0, 1]. No time can pass in locations `0
and `1 , since they have outgoing edges with empty guard sets. We omit action
labels and assume every edge to have a unique label. On entering `1 , both clocks
are restarted. The choice of going to either `2 or `3 from `1 is non-deterministic,
since the two edges are always enabled at the same time. In `2 , we have to wait
until the first of the two clocks expires. If that is x, we have to move to location
3; if it is y, we have to move to 7. The probability that both expire at the exact
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[[M0 ]]:

M0 :

`0
∅
R({x, y})
`1
∅

···

7

(a) Example SA M0

∼ Uni(0, 1)2

···

h`1 , h0, 0i, h0, 0ii · · · h`1 , h0, 0i, he(x), e(y)ii · · · h`1 , h0, 0i, h1, 1ii
···

···

···

h`2 , h0, 0i, he(x), e(y)ii

∅

`2
`3
{y} {y}
{x}
{x}
3

h`0 , h0, 0i, h0, 0ii

x : Uni(0, 1)
y : Uni(0, 1)

e(x)

···

h`3 , h0, 0i, he(x), e(y)ii

(assume e(x) < e(y))

e(x)

h`2 , he(x), e(x)i, he(x), e(y)ii

h`3 , he(x), e(x)i, he(x), e(y)ii

h3, he(x), e(x)i, he(x), e(y)ii

h7, he(x), e(x)i, he(x), e(y)ii

(b) Excerpt of the TPTS semantics of M0

Figure 8.2: Example SA M0 and corresponding excerpt of its TPTS semantics.
The use of clocks results in uncountably many states, i.e. locations, clock
valuations and expiration times, as opposed to the countably many locations.

same time is zero. Location `3 behaves analogously, but with the target states
interchanged.
Remark 8.3. For compositional modelling, SA can be equipped with a standard
parallel composition operator that synchronises edges with matching action labels
as seen in Definition 7.3. The guard set of a synchronising edge is the union of
the guard sets of the component edges (i.e. actions are patient). In this chapter,
we assume that all parallel composition has been unrolled, i.e. we work with a
single SA and focus on closed systems. In open systems, some actions could
additionally be delayable: When an edge with a delayable action becomes enabled,
more time may pass before it or other edges are taken. Markov automata, and
thus MDP, are special cases of SA: An SA is an MA if F (c) is an exponential
distribution for all clocks c, every guard set is either empty (an immediate edge)
or singleton (a Markovian edge), and all clocks are restarted on all edges.
Remark 8.4. We point out the difference of SA to timed automata (TA) [6]:
While clock resets on edges are defined in a similar manner, guard sets behave
differently. The guard sets on edges TA generally consists of an a priori fixed time
interval. An edge may be taken iff the corresponding clock valuation remains in
this time interval. Naı̈vely, guard sets on edges in an SA are unions of intervals
of the form [x, ∞), where x is a realisation of a random variable distributed
according to F (c). Note that each clock c has its own F (c). An edge must be
taken if all clocks of a single guard set of an outgoing edge reach their respective
intervals.

8.1.2

Timed Probabilistic Transition Systems

Timed probabilistic transition systems (TPTS) form the semantics of SA. We
define TPTS with uncountable state and action spaces. This is needed since we
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need to store the current valuation of real-valued clocks and expirations in each
state. They are finitely-non-deterministic uncountable-state transition systems.
Definition 8.5. A (finitely non-deterministic) timed probabilistic transition
system (TPTS) is a tuple hS, Act 0 , T, s0 i, where
• S is a measurable set of states, with the unique initial state s0 ∈ S,
• Act 0 = R+ t Act is the alphabet, partitioned into delays in R+ and jumps
in Act.
• T : S → P(Act 0 × Meas (S)) is the transition function, which maps each
state to a finite set of transitions, each consisting of a label in Act 0 and a
measure over target states.
All s ∈ S admitting delays are required to be deterministic, i.e. |T (s)| = 1 if
there is ht, µi ∈ T (s) such that t ∈ R+ .
The requirement for states admitting delay to be deterministic ensures
a
that a delay cannot be split into two or more sub-delays. We write s −
→
T µ
for ha, µi ∈ T (s). A run is an infinite alternating sequence s0 a0 s1 a1 . . . ∈
(S × Act 0 )ω . A history is a finite prefix of a run ending in a state, i.e. an element
of (S × Act 0 )∗ × S. We write last(h) to denote the last state of a run h. Runs
resolve all non-deterministic and probabilistic choices. A scheduler resolves only
the non-determinism:
Definition 8.6. A scheduler is a measurable function
s : (S × Act 0 )∗ × S → dist Act 0 × Meas (S)



such that for all histories h ∈ (S × Act 0 )∗ × S, ha, µi ∈ support(s(h)) implies
a
last(h) −
→
T µ.
a
Once a scheduler has chosen si −
→
T µ, the successor state si+1 is picked
randomly according to µ. Every scheduler s defines a probability measure Ps on
the space of all runs. For a formal definition, see [197]. As is usual, we restrict
to non-Zeno schedulers that make time diverge with probability one: we require
Ps (Π∞ ) = 1, where Π∞ is the set of runs where the sum of delays is ∞. This
prevents performing infinite actions in a finite amount of time.

8.1.3

Semantics of Closed Stochastic Automata

We present the residual lifetimes semantics of [30], simplified for closed SA.
A closed SA induces a TPTS, if we require that any delay step must be the
minimum delay that enables some edge. First, we require some notation.
Notation. Let Val : V → R+
0 be the valuations for a set V of (non-negative
real-valued) variables. 0 ∈ Val assigns value zero to all variables. For X ⊆ V
and v ∈ Val , we write v[X] for the valuation defined by v[X](x) = 0 if x ∈ X
and v[X](y) = v(y) otherwise. This notation is mainly used for clock resets. We
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write Val if V is clear from the context. For t ∈ R+
0 , v + t is the defined by
(v + t)(x) = v(x) + t for all x ∈ V . We define Ex(G, v, e) def
= ∀ x ∈ G : v(x) ≥ e(x)
to be the Boolean that characterises enabled edges, i.e. the value Ex(G, v, e)
is true iff all clocks x of a guard set G have a valuation v(x) that is greater or
equal to their expiration time e(x). Given probability measures µ1 and µ2 , we
denote by µ1 ⊗ µ2 the product measure (cf. Appendix A.1). For aN
collection of
measures (µi )i∈I , we analogously denote the product measure by i∈I µi .
Definition 8.7. The semantics of an SA M = hLoc, C, Act, E, F, `0 i is the
timed probabilistic transition system (TPTS)
[[M ]] = hLoc × Val × Val , Act t R+ , TM , h`0 , 0, 0ii
where the states are triples h`, v, ei of the current location `, a valuation v
assigning to each clock its current value, and a valuation e keeping track of all
clocks’ expiration times. TM is the smallest transition function satisfying the
inference rules
G,a,R
`−
−−−→E µ

Ex(G, v, e)

a

h`, v, ei −
→TM µ ⊗ Dirac(v[R]) ⊗ SampleR
e
t ∈ R+

G,a,R
∃` −
−−−→E µ : Ex(G, v + t, e)

G,a,R
∀ t0 ∈ [0, t), ` −
−−−→E µ : ¬ Ex(G, v + t0 , e)

t

h`, v, ei →
− TM Dirac(h`, v + t, ei)
where hG, a, R, µi ∈ E(`), i.e. G ∈ P(C) is a guard set, a ∈ Act is an action,
R ∈ P(C) is the set of reset clocks and µ is the discrete distribution over target
locations. Further
(
N
F (c)
if c ∈ R
def
SampleR
e =
c∈C
Dirac(e(c)) if c ∈
/ R.
The second rule creates delay steps of t time units if no edge is enabled from
now until just before t time units have elapsed (third premise) but then, after
exactly t time units, some edge becomes enabled (second premise). The first rule
G,a,R
applies if an edge ` −
−−−→E µ is enabled: a transition is taken with the edge’s
label, the successor state’s location is chosen by the discrete distribution µ, v is
updated by resetting the clocks in the reset set R to zero, and the expiration
times for the reset clocks c ∈ R are re-sampled according to their distribution
F (c). All other expiration times remain unchanged.
Example 8.8. Figure 8.2b outlines the semantics of M0 . The first step from `0
to all the states in `1 is a single transition. Its probability measure is the product
of F (x) and F (y), sampling the expiration times of the two clocks. We exemplify
the behaviour of all of these states by showing it for the case of expiration times
e(x) and e(y), with e(x) < e(y).
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Classes of Schedulers

We now define several classes of schedulers that are restricted in the information
available to them to make their choices. This includes the standard restriction
to memoryless schedulers, and schedulers that only see some part of the states,
hiding clock values and expiration times to various degrees. All definitions
consider TPTS as in Definition 8.5 with states h`, v, ei, and we require for
all schedulers s that only available transitions are scheduled, i.e. ha, µi ∈
a
support(s(h)) implies last(h) −
→
T µ, as in Definition 8.6.

8.2.1

Classic Schedulers

We first consider the “classic” complete-information setting where schedulers
can in particular see expiration times [30]. Recall the definition of schedulers in
Definition 8.6. This scheduler class is history dependent, and has access to both
clock valuations and clock expiration times. We denote this set by Shist
`,v,e .
We proceed by restricting the information accessible by history-dependent
schedulers. We generally denote the information available to a scheduler by
subscripts on the set of states, e.g. S|`,v,e def
= Loc × Val × Val denotes that a
scheduler has access to the current location, clock valuation, and clock expiration
times. Our first restriction hides the values of all clocks, only revealing the
total time since the start of the history. This is inspired by the step-counting or
time-tracking schedulers needed to obtain optimal step-bounded or time-bounded
reachability probabilities on MDP or Markov automata:
Definition 8.9. A classic history-dependent global-time scheduler is a measurable function

s : (S|`,t,e × Act 0 )∗ × S|`,t,e → dist Act 0 × Meas(S) ,
where S|`,t,e def
= Loc × R+
0 × Val with the second component being the total time t
elapsed since the start of the history to the corresponding state, and the third
component being the clock expiration times e . We write Shist
`,t,e for the set of all
such schedulers.
We next hide the values of all clocks, revealing only their expiration times.
This class is considered mainly for the sake of completion of the hierarchy.
Definition 8.10. A classic history-dependent location-based scheduler is a
measurable function

s : (S|`,e × Act 0 )∗ × S|`,e → dist Act 0 × Meas(S) ,
where S|`,e def
= Loc × Val , with the second component being the clock expiration
times e. We write Shist
`,e for the set of all such schedulers.
Having defined three classes of classic history-dependent schedulers, Shist
`,v,e ,
and Shist
,
we
also
consider
them
with
the
restriction
that
they
only
see
`,e

Shist
`,t,e
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the relative order of clock expiration, instead of the exact expiration times: for
each pair of clocks c1 , c2 , these schedulers see the relation ∼ ∈ {<, =, >} in
e(c1 ) − v(c1 ) ∼ e(c2 ) − v(c2 ). Knowing the expiration order is incomparable to
knowing only the expiration times e: The former is determined by the difference
e(c) − v(c) for each clock c, while current clock valuations are unknown in the
latter. Since the relation is defined for each pair of clocks, it induces a total order.
To illustrate, in `1 of Example 8.8, the scheduler would not see e(x) and e(y),
but only whether e(x) < e(y) or vice-versa (since v(x) = v(y) = 0, and equality
of expiration times has probability 0 here). We consider this case because the
expiration order is sufficient for the first algorithm of Bryans et al. [34], and
would allow optimal decisions in M0 of Figure 8.2. We denote the relative order
hist
information by o, and the corresponding scheduler classes by Shist
`,v,o , S`,t,o and
Shist
`,o .
We now define memoryless schedulers, which only see the current state and
are at the core of e.g. MDP model checking. They suffice on some important
formalisms to obtain optimal reachability probabilities, e.g. MDP [9].
Definition 8.11. A classic memoryless scheduler only sees the current state,
i.e. it is a measurable function

s : S → dist Act 0 × Meas(S) .
We write Sml
`,v,e for the set of all such schedulers.
We apply the same restrictions as for history-dependent schedulers:
Definition 8.12. A classic memoryless global-time scheduler is a measurable
function

s : S|`,t,e → dist Act 0 × Meas(S) ,
with S|`,t,e as in Definition 8.9. We write Sml
`,t,e for the set of all such schedulers.
Definition 8.13. A classic memoryless location-based scheduler is a measurable
function

s : S|`,e → dist Act 0 × Meas(S) ,
with S|`,e as in Definition 8.10. We write Sml
`,e for the set of all such schedulers.
Again, we also consider memoryless schedulers that only see the expiration
ml
ml
ml
ml
order, so we have memoryless scheduler classes Sml
`,v,e , S`,t,e , S`,e , S`,v,o , S`,t,o
ml
and Sml
`,o . Class S`,o is particularly attractive because it has a finite domain.

8.2.2

Non-Prophetic Schedulers

Consider the SA M0 in Figure 8.2. No matter which of the previously defined
scheduler classes we choose, we always find a scheduler that achieves probability
1 to reach 3, and a scheduler that achieves probability 0. This is because they
can all see the expiration times, or the expiration order of x and y when in `1
and thus resolve the non-deterministic choice in that location optimally. This
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is somewhat counter-intuitive: When in `1 , x and y have not yet expired—this
will only happen later, in `2 or `3 —yet the schedulers already know which clock
expires first. The classic schedulers can thus be seen to make decisions based
on the timing of future events. This prophetic scheduling has already been
observed in [30], where a “fix” in the form of the spent lifetimes semantics was
proposed. Hartmanns et al. [91] have shown that this not only still permits
prophetic scheduling, but even admits divine scheduling, where a scheduler
can not only see, but change the future behaviour. The authors propose a
complex non-prophetic semantics that provably removes all prophetic and divine
behaviour, but is conceptually involved.
Much of the complication of the non-prophetic semantics of [91] is due to
it being specified for open SA that include delayable actions. For the closed
SA setting of this paper, prophetic scheduling can be more easily excluded by
hiding from the schedulers all information about what happens in the future
of the system’s evolution. This information is only contained in the expiration
times e or the expiration order o. The current location ` and the current values
of all clocks v do not permit any prophetic behaviour. We can thus keep the
semantics of Section 8.1.3 and modify the definition of schedulers to exclude
prophetic behaviour by construction.
In what follows, we thus also consider all scheduler classes of Section 8.2.1
with the added constraint that the expiration times, resp. the expiration order,
hist
hist
are not visible, resulting in the non-prophetic classes Shist
, Sml
`,v , S`,t , S`
`,v ,
ml
ml
S`,t and S` . Any non-prophetic scheduler can only reach 3 of M0 in Figure 8.2
with probability 12 . The last three classes are the most interesting from a control
theory perspective, where we want to synthesise schedulers and implement them:
The only information that is likely to be readily available for an embedded
controller is the current state of the system. Clearly, it cannot know the timing
of future events, and will likely not be able to keep a long history of previous
states. Whether it may observe the values of some timers, or of a global one,
will depend on the specific case.

8.3

The Power of Schedulers

Now that we have defined a number of classes of schedulers, we need to determine
what the effect of the restrictions is on the ability to optimally control an SA.
We thus evaluate the power of scheduler classes with respect to unbounded
reachability probabilities, on the semantics of SA. We shall see that this simple
setting already suffices to reveal interesting differences between scheduler classes.
In the remainder of this section we consider extremal probabilities of reaching a
set of goal locations G:
Definition 8.14. For G ⊆ Loc, let JG def
= { h`, v, ei ∈ S | ` ∈ G }. Let S be a
S
S
set of schedulers. Then Pmin
(G) and Pmax
(G) are the minimum and maximum
S
reachability probabilities for G under S, defined as Pmin
(G) = inf s∈S Ps (ΠJG )
S
and Pmax (G) = sups∈S Ps (ΠJG ), where ΠJG are runs traversing JG .
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≺

ml
hist
Sml
`,t,e ≺ S`,v,e  S`,t,o

Shist
`,e

hist
hist
≈ Shist
`,t,e ≈ S`,v,e  S`,v,o

(a) Hierarchy of classic scheduler classes

≺ Sml
`,v


≺ Sml
`,t


Sml
`


≈

≈

6≈




Sml
`,e

≈

ml
hist
Sml
`,t,o ≺ S`,v,o ≺ S`,o



≺

6≈

Sml
`,o

≈ Shist
≈ Shist
Shist
`,t
`,v
`
(b) Non-prophetic classes

Figure 8.3: Scheduler hierarchy established in this section. For the difference
between classical- and prophetic schedulers, we refer to Section 8.2.

Example 8.15. To maximise the probability of reaching 3of M0 in Figure 8.2
assuming e(x) < e(y) we should take the transition to the state in `2 . If a
scheduler s can see the expiration times, noting that only their order matters
{s}
here, it can always make the optimal choice and achieve Pmax ({ 3 }) = 1.
For two scheduler classes S1 and S2 , we write S1 < S2 if, for all SA and
S1
S2
S1
S2
all sets of goal locations G, Pmin
(G) ≤ Pmin
(G) and Pmax
(G) ≥ Pmax
(G). We
write S1  S2 if additionally there exists at least one SA and set G0 where
S1
S2
S1
S2
Pmin
(G0 ) < Pmin
(G0 ) or Pmax
(G0 ) > Pmax
(G0 ). Finally, we write S1 ≈ S2 for
S1 < S2 ∧ S2 < S1 , and S1 6≈ S2 , i.e. the classes are incomparable, for
S1 6< S2 ∧ S2 6< S1 . Unless noted otherwise, we omit proofs for S1 < S2
when it is obvious that the information available to S1 includes the information
available to S2 . All our distinguishing examples are based on the resolution of a
single non-deterministic choice between two actions to eventually reach one of
two locations. We therefore prove only with respect to the maximum probability,
pmax , for these examples since the minimum probability is given by 1 − pmax
and an analogous proof for pmin can be made by relabelling locations. We may
Sy
x
write Pmax (Syx ) for Pmax
({ 3 }) to improve readability.

8.3.1

The Classic Hierarchy

We first establish that all classic history-dependent scheduler classes are equivalent. This is not surprising, as knowing the entire history always lets us
reconstruct all clock valuations and expiration times, respectively.
hist
hist
Theorem 8.16. Shist
`,v,e ≈ S`,t,e ≈ S`,e .

Proof. From the transition labels in Act 0 = Act t R+ in the history (S 0 × Act 0 )∗ ,
with S 0 ∈ { S, S|`,t,e , S|`,e } depending on the scheduler class, we can reconstruct
the total elapsed time as well as the values of all clocks: to obtain the total
elapsed time, sum the labels in R+ up to each state; to obtain the values of all
clocks, do the same per clock and perform the resets of the edges identified by
the actions.
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The same argument applies among the expiration-order history-dependent
classes.
hist
hist
Theorem 8.17. Shist
`,v,o ≈ S`,t,o ≈ S`,o .

However, the expiration-order history-dependent schedulers are strictly less
powerful than the classic history-dependent ones.
hist
Theorem 8.18. Shist
`,v,e  S`,v,o .

Proof. Consider the SA M1 in Figure 8.4a. Note that the history does not
provide any information for making the choice in `1 : we always arrive after
having spent zero time in `0 and then having taken the single edge to `1 . We can
3
1
analytically determine that Pmax (Shist
`,v,e ) = 4 by going from `1 to `2 if e(x) ≤ 2
and to `3 otherwise. We would obtain a probability equal to 12 by always going to
either `2 or `3 or by picking either edge with equal probability. This is the best
1
we can do if e is not visible, and thus Pmax (Shist
`,v,o ) = 2 : in `1 , v(x) = v(y) = 0
and the expiration order is always “y before x” because y has not yet been
started, so the scheduler has no basis to make an informed choice.
Just like for MDP and unbounded reachability probabilities, the classic
history-dependent and memoryless schedulers with complete information are
equivalent.
ml
Theorem 8.19. Shist
`,v,e ≈ S`,v,e .

Proof sketch. Our definition of TPTS only allows finite non-deterministic choices,
i.e. we have a very restricted form of continuous-space MDP. We can thus adapt
the argument of the corresponding proof for MDP [9, Lemma 10.102]: For
each state (of possibly countably many), we construct an optimal memoryless
(and deterministic) scheduler in the same way, replacing the summation by an
integration for the continuous measures in the transition function. It remains
to be shown that this scheduler is indeed measurable. For TPTS that are the
semantics of SA, this follows from the way clock values are used in the guard
sets so that optimal decisions are constant over intervals of clock values and
expiration times (see e.g. the arguments in [34] or [119]).
On the other hand, when restricting schedulers to see the expiration order
only, history-dependent and memoryless schedulers are no longer equivalent.
ml
Theorem 8.20. Shist
`,v,o  S`,v,o .

Proof. Consider the SA M2 in Figure 8.4b. Let sopt
ml(l,v,o) be the (unknown)
ml
optimal scheduler in S`,v,o with respect to the max. probability of reaching
hist
3. Define sbetter
hist(l,v,o) ∈ S`,v,o as: when in `2 and the last edge in the history is
the left one (i.e. x is expired), go to `3 ; otherwise, behave like sopt
ml(l,v,o) . This
ml
scheduler distinguishes Shist
and
S
,
by
achieving
a
strictly
higher
maximal
`,v,o
`,v,o
opt
probability than sml(l,v,o) if and only if there are some combinations of clock
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M3 :
x : Uni(0, 8)
y : Uni(0, 1)
z : Uni(0, 4)

M2 :
M1 :

x : Uni(0, 1)
y : Uni(0, 1)
`0
∅
R({x})

`0
∅
R({x, z})

∅

`2
{z}
R({z})

{x}
R({y})

`2
∅
R({y})

`2
`3
{y} {y}
{x}
{x}
3

`1
{x}
R({x, y})

`1
{x}
R({z})

`1
R({y})

x : Uni(0, 1)
y : Uni(0, 1)
`0
∅
R({x})

7

(a) SA M1

R({y})

∅

`3
∅
R({y})

`3
`4
{y} {y}
{x}
{x}
3

{y}
R({x})

7

(b) SA M2

∅

∅

`4
`5
{y} {y}
{x}
{x}
3

7

(c) SA M3

Figure 8.4: Distinguishing examples used in Theorems 8.18, 8.20, 8.21, 8.24,
8.25 and 8.29.
values (aspect v) and expiration orders (aspect o) in `2 that can be reached with
positive probability via the left edge into `2 , for which sopt
ml(l,v,o) must nevertheless
decide to go to `4 .
All possible clock valuations in `2 can be achieved via either the left or the
right edge, but taking the left edge implies that x expires before z in `2 . It
is thus sufficient to show that sopt
ml(l,v,o) must go to `4 in some cases where x
expires before z. The general form of schedulers in Sml
`,v,o in `2 is “go to `3 iff
(a) x expires before z and v(x) ∈ S1 or (b) z expires before x and v(x) ∈ S2 ”
where the Si are measurable subsets of [0, 8]. S2 is in fact irrelevant: whatever
better
sopt
ml(l,v,o) does when (b) is satisfied will be mimicked by shist(l,v,o) because z can
only expire before x when coming via the right edge into `2 . Conditions (a) and
(b) are independent.
With S1 = [0, 8], the maximal probability is 77
96 = 0.802083̄. Since this is
the only scheduler in Sml
that
is
relevant
for
our
proof, and never goes to `4
`,v,o
when x expires before z, it remains to be shown that the maximal probability
77
35
under sopt
ml(l,v,o) is > 96 . With S1 = [0, 12 ), we have a maximal probability of
≈ 0.820421. Thus sopt
ml(l,v,o) must sometimes go to l4 even when the left edge
better
was taken, so shist(l,v,o) achieves a higher probability and thus distinguishes the
classes.
7561
9216

Knowing only the global elapsed time is less powerful than knowing the full
history or the values of all clocks.
ml
ml
ml
Theorem 8.21. Shist
`,t,e  S`,t,e and S`,v,e  S`,t,e .

Proof sketch. Consider the SA M3 in Figure 8.4c. We have Pmax (Shist
`,t,e ) = 1:
when in `3 , the scheduler sees from the history which of the two incoming edges
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x : Uni(0, 2)
y : Uni(0, 1)
`0
z : Uni(0, 2)
∅
R({x, z})

M4 :

M5 :

x : Uni(0, 1)
y : Uni(0, 1)
`1
∅
R({x, y})

`1
{z}
R({y, z})

`2
{y}
R({y})

`2
∅

x : Uni(0, 1)
y : Uni(0, 1)
`0
∅
R({x, y})
`1

{x}

`3
∅

R({y})

`3 {y} {y} `4
{x}
{x}
3

M6 :

∅

`2
∅
R({y})

`4 {y} {y} `5
{x}
{x}

7

(a) SA M4

3

{y}

7

(b) SA M5

∅

∅

`3 {y} {y} `4
{x}
{x}
3

7

(c) SA M6

Figure 8.5: Distinguishing examples used in Theorems 8.22, 8.26, 8.28, and 8.30.

was used, and thus knows whether x or y is already expired. It can then make
the optimal choice: go to `4 if x is already expired, or to `5 otherwise. We also
have Pmax (Sml
`,v,e ) = 1: the scheduler sees that either v(x) = 0 or v(y) = 0, which
implies that the other clock is already expired, and the argument above applies.
However, Pmax (Sml
`,t,e ) < 1: the distribution of elapsed time t on entering `3 is
itself independent of which edge is taken. With probability 14 , exactly one of e(x)
and e(y) is below t in `3 , which implies that that clock has just expired and thus
the scheduler can decide optimally. Yet with probability 34 , the expiration times
are not useful: they are both positive and drawn from the same distribution, but
one unknown clock is expired. The wait for x in `1 ensures that comparing t with
the expiration times in e does not reveal further information in this case.
In the case of MDP, knowing the total elapsed time (i.e. steps) does not make
a difference for unbounded reachability. Only for step-bounded properties is that
extra knowledge necessary to achieve optimal probabilities. With SA, however,
it makes a difference even in the unbounded case.
ml
Theorem 8.22. Sml
`,t,e  S`,e .

Proof. Consider SA M4 in Figure 8.5a. We have Pmax (Sml
`,t,e ) = 1: in `2 , the
remaining time until y expires is e(y) and the remaining time until x expires is
e(x) − t for the global time value t as `2 is entered. The scheduler can observe
all of these quantities and thus optimally go to `3 if x will expire first, or to `4
otherwise. However, Pmax (Sml
`,e ) < 1: e(x) only contains the absolute expiration
time of x, but without knowing t or the expiration time of z in `1 , and thus
the current value v(x), this scheduler cannot know with certainty which of the
clocks expires first and is therefore unable to make an optimal choice in `2 .
Finally, we need to compare the memoryless schedulers that see the clock
expiration times with memoryless schedulers that see the expiration order. As
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noted in before, these two views of the current state are incomparable unless we
also see the clock values.
ml
Theorem 8.23. Sml
`,v,e  S`,v,o .
ml
Proof. Sml
`,v,e 64 S`,v,o follows from the same argument as in the proof of Theoml
rem 8.18. S`,v,e < Sml
`,v,o is because knowing the current clock values v and the
expiration times e is equivalent to knowing the expiration order, since that is
precisely the order of the differences e(c) − v(c) for all clocks c.

ml
Theorem 8.24. Sml
`,t,e 6≈ S`,t,o .
ml
Proof. Sml
`,t,e 64 S`,t,o follows from the same argument as in the proof of Theml
orem 8.18. For Sml
`,t,e 6< S`,t,o , consider the SA M3 of Figure 8.4c. We know
from the proof of Theorem 8.21 that Pmax (Sml
`,t,e ) < 1. However, if the scheduler
knows the order in which the clocks will expire, it knows which one has already
expired (the first one in the order), and can thus make the optimal choice in `3
to achieve Pmax (Sml
`,t,o ) = 1.

ml
Theorem 8.25. Sml
`,e 6≈ S`,o .

Proof. The argument of Theorem 8.24 applies by observing that, in M3 of
ml
Figure 8.4c, we also have Pmax (Sml
`,e ) < 1 via the same argument as for S`,t,e in
the proof of Theorem 8.21.
Among the expiration-order schedulers, the hierarchy is as expected.
ml
ml
Theorem 8.26. Sml
`,v,o  S`,t,o  S`,o .

Proof sketch. Consider M5 of Figure 8.5b. To maximise the probability, in `3
we should go to `4 whenever x is already expired or close to expiring, for which
the amount of time spent in `2 is an indicator. Sml
`,o only knows that x may have
expired when the expiration order is “x before y”, but definitely has not expired
when it is “y before x”. Schedulers in Sml
`,t,o can do better: They also see the
amount of time spent in `2 . Thus Sml

Sml
`,t,o
`,o . If we modify M5 by adding an
initial delay on x from a new `0 to `1 as in M3 , then the same argument can be
ml
used to prove Sml
`,v,o  S`,t,o : the extra delay makes knowing the elapsed time
t useless with positive probability, but the exact time spent in l2 is visible to
Sml
`,v,o as v(x).
We have thus established the hierarchy of classic schedulers shown in Figure 8.3a, noting that some of the relationships follow from the theorems by
transitivity.
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The Non-Prophetic Hierarchy

Each non-prophetic scheduler class is clearly dominated by the classic and
expiration-order scheduler classes that otherwise have the same information, for
hist
example Shist
`,v,e  S`,v . This can be shown with very simple distinguishing SA.
We show that the non-prophetic hierarchy follows the shape of the classic case,
including the difference between global-time and pure memoryless schedulers,
with the notable exception of memoryless schedulers being weaker than historydependent ones.
To show the hierarchy of non-prophetic schedulers, we first re-use the argument of Theorem 8.16 to establish that here, too, the history-dependent
schedulers are equivalent.
hist
hist
Theorem 8.27. Shist
.
`,v ≈ S`,t ≈ S`

Proof. This follows from the argument of Theorem 8.16.
In comparing non-prophetic history-dependent with non-prophetic memoryless schedulers, we surprisingly obtain a different result than in the classic
setting.
ml
Theorem 8.28. Shist
`,v  S`,v .

Proof. Consider the SA M6 in Figure 8.5c. It is similar to M4 of Figure 8.5a, and
our arguments are thus similar to the proof of Theorem 8.22. On M6 , we have
Pmax (Shist
`,v ) = 1: in `2 , the history reveals which of the two incoming edges was
used, i.e. which clock is already expired, thus the scheduler can make the optimal
1
choice. However, if neither the history nor e is available, we get Pmax (Sml
`,v ) = 2 :
the only information that can be used in `2 are the values of the clocks, but
v(x) = v(y), so there is no basis for an informed choice.
Other than that, the non-prophetic hierarchy is the same as in the classic case,
including the difference between global-time and pure memoryless schedulers.
ml
ml
ml
Theorem 8.29. Shist
`,t  S`,t and S`,v  S`,t .
ml
Proof. Consider the SA M3 in Figure 8.4c. We have Pmax (Shist
`,t ) = Pmax (S`,v ) =
1
1, but Pmax (Sml
`,t ) = 2 by the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 8.21.
ml
Theorem 8.30. Sml
`,t  S` .

Proof. Consider the SA M4 in Figure 8.5a. The schedulers in Sml
have no
`
information but the current location, so they cannot make an informed choice in
`2 . This and the simple loop-free structure of M4 make it possible to analytically
17
calculate the resulting probability: Pmax (Sml
` ) = 24 = 0.7083. If information
about the global elapsed time t in `2 is available, however, the value of x is
revealed. This allows making a better choice, e.g. going to `3 when t ≤ 12 and to
`4 otherwise, resulting in Pmax (Sml
`,t ) ≈ 0.771 (statistically estimated with high
confidence).
We have thus established the hierarchy of non-prophetic schedulers shown in
Figure 8.3b, where some relationships follow by transitivity.
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Experiments

We built a prototype implementation of lightweight scheduler sampling for SA by
extending the Modest Toolset’s [88] modes simulator, which already supports
deterministic stochastic timed automata (STA [22]). Our goal is to experimentally
find the minimal and maximal probabilities of unbounded reachability, that in
turn confirm, or refute the theoretical implications of Section 8.3. Consequently,
the experimental results show the feasibility of lightweight scheduler sampling
when applied to SA with respect to the hierarchy of Figure 8.3
Remark 8.31. This work was motivated by our desire to extend to SA the
lightweight scheduler sampling approach that allows statistical model checking
for non-deterministic models, which was first defined for MDP [52] and later
extended to probabilistic timed automata (PTA) [49]. In contrast to model
checking algorithms like value iteration for MDP, which only implicitly deal with
schedulers, the lightweight approach has full control over the information that the
scheduler it currently simulates gets: this is the data fed into the hash function
to compute the seed for the pseudo-random number generator used to make the
non-deterministic choices for each state (see line 3 of Algorithm 1 and line 10 of
Algorithm 2 in [49]). To be effective, this approach needs the space of information
available to the scheduler to be “small” and at least countable. Otherwise, it
easily degenerates into performing simulation with the uniform scheduler. This is
why the extension to PTA used a variant of the zone graph, a discrete abstraction
of the PTA that preserves reachability probabilities. To extend the approach to
SA, we need to find a reasonable class of schedulers that is “as small as possible”.
Experimental setup. With some care, SA can be encoded into STA. Using
the original algorithm for MDP of [52], our prototype works by providing to the
schedulers a discretised view of the continuous components of the SA’s semantics, which, we recall, is a continuous-space MDP. The currently implemented
discretisation is simple: for each real-valued quantity (the value v(c) of clock c,
its expiration time e(c), and the global elapsed time t), it identifies all values
that lie within the same interval [ ni , i+1
n ), for integers i, n. We note that better
static discretisations are almost certainly possible, e.g. a region construction for
the clock values as in [119].
We have modelled M1 through M6 as STA in Modest. For each scheduler
class and model in the proof of a theorem, and discretisation factors n ∈ { 1, 2, 4 },
we sampled 10 000 schedulers and performed statistical model checking for each
of them in the lightweight manner.
Results. In Figure 8.6 we report the min. and max. estimates, (p̂min , p̂max )I ,
over all sampled schedulers. Where different discretisations lead to different
estimates, we report the most extremal values. The subscript I denotes the
discretisation factors that achieved the reported estimates. The analysis for each
sampled scheduler was performed with a number of simulation runs sufficient for
the overall max./min. estimates to be within ± 0.01 of the true maxima/minima
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M1 :
Theorem 8.18:
Shist
`,v,e : (0.24, 0.76)2,4
Shist
`,v,o : (0.49, 0.51)1,2,4

M3 :
Theorem 8.21:
Shist
`,t,e : (0.00, 1.00)1
Sml
`,v,e: (0.12, 0.86)4
Sml
`,t,e : (0.37, 0.65)2

Theorem 8.23:
Sml
Theorem 8.24:
`,v,e : (0.24, 0.76)2,4
(0.49,
0.51)
Sml
Sml
:
1,2,4
`,t,e : (0.37, 0.65)2
`,v,o
Sml
Theorem 8.24:
`,t,o : (0.00, 1.00)1,2
Sml
Theorem 8.25:
`,t,e : (0.24, 0.76)2,4
Sml
:
(0.49,
0.51)
Sml
1,2,4
`,e : (0.34, 0.67)4
`,t,o
Sml
Theorem 8.25:
`,o : (0.00, 1.00)1,2,4
Sml
`,e : (0.24, 0.76)2,4
Sml
`,o : (0.49, 0.51)1,2,4

M2 :
Theorem 8.20:
Shist
`,o : (0.06, 0.94)1,2,4
Sml
`,v,o : (0.18, 0.83)1

M5 :
Theorem 8.26:
Sml
`,t,o : (0.15, 0.86)4
Sml
`,o : (0.16, 0.84)1,2,4

M4 :
Theorem 8.22:
Sml
`,t,e : (0.25, 0.79)1
Sml
`,e : (0.29, 0.71)1

M6 :
Theorem 8.28:
Shist
`,v : (0.00, 1.00)1,2
Sml
`,v : (0.49, 0.51)1,2,4

Theorem 8.30:
Sml
`,t : (0.22, 0.78)2,4
Sml
` : (0.28, 0.72)1,2,4

Theorem 8.29:
Shist
`,t : (0.00, 1.00)1,2
Sml
`,v : (0.21, 0.78)4
Sml
`,t : (0.49, 0.51)1,2,4

Figure 8.6: Results from the prototype of lightweight scheduler sampling for SA
of the sampled set of schedulers with probability ≥ 0.95 [52]. Note that p̂min is
an upper bound on the true minimum probability and p̂max is a lower bound on
the true maximum probability. We thus use these results to show the feasibility
of the lightweight scheduler sampling technique applied to SA through the
correspondence with the hierarchy of schedulers in the main body of the paper.
Increasing the discretisation factor or increasing the scheduler power generally
increases the number of decisions the schedulers can make. This may also
increase the number of critical decisions a scheduler must make to achieve the
extremal probability. Hence, the sets of discretisation factors associated to
specific experiments may be informally interpreted in the following way:
• {1, 2, 4}: Fine discretisation is not important for optimality and optimal
schedulers are not rare.
• {1, 2}: Fine discretisation is not important for optimality, but increases
rarity of optimal schedulers.
• {2, 4}: Fine discretisation is important for optimality, optimal schedulers
are not rare.
• {1}: Optimal schedulers are very rare.
• {2}: Fine discretisation is important for optimality, but increases rarity of
schedulers.
• {4}: Fine discretisation is important for optimality and optimal schedulers
are not rare.
The results in Figure 8.6 respect and differentiate our hierarchy. In most
cases, we found schedulers whose estimates were within the statistical error
of calculated optima or of high confidence estimates achieved by alternative
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statistical techniques. The exceptions involve M3 and M4 . We note that M4
makes use of an additional clock, increasing the dimensionality of the problem
and potentially making near-optimal schedulers rarer. The best result for M3
and class Sml
l,t,e was obtained using discretisation factor n = 2: a compromise
between nearness to optimality and rarity. A greater compromise was necessary
ml
for M4 , and classes Sml
l,t,e and Sl,e , where we found near-optimal schedulers to
be very rare and achieved best results using discretisation factor n = 1.
While we found no scheduler whose performance exceeded its defined theoretical limits, we note that our sampling approach is not exhaustive, and that when
non-determinism is not spurious, there is a positive probability that we may
miss some (near-)optimal schedulers and potentially miss rare counterexamples,
if such exist. In the case of the present experiments, we also note that our static
grid discretisation makes some schedulers impossible.
Discussion. The experiments show that lightweight scheduler sampling produces useful and informative results with SA. We believe the few sub-optimal
values can be significantly improved by tailoring the discretisation to the particular instance. The continuous quantities do not all require the same granularity
of discretisation and not all boundaries within a discretisation are useful. The
present theoretical results allow us to develop better abstractions for SA, and
thus to construct a refinement algorithm for efficient lightweight verification
of SA that is applicable to realistically sized case studies. As is, they already
demonstrate the importance of selecting a proper scheduler class for efficient
verification, and that restricted classes are useful in planning scenarios.

8.5

Conclusions

Motivated by the possibility to apply statistical model checking to non-deterministic
stochastic automata, we have defined a number of classes of schedulers and compared their expressiveness. We have shown that the various notions of information
available to a scheduler class, such as history, clock order, expiration times or
overall elapsed time, almost all make distinct contributions to the power of
the class in SA. Our choice of notions was based on classic scheduler classes
relevant for other stochastic models, previous literature on the character of
non-determinism in and verification of SA, and the need to synthesise simple
schedulers in planning. Our distinguishing examples clearly expose how to exploit
each notion to improve the probability of reaching a goal. For verification of SA,
we have demonstrated the feasibility of lightweight scheduler sampling, where
the different notions may be used to finely control the power of the lightweight
schedulers. To solve stochastic timed planning problems defined via SA, our
analysis helps in the case-by-case selection of an appropriate scheduler class
that achieves the desired trade-off between optimal probabilities and ease of
implementation of the resulting plan.
The outcome of our investigation into the power of schedulers could be seen as
a mostly negative result: there is no “easy” class that is equivalent to seeing the
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entirety of a state with all clock values and expiration times, even in the simple
setting of reachability probabilities. Even worse, in the non-prophetic setting,
history matters, too. However, due to the undecidability of the underlying model
checking problem, a strong, simple result was not to be expected. Yet we provide
several important insights, for example that merely considering the expiration
order is insufficient unless one restricts to regeneration on every edge as in [34]:
our distinguishing SA for this case indeed relies on clock memory across locations.
In general, our distinguishing SA clearly exhibit several interesting phenomena
that can occur in SA and need to be taken into account in any SA verification
approach. In particular, our insights are invaluable in building abstraction
refinement techniques for schedulers to replace the crude discretisation of our
prototype SMC tool, and they provide guidelines for control scenarios where an
implementable class of schedulers to synthesise needs to be picked. We note that
all the distinguishing SA we used in our proofs follow a simple common pattern
and do not make use of any potentially “exotic” features of our definition of
SA: they are simple acyclic SA with absolutely continuous probability measures,
edges with either empty or singleton guard sets only, and at most three clocks.
We conjecture that the arguments of this paper also extend to steadystate/frequency measures (in the counterexamples, we would add loops back
from absorbing to initial states), and that our results for the classic schedulers
also transfer to SA with delayable actions. The next step should be to use the
results of this paper to build a proper refinement-based implementation of the
lightweight SMC approach as mentioned above.

CHAPTER

9
Conclusions

Model-based testing is appealing due to its high degree of automation: given a
model, the otherwise labour-intense and error-prone manual derivation of test
cases, their execution, and their evaluation can be performed in a fully automatic
way. It is therefore not surprising that MBT rapidly gained popularity in the
industry, by providing more structured and more efficient test procedures. The
widespread application of MBT thus benefits both suppliers and consumers, by
granting higher quality products and services at lower costs.
In this thesis, we set out to develop an applicable MBT framework, that
treats probabilistic decisions of systems and algorithms as “first class citizens”.
Probabilistic decisions and soft real-time constraints were a focal point of the
developed theory. In particular, we were interested to reconcile these properties
with non-deterministic choices, thus allowing underspecification and implementation freedom in a fully-fledged way. This represents the major advantage over
related approaches, that either assumed closed or fully probabilistic models that
allow no interaction. To conclude the thesis, we summarise the presented work,
and discuss possible future research.

9.1

Summary

The main contribution of this thesis is the applicable MBT framework for nondeterministic systems that exhibit probabilistic behaviour. This includes discrete
probability choices made by the system itself, and soft real-time constraints on
its delays. We provided evidence for its theoretical correctness, as well as readily
available methods to apply it in practice.
Non-determinism in our models is resolved probabilistically by means of
schedulers, and their resulting trace distributions. A study on a novel notion of
schedulers, as well as a hierarchy of existing ones, thus mark another contribution
of this thesis.
225
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Model-Based Testing
Our endeavour to develop the presented framework started by recalling ioco
theory from the literature [174, 169] in Chapter 3. This choice was motivated
by the fact, that ioco relied on labelled transition systems. LTSs utilize nondeterminism – a highly desirable feature, given that it allows underspecification,
implementation freedom, as well as the capabilities to model interaction with
the implementation via parallel composition. They also form the foundation
of many other modelling formalisms with varying properties. It thus seemed
natural to use the extensions of LTSs to extend ioco theory itself.
With our desire to focus on probabilistic systems, probabilistic automata [158]
were an instinctive choice as underlying modelling formalism. They allow to
both model non-deterministic choices, as well as discrete probabilities. Inspired
by the seminal work of [40], we first set out to conservatively extend the conformance relation ioco itself. The authors work culminated in the connection
of observations and trace distributions – a connection that relates the invisible
content of a black-box implementation with examinations made by an external
observer. Hence, we developed the conformance relation pioco based on finite
schedulers that induce trace distributions in Chapter 4. This enabled us to
compare two probabilistic input output transition systems on a purely formal
level. In particular, we showed our testing relation to be a conservative extension
of ioco. This guaranteed that desirable features carried over to our theory, e.g.
pioco is coarser than trace (distribution) inclusion. The remaining theory of
test cases, their executions and evaluations was developed thereafter. We proved
the framework to be sound and, in theory, complete. To see the framework’s application in practice, we conducted smaller-sized case studies based on examples
known from the literature: 1. Kuth’s and Yao’s dice programs [114] 2. the binary
exponential back-off protocol [106], and 3. the FireWire root contention protocol [165]. We implemented mutant applications, all of which were successfully
eliminated, while all correct implementations passed our tests.
The next step comprised the incorporation of soft real-time constraints and
stochastic time delays. However, before taking on the challenge of general
probability distributions over time, we first focussed on exponential distributions.
Exponentials are attractive due to their memoryless property, which allowed us
to avoid clocks to account for real-time. Markov automata [67] were a tailormade model, given their usage of non-determinism, discrete probabilities and
exponential delays. This allowed us to study real-time in the established theory
for pIOTSs with minor extensions to the modelling formalism in Chapter 5. To
our surprise, the results carried over to the real-time setting almost exclusively.
The reason for that is the near-modular design of the developed MBT framework;
Conformance in pioco is defined via trace distributions, and the resulting
probabilities assigned to traces. Thus, constructing schedulers in a similar
manner meant that no major changes were needed on the theoretical side. On
the practical side, we required new methods to infer whether observed time could
be attributed to specified parameters of exponential distributions. In addition
to Pearson’s χ2 test, we utilized confidence intervals for Markovian parameters.
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Carrying out multiple hypotheses tests on the same sample data meant that we
have to apply α-correction, to prevent an inflation of a type I error.
Lastly, we studied general continuous probability distributions as soft realtime requirements. Stochastic automata [50] enabled a clean treatment of this by
utilizing clocks whose expiration time is based on such distributions. A careful
construction of schedulers resulted in the presented framework for stochastic
automata of Chapter 7. While theoretical aspects like the conformance relation,
test cases, verdicts and the framework’s correctness carried over, we once again
needed to adjust practical methods. To that end, we used non-parametric
inference methods to decide whether a sample of time stamps was drawn from
a theoretical probability distribution. To define the framework as general as
possible, we used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and pointed out, that more
efficient statistical tests exist for specific distributions.

Trace Distribution Semantics
Driven by the desire to model waiting of a tester, we studied a novel notion of
schedulers for Markov automata [67]. In particular, schedulers were equipped
with the capability to wait before choosing the next action by scheduling distributions over time. This resulted in the stoic trace distributions semantics of
Chapter 6. Trace distribution semantics of non-waiting schedulers were shown
to be incomparable to those induced by stoic schedulers – a surprising result,
given that the former are a subset of the latter. The comparison is spoiled by
the maximal progress assumption, meaning that time is not allowed to pass in
states that allow internal progress. However, stoic trace distribution semantics
were shown to be coarser than existing notions of bisimulation relations. This
is a natural result, given that trace-based semantics take on a linear view of a
system’s development, while bisimulation focuses on branching probabilities.
Non-determinism is resolved probabilistically by means of schedulers in
all chapters. We took on the fundamental challenge to study schedulers in
their own right in Chapter 8. Investigating schedulers for stochastic automata
means our results carry over to probabilistic- and Markov automata, given their
evident subset relation. We studied schedulers inspired by the literature of the
classic complete information-view [30] and the non-prophetic view [91]. We
used unbounded reachability problems and altered the information available to
schedulers in any given location to establish a hierarchy of scheduler classes.
The outcome of our investigation could be seen as a mostly negative result, as
there was no simple class that yields optimal results. However, despite the fact
that in most settings, memoryless schedulers suffice for reachability problems,
we found that this is not the case for non-prophetic schedulers. Here, history
based schedulers perform better. The study of scheduling power was inspired by
their application in lightweight scheduler sampling. Our theoretical findings were
consequently confirmed by a small scale experiment on LSS on our presented
examples.
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Discussion and Future Work

The presented MBT framework is provably correct: Every conforming implementation has an arbitrarily high chance to pass a test suite, and there exist test
cases to reveal every non-conforming implementation. To apply the developed
theory in practice, we studied several smaller sized case studies. It is thus a
desirable goal to bring our theory into application on a larger scale.
To that end, the impeding factor is the non-existence of a proper tool.
Our small examples were carried out by a tool-chain consisting of JTorX [15],
MATLAB [86] and semi-automatically performed tasks. This included the
evaluation of JTorX’s log files, where an off-the-shelf shell script was used to
count trace frequencies. On the same note, the probabilistic verdict relies on
a comparison of those trace frequencies to their expectations. Many of the
presented examples used relatively short sequences, so expected probabilities
were mostly calculated by hand. A push-button MBT tool for such systems,
would thus require to fill these two shortcomings. We do not expect this to
necessitate an entirely new tool, as existing MBT tools already implement
ioco theory. Rather, 1. existing tools could be extended to allow probabilistic
specifications. Parametrized expected probabilities can then be calculated, and
2. the tool could be provided with parameters like test length or sample size for
multiple test executions. This would aid in the sampling process necessary to
apply our theory.
A second bottleneck lies in the requirement to gather sufficiently large samples.
Collecting, say, 105 traces is an unreasonable amount when working in a realistic
and industrial setting, particularly if soft real-time constraints and time delay are
considered. While the execution of many passing test cases increases confidence in
the functional correctness of the system, we see a possible solution of this dilemma
in more efficient statistical hypothesis tests. That is, statistical tests with a
higher power for equal sample size. To that end, we investigated sequential
probability ratio tests (SPRT) – statistical tests that do not work on fixed
sample sizes, but fixed errors and variable sample size (Appendix A.2). With
every additional observation, a statistical test is performed to see whether a
probabilistic verdict can be given with the current information. This approach,
however, is spoiled by the fact that we still need to find the best fitting scheduler,
maximising the probability of a sample to occur. Hence, the advantage of SPRTs
is lost. The field of statistical hypothesis testing is a rich field, and more suitable
tests than Pearson’s χ2 may exist. A different solution to reduce sample size
requires more efficient tests than the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. This is possible
for parametrized distributions, but highly dependent on the application domain.
Lastly, finding the best-fitting scheduler may be substantially reduced in
complexity, if smaller scheduler classes are considered.
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APPENDIX

A
Mathematical Background

We provide the background for the mathematical concepts used within the thesis.
The covered material includes the basics of probability theory, and a short
introduction to statistical hypothesis testing. Many of these may be familiar to
the reader, and are appended for the sake of self-containment of the thesis. For
a thorough introduction to probability theory, we refer to [46, 123], and for a
better discussion on statistical hypothesis testing see [156].

A.1

Probability Theory

We shortly recall basic concepts from probability theory used in the main body
of the thesis. This is a brief overview for references, and the reader is referred to
textbooks covering probability theory for a thorough and detailed introduction,
e.g. [46, 123].
Definition A.1 (Probability Distribution). A probability sub-distribution over
a countable set S is a function µ : S → [0, 1], such that
X

µ (s) ≤ 1.

s∈S

We useP
SubDistr(S) to denote the set of all sub-distributions over S. We write
|µ| =
s∈S µ (s) for the probability mass of µ. If µ is a probability subdistribution with |µ| = 1, then we call µ a probability distribution and denote
all such distributions over S by Distr (S).
Definition A.2 (Support). The support of a sub-distribution µ ∈ SubDistr(S)
is denoted
supp(µ) = {s ∈ S | µ (s) > 0}
Given a real number x and a sub-distribution µ we denote x·µ the sub-distribution
such that (x · µ) (s) = x · µ (s) for each s ∈ supp(µ) if x · |µ| ≤ 1.
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Definition A.3 (Dirac Distribution). If the support of a distribution is a
singleton {s}, we call it a Dirac distribution, and denote it by s̄, or Dirac(s).
Definition A.4 (Field/σ-Field). Let Ω be a non-empty set and F ⊆ 2Ω a set
of subsets of Ω. Then F is called a field, if it satisfies
1. Ω ∈ F,
2. A ∈ F =⇒ Ac ∈ F, and
Sn
3. A1 , A2 , . . . An ∈ F =⇒ i=1 Ai ∈ F.
F is called a σ-field, if instead of item 3 we have
A1 , A2 , . . . ∈ F =⇒

∞
[

Ai ∈ F

i=1

Definition A.5 (Borel σ-field). The Borel σ-field B(R) is the smallest σ-field
generated by the field of finite disjoint unions of right-semiclosed intervals in R.
Definition A.6 (Measurable Space). Let S be a set and FS a σ-field of S.
Then we call (S, FS ) a measurable space.
Definition A.7 (σ-additivity). Let F be a σ-algebra, and A1 , A2 , A3 . . . pairwise
disjoint sets in F. A function µ : F −→ R ∪ {∞} is called σ-additive, if
µ(

∞
[

Ai ) =

i=1

∞
X

µ(Ai ).

i=1

Definition A.8 (Probability Measure). Let (S, FS ) be a measurable space. A σadditive function µ : FS → [0, 1] is called a probability sub-measure, if µ (S) ≤ 1.
We denote all sub-measures of S by SubMeas (S). If additionally µ (S) = 1, then
we call µ a probability measure and denote all measures of S by Meas (S).
Definition A.9 (Product Measure). Given probability measures µ1 and µ2 , we
denote by µ1 ⊗ µ2 the product measure, which is the unique probability measure
such that (µ1 ⊗ µ2 )(B1 × B2 ) = µ1 (B1 ) · µ2 (B2 ) for all B1 ∈ F1 and B2 ∈ F2 .
ForN
a collection of measures (µi )i∈I , we analogously denote the product measure
by
i∈I µi . We lift the same notation to a collection of sets of probability
measures (Mi )i∈I by
O
O
Mi def
={
µi | µi ∈ Mi for all i ∈ I }.
i∈I

i∈I

Definition A.10 (Probability Space). A probability space is a triple (Ω, F, P ),
such that
1. Ω is a set, called the sample set,
2. F ⊆ 2Ω is a σ-field over Ω. The elements of F are called events, and
3. P : F → [0, 1] is a probability measure.
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Definition A.11 (Measurable function). Let (Ω, FΩ ) and (Ω0 , FΩ0 ) be measurable spaces. A function f : Ω → Ω0 is called measurable with respect to FΩ and
FΩ0 , if f −1 (B) ∈ FΩ for all B ∈ FΩ0 .
Definition A.12 (Borel-measurable function). Let (Ω, FΩ ) be a measurable
space. A measurable function f : Ω → R with respect to FΩ and B(R) is called
Borel-measurable. We write f : (Ω, FΩ ) → (R, B(R)) to denote Borel-measurable
functions.
Definition A.13 (Random variable). Let (Ω, FΩ , P ) be a probability space. A
Borel-measurable function X : (Ω, FΩ ) → (R, B(R)) is called a random variable.
Definition A.14 (Density functions). Let X be a real-valued random variable
on a probability space (Ω, FΩ , P ). A real-valued, Lebesgue-integrable function f
is called probability density function (PDF), if for all a ∈ R
Z a
P (X ≤ a) =
f (x)dx
−∞

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) FX of a PDF is given by FX (x) =
P (X ≤ x).
Definition A.15 (Expected value). If X is a random variable with PDF f , we
define its expected value as
Z
E(X) def
=
x · f (x)dx.
R

Definition A.16 (Bernoulli Random Variable). A (discrete) random variable
X is Bernoulli distributed with parameter p ∈ (0, 1), denoted X ∼ Ber(p), if it
has the distribution
(
p
if x = 1
f (x; p) =
1 − p if x = 0.
Definition A.17 (Uniform Distribution). A random variable X is uniformly
distributed on the interval [a, b], denoted X ∼ Uni[a,b], if it has the PDF
(
1
for a ≤ x ≤ b,
f (x) = b−a
0
otherwise.
Definition A.18 (Exponential Random
exponentially distributed with parameter λ,
PDF
(
λe−λx
f (x) =
0

Variable). A random variable X is
denoted X ∼ Exp(λ), if it is has the
if x ≥ 0,
otherwise.

Definition A.19 (χ2 Random Variable). A random variable is χ2 distributed
with n degrees of freedom, if it has the PDF
 n
x
Z ∞
 x 2n−1 e− 2 if x > 0
n
2 2 Γ( 2 )
tz−1 et dt.
fn (x) =
, where Γ(z) =
0
0
otherwise
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Proposition A.20. Let X ∼Exp(λ) and let x1 , . . . , xn be realizations of X.
For α ∈ (0, 1), the 1 − α confidence interval of λ based on its realisations is then
given by
#
" 2
χα/2,2n χ21−α/2,n
Pn
, Pn
2 i=1 xi 2 i=1 xi
Proof. We first prove: If X follows an exponential distribution with parameter
λ, then Y = 2λX follows an exponential distribution with parameter 12 . The
density function of X is f (x | λ) = λe−λx if x > 0 and 0 otherwise. It is easy to
y
see that the density function of Y is then given as g(y) = 12 e− 2 . Note that the
1
exponential distribution with parameter 2 is equivalent to χ22 (Definition A.19).
For Xi ∼Exp(λ) with i = 1, . . . , n we define
h(X1 , . . . , Xn , λ) def
= 2λ

n
X

Xi =

i=1

n
X

Yi .

i=1

Each Yi follows a χ22 distribution, and they are independent. Therefore h follows
a χ22n distribution. Let χ2α/2,2n and χ21−α/2,2n be the α/2 and the 1 − α/2
quantiles of the χ22n distribution, then
!
n
X
P χ2α/2,2n ≤ 2λ
Xi ≤ χ21−α/2,2n = 1 − α.
i=1

Rearranging yields
P

A.2

χ2α/2,2n
χ21−α/2,2n
Pn
≤ λ ≤ Pn
2 i=1 Xi
2 i=1 Xi

!
= 1 − α.

Statistical Hypothesis Testing

Statistical hypothesis testing is concerned with the observation, and realization
of random variables. The intention of a statistical test is to find enough evidence
to formally reject a conjecture, commonly called the null hypothesis. Intuitive
examples of null hypothesis in practice are given in the conjecture that people of
a certain nationality have an average body height of 1.68m, or that the average
grade of a school class is 75%. The decision of rejection or acceptance is based on
concrete realizations of the random variables summarized as the sample. Should
the null hypothesis be rejected, we conclude that it is false. A common pitfall
lies in the reverse: Accepting a hypothesis does not imply its correctness, but
rather the lack of evidence to prove it wrong.
Mathematically, we utilize a mapping from a sample to a binary verdict:
accept or reject. Different domains and application areas require a wide selection
of concrete mappings, called the test statistic. Test statistics vary with the
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representation of the underlying sample data. Sample data can be categorized
into quantitative or qualitative data. We refer to Figure A.1 for an illustration.
Quantitative data comprises 1. nominal data, like the preference of political
parties within a population, 2. ordinal data, like school grades, or 3. binary
data, like yes and no, or pass and fail. On the other hand, qualitative data
encompasses 1. discrete data, like the number of damaged parts in a shipment,
or 2. continuous data, like the body height of a person.

Quantitative

Nominal

Ordinal

Qualitative

Binary

Discrete

Continuous

Figure A.1: Qualitative and quantitative classification of sample data.
In this section we recall two statistical testing methods alongside two test
statistics, which are utilized within this thesis. We refer the avid reader to graduate textbooks for a more detailed approach on the subject, see e.g., [156]. For a
recent survey on hypothesis testing in statistical model checking we refer to [151].
A common template of statistical hypothesis tests encompasses the quantities:
1. A formal statement of the null hypothesis H0 , such as: the mean of a
random variable is equal to µ,
2. a mathematical statement of the alternative hypothesis HA , such as: the
mean of the random variable is not equal to µ,
3. the level of significance α ∈ (0, 1), a.k.a. probability to perform an error
of first kind or type I error,
4. the probability to perform an error of second kind β ∈ (0, 1) or type II
error, and
5. the sample size N .

A.2.1

Statistical errors.

The goal of hypothesis testing is to exhibit control over the probability of wrong
decisions. Since observations are based on random variables, there is no guarantee
that the decision made is correct. Therefore, statistical tests always encompass
two errors; the errors of first or type I error, and error of second kind or type II
error. The first describes the probability to reject a true null hypothesis, while
the latter entails the probability to accept a wrong null hypothesis.
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These properties are quantified in the parameters α and β respectively. Figure
A.2 summarizes the probabilities with which each decision is made. The value
1 − β is often referred to as the power p of a statistical test. It comprises the
ability to correctly reject the null hypothesis. The value β and the power p are
occasionally swapped in the literature.
Hypothesis H0 true
1−α
Correct Decision
α
Type I Error

H0 accepted
H0 rejected

Alternative HA true
β
Type II Error
1−β
Correct Decision

Figure A.2: Quantification of possible statistical errors. The statistical error of
first kind is denoted by α, while the statistical error of second kind is denoted
by β. The value 1 − β is frequently called the test power p.

A.2.2

Two Types of Hypotheses Tests

It is inherently impossible to exhibit control over all three parameters α, β and N
simultaneously. Defining values for both α and β requires a certain sample size
N . On the contrary, having a sample of size N , one can only exhibit control over
α, and β adjusts to that. Consequently, there are two fundamentally different
approaches of statistical testing: 1. Sequential probability ratio testing, where
both errors α and β are fixed, and 2. Fixed sample size testing, where the error
of first kind α and sample size N are fixed. We introduce both shortly in the
following and refer to Figure A.3 for a schematic illustration.
A

A
NC

I
R

(a) Fixed sample size

N

NC

N

R
(b) Sequential probability ratio

Figure A.3: Schematic visualisation of test decisions and acceptance regions
for fixed sample size testing versus sequential ratio testing after [151]. A marks
acceptance, R marks rejection, I marks inconclusiveness, and N C marks the noncritical region. The unlabelled ordinate represents values of the test observation.
Fixed sample size tests draw a conclusion as soon as they hit the boundary in
N , while sequential ratio tests stay in a non-critical region, as long as they do
not hit either the A boundary, or the R boundary.
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Sequential probability ratio testing The sequential probability ratio test
(SPRT), or sequential analysis is commonly attributed to Abraham Wald et. al
[189]. Its key feature is the specification of α and β, which leaves N variable.
SPRT investigates a sample xi of a random variable X with distribution f (xi ; θ),
where θ is unknown. The null-hypothesis is H0 : θ = θ0 , whereas the alternative
hypothesis is given as H1 : θ = θ1 . The test exhibits its control over both α and
β, i.e. the error of first kind is not supposed to be greater than α, and the error
of second kind is not supposed to be greater than β. This requires the sample
size N to be variable.
The intuition is as follows: for a given sample x1 , . . . , xN the test calculates
the cumulative sum of the log-likelihood ratio.
SN def
= SN −1 +

log(f (xi ; θ1 ))
log(f (xi ; θ2 ))

If SN is above a certain threshold A, we accept H1 . However, if SN is below a
certain threshold B, we accept H0 . The test is inconclusive if neither of these
cases hold, and another observation xN +1 is added. The decisive feature lies in
the choice of A and B to guarantee the maximality of errors as α and β. This is
given for
1−β
β
A=
and B =
.
α
1−α
Controlling both errors simultaneously makes the test flexible and efficient.
However, its applicability is often hindered by the fact that new observations
are not available. E.g. if statistical analysis is performed on a given data set,
there might be no way to acquire additional samples, or if a certain population
is exhaustively studied, additional observations might not be available at all.
Fixed sample size testing A far more commonly applied hypothesis test
is given in the fixed sample size test. Here, the eponymous sample size N
is fixed and a level of significance α is chosen. The test establishes critical
regions based on the null-hypothesis, the test statistic and α. Then, a test
observation is calculated based on the sample. The precise calculations depend
on the test statistic, e.g. χ2 , t-value, etc. Acceptance of the null-hypothesis is
determined depending whether or not the test observation lies in the critical
region. Naturally, an error of second kind cannot be avoided, and statistical
tests aim at being optimal with respect to a minimal β.
The general course of actions is as follows:
1. The hypothesis H0 , and its alternative H1 are phrased. A level of significance α ∈ (0, 1) is set and possibly other parameters are chosen.
2. A sample is drawn.
3. The test statistic is chosen and critical regions are determined.
4. The test observation is calculated.
5. A conclusion is made: H1 is accepted if the test observation lies in the
critical region, and H0 is accepted if not.
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Fixed sample size tests can be parametric or non-parametric. The null hypothesis
of the first entails a test for a parameter like a distribution mean or its variance.
Non-parametric tests use different hypotheses; the null-hypothesis tests whether
two distributions are equal independent from individual parameters.
Application in this thesis. While the SPRT seems appealing in the context
of a probabilistic MBT framework, since new observations are readily available
upon additional test executions, we opt for fixed sample sizes instead. The models
considered in this thesis contain non-deterministic choices whose resolution
depends on schedulers – They are thus initially not fully probabilistic. Thus,
analysing whether a collected sample of traces can be attributed to a certain
model, requires finding a fitting scheduler first. This makes SPRT not directly
applicable, as every new observation requires new calculations with respect to
schedulers. In addition, note that SPRT are parametric tests, whereas the used
hypotheses tests in the thesis are non-parametric. Hence, the hypothesis tests
used in this thesis are of fixed sample size.
We introduce the non-parametric fixed sample size tests used in this thesis
in the following. We point out, that the intent of the hypothesis tests in both
cases is to infer whether a sample belongs to a given probability distribution.
Therefore, we apply non-parametric two-sided statistical tests.

A.2.3

Pearson’s χ2 Test

Pearson’s χ2 test is a non-parametric test statistic applicable for nominal data [2]
dating back to Karl Pearson [145]. It is one of many χ2 tests whose results are
evaluated with respect to the χ2 distribution (Definition A.19). Its purpose in
the context of this thesis is to test the null-hypothesis that observed frequencies
of a sample are consistent with a theoretical distribution. In particular, it used
in Chapters 4, 5 and 7, to assess whether observations made on a black-box
trace machine are consistent with a formal specification model. We point out,
that Pearson’s χ2 test has other applications, e.g. to test homogeneity of two
samples, or a test of independence of two variables.
To apply the test, the underlying data has to be distinguishable in n different
groups such that the probability of all categories in the theoretical distribution
adds up to 1, e.g. numbers on a six sided die, or the preference of a political party
within a given population. The test statistic χ2 is calculated as the normalized
accumulated squared deviation from a sample to its expectations, i.e.
2

def

χ =

n
X
(Oi − Ei )2
i=1

Ei

,

where Oi is the number of observations of type i, Ei is the expected number of
type i, and n is the total number of categories. The empirical test observation
χ2 is then compared to critical values χ2crit def
= χ2α,d to determine acceptance of
the null hypothesis. Here α is the level of significance, and d are the degrees of
freedom (d.f.). The degrees of freedom refer to the amount of categories that are
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independent of each other. A six sided die, for instance, has 5 degrees of freedom,
as the sixth value is immediately clear, if one knows the all the others. The
critical values represent the 1 − α-percentiles of the χ2 distribution of d degrees
of freedom. That is, the probability mass in the percentile (−∞, χ2α,d ) contains
1 − α of the total probability mass of the probability density function. These
values can be calculated according to Definition A.19. Values for commonly
used assignments of α and d are documented in lookup tables, e.g. [2]. For the
convenience of the reader, we included one in Table A.2.

1
14

18

16

Expectation

16.6̄

16.6̄

16.6̄

2
3

Observation

4 5

6

Example A.21. Suppose we want to infer whether a given sample suggests a
fair die for α = 0.05. The straightforward categorisation is then given in the
numbers 1 to 6 where each number occurs with probability 16 . Table A.1 depicts

20

20

12

Total
100

16.6̄

16.6̄

16.6̄

100

Table A.1: Example observation and expectations of a six sided die.
a potential sample of size m. We calculate the empirical χ2 score as
χ2 =
+
=

(20 − 16.6̄)2
(20 − 16.6̄)2
(14 − 16.6̄)2
+
+
16.6̄
16.6̄
16.6̄
(20 − 16.6̄)2
(20 − 16.6̄)2
(12 − 16.6̄)2
+
+
16.6̄
16.6̄
16.6̄
3.2.

The experiment has 5 degrees of freedom, as the 6-th value is immediately given,
if one knows he remaining 5. The critical value for d = 5 and α = 0.05 is given
as χ20.05,5 = 11.07, cf. Table A.2. Since the empirical value does not exceed this
threshold, we accept the hypothesis, that the sample was drawn from a fair die.

A.2.4

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) is a non-parametric hypothesis test [77]
named after Andrey Kolmogorov and Nikolai Smirnov. Its purpose is to decide
whether a sample comes from a population with a specific distribution (1-sample
KS-test), or to test whether two samples were drawn from the same population
(2-sample KS-test). In this thesis, we utilize the former. In particular, it is
used to test whether recorded time stamps belong to a specified continuous
distribution over real time in Chapters 5 and 7.
Suppose we gathered a sample x1 , . . . , xn of n independently and identically
distributed random variables Xi , where the xi are assumed to be ordered
increasingly. The KS-test compares the step function induced by the values xi
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m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
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0.99
0.020
0.115
0.297
0.554
0.872
1.239
1.646
2.088
2.558
3.053
3.571
4.107
4.660
5.229
5.812
6.408
7.015
7.633
8.260
8.897
9.542
10.196
10.856
11.524
12.198
12.879
13.565
14.257
14.954
22.164
29.707
37.485
45.442
53.540
61.754
70.065

0.975
0.001
0.051
0.216
0.484
0.831
1.237
1.690
2.180
2.700
3.247
3.816
4.404
5.009
5.629
6.262
6.908
7.564
8.231
8.907
9.591
10.283
10.982
11.689
12.401
13.120
13.844
14.573
15.308
16.047
16.791
24.433
32.357
40.482
48.758
57.153
65.647
74.222

0.95
0.004
0.103
0.352
0.711
1.145
1.635
2.167
2.733
3.325
3.940
4.575
5.226
5.892
6.571
7.261
7.962
8.672
9.390
10.117
10.851
11.591
12.338
13.091
13.848
14.611
15.379
16.151
16.928
17.708
18.493
26.509
34.764
43.188
51.739
60.391
69.126
77.929

Probability α
0.9
0.1
0.016
2.706
0.211
4.605
0.584
6.251
1.064
7.779
1.610
9.236
2.204
10.645
2.833
12.017
3.490
13.362
4.168
14.684
4.865
15.987
5.578
17.275
6.304
18.549
7.042
19.812
7.790
21.064
8.547
22.307
9.312
23.542
10.085
24.769
10.865
25.989
11.651
27.204
12.443
28.412
13.240
29.615
14.042
30.813
14.848
32.007
15.659
33.196
16.473
34.382
17.292
35.563
18.114
36.741
18.939
37.916
19.768
39.087
20.599
40.256
29.051
51.805
37.689
63.167
46.459
74.397
55.329
85.527
64.278
96.578
73.291 107.565
82.358 118.498

0.05
3.841
4.991
7.815
9.488
11.071
12.592
14.067
15.507
16.919
18.307
19.675
21.026
22.362
23.685
24.996
26.296
27.587
28.869
30.144
31.410
32.671
33.924
35.172
36.415
37.652
38.885
40.113
41.337
42.557
43.773
55.758
67.505
79.082
90.531
101.879
113.145
124.342

0.025
5.024
7.378
9.348
11.143
12.833
14.449
16.013
17.535
19.023
20.483
21.920
23.337
24.736
26.119
27.488
28.845
30.191
31.526
32.852
34.170
35.479
36.781
38.076
39.364
40.646
41.923
43.194
44.461
45.722
46.979
59.342
71.420
83.298
95.023
106.629
118.136
129.561

Table A.2: Percentiles χ2α,m of the χ2 distribution [2].

0.01
6.635
9.210
11.345
13.277
15.086
16.812
18.475
20.090
21.666
23.209
24.725
26.217
27.688
29.141
30.578
32.000
33.409
34.805
36.191
37.566
38.932
40.289
41.638
42.980
44.314
45.642
46.963
48.278
49.588
50.892
63.691
76.154
88.379
100.425
112.329
124.116
135.807
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to the supposed underlying CDF (Definition A.14) F . The step function, or
empirical distribution function (EDF) for n values, denoted Fn , is given as


if x < x1
0,
def
Fn (x) = nnk , if xk ≤ x < xk+1 ,


1,
if x > xn
where nk is the multiplicity of element xk . The distance of F to Fn is called the
n-th Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, i.e.
Kn = sup |F0 (x) − Fn (x)| .
x
n→∞

The Glivenko-Cantelli theorem [77] guarantees that Kn −−−−→ 0, if the sample
was indeed drawn from the distribution F . The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic
is then compared to the critical values Kα,n . A null-hypothesis is rejected iff
Kn > Kα,n . The critical values Kα,n depend on the level of significance α, and
are the 1 − α-percentiles of the n-th Kolmogorov distribution. To the best of our
knowledge there is no explicit method to calculate the distribution of Kn , but
[191] provide a procedure to calculate P (Kn < x) with 13-15 digits accuracy for
n ranging from 2 to at least 16.000. Its limiting distribution is given as
∞
X
√
2 2
lim P ( nKn ≤ x) = 1 − 2
(−1)i−1 e−2i x .

n→∞

i=1

However, for all practical intents and purposes, values for n ≤ 40 exist in lookup
tables, e.g. [139], and there is an approximation formula for n > 40 in
Kα,n

p
−0.5 ln(α/2)
√
.
≈
n

For the convenience of the reader, we included a reference table in Table A.3.
Example A.22. Assume given are t1 = 0.26, t2 = 0.33, t3 = 0.55, t4 = 0.77,
t5 = 1.18, t6 = 1.41, t7 = 1.46, t8 = 1.97 as sample data. We want to infer
whether the the sample is consistent with a uniform distribution Uni[0,2]. The
step function of the ti for these values is given as


0 t < t0
F8 (x) = k8 tk < x ≤ tk+1 , k = 1, . . . , 7


1 t ≥ t8
K8 = 0.145 is the distance between the EDF of the ti and Uni[0,2]. The critical
value of the Kolmogorov distribution for n = 8 and α = 0.05 is Kcrit = 0.454,
cf. Table A.3. With K8 < Kcrit , the empiric value is below the given threshold.
Hence, we accept the null-hypothesis that the data is consistent with Uni[0,2]
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n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.1
0.950
0.776
0.636
0.566
0.509
0.468
0.436
0.410
0.387
0.369
0.352
0.340
0.330
0.314
0.304
0.295
0.286
0.279
0.271
0.265

Probability α
0.05
0.02
0.975 0.990
0.842 0.900
0.708 0.785
0.624 0.689
0.563 0.627
0.520 0.577
0.483 0.538
0.454 0.507
0.430 0.480
0.410 0.457
0.391 0.437
0.375 0.419
0.361 0.403
0.349 0.390
0.338 0.377
0.327 0.366
0.318 0.355
0.310 0.346
0.301 0.337
0.294 0.329

0.01
0.995
0.929
0.829
0.734
0.669
0.617
0.576
0.542
0.513
0.489
0.468
0.449
0.432
0.418
0.404
0.392
0.381
0.371
0.361
0.352

n
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

0.1
0.259
0.253
0.247
0.242
0.238
0.233
0.229
0.225
0.221
0.218
0.214
0.211
0.208
0.205
0.202
0.199
0.196
0.194
0.192
0.189

Probability α
0.05
0.02
0.287 0.321
0.281 0.314
0.275 0.307
0.270 0.301
0.264 0.295
0.260 0.290
0.254 0.284
0.250 0.279
0.246 0.274
0.242 0.270
0.238 0.266
0.234 0.262
0.231 0.258
0.227 0.254
0.224 0.260
0.221 0.247
0.218 0.244
0.215 0.240
0.213 0.238
0.210 0.235

0.01
0.344
0.337
0.330
0.323
0.317
0.310
0.305
0.300
0.295
0.290
0.285
0.281
0.277
0.273
0.270
0.265
0.262
0.258
0.255
0.252

Table A.3: Percentiles Kα,n of the n-th Kolmogorov statistic [139].

A.2.5

Accumulation of Type I Errors

A level of significance α ∈ (0, 1) limits type 1 error by α. Performing several
statistical experiments on the same sample inflates this probability: if one
experiment is performed at α = 0.05, there is a 5% probability to incorrectly
reject a true hypothesis. Performing 100 experiments, we expect to see a type 1
error 5 times. If all experiments are independent, the chance is thus 99.4%. This
probability is known as the family wise error rate (FWER) [172]. The FWER
becomes relevant in Chapters 5 and 7, where one χ2 test, as well as multiple
hypothesis tests for each delayed transition are performed.
There are generally two approaches to control this inflation: single step and
sequential adjustments. The first evenly distributes the probability to perform
a Type I error, while the latter adjusts it sequentially for every additional
hypothesis. Both aim at limiting the global type I error in the statistical testing
process by adjusting the local level of significance. Note that this correction
comes at the cost of globally increasing β, thus decreasing the statistical power
p of a hypothesis test. We point out that there is no best correction, and usage
may vary with the number of hypotheses and other factors.
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Bonferroni correction. The most prevalent example for single step adjustment is Bonferroni correction [172]. The method is straightforward: the corrected
αlocal is evenly distributed for all m hypotheses, i.e.
αlocal =

αglobal
m

Šidák correction. Another single step adjustment is given in the Šidák correction [172]. It is shown to be slightly more powerful than Bonferroni correction [1].
If the total number of hypothesis tests to be performed is m, then
αlocal = 1 − (1 − αglobal )1/m .
Holm-Bonferroni correction. A sequential procedure is given in the HolmBonferroni correction [172]. It is shown to be more powerful than Bonferroni
correction [3] Rather than distributing α evenly, it is adjusted for every additional
hypothesis test performed. That is, for hypotheses H1 , . . . , Hm , let p1 , . . . , pm
be their corresponding power. The hypotheses are then ordered H(1) , . . . , H(m)
according to their increasingly ordered powers p(1) , . . . , p(m) . Then hypotheses
H(1) , . . . , H(k−1) are rejected, and H(k) , . . . , H(m) are not, where k is the smallest
index such that
αglobal
p(k) >
.
m+1−k
All three corrections ensure the FWER to be smaller or equal to αglobal . For
more correction methods we refer the reader to [172].
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Samenvatting
Kansen spelen een belangrijke rol in veel computerapplicaties. Een groot scala
aan algoritmen, protocollen en berekenmethoden gebruiken randomisatie om hun
doelen te bereiken. Een cruciale vraag is dan of zulke probabilistische systemen
werken zoals bedoeld. Om dit te onderzoeken worden zulke systemen getest door
een groot aantal goed ontworpen tests, die het geobserveerde gedrag vergelijken
met een specificatie. Doorgaans worden deze tests gemaakt met de hand, waarbij
menselijke fouten niet onmogelijk zijn. Een andere aanpak is het automatisch
genereren van deze tests. Model-gebaseerd testen is een innovatieve testmethode
vanuit de formele methoden, die de taak van tests maken poogt te automatiseren.
Het heeft tractie gevonden in zowel academia als de industrie, doordat het sneller
en rigoreuzer kan testen. Echter, klassiek model-gebaseerde testmethoden zijn
niet afdoende wanneer de systemen van stochastische aard zijn.
Dit proefschrift introduceert een rigoreus model-gebaseerd testraamwerk, dat
het mogelijk maakt dergelijke systemen automatisch te testen. De gepresenteerde
methoden kunnen functionele correctheid beoordelen, discrete probabilistische
keuzes, en harde en zachte tijdsbeperkingen. Allereerst wordt het vakgebied
van model-gebaseerd testen beschreven en gerelateerd werk besproken. Het
raamwerk is daarna duidelijk en stapsgewijs opgesteld. Vervolgens wordt een
model-gebaseerd testraamwerk geı̈nstantieerd om het doel aan te geven van de
theoretische compentenen, zoals een conformiteitsrelatie of testgevallen. Dit
raamwerk wordt dan conservatief uitgebreid door discrete probabilistische keuzes
aan de specificatietaal toe te voegen. Ten slotte wordt dit probalistische raamwerk
uitgebreid met harde en zachte tijdsbeperkingen. Uitspraken over klassiek functionele correctheid zijn dus uitgebreid met statistische goodness of fit methoden.
Het bewijs dat dit raamwerk correct is worden gegeven alvorens de mogelijkheden
ervan aan te stippen door middel van kleine casussen bekend van de literatuur.
Het raamwerk verenigt niet-deterministische en probabilistische keuzes op
een volwaardige manier middels het gebruik van schedulers. Dit maakt schedulers op zich zelf al interessant voor een eigen studie. Dit wordt gedaan in
het tweede deel van dit proefschrift: We introduceren een gelijkwaardigheidsrelatie gebaseerd op schedulers voor Markov-automaten en vergelijken haar
onderscheidende expressiviteit wat betreft spoordistributies en bisimulatierelaties.
Als laatst onderzoeken we de kracht van verschillende schedulerklassen voor
stochastische automaten. We vergelijken de bereikbaardheidskansen van verschillende schedulers door de informatie die voor hen beschikbaar is te veranderen
om een hirarchie van schedulerklassen te vestigen.
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